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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the discourse of second grade bilingual students participating 

in smaU group literature discussions over one academic year. The main research question 

is "What is the nature of the talk in which second-grade bilingual Spanish/English students 

engage as they discuss children's literature in small groups?*^ 

The study is based on a qualitative research design, using methods and techniques 

from ethnography and case study research, and was conducted in a collaboration with a 

teacher researcher. It describes the conversations of 21 Latino students, Mexican 

American children from working-class &milies, during 19 literature discussions. Each 

literature discussion consisted of four small groups of students for a total of 75 literature 

circles. Ten students were English dominant, and 11 were Spanish dominant. The 

students were sometimes grouped by language dominance, but most of the time they were 

heterogeneous groups where both English and Spanish dominant students talked with each 

other about the same self-selected book. Nine students and 11 literature circles were 

chosen as case studies to examine in depth the range of the students' responses to 

literature. Data gathering methods included fiekl notes from participant observation, 

audiotapes, transcripts, videotapes of 75 literature circles, and san^les of the students' 

written responses to literature. 

Through a detailed description and analysis of the children's responses to 

literature, tliis study documents how young bilingual children can have sophisticated 

literary responses and meaningful discussions of texts given opportunity and an 
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appropriate context. Small group literature discussions, informed by Rosenblatt's reader-

response theory, are proposed to be a crucial conqwnent of an intellectually challenging 

curriculum, especially in &cilitating various forms of talk about text. This study shows 

that the small groups created a collective zone of proximal development for students' 

meaningful discussions. The findings of this research illustrate that there is no need for 

delaying children's development of critical thinking untfl they first learn to decode, 

emphasizing skills at the expense of content and thoughtfiilness. A collaborative approach 

to research where the classroom teacher participates in the study is also proposed as an 

efiective research model aimed toward educational change. 



SECTION I: 

INTRODUCTION 

Section I includes chapters that address the introduction (Chapter 1), theoretical 

grounding (Chapter 2), and methodology of the study (Ch£q)ter 3). The section opens 

with the first chapter in which I introduce the study by describing the need for offering 

Latino children a more challenging intellectual curriculum and by providing an overview of 

the study. In Chapter 2,1 present the theoretical grounding of the study by first e^qianding 

on the description of the educational situation for Latinos in the United States and by 

reviewing the professional literature related to bilingualism and multicultural education. I 

then describe the two main theories informing my analysis, Rosenblatt's transactional 

reader-response theory and Vygotslcy's sociocultural theory of learning. In Chapter 3,1 

present the research design for the study, which is qualitative and collaborative in nature, 

highlighting the use of a case study design. I also describe the research methodology and 

the analysis. 



CHAPTER 1 

EDUCATION FOR BILINGUAL STUDENTS EST THE UNITED STATES 

Instruction is only useful when it moves ahead of development. 

(Vygotsky, 1934/1987, p. 212) 

The schooling of working-class Latino students continues to be an inqwrtant 

challenge for educators. As with other working-class children, their instruction, whether 

ofifered monolingually or bilingually, seems to be characterized by low-level literacy 

lessons and a basic skills approach to learning. I believe that this k)w-level instruction 

contnbutes greatly to Goklenberg's (1997) observation that Latino students, as a group, 

have low levels of literacy attainment whether taught and tested in Spanish or in English. 

This situation for bilingual students is aggravated other &ctors, such as the 

eSbrts to ban bilingiial education. This linguistic repression and resuhing punitive 

measures restrict children's language and educational rights. In addition, a low-level 

instruction for students is promoted through a deficit model of learning that delays 

children's reading instructmn until they have demonstrated control of English oral 

language, emphasizing basic skiUs at the expense of content (Crawford, 1995). I have no 

doubts that there are great bilingual teachers fighting against those restrictions to create an 

intellectual challenging curriculum for their working-class students as the studies of some 

exemplary bilingual classrooms illustrate (e.g., Soltero, 1999; Whitmore & Crowell, 

1994), however, what seems to be prevalent in the United States is in feet low-level 

instruction (Anyon, 1981; Moll, Diaz, Estrada, & Lopes, 1992). 



This dissertation, based on a qualitative and collaborative research design, 

examines the discourse of second-grade bilingual students participating in small group 

literature discussions over one academic year. Drawing on Vygotsky's (1978) theory, this 

study will explore the mediational potential of small group literature discussions, 

understood from the perspective of Rosenblatt's (1978, 199S) transactional reader 

response theory, in &cilitating and supporting mraningful and critical discussions among 

young bilingual students. In other words, I am particularly interested in how smaU group 

literature discussions are used by bilingual Spanish/English students as a tool for 

communicating and thinking. Through this study I expect to contribute to the emergent 

research on bilingual classroom presenting more challenging alternatives for the education 

of bilingual students. 

My Personal History As an Educator 

The critical educational situation for Latinos in the United States adds a new 

dimension to my commitment to young children and led me to this study. My commitment 

to working with Latino children, especially with bilingual Spanish-English students and 

teachers, comes from the experiences I have had as an educator and researcher during my 

10 years of teaching Language Arts in different schools—from extremely poor elementary 

and secondary schools, to wealthy private schools—in my native Puerto Rico and in Santo 

Domingo, Dominican Republic. 

Working as an assistant principal in a private elementary school in Puerto Rico, I 

experienced how low our expectations were, in general, for young students. A 



progressive principal and I supported the teachers of that school in their eflforts to update 

the curriculum, and we began implementing a constructivist, integrated curriculum 

through the use of children's literature. Through wy participation in that three-year 

process, the teachers and I realized how low our previous expectations had been for 

students. The young students of this school were learning much more than with the 

previous curriculum based on the use of basal textbooks and workdieets. After moving to 

the United States four years ago, I observed that the educational situation for some 

children was no different from my previous experiences, but instead was aggravated for 

many bilingual children from working-class &milies. Educators, sometimes with the best 

of intentions, engage in 'Hhe practice of reducing or 'watering down' the curriculum to 

match perceived or identified weaknesses in the students" (Moll et aL, 1992, p. 68). 

In addition to having low-expectations for bilingual children, educators' theories of 

reading that are based mostly on word and sound recognition contribute to watering down 

the curriculum for young students with the consequence of de-emphasizing the use of 

children's literature. This kind of curriculum practically ensures that children, especially if 

English is their second language, will not be provided with frequent opportunities to 

engage in meaningful conversations about children's books or to engage in critical 

dialogue about what they read. As one teacher expressed it, children cannot engage in 

dialogue about books until they 'Meam to decode and read FIRST' (Martinez-Roldan, 

1998, p. 12, emphasis in the original). The view that sound recognition and decoding 

must precede literature discussions is a pervasive one in early chiklhood reading 
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instruction and prevents young children, especially if they are Spanish dominant, from 

having learning experiences at a high intellectual level. In these classrooms, bilingiial 

children's transactions with literature that go beyond their reading proficiency are neither 

expected nor encouraged. These views eflfectively silence children's voices and, as 

Giroux and Simon (1989) argue, the experiences and histories through which students 

give meaning to the world are denied, reducing teaching and learning to the dynamics of 

transmission and inqrasition. 

Why Small Group Literature Discussions? 

Small group literature discussions or literature circles involve groups of students 

who read, or have the teacher read aloud to them, the same book, or different books 

having a common topic, and then meet to discuss their understandings with each other 

(Short, 1997). Three &ctors led me to select this particular reading engagement of 

bilingual small group literature discussk)ns as the focus of n^ research. The first was that 

due to my concerns regarding low expectations for young bilingual students, I found that 

this reading engagement had the potential for providing a context where students could 

have meaningful discussions and critical dialogue. By meaningful conversations I refer to 

the ability to talk about books with others going beyond "like or dislike" responses. It 

refers to statements and interpretations where children reveal their insights about the 

stories including evaluative comments about the books. By critical dialogue I mean the 

ability to co-produce meaning with others, taking into account different interpretations, 

different perspectives. Peterson and Beds (1990) write about the ability to be attentive to 
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the ideas of others and to respond to those ideas as characteristics of a meaningful 

dialogue. 

I thought that small group discussions as defined above could create a challenging 

context for children's learning and language development, that is, a context that may carry 

"development forward" (Vygotsky, 1934/1987, 1978). Different &ctors could support 

that challenging context: the texts, the access to two languages, aixl the nature of the 

literature circles where the emphasis is on making meaning and not on answering 

preestablished questions. 

A second ^tor for choosing this research focus was the lack of extensive research 

on bilingiial students' responses to literature and specificalfy, their responses in small 

groups. This study, with detailed and rich descriptions of bilingual children's literature 

discussions in small groups, will chart new groimd for this area. The third factor is the 

increased attention that researchers and educators are paying to the relationships between 

language and thinking, specifically, to the potential cognitive benefits of discourse among 

peers. As Cazden (1988) points out, the most common pattern of classroom discourse has 

been described as teacher-led speech events having a three-part sequence of teacher 

initiation, student response, and teacher evaluation (IRE). She highlights the difficulties of 

finding other alternative patterns: 

It is easy to imagine talk in which ideas are explored rather than answers to 
teachers' test questions provided and evaluated; in which teachers talk less than 
the usual two-thirds of the time and students talk correspondingly more; in which 
students themselves decide when to speak rather than waiting to be called on by 
the teacher; and in which students ad^ess each other directly. Easy to imagine, 
but not easy to do. Observers have a hard time finding such discussions, aiKl 
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teachers sometimes have a hard time creating them even when they want to. (p. 
54) 

I thought that small group literature discussions might provide an example of the kind of 

discourse Cazden envisions as an alternative desirable pattern of classroom discourse. 

A Collaborative Research Study 

With the desire of exploring literature circles in a bilingual classroom, I met with 

Julia Lopez-Robertson*, a first-grade bilingual teacher, who shared same concerns, and 

in Spring 1998 we jointly decided to conduct an exploratory collaborative study in her 

classroom where most of the students were Mexican Americans from working-class 

families. Julia became a teacher researcher, and I returned to an elementary classroom as 

a researcher who was also a teacher. We introduced and organized small group literature 

discussions using children's literature in English and Spanish, literatiire that we and their 

relatives read aloud to them. We began our initial inquiry with Julia's first-grade students 

by organizing them by langijage: one group of (eight) Spanish dominant students who had 

their discussions in Spanish, and two groups of (six) English dominant students who had 

their discussions in English. 

Throughout that initial inquiry we observed that although some of the responses of 

both groups were similar, there were also differences in terms of the connections the 

students made to the books. English-dominant speaking students—second- and third-

' I am using Julia's first name throughout the dissertation instead of her last name 
because it better describes the nature of our relationship and my respect for her work. 
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generation immigrants—made few connections to their lives and stayed close to the text, 

making more connections to other books and to literacy itsel£ The Spanish-dominant 

speaking students—first-generation immigrants—on the other hand, made a great many 

connections to their lives and told the greatest number of stories throughout all the 

literature discussions. 

Julia and 1 decided to continue organizing literature discussions and coUaborativety 

studying literature circles in second grade, since she moved on with the chiklren as part of 

a looping program. We decided, instead of only having the groups divided by language 

dominance, to add bilingual groups where children could leara from each other and add to 

their repertoire of how they talked about books. The potential that I saw in this curricular 

engagement made me decide to conduct dissertation research in Julia's second grade 

bilingual classroom. 

Research Questions 

The main question guiding this research is as follows: What is the nature of the 

talk in which second-grade bilingual Spanish/English students engage as they 

discuss children's literature in small groups? 

The "nature of the talk" focused on the areas in the following subquestions; 

1. What types of responses do students have to literature in small group 

discussions? 

2. What is the content/issue(s) discussed by the children in small group literature 

discussions? 
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Overview of the Study 

This study examines the discourse of second-grade bilingual students participating 

in small group literature discussions over one academic year. The study is based on a 

qualitative and collaborative research design, using methods and techniques from 

ethnography and case study research. It describes the conversations of 21 Latino 

students, Mexican American children from working-class &milies, during 19 literature 

discussions. Each literature discussion consisted of four small groups of students for a 

total of 75 literature circles. Ten students were English dominant, and 11 were Spanish 

dominant. The students were sometimes grouped by language dominance, but most of the 

time they were heterogeneous groups where both English and Spanish dominant students 

talked with each other about the same self-selected book. Nine students and 11 literature 

circles were chosen as case studies to examine in depth the range of the students' 

responses to literature. Data gathering methods included field notes from participant 

observation, audiotapes, transcripts, videotapes of 75 literature circles, and samples of the 

students' written responses to literature. 

This study is significant in several respects. Due to the lack of extensive research 

in bilingual students' responses to literature in small groups, this study charts new ground 

for this area. Elementary teachers, and especially, bilingual teachers, reading specialists, 

and researchers focusing on literacy may find in this dissertation new insights about how 

children use language(s) and texts as resources for thinking. This study brings new 

perspectives about how small groups can create a collective zone of proximal development 
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for children's reading development and thoughtful talk about books in which the social 

organization of small groups, the reading of muhicuhural children's literature, the use of 

the dominant langtiage as a vehicle for instruction, and the role of peers and teachers are 

critical in mediating students' meaningful discussions of texts. The discussions described 

in this dissertation contribute to our understanding of the potential cognitive benefits of 

discourse among peers for its catalyst role (Cazden, 1988), and of the potential of small 

groups for creating a more democratic teaming community in the classroom. 

A collaborative approach to research where the classroom teacher participates in 

the study is proposed as an efifective research model aimed toward educational change. 

Overview of the Document 

This dissertation has 12 chapters organized into three major sections. Section I 

includes chapters 1 through 3 which address the introduction (Chapter I), theoretical 

grounding (Chapter 2) and methodology of the study (Chapter 3). Section n includes 

chapters 4 through 7 which address different aspects of the context in which the research 

took place; the school and classroom community (Chapter 4), the reading curriculum in 

which the literature discussions were embedded (Chapter 5), the history and organization 

of the literature discussions (Chapter 6), and a siunmary of the teachers' roles and the 

language used in the discussions (Chapter 7). Section III describes the findings (chapters 

8 through 11) and the implications of the study (Chapter 12). 

Section I opens with this first chapter in which I introduced the study by describing 

the need for offering Latino children a more challenging intellectual curriculum and by 
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providing an overview of the study. In Chapter 2,1 present the theoretical grounding of 

the study by first expanding on the description of the educational situation for Latinos in 

the United States and by reviewing the professional literature related to bilingualism and 

multicultural education. I then describe the two main thc^ories informing my analysis, 

Rosenblatt's transactional reader-response theory and Vygotsky's sociocultural theory of 

learning. In Chapter 3, the last of Section I, I present the research design for the study, 

which is qualitative and collaborative in nature, highlighting the use of a case study design. 

I also describe the research methodology and the analysis. 

Section n begins with Chapter 4 describing the research context in terms of the 

school, the classroom community with the teacher and the students, and the classroom 

environment. In Chapter 5,1 ofifer a detailed description of the reading curriculum that is 

the context for the small group literature discussions. In Chapter 6,1 explain the 

organization and history of the literature discussions in the selected classroom. In that 

chapter I summarize three exploratory studies that Julia and I conducted, independently 

and collaboratively, in the classroom selected for this research, which shows where the 

questions for the present study originated, how the collaborative relationship was created 

and evolved, and how the literature discussions were organized in first and second grade. 

In Chapter 7,1 describe the teachers' roles in the Uteratiire circles, and the language used 

by the children in the discussions, both important aspects of the context for the 

discussions. 
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Section HI constitutes the heart of the dissertation. Chapters 8 through 11 present 

the findings of the study. Chapter 8 describes the types of responses in students' talk. 

Chapters 9 through 11 fi>cus on the content of the children's discussions with Ch^ter 9 

focusing on issues of language and bilingualism. Chapter 10 on issues of discrimination 

based on race and ethnicity, and Chf^ter 11 on issues of gender equity and identity. 

Finally, Chapter 12 presents the conclusions and inq>lications of the research. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL GROUNDING 

In this chapter, I review the professional literature which allows me to place this 

study in a broader discussion about Latinos' education. I also discuss the two main 

theories informing my research: Rosenblatt's transactional reader-response theory and 

Vygotsky's sociocuhural theory of learning. This discussion includes a review of 

classroom research informed by either one of the theories or by both of them. 

Latino Students' Education in the U.S. 

My concern regarding the low expectations some educators hold for bilingual 

students, together with the lack of extensive research examining bilingual children's 

literature discussions, was my main motivation in deciding to conduct this study in an 

elementary bilingual classroom. Reviewing Anyon's (1981) classic study on the social 

stratification of schooling, I also found that these second-grade students &ce a double 

challenge because the expectations of schools for working-class students seem to be 

different than expectations for middle- and upper-class students. 

Anyon's case study of five elementary schools in contrasting social class settings 

reveals that "even in an elementary school context, where there is a &irly 'standardized' 

curriculum, social stratification of knowledge is possible" (p. 3). Some of the statements 

expressed by educators and principals in Anyon's study are still part of the discourse of 

some educators today. Anyon reports the following comments: "What these children need 

is the basics ... the three Rs-simply skills" (Anyon, 1981, p. 7); "Their parents don't take 
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care about them, and they're not interested" (p. 7). One principal told a teacher: **Just do 

your best. If they leam to add and subtract, that's a bonus. If not, don't worry about it" 

(p. 7), and the teacher confessed he felt better with these words. These belief not only 

strongly impact students' self-perceptions, but determine the kind of instruction they 

receive. As Anyon summarizes it: 

It seems that what constitutes school knowledge here is (1) fragmented factSy 
isolated from context and connection to each other or to wider bodies of meaning, 
or to activity or biogn^^hy of the students; and (2) knowledge of "practicaT rule-
governed behaviors-ptoc^mes Yry which students carry out tasks that are largely 
mechanical. Sustained conceptual or ^academic' knowledge has onfy occasional, 
symbolic presence here. (p. 12) 

In contrast, Anyon found that knowledge in the afSuent professional school is not only 

conceptual but is open to discovery, construction, and meaning making; '*it is not always 

given" (p. 24). 

Moil et al. (1992) found similar expectations in relation to the teaching of bilingual 

children. Through the use of case studies, they illustrate what they consider a major 

problem in the schooling of the working-class Latino children in general: "the practice of 

reducing or 'watering down' the curriculum to match perceived or klentified weaknesses 

in the students" (p. 68). After observing the reading instruction in English and Spanish for 

bilingual students, they found that the instruction in reading English took place at a level 

of reading skill well below the children's general level of development. As the authors 

explain, although the instruction in Spanish and English for the "low group" was mostly 

teaching phonetic decoding skills and pronunciation, the "high group's" lessons in Spanish 

consisted of yet more complex demands on skill and the questions were less text-bound. 



while the high group lessons in English for the same students were also primarily devoted 

to decoding and oral language practice, word construction, and identifying sounds. In 

trying to understand this situation, the researchers offered the following reason; 

Teachers assume that decoding is a pre-requisite to comprehension; correct 
pronunciation is the most obvious iixlex of decoding.... His implicit theory seems 
to have been that correct pronunciation (Le. decoding) must precede 
comprehension, (p. 359) 

Using a Vygotskian framework to analyze the reading instruction offered to 

bilingual students in their study, MoU et aL (1992) suggest that the instruction restricted to 

decoding or phonics work that some of the students were receiving represents an 

orientation of the zone of proximal development that is bek>w the children's reading ability 

level), in other words, that it does not carry devek>pcnent forward. Therefore, the context 

created for teaching reading in English did not &cilitate the transfer of the reading skills 

the children already had in Spanish. This kind of instruction does not "use and extend the 

resources each student Inings to the classroom" (p. 362). This analysis regarding 

teachers' assumptions about how reading should be taught describes what I found in the 

surveys I administered two years ago to bilingual teachers where some of them e^qjlicitly 

stated that children need to read and decode first, before using children's literature 

(Martinez-Roldan, 1998). 

The Moll et al. (1992) study is strongly connected to my concerns regarding the 

phonics curriculum that is being adopted in many places for the teaching of reading. One 

of those programs is "Success for All" (SFA) where 60 minutes out of a 90 minute lesson 

are devoted to a "carefully scripted series of teacher directed activities based upon a 



certain letter and sound-for example, the short I sound" (Young, 1998, p. 10). Young, a 

teacher trained in the program, states that the general idea of the program is '̂ o focus first 

on teaching kids how to read, and then in the later grades to have kids learn through 

reading" (p. 10). Reflecting on his students' responses to the program, Young adds: 

These first graders, despite their "at risk" tag and k>w socio-economic 
background, are critical readers familiar with quality literature they were immersed 
in during the reading curriculum in4>lemented the previous year. The books used 
in SFA are a poor thing to offer the» minds, (p. 11) 

Finally, for him, SFA is **as much a school restructuring program as it is a reading 

program" (p. 10). If this is the type of curriculum offered to English monolingual 

working-class children, my concern is the inqilications of the philosophy behind these 

reading programs when they are imposed on bilingual working-class students. This 

transmission model for teaching reading based on sound-recognition and pronunciation 

takes into consideration onfy^ one aspect of the complex process of reading described by 

researchers and theorists as a sociopsycholinguistic and transactional process (Goodman, 

1994, 1996; Rosenblatt, 1978). 

The low expectatrons implied in the views of reading described above is then one 

of several &ctors contributing dramatically to Latino students' underachievement (Darder, 

1995). In her analysis of the academic development of Latino students in public schools, 

Darder summarizes a variety of barriers and social conditions that have been consistently 

identified as impacting Latino children's success or fiiilure. She summarizes these barriers 

in a two-page list, two of which refer to aspects that will be addressed to some extent in 

this study: curriculum and bilingual education. Darder expresses how these two aspects 



may become a barrier for Latino students' success when they have the following 

characteristics: 

• curriculum that is not connected to the student's lives nor reflective of their 
cultural values, belief, and practices; 

• bilingual programs that &il to support the development of genuine bilingiialism 
(p. 320-321). 

Darder (1995) also highlights the inqmrtance for Latino students of having 

teachers who can speak and instruct them in their native language. A brief review of the 

history of bilingual education in the United States supports Darder's assertions and reveals 

the political implications of the language policies that shape the curriculum ofifered to 

bilingual students. 

RilinyualiCTTi and Biliteracv: An Issue of Social Justice 

Crawford's (199S) analysis of the history of bilingual education, and especially his 

analysis of the English Only Movement, brings to the surface the role and power of 

political and economic interests in determining language policies in the U.S. An 

assimilationist social agenda has played an in^Mrtant role in the discussion of bilingual 

education, as have racist attitudes. The following is one example from Crawford taken 

from the '50s: 

"To make it in America," declared sociologist W.L Thomas, what these "culturalfy 
inferior" children needed most was to master the language and values of the 
dominant society. The job of the schools, he argued, was to "change their 
culture," that is, to overcome students' handicaps of ethnic background and enable 
them to assimilate, (p. 34) 



By 1985 the association of bilingual education with ethnic separatism and political 

disloyalty continued to be prominent, as these words reveal; ''Pride in their heritage and 

language, and an allegiance to their roots rather than their coimtry, helps to diminish a 

sense of Americanism" (Butler, 1985, as cited by Crawford, 1995, p. 73). One feet that 

cannot be overlooked, I contend, is that a curriculum informed by these fears and 

ideologies will limit students' particqMtion in the classroom and, moreover, will silence 

students' voices. Regarding these issues, E>arder (1995) points out that Latino students 

require classroom relationships "that reinforce their inalienable rights to participate and 

have a voice within and outside of the classroom environment" (p. 328). 

Also relevant is Crawford's (1995) discussion on the roots of the English Only 

Movement. He explains how the U.S. English Movement was organized in 1983 as an 

offshoot of the Federation for American Immigration Reform (FAIR), a Washington, DC-

based lobby that advocates tighter restrictions on immigration. Crawford summarizes the 

message they were giving: "Our common language is threatened by the 'mindless drift 

toward a bilingual society'" (p. 64). 

Arguments for the supposed benefits to minority children were proposed to justify 

the U.S. English Movement as well as the English Only Movement, but documents fi'om 

these organizations also expressed ethnic fears and hostilities, which caused a denunciation 

of the English Only Movement as racially divisive by leaders of Hispanic and Asian 

communities, and even by some Democratic and Republican ofQcials. Crawford's incisive 

assertion and critique that "assimilation must take precedence, even if that means lowered 
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expectations for students achievenient" (p. 80) requires a further analysis of the issues 

surrounding bilingual education from the perspective of social justice and language rights, 

especially now that there is again a backlash against bilingtial schooling. Having low 

expectations for Latino students and silencing their voices seriously violates the right that 

all children have of receiving an education that he^ them develop as learners. 

Multicultural education is especialfy sensitive to this right. 

Multicultural Education 

Nieto (199S) highlights two inqmrtant aims in education, the first of which is 

related to student's optimal learning. One of the noost efifective strategies for providing an 

education grounded in the democratic ideals of equality is to provide enriching and 

challenging learning experiences that encourage and &cilitate each student's optimal 

development as a learner. Having low expectations for students, then, is against the aims 

of education and social justice. 

The second aim Nieto mentions is giving students the opportimity to become 

critical and productive members of a democratic society. For Nieto (1996), multicultural 

education is the best alternative available for attaining the aim of democracy in schools and 

the aim of valuing and respecting different voices and perspectives. She asserts the 

following: 

Multicultural education is a process of comprehensive school reform and basic 
education for all students. It challenges and rejects racism and other forms of 
discrimination in schools and society and accepts and aflBrms the pluralism (ethnic, 
racial, linguistic, religious, economic, and gender, among others) that students, 
their communities, and teachers represent. [It] permeates the curriculum... as 
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well as the interactions.... Because it uses critical pedagogy as its underlying 
philosophy and focuses on knowledge, reflection, and action (praxis) as the basis 
for social change, multicultural education promotes the democratic principles of 
social justice, (p. 307) 

Nieto (1996) contrasts the kind of curriculum generated in a multicultural classroom, with 

what she describes as a monocultural curricuhmi. A monocultural curriculum, Nieto 

suggests, gives students only one way of seeing the world. This is hij^ily problematic and 

one can question from whose view the world is described. Whose views are valorized and 

validated in a monocultural curriculum? Nieto also believes that in this kind of curriculum 

reality is often presented as static. Therefore, '̂ he underlying tensions, controversies, 

passions, and problems ^ed by people throughout history and today are sadly missing" 

(p. 319). It is expected, then, that the kind of talk that such a curriculum promotes 

privileges some voices over others, avoids conflicts, and looks for homogeneity. 

However, Nieto concludes, "to be truly informed and active participants in a democratic 

society, students need to understand the complexity of the world and of the many 

perspectives involved" (p. 319). 

Both aims of education highlighted by Nieto become more efifective when viewed 

through the perspective of a "critical and resistance multiculturalism" (Sleeter & McLaren, 

1995), which challenges simplistic definitions of democracy and the construction of 

differences. However, without forgetting about the macrosocial context, I believe that 

there are many things that elementary teachers can do to foster a critical multicultural 

education in their classrooms. One suitable tool for fostering a multicultural curriculum is 

the use of children's literatitfe. 
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Bishop (1992) highlights that multicultural literature is one of the most powerful 

components of a multicultural curriculum, the underlying purpose of which, she suggests, 

" '̂is to help to make the society a more equitable one" (p. 40). Talking about books may 

support, affect and benefit not only underrepresented minority students, but also 

mainstream students. Au (1993) asserts that by reading multicultural literature, not onty 

do students of diverse backgrounds feel pride in their own klentity and heritage, but all 

students grow in the process. Through the use of multicultural literature firom a critical 

perspective, Au suggests all students can learn about the diversity and the complexity of 

American society, gain more complete and balanced views of the historical forces that 

shaped American society, and all students can explore issues of social justice. 

Rosenblatt's Transactional Reader-Response Theory 

For Rosenblatt (1978, 1995), literature and democracy are strongly intertwined. 

But this relationship is transparent >^ien literature is used fix>m a transactional perspective. 

Rosenblatt's reader-response theory allows us to understand the complexities of the 

reading process as a transaction between the reader and the text. In this transaction, 

Rosenblatt identifies a range of responses that may be better understood if they are seen as 

part of a continuum between an aesthetic stance where the reader's attention is centered 

directly on the feelings, associations, and attitudes she or he is "living through" in her 

relationship with a particular text, and an efierent stance that keeps the reader closer to the 

text, looking for what he or she will carry away fi'om the reading. 



Rosenblatt argues that there can be no absolute, single, correct way of responding 

to literature because the meaning is neither lying in the text waiting to be discovered, nor 

solely in the reader who brings her/his experiences to the reading. Readers should be 

allowed and encouraged to "live-through the experience" and to construct their own, 

unique meanings as they read. Yet, this is only a part of Rosenblatt's theory. Ifwedonot 

explore her theory in more depth we could conclude that all her emphasis is on the 

individual response, which may take us wrongly to the view that all interpretatioas are 

equally valid. However, in her book Literature as Exploration (1995), Rosenblatt 

highlights from the beginning the role of literature for constructing a more democratic 

society and explains the process of negotiation of meanings among different readers. 

Pradl (1996) addresses the issue of how some erroneous interpretations of 

Rosenblatt's work might lead to a state of anarchy or autocracy, by accepting all 

interpretations of literature as right, or by accepting no diverse interpretations at alL but 

only one as correct. He examined carefully this relation between literature and democracy 

that Rosenblatt holds and found that the concept of'̂ transaction" is key to understand this 

relationship: 

Honoring the transactional process, a teacher begins with the individual student 
and then has that student participate in and contesting with other students as part 
of a dialogue of inquiry and interpretation. During the ensuing conversations the 
class as a community explores the social implications of the range of responses and 
postures that individual students have enacted during their initial process of 
reading, (p. 10) 

Rosenblatt in fact believes that it is in the transactional process, as various readers get 

together to share their responses as well as their interpretations, that individual tneanings 
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can then be challenged and negotiated. She keeps a delicate balance between the 

individual reader and the group. In Pradl's words, Rosenblatt privileges the individual 

reader only within a dynamic social context: "It is this tolerant communication among 

'selves' and 'others' that embodies the values of a democracy" (Pradl, 1996, p. 11). In 

such democratic context, continues Pradl, students' interpretations are valued and 

students are free to make up their own niinds after rigorous debate about what to accept 

and what to reject. These discussions can imply disagreement and conflict: '̂ Disagreement 

in the democratic literature classroom fosters reflection, just as sharing of responses 

generates new questions, rather than mereb'̂  confirming previously held beliefe" (p. 14). 

That reflection establishes the base for social change. 

In &ct, Freire's (1970/1993) notion of dialogue makes explicit the radical 

interaction of reflection, conscientizagdo, and action. For him, there is no true '*word," 

nor authentic dialogue, that is not at the same time a praxis: "To speak a true word is to 

transform the world" (p. 68), but he continues, "no one can say a true word alone-nor can 

say it for another, in a prescriptive act which robs others of their words" (p. 69). Freire 

believes that dialogue is an act of creation and liberation, not an act of depositing ideas in 

another nor an act of domination. He highlights how schools can prolong an atmosphere 

of oppression where "the students soon discover that... in order to achieve some 

satisfaction they must adapt to the precepts which have been set from above. One of these 

precepts is not to think" (p. 136). In contrast, a creative dialogue, I believe, is likely to 

take place through the use of literature circles or small group literature discussions in the 
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classroom where the students have an opportunity to think with others. This curricular 

engagement has the potential to create room for a liberatory and transforaiative dialogue 

conducive to overcoming different kinds of oppression, beginning with the oppression of 

not being allowed to think in school 

Literature Discussions 

Short (1997) proposes that literature has the potential to foster dialogue and 

critical thinking that allow readers to consider dififerent perspectives. Peterson and Eeds 

(1990) describe the dialogue about books as a process of co-producing meaning that is 

likely to occur when readers and children who are read aloud to gather in small groups to 

talk about books. The goal of the literature circles, as Owens (1995) describes them, is 

not to dissect and explain the book so that everyone comes to a common understanding. 

Rather, the goal is to make meaning with text, depending upon the experiences and 

contnbutions each reader brings to the discussion. 

Small group literature discussions, then, provide a space and a unique opportunity 

for all students to have a voice and to use that voice in the service of learning (Kamber, 

1995). They allow students to listen carefully and think deeply with other group members 

to create understandings that go beyond those of individual members (Short, 1995a). 

Peterson and Eeds (1990) call this dialogue that encompasses inquiry and critique, "grand 

conversations," and, as they have observed, real books, ''grand books," have the potential 

to produce grand conversations. Literature circles not only provide students with a place 

to listen, value and consider others' voices and perspectives, but especially are a place for 
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teachers to listen to how much students have to say. Pradl (1996) reflects on the power of 

listening, fostering both mutuality and plurality, as a base for building democratic 

communities: 

The challenge to have my classroom reflect that denmcracy depends upon both 
mutuality and plurality. The speaker's story will not be heard properly if the 
listener's story is not also in the arena.... I believe that the democratic struggle 
for mutuality that Rosenblatt delineates for us plays out in literature classroom 
only when I begin to acknowledge that students have much to tell me. Rushing 
either to interpretation or correction stops me from listening to the underworkl— 
the place where some hurt or injustice resides—where each student's set of belief 
actually begins. The challenge is to listen with absorbed amazement, establishing 
context and connection. Yet in attempting to listen caringly, it may be awhile 
before I can incorporate the referents of the "other" into my own view of the 
world, (pp. 16-17) 

The potential of using small group literative discussions for engaging students in a 

challenging intellectual curriculum where critical dialogue is encouraged, and where 

building a democratic community is a priority, has not been explored enough in bilingual 

classrooms. The lack of extensive research in both contexts, primary classrooms and 

bilingual classrooms, points to the urgency of exploring the potentials of this curricular 

engagement. There is some research in whole class literature discussions, however, that 

offers important insights to reflect upon as it may relate to small group literature 

discussions. 

Literature Discussions in K-3 Classrooms 

Teacher researcher Paley (1997), listening to her kindergarten students, asks 

herself, "Is it possible for a kindergarten class to pursue such an intensely literary and, yes, 

long-term intellectual activity, one that demands powers of analysis and introspection 



expected of much older students? Why not?" (p. 18). She then proceeds, through a 

captivating narrative, to describe her literature discussions with kindergarten students. 

Her experience as a teacher is powerfully described, as well as are the children's 

discussions. This is one of the few studies conducted of literature discussions in primary 

classrooms, although not in small group literature discussions. 

One of the few studies in first grade, also in whole class literatiire discussions, was 

conducted by McGee (1992). This researcher used and modified Garrison and Hynds* 

(1991) five-category scoring system to analyze readers' responses within the continuum 

Rosenblatt (1978) uses to describe the readers' experiences as they move fi-om personal 

experiences and emotions evoked by the reading to focus more on the text. The majority 

of the students' responses fell within the category of reader-focused reflection, that is, 

comments about the work that reflect their preferences, in terms of liking and disliking, 

and in terms of the feelings the stories evoked in them. The four discussion leaders who 

worked collaboratively on the research were impressed with the first graders' 

contributions to literacy discussions. They were excited with the students' ability to 

participate in interpretive communities: "These children used logical thinking and 

evidence fi-om the text and illustrations to craft interpretations and to argue their positions. 

As they talked, they seemed to build a shared understanding and interpretation of each 

story" (McGee, 1992, p. 186). 

There are various classroom-based studies conducted either by individual teachers 

or in collaboration with an outside researcher that describe successful small group 



discussions in first grade classrooms. Morfitt's (1995) and Clausen's (1995) studies 

illustrate how teachers can help students become skillful, competent readers as well as 

thoughtful, responsive readers. Through literature discussions the students leam to relate 

events within the story to their own lives and are able to share personal feelings and 

reactions. Schlick Noe (1995), who visited Morfitt's and Clausen's classrooms, found 

that the success of literature circles in first grade depends less on whether children read 

independently (or at all) than on whether they have some idea that stories are exciting and 

are meant to be discussed. 

Knipping and Andre's (1988) study demonstrated how young students' responses 

reveal careful thought, spontaneous emotion, and surprising depth. Finally, Nussbaum and 

Puckett's (1990) study documented how literature discussions provided an opportunity 

for the students to find answers to their questions and to make hypotheses about literature 

and literacy. The authors highlight how the teacher and the children were meaning 

makers. 

Literature Discussions in Bilingual Cja^q-nnrnf; 

The majority of the studies conducted on students' responses to literatiire has been 

with students in the intermediate grade levels (Short, 1995b), and not necessarily in 

bilingual classrooms. A handful of studies have been done with second language learners 

in mainstream classrooms such as Klassen's (1993). Her fourth-grade classroom 

represented six diverse ethnic groups: Mexican Americans (46%), Hmongs (16%), 

Laotians (13%), European Americans (13%), Cambodians (5%), and Afiican Americans 



(5%). Half of her students had a first language that was not English. She describes how 

literature discussion groups had four roles for her students. The first one was learning 

language through literature events. Literature discussion groups were an opportunity to 

learn more about their first and second languages. The second role refers to the 

transactive reading event where the author's world evoked aesthetic responses such as 

feelings, laughing, crying. Literature experiences became '*a way of leam^ about the 

author's craft and also about the readers' own lives and the world" (p. 238). 

In the third role described by Klassen (1993), literature offered a way to explore 

content-area subjects, and through the fourth role, literature was '*a way to explore social, 

political, and cultural concerns that help to form a critical consciousness about reading the 

word and understanding the world" (p. 238). Klassen had a central purpose of educating 

critical students "who would actively participate in our nation's democratic system" (p. 

239). She found that literature discussions in small groups offer learners opportunities to 

critically reflect on their world and their place within in, and can lead us "to take 

purposeful action within our social, political and cultural communities" (p. 239). 

Battle (1995) describes whole class literature discussions in a bilingual 

kindergarten. Her study shows that when children's ideas are invited, accepted, and 

valued, there is opportunity for children to become collaborative language learners and 

meaning makers in a classroom community. Although the few studies on literature 

discussions conducted in bilingual classrooms help us gain insights into bilingual children's 



discussions and responses to literature, they do not focus on small group literative 

discussions. 

One of the few studies that addresses literature in small groups at the primary level 

and in cuhiirally and linguistically diverse classrooms, was conducted by Cox and Boyd-

Batstone (1997) in the latter's third grade bilingual classroom. The teacher shares his 

process of change toward the use of literature groups using a response-centered approach 

instead of a text-centered approach as he previously had. With the collaboration of a 

university researcher, the teacher integrated into his teaching a transactional perspective 

where all his students had the opportunity to share their meanings and connections to the 

books, instead of answering pre-established comprehensive questions about the text. 

Cox and Boyd-Batstone's (1997) research is valuable and adds an inqmrtant 

dimension to the teaching of bilingual students since it reflects the process of transition of 

a teacher from ways to conduct literature discussion groups that are familiar for teachers, 

that is, emphasizing pre-established and comprehension questions about texts to a more 

transactional approach to reading. What is not sufiBciently transparent in that study is the 

use of literatiire circles to foster biliteracy. Although the authors include this perspective 

in their theoretical framework, when I went through the students' discussions, 1 could find 

few books written in Spanish, and few excerpts of the children's discussions in Spanish. It 

may be that the emphasis was on the inqxirtance of literature circles as an efifective 

environment for the transition of students to learning English as a second language. This 
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aim is illustrated in the exan^le of a Spanish speaker who tended to use English even 

when he didn't control English at alL 

Cox and Boyd-Batstone (1997) greatly celebrated this participation and that is an 

important contribution because all students' voices were heard in this classroom, an 

example that many teachers would find helpfiil as they try to support linguistically diverse 

students to learn English. However, in a biltngual classroom that fosters biliteracy, I 

would expect to find explicit efforts to support Spanish for the Spanish q)eakers and to 

provide and use enough and quality children's literature in Spanish. This was one of the 

major concerns Julia, the teacher researcher, and I shared when we organized the literature 

circles, as will be addressed in Chapter 3 in the selection of books for literature discussions 

and Chapter 6 in the organization of literature circles. 

Vygotsky's Sociocuhural Theory of Learning 

In this section I discuss some of the main themes of Vygotsky's (1978) 

sociocultural theory, also called the sociohistorical or cultural-historical theory (Moll, 

1990), as they inform this research, particular^, the Vygotskian's concepts of the "zone of 

proximal development" (ZPD) and "mediation." Before discussing both concepts as well 

as the research applying a Vygotskian fiamework, I will summarize the main posttilates of 

Vygotsky's theory. 

Wertsch (1985) states that three topics form the core of Vygotsky's theoretical 

framework: "1) a reliance on a genetic or devek>pmental method; 2) the claim that higher 

mental processes in the individual have their origin in social processes; and 3) the claim 
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that mental processes can be understood only if we understand the tools and signs that 

mediate them" (pp. 14-15). To Wertsch, much of the uniqueness of Vygotsky's theory is 

the way the three themes are interdefined, especialfy as they are related to his concept of 

mediation. Because of this interconnectioti, I believe that any attempt to interpret and 

apply Vygotsky's concepts of mediation and the ZPD to classroom practices should take 

into account in some way the whole theory. 

As Moll (1997) highlights, the most in^rtant contribution of Vygotsky's ideas to 

education is to emphasize and call our attention to the great inqwrtance of cultural 

resources in the formation and development of thinking, both in and out of schools; the 

cultural resources used and created by people over time that mediate their experience, 

their daily life. That is why it is so important to observe and study individuals in real life 

situations, interacting in sociocuhural contexts. In other words, the study of the 

development of any individual should take into account the sociocuhural setting in which 

the individual functions. Any application of Vygotsky's concepts to education should be 

contextualized, I believe, in the light of this main postulate and contribution of his theory. 

Interpretations of the Vvyotskian Concept of Mediation 

in the Zone of Proximal Devetopment 

In what follows, I discuss Vygotsky's concepts of ZPD and mediation and present 

the diversity of interpretations of these concepts and some inqilications of these 

interpretations for classroom research. Vygotsky (1978) defines the ZPD as follows: 
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It is the distance between the actual development level as determined by 
independent problem solving and the level of potential development as determined 
through problem solving under aduh guidance or in collaboration with more 
capable peers.... The zone of proximal development defines those functions that 
have not yet matured but are in the process of maturation, functions that will 
mature tomorrow but are currently in an embryonic state. These functions could be 
termed the "buds" or "flowers" of development rather than the "fiiiits" of 
development. The actual developnient level characterizes mental development 
retrospective^, while the zone of proximal development characterizes mental 
development prospectively, (pp. 86-87) 

Wertsch (1985) calls our attention to a detail that might have influenced the 

diversity of interpretations people have made of Vygotsky's concept including his idea of 

"instruction." He argues that Vygotsky had in mind a specific kind of relationship 

between development and instruction, as it is reflected in the original Russian term used by 

Vygotsky when talking about instruction: "obuchenie" which has been also translated as 

"learning." The Russian term, explains Wertsch, refers to the integrated activity of 

instructional interaction in which both teaching and learning are involved. He 

acknowledges that in English the word "instruction" that has been used as the translation 

of "obuchenie" focuses more on teaching, when Vygotsky's term often stressed "learning" 

(p. 235). For a detailed discussion of the problematic issue of the translations of 

Vygotsky's texts as influencing the diversity of interpretations educators and researchers 

have made, see Smagorinsky (1995) and Souza Lima (1995). 

The issue related to the translation of the word "obuchenie" is especially relevant 

to this discussion because when examining di£ferent research integrating Vygostky's 

concept of the ZPD and also of "development" it is evident how the use of those words 

sometimes stress linear instruction in whk:h direct teaching seems to be necessary in order 
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for learning to take place. That interpretation is in conflict with several aspects of 

Vygotsky's theory. There are instances of "direct instruction" that interfere with students' 

construction of knowledge, as well as instances of learning construction where not having 

"direct assistance," a mini-lesson, or information given by others may also make the 

learning process more difiScuh. Wells (1998) oflfers an important perspective on this 

discussion. He beUeves that the dififerences between educators in the value that they place 

upon direct instruction have a great deal to do with how they conceptualize knowledge. 

For Wells a problem in education has been the en:q)hasis on knowledge rather than 

on knowing. Knowledge building, he asserts, takes place between people doing things 

together and part of this doing involves dialogue. The assistance that may help students 

go beyond what they are able to manage on their own can take various forms—including 

direct instruction—and can be provided by any participant in the activity, according to the 

situation. It needs to be emphasized, however, that the direct assistance given by the 

teacher or adult sometimes takes the form of transmission of knowledge instead of 

mediation of knowing. I would argue that in order to distinguish both roles applied to the 

teaching of reading and writing, it is indispensable that we examine our belief about how 

children leam to read and write. 

A close examination of some of the research shows that sometimes Vygotsky's 

concept of mediation in ZPD is applied in isolation from his broader sociocultural theory, 

even in ways that are incompatible with the theory itself, or incompatible with some of its 

main postulates. I agree with Tudge (1990), who states that the ZPD cannot be analyzed 



in isolation from the theoretical system of which it forms part, and that to use it by taking 

its definitions out of context is, as Moll (1990) points out, *^o begin in the middle of the 

story" (p. 3). 

Smagorinsky (199S) points out that researchers representing different and 

sometimes contradictory paradigms use the ZPD as a central concept in their research. 

Therefore, the concept of ZPD has been applied in research where the role of the teacher 

as offering direct instruction is overemphasized, as well as in research M^iere the role of 

the teacher is interpreted more as a &cilitator and less as offering direct instruction. When 

the role of the teacher as offering direct instruction is overemphasized, the active 

participation of the student in the construction of knowledge, as well as the importance of 

the '̂ context" in which the mediation takes place, are often neglected or not highlighted 

enough. 

Lave and Wenger (1991) also acknowledge the issue of the diversity of 

interpretations of Vygotsky's concept of ZPD, and they classify these interpretations into 

three categories in which the concept of "internalization" plays different roles. The first 

one, which has inspired many pedagogical approaches, and which has also received 

numerous critiques, is the "scaffolding" interpretation where the adult explicitly provides 

support for the initial performance of tasks to be later performed by the child without 

assistance. Following are three different interpretations analyzed by Lave and Wenger 

(1991): 

• First, the zone of proximal development is often characterized as the 
distance between problem-solving abilities exhibited by a learner working 



alone and that learner's problem-solving abilities when assisted by or 
collaborating with more-experienced people . .. 

• Second, a "cuhiiral" interpretation construes the zone of proximal 
development as the distance between the cultural knowledge provided by 
the sociohistorical context-usually made accessible throi^ instruction-and 
the everyday experience of individuals... 

• A third type of interpretation of the zone of proximal development takes a 
'̂ coUectivist," or "societal'' perspective. Engestrom defines the zone of 
proximal devekipment as the **distance between the everyday actions of 
individuals and the historically new form of the societal activity that can be 
collectively generated as a solution to the double bind potentially 
embedded in... everyday actions." (Engestrom, 1987, p. 174, cited by 
Lave & Wenger, 1991, pp. 48-49) 

These interpretations suggest that Vygotsky's concepts can be applied to different 

educational situations focusing either in a small unit of analysis limited to the interaction 

between an adult and a child, as well as to broader societal contexts that take into account, 

for example, the whole classroom or the whole school in which the child is functioning. 

Lacasa (1997), on the other hand, in discussing the concept of ZPD, points out 

that we should go further with the idea that the person who teaches guides the student. 

She proposes a reading of that concept in the context of an experience that goes beyond 

the distinction between expert and apprentice, and that does not end in a personal 

interaction. She states that the ZPD should be interpreted in relation to the sociocultural 

context of the participants, and that the concept of ZPD acquires its full meaning in a 

collectivity. She rejects reductionist interpretations of the ZPD. Lacasa illustrates her 

interpretation of the ZPD with research conducted in an eighth-grade classroom Her 

discussion focuses on the following aspects: 
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a) the ZDP es algo colectivo porque trasciende los Umites de los individuos en 
cuanto que el aprendizaje estd mediatizado por instrumentos socio-cultwales: b) 
que tanto los niHos como el adulto, en este caso el profesor, construyen el 
conocimiento conjuntamente a troves de procesos de participacion guiada, y, de 
ahi que todos ellos puedan considerarse aprendices: c) que aprenden 
construyendo representaciones compartidas de la tarea utilizando instrumentos 
que trascienden el marco de la escuela, especialmente el discurso oraly escrUo; 
d) que en elproceso de aprendizaje quienes participan de la situacion se apropian 
y hacen suyas nuevas formas de acercarse a la realidad. (Eiiq)hasis in the 

original, p. 11) 

a) the ZPD is something collective because it goes beyond the individuals as 
as learning is mediated socio-cultural tools; b) children as well as adults 
construct knowledge together throi^ a '̂ guided" participation process where 
everyone may be considered a learner,- c) individuals leam constructing shared 
representations of the task using tools that go beyond the school context, 
especially oral and written discourse; d) those who participate in the learning 
process appropriate new ways of approaching reality. (My translation, emphasis in 
the original, p. 11) 

The concepts of "negotiation of meanings" and "appropriation" are important concepts 

included in her analysis as well as the importance given to the context of the classroom as 

a community of learning. 

In this section I have reviewed the issues surrounding the diversity of 

interpretations of the Vygotskian concepts of ZPD and mediation, and some of the &ctors 

that contribute to this diversity. As educators and researchers try to inform their teaching 

or research practices by Vygotsky's concepts, some of them see the role of the teacher as 

mediator focusing on the process of direct teaching where the teacher oflfers a kind of 

scaffolding to the student. The metaphor of scaffolding suggests, in turn, a process 

somehow linear and structural, which leaves little space for the flexibility and dynamics of 

the active construction of knowledge on the part of the students and to the influence of the 



classroom context. Others highlight the sociocultural aspect of the mediation process, 

focusing on the classroom context, its organization, resources, and the activities that take 

place in the classroom, activities and events that become instances of mediation. In my 

opinion, this last interpretation seems to be more congruent with Vygotsky's theory. 

VvgQtskv's Thenrv Tnfnrminy riaccmfim Research 

I now offer three examples of classroom research on reading that either try to 

integrate a Vygotskian perspective or illuminate some aspects of Vygotsky's concept of 

mediation in the ZPD. Each example presents different perspectives on this concept and 

reflect a more limited or comprehensive interpretation of Vygotsky's theory. In the first 

example I briefly present a study conducted in Spain. De la Mata (1997) applied the 

Vygotskian concepts of ZPD and mediation to the development of reading con^rehensmn 

and to the memorization of texts. Even though the author tried to overcome the 

limitations of other research in which sociocultural &ctors had been overlooked, his study 

reflects an interpretation of the concept of mediation that primarily emphasizes the 

interaction between the teacher and the student. Although he mentions the sociocultural 

perspective in his analysis, this is limited to this personal interaction in which the role of 

the teacher is described as follows: 

En los primeros momentos el profesor debe dirigir muy directamente la 
comprensiort del texto (seleccionando los textos, haciendo preguntas e 
indicaciones sobre el contenido o evaluando la comprensiort). Poco a poco, sin 
embargo, el alumno va adoptando una responsibilidad cada vez mayor, a la vez 
que el papel del profesor se va haciendo cada vez menos importante. (1997, p. 
93) 
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At the beginning the teacher should guide very directly the conqjrehension of the 
text (by choosing the texts, posing questions and commenting about the content 
and evaluating comprehension). Slowly, however, the student assimses more 
responsibility, while the role of the teacher gradually becomes less important. (My 
translation, 1997, p. 93) 

There is more emphasis placed in the direct intervention of the teacher, than in the 

sociocultural context and the whole learning situation. There is no acknowledgment of 

reading as a transaction between the reader, the text, and other members of the classroom 

community, except for the teacher. Therefore his exan:q>les highlight a linear learning 

process where in the teacher oflfers a sca£fold and, as the student responds to this scafifoki, 

carefully planned "learning takes place." The author emphasizes this guided practu:e: 

Otro aspecto muy importante ... es la necesidad de que los procedimientos de 
instruccion incluyan como paso imprescindible la prdctica dirigida de las 
estrategias par parte de los alumnos La prdctica guiada permite que los alumnos 
aprendan que las tecnicas son utiles y necesarias, en que condiciones deben 
aplicar estrategias y en que condiciones no deben hacerlo. (p. 94) 

Another very inqmrtant aspect... is the need for the instructional procedures to 
include as an indispensable step the guided practice of the strategies. Guided 
practice allows students to leam that some techniques are useful and necessary, 
and in which conditions to apply or not apply the strategies. (My translation, p. 94) 

Despite E)e la Mata's self-representation as an example of guided practice oriented 

by the application of Vygotsky's concept of mediation in the ZPD, in my opinion, the type 

of scaffolding he presents does not reflect other mediational tools influencing students' 

interactions with texts, including the mediational potential of the text itself These kinds 

of teaching practices described by De la Mata reflect a rather narrow interpretation of 

Vygotsky's theory. 



The second example I want to present moves away from that narrowed 

interpretation of Vygotsky's notion of mediation. I am referring to the studies examining 

peer talk aixl literature discussions through "book clubs" (Raphael, Brock, & Wallace, 

1997; Brock, 1997; Vance, Ross, Davis, & Brock, 1997). "Book club" as Vance et al. 

(1997) describe it, is about reading, writing, tallcing in small groups, and having large-

group discussk>ns. Drawing on Vygotsky, Raphael et aL's (1997) core principle is that 

learning occurs through "interactive process of internalizing, transforming, re-expressing, 

and receiving feedback" (p. 179). These authors emphasize both the student-led 

discussions and the teacher's "central role in helping children make the most of their 

opportunities to talk with peers" (p. 196). Teachers' ways of interacting with students, 

and also interactions among peers, mediate the students' understanding of texts. 

Raphael et al. (1997) expands the notion of mediation to include other features and 

tools not included in De la Mata's (1997) study. For example, instead of £)e la Mata's 

"guided practice," Raphael et aL emphasize the need of encouraging quality peer talk, 

which suggests a more child-centered type of instruction. In contrast to De la Mata's 

skill-based/teacher-centered approach, Raphael et aL make an argiunent for a curriculum 

based on thematically organized units and book clubs. Raphael et al.'s definition of book 

clubs seems also to foster a child-centered learning curriculum: "Book club is a literacy 

instruction curriculum that places, at its core, smaU, student-led discussion groups" (p. 

177). Raphael et al.'s research on book clubs is described by Moll (in press) as one of the 
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studies that have developed concepts and models that mediate between Vygotskian theory 

and research and the practices of teaching. 

Raphael et aL's (1997) work with second-language learners and their findings 

challenge the perspective that students learning English as a second language benefit fi-om 

first learning skills for decoding print, skills that they then will be able to apply in their 

literacy use. They found instead that diverse learners can engage in meaningful talk about 

texts, can reveal leadership in such situations, and can benefit fit)m the support of their 

peers. The authors caution against underestimating the potential of all students to make 

important contributions in peer-led discussions about books. 

It is pertinent here to add a cautionary note about the application of book clubs to 

bilingual classrooms. Bilingual teachers trying to integrate this activity in their classrooms 

may consider that one of the purposes of the "book clubs" was to be a context for helping 

second-language learners "leam to mean" in English (Raphael et al., 1997, p. 142). 

Unfortunately, since their work was not in a bilingual classroom context, the book clubs 

were not intended to foster biliteracy. My argument is that book clubs should be 

orchestrated in a way that foster additive bilingualism type of programs, programs that 

foster biliteracy, &cilitating second language learning without neglecting the native 

language. 

Another note of caution about the research on book clubs as described in some 

professional literature is that an overemphasis on the teacher's role may neglect the active 

role of the child on appropriating and creating knowledge. Book clubs attempt to 



pronx>te a literary experience among students, but the line between the role of the teacher 

as demonstrating a variety of ways of talking, and the role of the teacher as modeling 

specific ways of talking is very thin and can be easily interpreted as a linear process where 

the results are fixed and expected, which doesn't seem to be the goal of the book clubs. 

Eeds and Peterson (1997) also express their concern regarding some aspects of the book 

clubs such as the enq>hasis that book clubs seems to place on teaching con^irehension 

strategies and vocabulary, "practices that negate the foregrounding of children's 

transactions with the text'' (p. 54). Those concerns are overcome in the third example of 

research informed by Vygotskian principles presented bek>w. 

This last study is an example of a bilingual classroom where the mediation of 

students' learning takes place in a rich literate environment and where one of the 

objectives of the language arts curriculum is to foster biliteracy. Moll and Whitmore's 

(1993) study is not, as Moll (in press) clarifies, research intended to implement Vygotskian 

principles into a classroom, but it highlights certain aspects of the teaching practices that 

are particularly usefiil in illuminating theoretkral coitcepts, such as the ZPD. Moll and 

Whitmore (1993) present the case study of a third-grade bilingual classroom where the 

students were primarily working-class Mexican children. By presenting the classroom 

analysis the authors emphasize what they consider to be a more dynamic and 

encompassing Vygotskian notion of 2^D. They are also concerned about the narrowness 

of current interpretations of the ZPD by several scholars. Moll and Whitmore highlight 

how "Vygotsky used this concept to emphasize the importance-in fiu:t the inseparability-of 



sociocultural conditions for understanding thinking and its development" (p. 19). Because 

Vygotsky viewed thinking not as a characteristic of only the child, but of the child-in-

social-activities with others, Moll and Whitmore stress the relationship between thinking 

and what they call the social organization of instruction. 

The researchers illustrate how ^it is incorrect to think of the zone as solely a 

characteristic of the child or of the teaching, but of the child engaged in collaborative 

activity within a specific social (discourse) enviroDment'* (Moll & Whitmore, 1993, p. 20). 

They think that in order to appropriate^ analyze the children's development in a 

classroom from a Vygotskian perspective, it is necessary to k>ok at the social context of 

the classroom; 

From our perspective, the key is to understand the social transactions that make up 
classroom life. Within this analysis the focus of study is on the sociocultural 
system within which children learn, with the understanding that this system is 
mutiially and actively created by teachers and students. What we propose is a 
''collective" zone of proximal devek>pnient. (p. 20) 

The whole language classroom that the authors describe reflects Goodman^s (1996) 

transactional sociopsycholinguistic theory of reading, writing and texts, and Rosenblatt's 

transactional reader-response theory. The literacy practices of the classroom described by 

Moll and Whitmore moved away from the typical reduction of reading and writing with 

skill sequences transmitted in isolation. Rather, these literacy practices emphasized the 

creation of authentic social contexts in which the children used language as they made 

sense and created meaning. For MoU and Whitmore (1993), the role of the teacher was, in 

a Vygotskian sense, to mediate these social contexts, so that 'through their own efibrts 



children assume full control of diverse purposes and uses of oral and written language*' 

(pp. 20-21). 

The teacher also &cilitated different types of social relationships, and the teacher 

controlled the process strategically to engage students in different aspects of reading and 

writing. She also mediated in the sense that she created future contexts in which children 

could apply what they were ieamii% in new ways. The teacher made use of the children's 

interests and ideas as she planned the learning experiences. The materials in the classroom 

formed "part of the collective zone, serving as cultural mediators, helping to extend the 

amount and type of learning possible for any child" (p. 37). In this classroom there were 

also small group literature discussions as the researcher and the teacher describe in 

Whitmore and Crowell (1994). It is indeed one of the few studies that addresses bilingual 

students' responses to literature at the primary level Unfortunately, the small literature 

discussion groups described were con^sed of only English speaking students who shared 

a common interest in reading about war. Therefore, there was not an opportimity to 

observe Spanish speaking students' interactions and transactions with texts. This 

research, however, highlights how literature discussions in small groups provide a space 

for children to make sense of critical issues that really matter to them. 

Moll and Whitmore (1993) conclude that this whole language classroom contained 

elements that "may exceed Vygotsky's formulation or, at the very least, shed light on how 

narrowly we may have been interpreting and applying his ideas" (p. 39). For them an apt 

definition of the ZPD applied to classroom practices must include the active child 



appropriating and developing new mediational means for his or her own learning 

development. Their case study stresses issues about social relationship and teaching that 

are not usually considered within Vygotskian formulations. 

Conclusion 

In summary, there are few studies in bilingual classrooms examining literature 

discussions either in whole class or in small groups. In the few studies examining bilingual 

responses to literature the setting is often mainstream classrooms with linguisticalty 

diverse students, therefore the benefits highlighted firom using literature discussions in 

those classrooms are related to supporting students in learning how to mean in FngKsH, 

not in their first language. The voices of the Spanish speakers in those studies are not 

strongly presented because the purpose of a mainstream classroom is generally not to 

actively foster biUteracy and bilingualism, but to support bilingual students in learning 

English as a second language. The few studies that address literature discussions in 

bilingual classrooms highlight whole class discussions, and those that include small group 

literature discussions, either do not describe small groups having both English and Spanish 

speakers in the same groups, or highlight the benefits of the discussions for learning 

English more than supporting first language learning for the Spanish speakers or 

bilingualism for both English and Spanish speakers. 

The studies applying Vygotsky's theory, particularly his concept of mediation in 

the zone of proximal development, reflect a wide range of interpretations where the focus 

moves fi-om the mediation of language-based aduh-chikl interaction overemphasizing 



sometimes the centrality of teachers' role, to the mediation of the social organization of 

the classroom. On the other hand, the conq)lexity of the transaction (Rosenblatt, 1994) 

between the reader and the text in constructing meaning are often overlooked. 

In this dissertation I describe the use of small group literature discussions from 

both a transactional and a Vygotskian perqiective examining the nature of the students' 

responses and the mediationai potential of the literature circles (its social organization, its 

transactional perspective, the interactions with others and with texts) in siq>porting 

meaningful and critical discussions in two languages in an attempt to Ining new 

perspectives and to contribute lo the body of research on literature discussions, on 

bilingiial students' discourse, and on the social organization of bilingual classrooms that 

foster biliteracy. 



CHAPTERS 

RESEARCH IN A BILINGUAL CLASSROOM 

This chapter has two major parts. In the first part I describe the research design, 

which includes the qualitative and collaborative designs where I used methods and 

techniques from ethnography and case study research. The second part focuses on the 

description of the methodology and data analysis. 

Qualitative Research 

This study is based on qualitative and collaborative research designs using methods 

and techniques from ethnography and case study research to describe and examine 

children's dialogue and talk in small group literature discussion. E>enzin and Lincoln 

(1994) state that qualitative research involves a naturalistic ^proach to its subject matter. 

That means that "qualitative researchers study things in their natural setting, atten^ting to 

make sense or interpret, phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them" (p. 

2). 

This research design allowed me to closely examine the talk of a group of 21 

bilingual children in a particular literary event in their classroom—small group literature 

discussions—and to make sense of their responses to Uterature. In the process I was able 

to come to understand what talking about books meant for them and for the teacher. It 

was a personal face-to-&ce experience within the context of classroom life that required 

my presence in the setting over time. I visited the classroom where this study took place 

throughout a year and a half to become familiar with the students, with Julia, the teacher 
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researcher, and with the curriculum they negotiated. It also enabled me to have a better 

picture of the individual responses of the students and the teacher, and of the dynamics 

within the literature circles. Figure 3.1 is the time line for the research, which illustrates 

not only aspects of data collection but also the duration of the research. 

Dates Research Activity 

First Phase of the Study 
August-November 1998 

Getting o£Bcial access to the setting 
Visiting classroom two to three times per week 
Data collection and transcribing 
Weekly meetings with Julia; ongoing data analysis 

Second Phase of the Study 
Januaiy -April 6 

Intensive data collection visiting school two to 
three times per week when we had literature 
discussions. I also visited the classroom for an 
entire week to con:q>lete observations of the 
organization of the Language Arts curriculum. 
Weekfy meetings with Julia 
Finishing data collection 
Transcribing and on-going data analysis 

April 7-23 (Intersession Recess) Transcribing and data analysis 

April 24-June 29 Occasional visits to the classroom 
Transcribing and formal data analysis 
(When the students returned from the intersession, the 
school administered two different types of standardized 
tests. That took almost three weeks and signaled the end 
of the literature discussions because Julia needed to catch 
up on other curricular activities that with the testing time 
got behind.) 

Summer and Fall 99 Formal data analysis 
Begin to write drafts of some chapters 

Fall 1999 and Spring 2000 Formal data analysis 
Writing chapters and drafts of dissertation 

April and May 2000 Dissertation conviction and Defense 

Figure 3.1. Research time line. 
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Janesick (1994) lists several characteristics that describe a qualitative design and 

serve to describe this study. She describes qualitative design as being holistic, that is, it 

looks at the larger picture, and begins ^vith a search for understanding of the whole. It is 

also focused on understanding a given social setting, not necessarily on making predictions 

about that setting. Qualitative research was the ^propriate research design for this study 

because my purpose was to examine and gain understanding of the children's responses to 

literature, not to make predictions about their responses. I examined individual responses 

within the dynamics of each literature circle, and within the sociocultural and learning 

context of the classroom. 

Janesick also states that qualitative design requires ongoing analyses of the data. 

Since our first exploratory study when the children were in first grade, Julia and I met on a 

regular basis to talk about what was happening by doing an ongoing informal and formal 

analysis of the data that helped us to focus and to make decisions relevant to the study. 

Julia and I did several reports of partial findings for dififerent university research courses 

and for articles we wanted to publish. The opportimity of doing that analysis for different 

courses and for writing while still conducting the study enabled me to become Buniliar 

with the data, to review professional literature that informed our decisions, and to let 

mature some of the first insights about the findings. 

Two important characteristics of qualitative design as Janesick (1994) and other 

scholars highlight are, first, that it is responsive to ethical concerns and second, that it 

incorporates room for description of the role of the researcher as well as description of the 



researcher's own biases and ideological preference. Below, I begin to address these two 

issues that for me were crucial in determining the type of specific research design I chose 

for this research, one is the collaborative nature of the research, and the second is the 

nature of the setting, the culture of the classroom. 

Collaborative Research 

This qualitative study was collaborative research understood within the conceptual 

framework of educative research as described Gitlin, Siegel, and Bom (1989). Such 

research best fits my belief about how to better support and promote educational 

changes. Through this kind of research, Gitlin et aL propose that the researcher fosters 

the establishment of a dialogical community, which is intimately tied to democratic and 

egalitarian interests, and that the researcher contributes to rather than stands outside of 

these interests. 

Central to the idea of educative research, explain Gitlin et aL, is a conception of 

application and understanding as bound up in a single moment. For this reason, praxis is 

fundamental to educative research, but not a praxis that comes at the end of a reflective 

process but that develops simultaneously. This approach implies that researchers and 

those studied enter into a reciprocal relationship where there is a common goal: '̂ Praxis, 

therefore, is concerned not only with reciprocity between individuals but with the 

development of a political philosophy which commits actors to social change" (p. 239). In 

this kind of research this goal is oriented toward the development of more egalitarian and 

democratic relationships. I am interpreting this kind of research fi'om the perspective of 
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Freire's (1970) work, particularly his interest in dialogue, a central concept for creating a 

liberate ry praxis. 

I began this study with a commitment to contribute to oflfering the students a 

challenging intellectual experience—which is directly related to the right children have of 

receiving a quality education. Because of that, I chose Julia as the teacher to work with 

because the classroom environment I observed during the two months previous to the 

study and the kind of relationship I observed taken place in that classroom showed a 

teacher who valued students' voices and pointed to the development of a democratic 

community. Because of that shared commitment, Julia allowed me to be in her classroom 

and work with her. We wanted to support a curriculum where the children and the adults 

interacting with them were expected to engage in diak)gue and to negotiate meaning, 

while simultaneously developing more democratic relationships among classroom 

members including Julia and me, the adults who were &cilitating the literatiire discussions. 

The kind of educative research described by Gitlin and colleagues was the 

appropriate approach for this study, not only because it helped me to examine my research 

questions, but because of the kind of relationship it established between me, as a 

researcher, and Julia, as a teacher-researcher, and the participants. I was concerned with 

oppressive relationships of domination and other inequalities that Latino students 

experience, therefore I needed to use an approach that did not reproduce relationships of 

domination that privilege the knowledge and/or expertise of the university researcher over 

the teacher. I wanted a design where all participants coukl share their expertise. 



As a former teacher and supervisor of elementary teachers, I had previous 

opportunities to reflect on the complexities of classroom practices and classroom life. 

Teachers are making k>ts of decisions on a daily basis. I have come to value teachers as 

professionals, and at this point in my professional devek)pment, I no longer want to simply 

observe teaching practices in order to evaluate and give teachers feedback. Without 

denying the value of other kinds of research, because of my personal stance and 

experiences, I believe the best way I can understand what is happening in classrooms while 

simultaneously promoting change is by being a participant observer and by inviting the 

teacher to participate as well in the devek>pment of the research, in the collection of data 

and in the analysis. In this study I was a participant observer, not a "passive recorder or 

analyst of educational success or &ilure" (Moll, 1995, p. 278). 

As part of my research experience and my doctoral studies I have had the 

opportunity to reflect on different dilemmas associated with researching classroom 

teaching practices. I experienced in other studies the uncertainties discussed by Allen and 

Shockley (1996) on how to share the findings of your observations with teachers, the 

ethical dilemmas discussed by Punch (1994) and Wilson (1994), as well as the latter's 

reflections on the presentation of his findings where he shared not only the successful 

experiences of teachers, but also the points of dissonance in their teaching practices. I 

have reflected on McCarthey's (1994a, 1994b) experietKe regarding her role in the 

classroom she observed and the conflicts she had during the research with the teacher's 

practices and comments, and I have also read about the reactions that her study provoked 
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(Bloome, 1994) not only because of the short-time period of her study but because of her 

description of the teacher. As a result of my experiences, readings of related literature, 

and the reflection of my own belief about classroom changes, teachers as professionals 

and students as active creators of knowledge, I was strongly committed to using a 

collaborative research design in this study. As Klassen and Short (1992) suggest: 

Researchers and teachers are e}q)erts in different areas of interest, based on their 
past learning experiences. As collaborators, teachers and researchers ofifer diverse, 
multiple perspectives ^«1lich are used to create a more realistic picture of the 
learning/research process. Inquiry is seen as one powerful way to collaboratively 
learn "with" others, (p. 342) 

I began this study with an awareness that this approach can generate tensions and 

disagreements between all involved in the research, but I accepted such challenge as part 

of the experience of negotiating meaning with others, doing a collaborative inquiry, aixl 

dialoguing in a democratic context. However, because Julia and I believed that we were 

learning from each other and from the children in the process, there was an attitude that 

minimized any potential situation of tension. 

Harste (1994) distinguishes a collaborative research from experimental and even 

from naturalistic research in that, among other things, its focus is on learning and change, 

and the vehicle for reaching this learning is collaboration. The researcher's stance, he 

explains, can be characterized as "We" vulnerable, instead of "I" prioritized or "I-you" 

invisible (p. 1233), which implies that participants' and researchers' assumptions are 

questioned and challenged in the process. I, indeed, felt vulnerable in Julia's classroom 

because I was the outsider, but I also felt I had something to contribute to the classroom. 
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and Julia made me see that she valued my perspectives and she, and the students as well, 

accepted me into their community. From my perspective, no one was invisible in the 

research and different perspectives were taken into accoimt for our process of making 

meaning from what was taking place in the setting. 

Harste points out that the methodological stance in that kind of collaborative 

research is not innocent but democratic. This democratic stance is reflected in this 

research in different ways. First, it was our clear commitment to creating democratic 

learning contexts and to integrate the characteristics described by Darder (1995) as 

reflecting democratic learning contexts for Latino students. Darder highlights those 

characteristics in form of questions and the following are only some of the ones that 

impacted this study: 

• Are the everyday lives and community realities of Latino students 
integrated into the daily life of the classroom? .. . 

• Are there consistent and ongoing opportunities for Latino students to 
engage together in dialogue that centers upon their own experiences and 
daily lives?... 

• Are there adults in the classroom environment who are able to consistently 
engage Latino students in their native tongue ...? 

• Are classroom relations and curricular activities designed to stimulate and 
nurture the ongoing development of cultural identity, voice, participation, 
solidarity, and individual collective empowerment? (p. 334) 

A second aspect of this collaborative research that reflects how we adopted a 

democratic stance was the process for choosing the books and for organizing the literature 

circles. Not only did Julia and I have a voice, since we met on a weekly basis, but the 
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children had opportunity to choose books from the ahematives we offered, and to choose 

the language they wanted to use in the discussions and, to some extent, to choose the 

small groups since they had opportunity to talk among themselves in their process of 

choosing the book which was the main criteria for forming the groups. 

Referring to the results in this kind of collaborative research, Harste (1994) 

suggests that the results are not better or cleaner arguments, or more con^lex 

explanations, but learning and new invitations to inquiry. Throughout the whole process 

of the study, although we felt we were gettii^ better understanding of the nature of the 

students' discussions, questions continued to emerge, and we certainly ended with new 

questions that have influenced our decisions of continuing doing research in this area. 

Julia also had opportunities to reflect on vdiat the collaborative experience meant to her 

and her written reflection is included next. Following Whitmore and Crowell (1994), I use 

italics for representing the voice of Julia Lopez-Robertson, the teacher researcher (besides 

using italics for text in Spanish throughout the dissertation). 

Julia's Experience in This Collaborative Research 

/ met Carmen in the Literature Discussion class (LRC 583) in the spring semester 

of1998. I earned my Master's degree in J994 and came back to the university to take 

classes as a non-degree seeking graduate student. I had taught for four years and was 

concerned with the low expectations some educators have for young children, especially 

young bilingual children. / was looking to enhance my Ixinguage Arts curriculum and 
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was interested in having literature discussions with my students to provide a more 

challenging curriculum. 

We had been discussing various response engagements to literature in LRC 583 

and I decided to try some of the engagements with my students. I eagerly shared with 

Carmen the experiences the children had during their first literature discussion. From 

our conversation, I learned that Carmen had similar concerns about the low expectations 

of young bilingual children. I had questions about some of the children's responses. 

Carmen had her own set of questions and so we decided to work collaboratively on a 

class project and the rest, as they say, is history. 

Carmen began working in my classroom when I had the children for first grade. 

We worked on whole class literature discussions and slowly moved to small group 

discussions. I was very happy with what was happening in the first grade; the children 

were interested in our discussions, they were very motivated and the parents were 

supportive of the discussions we were having with the children. 

The second year of our project, when the first grade children moved on with me to 

second grade, proved to be especially intense. We had organized small group 

discussions where the children took the books home and eventually chose their book 

group, which meant Carmen and I spent a lot of time looking for enough copies of the 

titles we selected for discussion groups. We met weekly to talk about the discussions and 

the books and issues we might discuss with the children, and to share our thoughts, 

questions and interpretations of what was happening. While all of that was occurring I 
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was taking classes at the university, feeling the pressure of the Stanford 9 test that I was 

to administer for the first time and was also worrying about meeting the needs of my 

students. 

Since I had never worked with anyone in my classroom so intensely, I had no idea 

what to expect. I had several concerns about working with someone so closely: Would I 

have the time needed to plan and talk with my partner. Carmen?; Would she have a sense 

of commitment to my students and their families?; Would she respect the uniqueness of 

the situations my students come from?; Would I lose control over my curriculum and my 

classroom?; Would Carmen connect emotionally with my students or would this 

collaborative project become an impersonal research study?; Would I connect with 

Carmen, professionally and personally?; Would Carmen respect my role as the teacher 

and would she value my students? 

I communicated my expectations to Carmen from the beginning and I think that 

helped us work out many of the issues of collaborative research right away. We both had 

high expectations for the children and were going to work hard with them as we all made 

meaning from our discussions and the events occurring in the classroom. I was never 

concerned that my students weren 't being treated with respect and I also never worried 

that they weren 7 being challenged. Carmen established a positive relationship with the 

children; she cared about them and what they had to say and the children knew that. The 

children looked forward to her visits and to talking with her. I didn 7 have to worry 

about Carmen accepting them or their situations. / also didn 7 need to worry about her 
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treating them any differently than I would. I was very happy to have someone in my 

classroom who had high expectations of my students. Working with someone so closely 

didn'/ prove to be as difficult as I thought it might have been. There are several factors 

that influenced our relationship and successful collaborative work: our philosophies and 

ways of thinking about how children learn are very similar; we both reject the low 

expectations some educators have for young children and we are not afraid to push the 

children to think 

We were both very flexible. Since we were both new at implementing small group 

literature discussions, we were learning what to do as we went along; we were learning 

right alongside the children. We worked around our class schedules, our personal lives 

and other commitments to squeeze in meeting times that usually took place twice a week, 

on Thursday and on Sunday. In school, we worked aroundfield trips, last minute 

changes in our classroom schedule, children's absences from literature groups, and new 

students joining the classroom. When we had different opinions, we discussed the 

possibilities and worked them out keeping the children's best interests always as the 

priority. Since my interest in the area of children's responses to literature was new, there 

were new theories and ideas for me to explore. I depended on Carmen's help since she 

was further along in her graduate program and had more experiences to share. On that 

same note, I was never made to feel that I had nothing to contribute; my work in the 

classroom was given the same respect as the research we were reading in LRC 583. 



There were times when I thought / couldn't do it anymore; the planning the 

meetings, my classes, and other school obligations were getting to be too much for me. 

During those times, I would look at my students and see how alive they were, how proud 

they were when they shared their opinions and made interesting connections and how 

they were challenging themselves and each other. The children's enthusiasm and 

willingness to share their thoughts with their classmates and with Carmen and myself 

showed me the importance of our project and kept me going. 

At the beginning of the study. I had no idea what to expect. I could not have 

predicted the wealth of resources available to tis in my classroom. I entered this 

experience with the hopes of learning about children's responses to literature and left 

with much more than that. I learned about teacher-research. 

Prior to this study, I was not aware of the importance or significance of teacher-

research. Instead of having an outsider come into the classroom and study selective 

engagements and experiences, I was directly involved in collecting, interpreting and 

analyzing data. My point of view was important to share because I was with the children 

all day, every day. I knew the students very well, especially since I'd had them for two 

years. I knew their families and their histories. This background knowledge provided a 

whole new look at the issues we were facing and the responses we were looking at. 

It wasn 't until the study was over that I realized I was a teacher-researcher. 

Because the study was so intense, / hadn 't had time to reflect on my new role. I saw 

myself as the teacher and study partner but not as a researcher. After all, I was just 
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doing my job. I was teaching, interacting with and observing my students as any other 

teacher does. 

I don't know that / could work with anyone so closely again. It is very difficult to 

find someone who shares your philosophy and who is also so open and accepting of 

differences. I learned an incredible amount during the year and a half we worked with 

my students, things I couldn Y have learned unless / had the support and patience of 

Carmen, the children and their families. 

Our research project culminated in the co-authoring of two articles and was one 

of the reasons I decided to pursue a Ph.D. Prior to this project, I had not seen myself as 

researcher nor was I aware of the valuable resource I had in my classroom. I now 

consider myself a teacher-researcher and will continue to study the children's responses 

to literature while adding a new aspect to the discussions, the parents. 

The valuable experience Julia and I had confirmed for me that the collaborative 

research design was the best design I could have chosen for this study. There were also 

several reasons for choosing a case study design to examine the nature of the children's 

responses to literature, as I explain next. 

Case Study Research 

I designed a qualitative case study because of its potentials to help me to develop a 

better understanding of the dynamics of literature discussions among young children. It 

was very important to be able '̂ o convey a holistic and dynamically rich account of an 

educational program.. (Merriam, 1988, pp. 30-31). Since bilingual students' voices 
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are not present in research reports to the same extent of monolingual voices, particularly 

in their responses to literature, I wanted to provide a rich and detailed description of the 

children's discussions. Silva (1998) examines research studies of literacy development in 

selected Mexican American communities and highlights the use of case studies as a tool 

for learning about literacy and biliteracy in bilingual classroom. The case study design 

allowed me to perform a two-fold analysis using smaQ groups—the literature circles—as 

case study units, but also focused on individual students. That enabled me to describe the 

students' interactions with books in two languages within the context of the small groups. 

Below I describe how I chose the children and the literature circles or small groups as the 

cases for the case study. 

Criteria for Selection of Case Study Children and Literature Circles 

I collected data in Julia's classroom throughout the entire academic year 1998-

1999 ending with a total of 75 literature circles. However, Spring 1999 constituted the 

phase of focused data collection. By Spring, the students had had plenty of opportunities 

to talk in small groups and were familiar with the tape recorder, the video camera, my 

presence in the classroom, and the process for the organization of the literature circles. 

The potential intrusiveness of those factors had been reduced to a minimum. Therefore, 1 

decided to choose two literature circles out of 46 from the first semester. Fall 1998~to 

have a representation of the children's discussions from the beginning—and nine literature 

circles, out of 29, from Spring 1999—the phase of focused data collection—as the primary 
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data analysis. The rest of the literature circles were going to be used a secondary data 

sources. 

In Chapter 6 I describe in detail the organization of the literature discussions, but 

the following distinction between literature discussion set and literature circle is 

necessary before continuing the descr^tion of data collection. In this study a literature 

discussion set usually had four literature circles as the example shows in Figure 3.2. 

La mariposa [The butterfly] 

In Mv FaimW/Fn mi familia 

Pepha Talks Twice/Pgp/to hahla 
dos veces 

Subway Sparrow \Gorri6n del 
metro} 

Literature Discussion #3 
Language and Bilingualism 

2/18/99 

Figure 3.2. An example of a literature discussion set having four literature circles. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates a literature discussion set, a group of four theme-related 

books. Each title was chosen by three to four students, forming four literature circles or 

four small groups who talked about their chosen book the same day. In each literature 

discussion set, the small groups had different children since grouping was always based on 

the children's book choices. By Spring we had seven literature discussions sets such as 

the one included in Figure 3.2, having a total of 29 literature circles. 
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In deciding on the specific nine literature circles, I examined the organization of 

the literature discussions. By Spring all of the literature discussions had been organized 

around the broad issue of'̂ sense of place" and ''sense of belonging" including the aspect 

of discrimination that the students described as "feeling left out," meaning a lack of sense 

of belonging. (In Chapter 6 I provide a detailed description of the broad issue.) The 

literature circles were organized around different issues related to "feeling left out" 

including discrimination based on race and ethnicity, language and bilingualism 

(linguicism), and gender equity (and inequity). We also had one literature discussion set 

of books related to children doing something for making this world better. 

My criteria for choosing the literature circles for case study analysis included: the 

quality of the recording and transcription, the inclusion of monolingual and bilingual 

literature circles, the presence of case study children in the literature circles, and 

representation of the different issues related to the broad concept of sense of place and 

belonging. After establishing those criteria, I needed to choose the specific case study 

children before selecting the literature circles. 

The case study students were selected by purposive sampling and by theoretical 

sampling. As Merriam (1988) says: "Purposive sampling is based on the assumption that 

one wants to discover, understand, gain insight; therefore one needs to select a sample 

from which one can leam the most" (p. 48). Purposive sampling, she states, occurs 

"before the data are gathered" (p. 51). The first criteria I established were attendance and 

that the students were with Julia since the beginning of the second grade. 



Because I wanted to examine language choice as one of my subquestions, the 

criteria of language was also determined before the collection of data. That is, I knew I 

needed to choose approximate^ the same amount of dominant English students, dominant 

Spanish students, and more or less "balanced bilinguals.*^ To evaluate that criteria, I used 

the school's classification of their language proficiency as described in Chapter 4. I also 

knew I wanted to balance the group of case study children with approximate^ the same 

number of boys and girls, and I wanted to include readers with different levels of 

proficiency. I relied on Julia's distribution of students in their guided reading groups. 

They were placed in those groups according to their reading levels as determined by the 

teacher. 

I selected students for case studies also by theoretical san^ling using the criteria of 

diversity of t>'pes of responses. Theoretical san:q)ling is done in conjunction with data 

collection, not before, asserts Merriam (1988). Glaser (1978) explains that the researchers 

who use theoretical sampling cannot know in advance precise^ what to sample for and 

where it leads them because "it is never clear cut for what and to where discovery will 

lead. It is ongoing" (p. 37). Although I taped all of the literature circles, I knew that for 

the analysis I wanted to focus on children representing a variety of types of responses, 

since one of the subquestions focused on types of responses. As I was collecting data and 

through the initial process of analysis, I was identifying students whose participation 

seemed to represent different kinds of responses to literature or who showed certain 

preferences for specific types of responses. The criteria developed by purposive sampling 



and theoretical sampling (language dominance, gender, reading proficiency and types of 

responses) led me to initially choose eight students who I considered representative of a 

wide range of responses to literature at the beginning of the in-depth phase of data 

analysis. Through the process of in-depth analysis I decided to add one more student to 

that list, a Spanish-dominant student, a boy, who used more English than his Spanish-

dominant peers in his responses. Figure 3.3 identifies the case study children by 

pseudonyms, types of responses, and the characteristics I took into account in choosing 

them. I shared this list with Julia and she agreed that those students were potentially good 

case study candidates. The case study children are described in more detail in Chapter 4. 

Once I decided on the potential case study children, the next step in the process of 

selecting the literature circles for case study was to search for those literature circles that 

included three or four case study children. I found seven literature circles with three or 

four case study children. Then I had to add some literature circles having less than three 

case study children. I examined the balance within the groups in terms of issues 

represented in the literature circles and in terms of who was &cilitating the discussion, 

trying also to balance the number of the discussions &cilitated by Julia and by me. 

Because I was interested in examining children's use (choices) of language I considered it 

might be interesting to include more literature circles addressing the issue of bilingualism 

and be able to examine the children's choices in those groups where they might be 

expressing their ideas about bilingualism. All that criteria led me to the selection of 11 
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ENGLISH DOMINANT SPEAKERS SPANISH DOMINANT SPEAKERS 

Pseudonym Type of 
Response 

Reading 
level or use 
of language 

Pseudonym Type of 
Response 

Reading 
level or use 
of language 

Amaury Questioning Top reader Luis Questioning Top reader 

Sandy Personal 
Opinions 
and 
fecilitator 

Average 
reader 

Isabela Personal 
Opinions 
Storyteller 

Emergent 
reader 

Helena Connected 
to complex 
£imily 
problems 

Proficient in 
both 
languages. 

Diana Strong 
connections 
to her 
family 
history. 

Average 
reader 

Hector Very 
perceptive 

Used the 
most amount 
of Spanish in 
his responses 

Ada Very 
perceptive: 
Gender 
issues 

Proficient 
reader 

Mario Facilitator 
of the 
Uterature 
circles. 

Used the 
most 
amount of 
English in 
his 
responses. 

Figure 3.3. Case study students and some of their characteristics. 

literature circles outlined in Figure 3.4. The literature circles are numbered 

chronologically and are identified by the title of the book (some of them abbreviated) the 

children were discussing. To &cilitate the reading in this dissertation I do not underline 

the titles of the book when they appear in figures as the name of the literature circles. 
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Date Literature Circles Chosen as Case Studies 

10/21/98 001 Isabella's Bed 

10/21/98 002 Tight Times 

2/4/99 003 Martin Luther King, Jr. 

2/11/99 004 Baseball Saved Us 

2/18/99 005 InMyFamity 

2/18/99 006 Pepita Talks Twice (1* discussion) 

3/11/99 007 Amazing Grace 

3/18/99 008 Pepita Talks Twice (2*^ discussion) 

3/18/99 009 Oliver Button Is a Sissy 

3/25/99 010 A Handfiil of Seeds 

3/25/99 Oi l  nifia invisible [The invisible girl] 

Figure 3.4. Literature circles chosen for in-depth analysis as case studies. 

Appendix A includes a figure with the distribution of case study children by 

literature circles and the dominant language in the discussion. I chose two literature 

circles discussing the book Pepita Talks T-wicdPepita habla dos veces by Lachtman 

Dumas (1995) among the II, because one literature circle was made up of only English 

dominant children and the other was almost all Spanish speakers (only one English 

dominant in the group.). I wanted to have the option of making some comparative 

analysis of their responses to the same book, a book dealing with issues of language and 

bilingualism. 
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Book Selection and Challenges 

Julia and I selected books for discussions that we both considered quality 

children's literature, available in both Spanish and English, and related to the broad issues 

around which the curricuhim was organized. That was quite a challenge. First, quality 

books, we mean books that were well written, with a conqjlete and interesting story 

potential^ appealing to elementary students, and where the chiMren could see tfaemsehres 

and their cultiu« positive^ reflected. As Egawa (1990) emphasizes '̂ meaningfiil 

connections with books will only occur with noeaningfiil stories" (p. S83). FoUowing 

Egawa, we examined to see if there was something significant in the books to talk about. 

Another feature of quality included the nature of multkulturalism in the books (Yokota, 

1993), privileging the potential of the books for allowing the students to connect to their 

realities as Mexican Anoericans and as chikiren. 

Since we needed books in both Spanish and English, I consulted several sources of 

Spanish children's books. One of the first resources I examined was Schon and Berkin's 

(1996) Introduccion a la literatura ir^fantil v iuvenil [Introduction to literature for young 

children aiKi adolescents]. It includes several bibliographies with books written in Spanish 

and translations. Schon also has a web site that lists and describes more than 4,000 titles 

in Spanish and translations, and a Center for Books in Spanish in San Marcos, California, 

which I visited. Another resource was Freeman and Cervantes's (1993) annotated 

bibliography of more than 300 titles in Spanish, including translations. Day's (1997) 

Latina and Latino Voices in [literature for Children and Teenayers was another resource I 
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consulted. Freeman and Freeman (1997) also suggest quality children's books that can be 

used as positive alternatives. They even present some lists of books organized around 

thematic units. In the article Providing Quality rhjldren's Literature in SpanLsti. Freeman 

(1998) presents a good discussion on that topic. The author states that '̂ in &ct, many 

wonderful books are available in Spanish" (p. 26). She reflects on an additional challenge: 

Another challenge that teachers must &ce is their own attitudes toward their 
students' cultures and language. When choosing children's literature written in 
Spanish, it is not only monolingual English or Anglo bilingual teachers but also 
native Spanish ^leaking teachers ^^lo need to be sensitive to and knowledgeable 
about different cultures, values, and dialects their students represent. Spanish 
speaking educators do not always understand or accept students who come fix>m 
social, linguistic, and cultural backgrounds different from their own. (pp. 27-28) 

In the survey I administered to bilingual teachers, one of them highlighted how "Spanish is 

not given the status of English by the school culture. The quality and quantity of Spanish 

literature available is far inferior to that of English" (third grade teacher). Freeman (1998) 

agrees with that observations and adds: 

It is important that Spanish speaking students be exposed to lots of books in 
Spanish, including books intended for Spanish speakers and written only in 
Spanish. Because English is the social^ prestigious language, Spanish speakers 
may try to read in English at a point where they need to continue to devek>p their 
Spanish literacy. Providing Spanish speaking students with books written in 
Spanish sends them the message that their language is important too. (p. 30) 

Therefore we looked for books in Spanish including translations. That was quite a 

challenge first, because we were aware of the difBculties we might have in finding enough 

books for a one-year study with the characteristKS we wanted the books to have, and 

second, because of the lack of availability of literature written originally in Spanish in the 

United States. We also needed to consider the cost of books and the lack of interest on 
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the part of most publishers for promoting and making books in Spanish accessible to the 

public. Therefore, we needed to take into account the quality of the translations since we 

needed to have the books available in both languages. That was a limitatmn but we were 

able to overcome it. There were a few books having minor orthographic errors, but the 

quality of the stories and the overall translation made the books worth using. 

Books original^ written in Spanish were included in the last two literature 

discussions of the first semester where we did not need multiple copies of the same book 

because, as an exception, we organized those two literatiire discussions not as shared 

book sets where all students in a small group read the same book, but as a text set, that is 

"sets of different books that are conceptually related to each other" (Short, Harste, & 

Burke, 1996). As part of the shared book sets in the second semester, we also used one 

book originally written in Spanish and one book available only in English in the last 

discussion, in addition to the other books that were in both languages. 

Another criteria and challenge we faced in selecting the books was that we needed 

multiple copies, three or four copies of each title in both languages, since each member 

of the small group took his or her own copy of the book home as part of their preparations 

for the discussions. The public library system of the school district offered a valuable 

service since we used many books fi'om the system. However, we needed to purchase 

several books because we wanted to use them and they were not available, or there were 

not enough copies available. The bookstores selling Spanish books were very helpful in 

this process. Using multiple copies was a big challenge mostly because of the time fi'ame 
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we had to look for books. Since it was the first time that Julia and I were using so many 

books for literature discussions and we were choosing the books taking into account the 

children's evolving interests, we could not have all of the books in advance but we needed 

to find them in a short period of time. Sometimes we had only one week to find multiple 

copies of books. 

The literature discussions were organized broad issues and this organization is 

described in Chapter 6. Organizing the discussions around broad issues was part of the 

context we created for the discussions. We believe a focus on issues supports nwre 

meaningful discussions and students are able to make more intertextual connections. 

Therefore, we needed to find books related to those issues. In Fall 1998 the broad issue 

was Family, and all of the books dealt with it. Many of the books portrayed Mexican 

American &milies, others portrayed different types of &milies, and different situations. 

Appendix B includes all of the picturebooks used for the Fall 1998 semester, the first 

phase of the study. The books used for the discussions in the second semester, the phase 

of focused data collection were related to issues of language, discrimination, sense of 

belonging and sense of place. A conqilete list of the books used in Spring is included in 

Appendix C. 

Finally, it is very important to highlight that the reading levels of the students were 

not a criteria in choosing the children's literature that we offered to the students. Rather, 

we used stories that had the aforementioned criteria even if many of the students could not 

read some of the books by themselves. Some of them could read the books but, usually. 
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adults, we and their parents, read the books to the students. This was a very conscious 

decision because we wanted to create the context for having a challenging learning 

experience and meaningful discussions. Leveled books, such as the ones used for guided 

reading where the students are grouped by language dominance and proficiency, have a 

specific instructional purpose adapted to the reading proficiency of the students, and are 

not suitable for provoking critical discussioiis. Literature discussions books, with the 

major purpose to promote critical dialogue and meaningful discussions, needed to meet 

the criteria mentioned above for quality children's literature to fiicilitate the discussion and 

to stretch children's thinking and language abilities. Choosing the books was one 

important way in which Julia and I played our role as mediators. We were aware that the 

characteristics of the books were important since the texts were going to be cultural 

artifacts mediating students' construction of meaning. However, we considered ourselves 

learners in the process of evaluating and selecting the books. That is, we were learning a 

lot about books along with the students. 

Research Methodok>gy 

Allen and Shockley (1996) point out that the concept of responsive, evolving 

methodologies is a cornerstone of many qualitative traditions. Based on their own 

research experience and those of others, they came to believe in "the power of an evolving 

methodology, one that is responsive to the classroom context on which it is dependent" 

(p. 224). A constructivist stance, they assert, '̂ would suggest that researchers, whether 

university based or school based, leam to research by doing" (p. 224). This was indeed 
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my experience through this research beginning with the evolution of the research 

questions. When I began the research I had the following questions: 

1. What is the nature of the talk engaged in by second-grade bilingual 

Spanish/English students as they discuss children's literature in small groups? 

2. In what ways does the talk of the students vary when they participate in 

bilingual groiq[}s compared to when they participate in groups organized 

language? 

3. What evidence is in the literature discussions of students' engagement with 

reading and bilingualism? 

I started out with these questions but the analysis of Question 1 was very conq)lex 

and required that I develop subquestions for answering it. Given the extent of the 

analysis. Question 1 became the main question. Question 2 was modified, and Question 3 

was dropped from this analysis and left for a subsequent study. This process left me with 

the following research question: What is the nature of the talk in which second-grade 

bilingual Spanish/English students engage as they discuss children's literature in 

small groups? 

The "nature of the talk" focused on the areas in the following subquestions: 

1. What types of responses do students have to literature in small group 

discussions? 

2. What is the content/issue(s) discussed by the children in small group literature 

discussions? 



Data Collection 

As described in the earlier section on research design and ilhistrated in Figure 3.1, 

I collected data over a year in two phases. Figure 3.5 summarizes both phases and the 

number of literature discussions we had. 

First Phase: Fall 1998 
12 literature discussion sets for 

46 small group literature discussions or literature circles 

Second Phase: Spring 1999 
(Intensive data collection) 

7 literature disctission sets for 
29 small group literature discussions or literature circles 

Figure 3.5. Summary of distribution of literature discussions in the two phases of the 
study. 

Data-gathering methods for this research includes the following sources discussed 

below: field notes from participant observation, audiot£4)es and transcripts of the small 

group literature discussions, videot^ing of literature circles, interviews with each case 

study student in the classroom and with some of their parents, my own written reflections, 

and collection of written samples of students' responses to literature. Parent and Student 

Surveys on their opinions of the literature discussions were also considered secondary data 

sources. 

Field Notes From Participant Observation 

Participant observation was the major means for collecting data in this study. As 

Merriam (1988) describes it, "it gives a firsthand account of the situation under study" (p. 
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192), and when combined with other methods "allows for a holistic interpretation of the 

phenomenon being investigated" (p. 102). I moved from being a participant observer to 

an observer as participant. I was a participant observer as I participated, organized, and 

&cilitated the small group discussions. I was an observer participant as I observed the 

classroom life, and how the curriculum was organized. The children knew that I was there 

to learn about their discussions. The discussions took place each week or every other 

week during the first phase from August to November, and from February to April before 

the students went for intersession or recess. The discussions were 20 to 45 minutes k>ng. 

In the process of anafyzing the discourse of the literature circles I needed to 

examine to some extent my own discourse in relation to the students' as well as Julia's 

discourse, although that was not the focus of the study. I was an observer participant as I 

observed several book talks Julia had with the students on the dijSerent books before they 

listened to the books, and as I observed occasionally how the students chose the books. I 

visited and observed the classroom one entire week at the beginning of each semester and 

one entire week during ApriL I participated in the classroom from one to three times 

weekly whenever we had literature discussions. In addition, I was invited to and attended 

several classroom activities and celebrations related to reading. 

Field notes were a primary source of data collection. I was not able to take notes 

during the literature discussions, therefore after &cilitating the discussions when I was a 

participant observer, I usually listened to one of the four tapes of the literature circles in 

the car in my way home and recorded the notes as soon as possible. Therefore, on-site 



recording ranged from continuous note taking, to taking sketchy notes, to not recording 

anything at all during an observation and recording shortly thereafter. 

Audiotapes and Transcripts 

The audiotapes and transcripts of the 11 literatiire circles chosen for case study 

were another primary data source in this study. The transcripts of the rest of the literature 

circles were used as secondary data sources wiien they added new perspectives to the 

analysis and discussion. During the first phase of the study. Fall 1998, almost of all the 

literature discussions of the first semester were transcribed adverbatim and others 

selectively. During the period of intensive data collection~fit>m Felmiary to the first week 

of April—all literature discussions were transcribed verbatim. Because most of the 

discussions were bilingual and only few groups were monolingual—having all of the 

members the same dominant language—I needed to transcribe discussions in Spanish and 

English. Because English is my second language, and because of the amount of data, I 

contracted with an efBcient transcriber for the discussions in English or for the English 

part of most of the discussions. I transcribed the discussions in Spanish, Julia also did 

some transcribing, and at the end I contracted with a person to complete several 

transcripts in Spanish. All of those transcripts were edited by me, especially the 

transcriptions in Spanish, which I listened to again with the tapes and revised. 
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Videotapes 

Videotaping of all the literature discussions was a secondary source of data 

collection. They served as confirmation of the observations gathered through audiotapes, 

transcripts, or field notes. Ehiring both periods of data collection all literature circles were 

videotaped, although not all of the recordings with camcorders were successful due to 

technical problems. I used two different video cameras, since there were always two small 

groups discussing at the same time, one with Julia and one with me. Because I was using 

videocameras fi'om the beginning of the first phase and for some additional classroom 

activities, they became familiar to the children and were not intrusive. 

Interviews 

I did not have interviews with the children, but informal conversations. I was able 

to clarify some comments made by the children in the literature circles I &cilitated if I 

asked about those points the same day or week of the literature discussion. Children's 

perceptions of the literature discussions, and the issues discussed in the small groups, were 

often reflected through the use of written arti£icts that they produced in response to the 

books. 

Because of the firequency with which relatives were mentioned by the students in 

the literature discussions since our beginning in first grade, I conducted one semi-

structured interview with five of the case study children's parents. The criteria for 

selecting the parents was diverse and included details from the children's stories about 

their families that I wanted to clarify because they were relevant for understanding the 



child's discourse. In addition selection was based on the availability of the parents. Four 

of the interviews were conducted with Julia. The five interviews with parents were 

considered a secondary source of infonnatk>n. The interviews were audiotaped, and 

selectively transcribed. 

I planned to interview Julia, the teacher researcher. However, since we had 

meetings on a weekly basis, I had all the information 1 needed and created a space for 

reflecting, planning, decisions, and knowing her opinions about the study during 

meeting time. The field notes of those meetings were a secondary data source. In 

addition, the papers she wrote for her courses about the literature discussions that she 

shared with me helped me to gain understandings on her perceptions and belie&. 

Written Reflections on the Process 

Julia's written reflections and my own reflections supported my process of 

understanding and "monitoring" of what was h^pening in the literature circles, especially 

during the second phase of the study. Whenever it helped us to understand a specific 

event or issue, we shared our written reflections or read fit>m them to each other. These 

reflections were usually combined with field notes. By the second phase of the study Julia 

began to take notes during the literature circles. Our written reflections and field notes 

informed us about our perspectives on how things were going on and on what had to be 

done next. Because one of the main purposes of this research was on learning, written 

reflections were considered a secondary source of data collection. 
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Written Artifacts of Case Study Students' Responses to Literature 

Students chosen for case studies expressed their perceptions, ideas, and attitudes 

about the books through their written responses to literature, especially through the 

activity of sketch to stretch" that they always did the same day of the literature 

discussion. Sketch to Stretch is an engagement to encourage students to go beyond a 

literal understanding of what they have experienced (Short et aL, 1996) by draw^ what 

the story meant to them: 

Often, as students sketch, they generate new insights of their own. They are &ced 
with a problem because the meanings they had constructed for the selection 
through language cannot be transferred into a sketch. As they deal with this 
problem, they usually come to understand the selection at a different level than 
when they first read the book. (pp. 528-529) 

Figure 3.6 presents an exan^le of a sketch done by Diana in response to dePaola's (1991) 

Oliver PuflQn g-y l*n nena ^Oliver Button Is a Sissv]. 

Julia began to use this strategy in her class as a resuh of the literature discussion 

course that we took together and she and the students got excited about this engagement. 

What I could tK>t anticipate was that the sketches turned out to be a good source for 

triangulation when I was doing the analysis. They were considered a secondary data 

source. I incorporate some examples of their sketches in several chapters throughout this 

dissertation as additional support of the findings. 

Written sample arti&cts included webs created in the literature circles as 

preparation for further discussions. They also included other kinds of webs and Venn 

Diagrams created in whole class discussions to seek for connections among some books. 
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Me send sad porque se reian de el porque parecio una nifia. 
[I felt sad because they laughed at him (at Oliver) because he looked like a girL] 

Figure 3.6. Example of a sketch prepared by Diana in response to the book Oliver Button 
es un nena. 

Julia did the webs or Venn Diagrams taking dictation of the connections or thoughts 

the students related to her. Those written samples related to the literature discussions 

were also considered a secondary data source. Because the students were taOdng about 

the books as they completed the webs or Venn Diagrams, I consider those discussions a 

great support for the meanings the students were constructing and negotiating in the 

literature circles. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the webs the students created, the English web 

written by Julia and the Spanish by me, throughout a week at the end of the literature 

discussions in Spring. Julia wrote the words "sense of belonging'̂  and ̂ sentido de 
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pertenencid" in the center of a big piece of butcher p^>er, and the students began to 

mention the titles of the books they had discussed throughout the semester. Julia then 

invited them to establish connections among the books and the broad concept of sense of 

belonging [sentido de pertenencid]. Parent Surveys and Student Surveys prepared by 

Julia to explore the parents' and children's opinions about the literature discussions were 

also considered a secondary data source. 

Data Analvsis 

Huberman and Miles (1994) emphasize the importance of paying as much attention 

to the issues of storage and retrieval processes as to issues of analysis of the Hata per se: 

How data are stored and retrieved is the heart of data management.... A good 
storage and retrieval system is critical for keeping track of what data are available; 
for permitting easy, flexible, reliable use of data ... at different points in time over 
a project's life; and for documenting the analyses made so that the study can, in 
principle, be verified or replicated, (p. 430) 

Because of the amount of data I knew I was going to collect, I decided to use the 

qualitative data analysis software "QSR NUD.IST 4" as a support and complement for the 

storage, retrieval, organization, categorization and analysis of the data. That software 

offered a valuable support to data management for the quantitative and qualitative analysis 

of the data. Although this is a qualitative study, I needed to do some quantitative analysis 

to examine the percentages of participation for each case study child, for the adults, and 

for the frequencies of the categories present in each transcript. After listening again, 

revising and identifying the names of the participants in the transcripts of the 11 literature 
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Ficure 3.7. Sample 1 ofwebs connecting books to broad concept of sense of place. 

Figure 3.8. Sample 2 of webs connecting books to broad concept of sense of place. 
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circles chosen for in-depth analysis, I entered the 11 transcripts into the NUD.IST 

program. The first decision I made was on the unit of analysis. Because I wanted to 

examine the talk of individual students I chose conversational turns as the unit of analysis. 

A conversational turn was defined as an utterance(s) expressed by a single person 

before a second speaker began to talk. Expressions as '̂ ihum, aba, yes, no'̂  were also 

considered utterances even if that was all that the person said in the turiL Comments that 

could not be transcribed due to inaudible responses were coded when the context and 

audible words fi-om the utterance clearly pointed to the direction that the comment moved 

the discussion. Each conversational turn was considered a unit of analysis, and thus they 

were numbered in sequence, each transcript begiiming with number 1. The transcripts of 

the 11 small group literature discussions had a total of3,607 conversational turns. 

Each one of the 3,607 conversational tiims was coded first into two main groups 

of responses by speakers: responses of the adults (Julia and me) and responses of the 

students. Figure 3.9 summarizes the percentages of conversational turns in both 

categories. 

The quantitative analysis of the first coding—by speaker's name—showed that 

1.214 conversational turns, 34%, were by the two adults &cilitating the discussions—Julia 

and me—and 2,393 conversational turns or 66% were children's. As shown in Figure 3.9, 

the students actively participated in the discussions. These 2,393 conversational turns 

constituted the corpus of data for the in-depth analysis of the children's talk. 
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Figure 3.9. Distribution of percentages of conversational turns for students and adults in 
the 11 literature circles chosen for in-depth analysis. 

Because my research question, What is the nature of the talk in which second-

grade bilingual Spanish/English students engage as they discuss children 's literature 

in small groups?, was going to be answered through two subquestions that focused on 

different aspects of the children's discussions, I needed to perform a different kind of data 

analysis for each subquestion. Figure 3.10 gives an overview of the type of analysis used 

for each subquestion. Each type of analysis will be discussed in detail at the beginning of 

the chapter where the subquestion is answered. 
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Subquestions Type of Analysis 

I. What types of responses do students 
have to literature in small group 
discussions? 

Qualitative and quantitative analysis for 
types of responses: I examined each one of 
the 2,393 conversational turns and coded 
each individual turn by type of literary or 
non-literary response. See analysis in 
Chapter 8. 

2. What is the content^issues discussed by 
the chiklren in small group literature 
discussions? 

Content analysis for the 11 transcripts 
identifying major issues or topics 
discussed by the childreiL I then deckled 
to use subsets of data to discuss the major 
issues. See Chapter 9. 

Figure 3.10. Overview of types of data analysis for each subquestion. 

Trustworthingss 

I want to finish this section by addressing the issue of trustworthiness in this study. 

Guba (1980) ofifers a set of criteria that may be taken into account in establishing the 

trustworthiness of naturalistic studies such as this one. Guba describes four major 

concepts and processes that establish trustworthiness; credibility, transferability, 

dependability, and confirmability. I review the decisions, procedures, and methods that I 

used to establish trustworthiness of this study taking into account those four 

characteristics. 

Credibility 

I tried to establish the credibility of the study by carefully integrating the following 

process and activities into the research: prolonged engagement at the site of the research, 

peer debriefing, and triangulation. 
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Prolonged engagement at the site. Guba (1980) points out that prolonged 

engagement at a site and persistent observation is intended to overcome, so &r as 

possible, distortions produced by a researcher's presence and to provide the researcher the 

opportunity to test his/her own biases and perceptions, as well as those of his/her 

respondents. In this chapter I established the prolonged engagement I had with the 

classroom, the children and with Julia. I began to woik with these students and with Julia, 

their teacher, when they were in first grade (three months). When they all moved on to 

second grade, I conducted the study over a period of eight months. Julia agreed to allow 

me to spend this prolonged amount of time in her classroom. The decision to spend so 

much time in the classroom addresses Cuba's advice that '̂ the inquirer ought to be able to 

show that sufficient time was spent at the site to justify his characterization of it" (p. 20). 

Peer debriefing. Peer debriefing was especially inqwrtant for me to test my initial 

insights about the classroom. I provided opportunities to interact with other professionals 

willing to listen, to pose questions, and to give me responses. Because Julia was involved 

in the research I needed to have an outsider's perspective on the work and analysis I was 

doing. I did double check with her some parts of the coding and analysis where I was 

interpreting her talk, to be sure that I was getting her perspectives. 

The main debriefer was my husband and colleague, Guillermo Malave. Each time I 

came fi-om a literature discussion I had the opportimity to share my first insights, puzzles, 

questions, and surprises almost immediately. He had the characteristics I needed for a 

peer debriefer. He had knowledge of the professional literature related to the theories I 



was drawing on for the study and for the analysis of the different issues discussed in the 

literature circles. In addition, he was a good listener, posed good questions, had good 

insights and valuable suggestk)as. One of the first things I noticed in this process of 

debriefing was that things that for me were so ^miliar in the ctuklren's discussions were 

valued by Guillermo as evidence of the different areas I wanted to examine and were not 

so "common" for him. His theoretical background gave me new perspectives for my 

analysis since he invited me to consider macro and societal aspects reflected in the 

literature discussions. 

I also had peer debriefing with a member of my dissertation committee. Professor 

Kathy G. Short. Her experience and knowledge was very valuable in supporting my 

process of making meaning fi'om the children's discussions. I double checked my initial 

coding of the transcripts with her, especially the areas where there seemed to be different 

alternatives for coding. I also shared formal and informally with other colleagues, 

scholars, doctoral students and teachers. Having the opportunity to know their opinions 

about specific concerns, insights, and responses added new perspectives to my analysis. 

Two other factors enabled me to take a more detached view of the data: the 

presentation of my initial findings at several conferences in and outside of the United 

States and having received a Spencer Dissertation Fellowship Award. The questions 

posed by the participants attetiding my presentation at these national and international 

conferences helped me to question and develop greater theoretical grounding. It also 

forced me to articulate aspects of my research and theory that I took for granted everyone 
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would understand or interpret in the same way I was doing or that did not need further 

explanation. Having received the Spencer Dissertation Fellowship Award helped me to 

matiire my ideas and initial insights and to step outside the research. I had to explain 

several times and from different perspectives the heart of my research in three different 

forums before other fellows but also in front of other scholars with different perspectives. 

I had the opportimity to share part of data with experienced scholars who posed 

questions and shared their insights with me. Those encounters made me realize the 

relevance of this research in the educational context of the United States. It also helped 

me to understand the potential for my data to be examined from different perspectives that 

go beyond the scope of this study and that I may consider in the future. 

Triangulation. I used five different data sources, different perspectives (the 

teacher's, the peer debriefers'), and different types of analysis in order to triangulate and 

cross check data and interpretations (Cuba, 1980). Member checks with Julia and other 

colleagues, some who shared my same perspectives, and others who came from different 

theoretical trends, support the credibility of this study. Cuba describes the process of 

triangulation as the process whereby "data and interpretations are continuously tested as 

they are derived with members of the various audiences and groups from which data are 

solicited" (p. 21). The weekly meeting I had with Julia served not only for planning but 

also for checking data and interpretations. 

Occasionally, I checked with some of the children whose responses might allow 

very different interpretations. For example, I heard one of the Spanish children discussing 
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Mochizuki's (1995) El beishol nos salvo maseball Saved Us] saying that the reason 

people laughed at the Japanese boy was "porque no pagan impuesto^'' [because they do 

not pay taxes]. I was &cilitating that discussion and his response was overk>oked by all 

the members of the small group, including roe, but in that same week, as I was listening to 

the tape, I heard "porqtte no pagan impuestos.^ That response, coming from a Mexican 

American boy, may mean lots of things, for exanq>le that he has heard that some 

immigrants do not pay taxes and because of that other people do not like them. I have 

heard such an argument in the news and in the street: that illegal Mexicans do not pay 

taxes, so they do not deserve to receive some services. Therefore, that week I decided to 

ask the boy if he remembered what he said about the Japanese Americans not paying 

taxes, and what he meant with that. He told me that he did not say that and he did not 

know what "impuestos''' or taxes were. So my tentative interpretations were not 

confirmed but I still was left with trying to understand what he meant. 

After listening to the tape on several occasions in different days, I finally 

understood that what he said was that "tal vez porque estdn impuestos." He used the 

word '''impuestos " but his meaning was dififerent than my first impression. "Impuestos'^ is 

a Spanish word that has—at least—two different meanings. Luis, a seven-year-old lx)y, 

used it in a very appropriate context, meaning that the people laughing at the Japanese 

American boy were used to and accustomed to that behavior. Both interpretations were 

possible in this story since we were discussing discrimination against Japanese Americans, 

and both responses implied a high level of perception on his part. In &ct, Luis's words are 
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interesting because they suggest that there are some people who discriminate against 

others because they have always done that, which suggests a stereotype. It may also mean 

that there is nothing we can do about that, but the opportunity for that discussion was lost 

since I did not understand the meaning of his words until it was too late. 

That incident raises the issue of language that in bilingual research is an important 

aspect in terms of trustworthiness. Language can be ambiguous in a number of situations. 

Because I was aware of that issue, I asked an English speaker to transcribe the discussions 

in English and then I revisited the transcript or checked with Julia when I had doubts. I 

also asked another Spanish speaker to transcribe some discussions, but soon I realized I 

knew better the context and language of the Mexican American community better than she 

did since 1 had spent more time sharing with that community. 

Transferability 

Guba (1980) also addresses the issue of transferability as it relates to the 

trustworthiness of naturalistic studies. He highlights how naturalistic researchers believe 

that it is not possible to develop truth statements that have general applicability; rather 

"one must be content with statements descriptive or interpretative of a given context" (p. 

22). He suggests that doing theoretical and purposive sampling may help achieve this 

transferability. I described previously in this chapter the criteria I used to select the case 

study children and the literature circles. 

Guba also recommends to collect and develop thick descriptive data during the 

study that permit a certain degree of comparison of this context to other possible contexts. 
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advice that I integrated into this dissertation. I provided rich and detailed description of 

the children's discussions and of their classroom. 

Denendahilitv and Confirmahilitv 

Finally, dependability and confirmability are two other criteria Cuba (1980) 

describes as relevant for establishing trustworthiness. Dependability is related to the 

stability of data, but also to making allowance for apparent instabilities. Guba 

recommends using overlap methods that would complement eac.h other. In this chapter I 

described the different methods and data sources I used. The number of literature circles 

also contributes to the stability of the data since each child partic^ted in at least three 

literature circles, which provided enough data for in-depth analysis. Confirmability is the 

alternative qualitative researchers propose, explains Guba, instead of the "investigator 

objectivity'̂  which qualitative researchers question. Those of us who believe in qualitative 

research are more concerned with confirmability through the use of triangulation and 

reflexivity, processes that were part of this research. 

Conclusion 

In the first part of this chapter I described the design of this study as qualitative 

and collaborative research, including the perspective and reflection of Julia, the teacher 

researcher to establish the collaborative nature of this research. I also explained the 

rationale for using this design and the case study approach since they enabled me to 

examine and gain understanding of the nature of the children's responses to literature. In 
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addition, I explained the criteria for selecting the nine case study children and the 11 

literature circles. In the second part of the ch^ter, I descnbed the methodology and data 

collection emphasizing the use of field notes, transcr^ts and audiotiq)es as primary data 

sources. The description of data analysis for each subquestion is addressed in ch^ters 8 

and 9, since both analyses are different. Finally I described the decisions I made 

throughout this research to take into account characteristics associated with issues of 

trustworthiness of data. 
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SECTION II: 

RESEARCH CONTEXT 

Section n includes Chapters 4 through 7 and addresses different aspects of the 

context in which the research took place; the school and classroom community (Chapter 

4), the reading curriculum in which the literature discussions were embedded (Ch£^)ter 5), 

the history and organization of the literature discussions (Chapter 6), and a summaiy of 

the teachers' roles and the language used in the discussions (Chapter 7). These different 

types of context greatly influenced and mediated the discourse the students had and so 

each one of those contexts are described extensively. 

Section II begins with Chapter 4 describing the research context in terms of the 

school, the classroom community with the teacher and the students, and a description of 

the classroom environment. In Chapter 5,1 offer a detailed description of the reading 

curriculum that is the context for the small group literature discussions and that offered 

students multiple opportunities to read, to leam about reading, and to use reading for 

learning about other content. Each reading engagement is described in detail so it can be 

distinguished from the small group literature discussions. In Ch^ter 6,1 explain the 

organization and history of the literature discussions in the selected classroom. From a 

Vygotskian perspective that history is relevant to an understanding of the mediational 

potential of the literature circles to &cilitate the kind of talk in which the children engaged 

at the beginning of the study and how it evolved. I summarize three exploratory studies 

conducted by Julia and me, independently and collaboratively, in the classroom selected 
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for this research, which shows where the questions for the present study originated, how 

the collaborative relationship was created and evolved, and how the literature discussions 

were organized in first and second grade. Finally, I describe in Ch^ter 7 the teachers' 

roles in the literature circles, and the language used the children in the discussions, both 

important aspects of the context for the discussions. 
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CHAPTER 4 

CLASSROOM COMMUNITY 

In selecting the setting for this study, I had several criteria. I needed to find a 

bilingual Spanish/English teacher of primary grade students willing and interested in 

introducing or who had already introduced small group literature discussions into her 

reading curriculum. I wanted a teacher who had high expectations for her students, and 

with whom I could work cooperatively, since that was the research design I planned for 

my dissertation. Another consideration was that I wanted to work with Latino children, 

preferably fi-om working-class or low-income ^milies since the education of this 

socioeconomic level of society is of concern for me. 

Because of my interest in knowing more about small group literature discussions, 

and in meeting potential teachers interested in integrating the use of small group literature 

discussions in their classrooms, I enrolled in a graduate course on Literature Discussions 

(LRC 583), in Fall 1998, where I met Julia who was a bilingual first grade teacher at that 

time. That same semester I prepared a survey for bilingual teachers who used children's 

literature in their curriculum to explore the use of Spanish children's literature and see if 

they promoted critical dialogue about books. I sent this survey to 20 elementary-level 

bilingual teachers fi'om Arizona and California representing six different schools. From 

that survey I found the following responses: "I don't critical dialogue, my kids are too 

young for that." "Using children's literature is great, however, I feel it's important that 

they be able to decode and read FIRST." 
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But I also found other responses about the use of small group literature 

discussions such as the following; 

I do use small group literature discussions because I believe such discussions help 
each individual formalize his/her thinking through talking, and because the 
interaction exposes chikiren to different viewpoints, levels of understanding, 
prejudices, etc. (Fifth grade teacher) 

[I don't use them] yet; I am not too familiar with them and I'd like more 
information before I use them. (First grade teacher) 

Not yet. We're still working on it. (First grade teacher) (Martinez-Rold^ 1998) 

That last response came from Julia, who was one of the Arizona teachers who con4>leted 

the survey. She expressed an interest in working on literature discussions and had very 

positive attitudes toward the use of chikiren's literature in Spanish for her bilingual 

children. I also asked in the survey if the teacher was willing to receive a Spanish speaker 

into her or his classroom to read books in Spanish to the students. Almost all of the 

teachers, except for one, responded in the afiBrmative. Julia also responded in the 

afiSrmative to that questfon and expressed that even though she did not know much about 

small group literature discussions she was beginning to know and was interested in 

learning more. The opportunity to work together with Julia came in the Literature 

Discussion course I mentioned earlier when we needed to do a small inquiry project 

examining children's responses to literature. That was when she invited me and two other 

doctoral students to her classroom. As a result, Julia and I decided to continue working 

together in the final project for that course. That was how I got access to Hollinger 

Elementary School, a school that also met the socioeconomic criteria I had in mind. 
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The School 

HoUinger Elementary School is a bilingual elementary school in the Southwest 

United States, in Tucson, Arizona. Demographic data from Tucson available on the 

Internet from the Plannii^ Department and updated in March 17, 2000, describe Tucson: 

A place of migration-historically, the meeting of Frontera and Frontier... 
Migration in 1998-1999 will amount to S6,S00 people moving in and over 42,650 
moving out. Over 29% of all households have lived in their present home 15 
months or less. About 60% have lived in their present homes less than five years. 
Only 26% of Metro households have been in their present home more than 10 
years.... Twenty-three percent of newcomer households moved here to accept a 
new job. (Taylor, 2000) 

Moll and Greenberg (1990) describe in detail the socio-economic context of Tucson based 

on data of the last census, 10 years ago. I cite them at length^: 

Economically and socially, Tucson can be described as a highly stratified city with 
a dual class structure. For example, 75% of the Mexican population may be found 
in the lower-paid craft, assembly, service, and laborer occupations. Mexican 
wages are 80% that of Anglos, and Mexicans are twice as likely as Anglos to be 
below the poverty line. The working-class segment of the Mexican population is 
three times larger than both the middle and upper economic class segments, 
whereas the opposite relationship is true of the Anglo's class distribution. Further, 
75% of Mexicans have incomes (average annual income of $14,500) that are 
within the lowest 25% of the Anglo incomes. In fiict, Mexicans earn less even 
when the efifects of education are controlled statistically. This dual economy in 
great part determines where people live and contributes to the geographic 
separation and ethnic concentration of the populations. Residentially, about 75% 
of the Mexican population is concentrated in "barrios" located in the city's south 
side. (pp. 320-321) 

This description ofiers a picture of where the school of this study is located. It is a 

neighborhood school with 726 children. Table 4.1 shows the demographic data of ethnic 

^MoU and Greenberg are using the term Mexican to designate native-bom of Mexico 
as well as those of Mexican parentage bom in the United States. 
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groups and male/female distribution in the 1998-99 School Ethnic Report. The student 

population is mostly of Mexican-American background, classified in the survey under the 

category of Hispanic, which constitutes 93% of the school population: 

Table 4.1 

Demographic Suimnarv and Ethnic Composition of the School: 1998-99 

Total Whitc/Aaglo Africaa 
Amcricu 

Hiapaaic Native 
Aflwricaa 

Asiaa 
Amerkaa 

Male Female T Male Female T Male Female T Male Female T Male Female T Male FemaleT 

390 336 726 15 2 17 4 2 6 359 319 678 12 II 23 0 2 2 

However, this kind of classification leaves out the complexities and limitations of 

word choices in describing people fi-om different groups. As Nieto (1996) points out, 

some terms, although widespread and well known, leave out important differences within 

a particular group. That is the case with the word "Hispanic" in this survey. Indeed, the 

majority of the Hispanic population in this school is Mexican American (whose femily has 

been in the United States for several generations) and Mexican (first-generation 

immigrant). Moreover, the different terms used for describing ethnic groups do not give 

information of interracial origins. 

HoUinger is a Title I funded school, meaning that most of the population is fi-om 

low economic or working-class femilies who qualify for fi«e lunch at school; 100% of 

Julia's students qualified for fi«e lunch. In the professional literature, populations that 

qualify for Title I funding are considered to be "at risk" for fiiture feilures at school. 
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Indeed, the school has a series of procedures that are available for teachers to identify and 

refer at risk students; "teachers must identify at risk students as soon as possible, 

(preferably within 45 days of enrollment)" (School Document). The Title I Program has 

three major components: Teaching and Learning, Professional Devek>pment, and Parent 

Involvement. 

The school has a Two-Way Developmental Bilingual Education Program >^iere 

Spanish and English are the languages of instruction. The program objectives are: 

• To develop proficiency and literacy in Spanish and English. 

• To maintain and preserve cultural heritage and pride. 

• To develop a bilingiial, multicultural community of students. 

To provide bilingual education opportunities to students in K-12 as part of 

a feeder school program. 

School documents describe the Maintenance Language Bilingual program as 

follows: 

This model develops the primary language and culture while introducing and 
developing the second language and culture. Students are placed in classrooms 
according to language dominance. Instruction in these classrooms in CORE 
curriculum areas is conducted in the language of the student, therefore maximizing 
time for developing concepts and increasing the amount of native language 
instruction as required by the student's needs. ESL/SSL [English as a Second 
language/Spanish as a Second Language] formal instruction is given to all students 
until the district's criteria of proficiency in the second language is met. Students' 
formal reading instruction in the second langtiage begins after bi-literacy criteria is 
met and a team designs an instructional program to maintain the native language. 
This occurs approximately at the 4-5-6 grade level, based on the student's 
progress and entrance into the program at [the school]. No students will formally 
read in two languages until the criteria team has reviewed student progress. 
(School Document) 
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The criteria for the addition of English Reading Instruction are for students who 

achieve the district standard for mastery in reading and writing in Spanish, and have scores 

of 19 or higher on the SOLOM (Student Oral Language Observation Matrix) in English. 

The percentage of time Spanish is used for instruction by grades is: 90% K-1; 75% second 

grade; 65% third grade; and 50% in fourth to sixth grades. From first to third grade 

languages for instruction are separated by the teacher. From fourth to sixth it is separated 

by subject, theme, day, and week. 

The Classroom 

iFulia. thff 

Julia Lopez-Robertson participates in what is called a Looping strand. That is, she 

teaches first grade and then moves with her students to second grade and then loops back 

to first grade. She receives the support of an assistant who comes to the classroom two 

hours daily to give individual reading instruction to students who need it. The year I 

collected the data for the study (1998-1999), Julia moved to second grade with her first 

grade students. 

Julia comes from a cultural background of a Cuban father and Colombian mother 

and was bom and raised in Boston, MA. I have created the following profile for Julia 

using both information she has written as part of our collaborative work and excerpts from 

her participation in the small group literature discussions: 

When I was growing up. Bilingual Education in Boston had very negative 

connotations; anyone in bilingual programs was seen as "less intelligent" and there were 
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little or no expectations for these children. Along with my concerns that these children 

had not been given the respect of loftier expectations, a myriad ofpersonal experiences 

have brought me to this wonderful learning experience. However, some of the 

experiences were not so positive. 

BUingualism 

When I was in school, I couldn't speak Spanish in school, became they said. Just 

like in the story La mariposa [The Butterfly], "no Spanish in school. " And they used to 

hit us in school for speaking Spanish. If we were talking Spanish during the recess, the 

English speaking kids would go tell the teacher, "hey Helena and Dayanara are speaking 

Spanish. " And the teacher would come over and she would hit us with a ruler. They 

wouldjust hit us on the hands for speaking in Spanish. When they started to hit us, we 

didn 't talk in Spanish any more, or at recess we would hide in a little place in the 

playgroundfor speaking in Spanish. At my home we'd only speak Spanish. So for me 

it's very important to be bilingual because it's part of who / am. 

Reading 

Reading is something that came easy for me but not always something I enjoyed 

doing. I think my loss of the love of reading happened when I was in the fourth grade and 

wanted to read Are You There God. It's Me Margaret, by Judy Blume and was told by my 

teacher that I couldn't read that "kind" of book I did read the book and really liked it 

but felt so bad about not to listening to my teacher that I decided I would only read the 

required things. In high school my English teachers had us read The Catcher in the Rve. 
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To Kill A Mocking Bird and lots of Shakespeare but they dissected the books, made us fill 

out worksheets and, worse of all, they made us see things their way. Reading was not fun 

if I had to see things their way, so I stopped My experiences in college were pretty much 

the same, so / continued reading only the required texts. It wasn't until I became a 

teacher that I came back to reading, and that was the reading of children's books. I 

slowly re-entered the world of readers and was completefy taken by children's books. 

Becoming a teacher 

Even though I was a straight "A " student in high school, the counselor of my 

school told me: "I don't think that you should go to college because you speak Spanish 

and because you 're Hispanic and probably won't finish, you shouldjust go to a two year 

college; you shouldn V go to college. " That was what she told me. But I still went, and I 

finished. That's how I became a teacher. And then afterwards I went and I told the 

counselor, "if I would have listened to you I wouldn 7 have become a teacher, I wouldn't 

have gone to college. " And then she thought about it and she felt bad. But that was five 

years later. So, I am glad / didn 't listen to her. That was in 1984, fifteen years ago in 

Massachussets. 

I student taught in one of Boston's first "Open classroom " schools. There were 

three classrooms sharing the same area that was partitioned by two walls. I was in the 

middle classroom surrounded by another second grade and the bilingual second grade 

teacher. / could see and hear everything going on. What I learned and saw that 

semester convinced me to have nothing to do with bilingual education as an educator. 
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The children spent most of the day filling out worksheets and were not allowed to speak 

Spanish. The teacher who was bilingual only spoke to the children in Spanish to 

reprimand them. The atmosphere was not conducive to learning: it was cold. 

My first teaching job was as a first grade teacher in the Catholic school I 

attended. I had twenty-five students who came firom predomirumtly Spanish speaking 

homes. Teaching was difficult, mainly because the kids weren'/ that familiar with the 

English language. Being a new teacher, I thought I was doing something wrong because 

my students weren't "progressing " as I had been told they should. Not knowing what to 

do, I sought advice and was directed to the Intercultural Training and Resource Center. 

It was there that I became aware of what bilingual education was and was not. Because I 

was able to recognize that I needed to do something to help my students progress with 

their reading and writing other than sticking with the basal, I decided that I needed to 

include my students in the curriculum somehow and turned to children's literature. I 

began reading aloud books in Spanish and asking the children to speak in Spanish in the 

classroom. Because we were not in a bilingual classroom and I wasn 't a bilingual 

teacher, I couldn 7 "officially " teach the children to read and write in Spanish, so we 

learned it just for fun. I noticed that the children began to progress after a while and 

wondered if it was because they were talking and listening in their native language while 

learning English. The experiences I had with my children that year and the following 

brought out in me the desire to become a bilingual educator. 
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Graduate studies 

I came to Tucson, Arizona seven years ago to pursue a Master's Degree in 

Bilingual Education. I've been a bilingual teacher for five years, and I love it! Every 

year I become more committed to my profession. I have great concerns for the low 

expectations that people have for bilingual students and bilingual education itself. I do 

not accept the low expectations people have for any children, especially for Spanish 

speaking children. I believe all children have the potential to learn. My goal as an 

educator is to show more students that they are capable of far more than they realize. / 

am happy to say that I continue to learn more about teaching from my students and that I 

also support Bilingual Education more and more every year! 

Some of the experiences included in this profile Julia shared with the students in 

the small group literature discussions. She had '̂ forgotten" some of them, like having 

been punished for speaking Spanish at school. Through her participation in the 

discussions she was able not only to remember them, but to share them with the students 

who might encounter similar experiences in the future. 

Julia returned to the University to complete an Educational Specialist's degree, 

and then decided to pursue a doctoral degree, formally entering the program in Spring 

2000. 

The Students 

There were 21 students in this second grade bilingual classroom during 1998-

1999. Most were Mexican American, and three of them were American Indians from the 
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dominant. Most of the students had been together since first grade. In Chapter 3,1 

described the criteria for selecting the nine case study children to examine in-depth their 

responses to literature. (See Figure 3.2 for summary of their characteristics.) A brief 

profile of the case study children follows. 

Isabda 

Isabela is a seven-year-old Mexican girL Her parents were bom in Mexico. She is 

a first-generation immigrant; her femily moved from Mexico to Tucson four years ago. 

She is the third of five children. She grew up on different ranches as her parents moved to 

find jobs. Her &ther works in construction and her mother is a housewife. Isabela speaks 

mostly in Spanish, and speaks some English with her fiiends. She is very talkative. Her 

parents speak Spanish. She is still learning to read and write in Spanish. She explained to 

me that she does not consider herself to be a good reader because she still has problems 

sounding all the words. However, in a miscue analysis (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 

1987) I did with her, she read aloud the story El nino pgante [The Giant Boy) by Garcta-

Sanchez and Pacheco (1978/1994), which she then retold successfully including the major 

elements of the story. She did not show difBculty comprehending the story. 

Isabela seems to be very cotmected to her place of birth. When we were studying 

the theme "sense of bebnging," the children brought a little box with things that toki who 

they are or things that made them special. Isabela brought gifts that her siblings had given 

to her, drawings for the room of the baby her mother was e}q)ecting, and a stone fi-om her 
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town in Mexico. But what really caught my attention in Isabela^s participation in the small 

group literature discussions since first grade was her connection to books through telling 

personal stories. She has a great ability to shape stories and to keep the attention of an 

audience. Moreover, she has an extraordinary ability to tell sccay stories. Isabela is very 

sociable and at the same time she is willing to defend her convictk>ns. Isabela's &vorite 

literature discussion books the end of second grade were La niHa invisible [The 

Invisible Girl] by Garcia Sanchez and Pacheco (n.d.). El tapiz de abuela [Abuela's 

Wgavg] by Castaiieda (1993), and My Spirits/A/Jv espiritus de mi Tia Otilia 

by Garcia (1941/1987). In an interview with her mother, she told us that Isabela asked her 

to read some books to her many times. In her opinion, Isabela likes stories that she can 

relate to: 

Transcription 

A Isabela le gustan mas, por decir, un 
cuento que ella haya vivido algo atrds. 
Por decir, cuando los libros de los 
tamales, ella, como que le hacen recordar 
atrds cuando uno hace las cosas, cuando 
la navidad; cuentos que a ella le queden. 
Los quiere juntar como con su vida, asL 
Onterview, Nov 5, 1998) 

Translation 

Isabela likes more, let's say, a story that she 
has lived something [similar] before. Let's 
say, like with the stories of tamales, they 
made her to remember the past, like things 
that one has done, like Christmas; stories 
that remain in her. She wants to make them 
part of her life, Uke that. (Interview, Nov 5, 
1998) 

Figure 4.1 is Isabela's written opinion about the literature discussions (after editing 

it with Julia's support). 



Libras de Literatura 

Te ayudan a aprender a leer 
muy suaves porque aprendes 
de los Iibras. --
Compartimos mis [ o 
muchas] ideas. 
Que son bonitos. 
Es interesante. 
Te ayudan a leer. 

[Literature books 
1 i6 r os e. L~teY'o...tu ().. 

Je <ljUda.n a. a pre nJe ( o. le ey 

~1\J ..Y 5u a v S"' 
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They help you learn to read. 
(They are) very cool. 
Because you learn from the 
books. 
We share (my or many) 
ideas. That they are 
beautiful. 

Por~ue aPr e11des e_ los }il> tzf 
C mPar· -tit?1:JS. mis irle 0t.S 

It is interesting. SofJ boor+os 
They help you to read.] -t- e e .S q_ nte.. 

oJ de11 u Je.cr 

Figure 4.1. Isabela's written opinion about literature discussions. 

Amaury 

Amaury is a seven-year-old boy who was born in California. He is the second of 

three children. Amaury's mother was born in Tucson and she has a Yaqui background. 

Amaury's father was born in Mexicali, Mexico but has been in the United States since he 

was eight years old. He is a carpenter and Amaury's mother is a housewife. Amaury's 

mother once knew some Spanish but lost it. Although Amaury' s father knows Spanish 

everyone speaks English at home. His father likes to look at encyclopedias and Amaury 
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likes to sit with him and look through the pk:tures while talking and asking questions 

about what they are seeing. 

Amaury's parents made the conscious decision to not have television in their home 

because they feel the content makes it not worthy to have one. Instead, Amaury listens to 

some programs from TV that are broadcast on the PBS radio station, but he doesn't 

watch them. His mother likes her children to sit around the radio, listen to it, and try to 

use their imaginatkin to figure out vdiat they are listening to. Amaury also likes to play 

video games on the con^uter, and he reads a lot. In an interview, his mother stated that 

not having TV has turned Amaury into someone who reads for pleasure and has enabled 

him to become a good reader. 

Amaury is the most experienced English reader in the classroom. When he began 

first grade he could already read, write, and express his thoughts quite clearly. Amaury is 

quiet and reserved, but at the same time shares his ideas and asks lots of interesting 

questions, especially about past and current world events. When he was sharing his 

treasure box during the study of the theme "sense of bek>nging," he brought, among other 

things, a Christmas hat his mother had given to him when he was seven, and he introduced 

it as "this makes me special." He also brought a medal or plaque that his doctor had given 

him so everyone would know he is asthmatic. Amaury's opinion about literature 

discussions is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 
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Today's Literature 
Discussion 
I think that the 
Literature 
Discussion is cool 
because the books 
are good. The 
book have nice 
pictures and nice 
words. They take 
me on 
adventures. 
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Figure 4.2. Amaury's written opinion about literature discussions. 

By the end of second grade he wrote in a survey Julia administered that his &.vorite 

books from literature discussions were Uncle Nacho's Hat/£/ sombrero de tio Nacho by 

Rohmer and Zubizarreta (1989), Oliver Button Is a SLssv by dePaola (1979), and 

Anzaldiia's (1993) Friends from the Other Side//<iwfyo.v del otro lado. 
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Diana 

Diana is a seven-year-old girl who was bom in Tucson, Arizona to Mexican 

parents. She lives with both of them and is the second of three children. Her fiither is a 

tile setter and her mother is a housewife who occasionally babysits. Both parents speak 

Spanish and believe that bilingual education is the best option for their children's 

education. Her mother tries to keep their Mexican roots alive. They visit Magdalena, 

Mexico, one or twice each year. Diana's mother says that when other relatives visit her 

home they exclaim: "^Tu casa huele a Magdalena."" [Your home smells like Magdalena 

(Mexico)]. Diana knows a lot about the &mily history of coming from Magdalena, 

Mexico, to Tucson. 

When she was sharing her treasure box she showed photos from her family, from 

her childhood, a photo of a grandmother who had passed away, and a photo of a little girl 

who died because her &ther hit her. She told the group that the &ther of the girl was in 

prison because of that. Diana's mother was the girl's babysitter before she died. Diana 

also had, in her treasure box, a blanket she had since she was a baby, and drawings of 

Jesus. Diana often inserted &mily stories in the literature discussions. Diana likes to 

remember and talk about past experiences, even those that occurred before she was bom 

as she clarified when telling the following story in the literature circle discussing 

Hoffinan's (1996) Ama^ng firace-
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Transcription Translation 

Cuando nosotros viviamos en Tasicuris, 
nosotros teniamos una combi. En la combi 
nosotros siempre saliamos, pero yo todavia 
no existia para esos tiempos. Mi hermano 
existia, porque mi hermano---pero yo sl 

When we lived in Tasicuris, we had a 
station wagon. We always went aroood 
in the station wagon, but I did not exist 
at that time. My brother existed, because 
my brother-but I know. 

(Excerpt# 1: Amazing Grace, 3/11/99)3 

For Diana, literature discussions are about "compartir" [sharing] (see Figure 4.3). 

Las aventuras de Connie y 
Diego 

Compartir 
Me parece bien para que 
aprendas a leer. · Me gust a 
compartir mis ideas con 
otros. . Me gust a hablar con 
Carmen y Mrs. Lopez. Es 
suave aprender a leer. Nos 
ensefia otras palabras 
bonitas. 

[The Adventures of Connie 
and Diego 

To share. 
It (literature discussions) 
sooods fine to me. So you 
learn to read. I like to share 
my ideas with others. I like to 
talk with Carmen and Mrs. 
Lopez. It is cool to learn to 
read. It teaches us beautiful 
words.] 
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Figure 4.3. Diana's written opinion about literature discussions. 

L 

3From this point on all of the cited excerpts from the 11literature circles will be numbered. 



Her &vorite literature discussion books were El tapiz de ahuela fAbuela^s 

Wga^], Iq ning irrvisibk [The Invisible Girl], and Oliver Button es un nena. [Qli^ 

Button Is a Sissvl. 

Luis 

Luis, a seven-year-old bom in San Diego, California, has three sisters. His &ther 

was bom in Mexico and his mother in El Salvador. His &ther works in construction and 

his mother is a housewife. The language used at home is Spanish. When he was shMing 

his treasure box with the group he showed a trophy his uncle gave him, photos from his 

family, a sweater on which he had painted "'Salva a los animales" [Save the animals], and 

photos of his "perico" [parrot]. Luis was one of the top Spanish readers in the classroom. 

He liked to pose different questions about the stories in literature discussions, such as the 

following posed during the discussion of Un pufiado de semillas Handful of Seeds]: 

Yo tambien queria saber quien es su mama. [I wanted to know who is her 
mother.] 

Yo queria saber si ellos cuatro son hermanos y ̂ que comian tambien? [I wanted 
to know if the four of them are siblings, and also what did they eat.] 

Yo queria saber si le pagaban. [I wanted to know if she was paid (money).] 

Yo queria saber si se cansaba (de trabajar). [I wanted to know whether she got 
tired (for working).] 

Yque pais es ese? i Yde donde viene el libro? [And what country is that one 
(where the story takes place)? And where does the book come from?] 

lEs verdad este cuento? [Is this stoiy true?] 
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In contrast to Isabela, Luis did not like long literature discussions nor did he like it 

when the girls began to talk about soap operas. So literature discussions were sometimes 

annoying for him and at other times an opportunity for sharing as he expressed in Figure 

4.4. 
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Pienso que Ia Platica Literaria es enfadosa porque hablan de muchas cosas y piensan 
en muchas cosas. Pero pienso que Ia Platica e [ un] poquito facil, y pienso que 
hablando de los libros, pienso que es compartiendo. 

[I think that literature discussions are annoying because they talk about lots of things 
and they think of a lot of things. But 1 think that the discussions are a little bit easy and 
I think that talking about the books, I think that is sharing.] 

Figure 4.4. Luis' s written opinion about literature discussions. 
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His favorite literature discussion books were Garcia's (1987) The Adventures of 

Connie and Diego//^y aventuras de Connie v Diefo. niffa invisible [The Invisible Girl], 

and A Gift from Papa l^^o/Un refalo de Pana Diefn by Saenz (1988). 

HSfilQI 

H^tor is a seven-year-okl boy who was bom in Tucson of Mexican parents. He 

lives with both of them, three siblings, and his grandmother. His &ther works in 

construction and his mother does clerical work. The language spoken at home is 

His grandmother, who lives in a separate room outside the house, speaks Spanish, and 

H^tor explained in the literature discussions that he read the literature discussion books 

that were dual language (Spanish and English in the same text) with her. Julia had 

encouraged all of the students, specially those who were English dominant, to try to use 

their second language in the literature discussions so they all could become bilingual. 

Hector took this invitation very seriously and deckled to practice Spanish in the literature 

circles: 'TU speak in Spanish," he often announced, and one day he added: "I've been bom 

in the United States and thanks to my grandma and grandpa they taught me Spanish.'' 

Literature discussions were the only activity where he felt confident to speak Spanish in 

the classroom. He relied on the support of his peers in the small groups to take risks in 

Spanish. 

His mother told me in Spanish, in a brief informal conversatk>n at school, that she 

was responsible, '>0 tengo la culpa," for Hector not knowing Spanish. I could not follow 

up on this comment through an interview because we could not make time to meet. She 
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told me that H^tor speaks in Spanish with his grandmother. His mother said that H^tor 

liked Soto's (1993) Too Manv Tamales a lot and that he took the book to his 

grandmother, because the grandmother only makes tamales for H^tor and when she is 

preparing them she calls H^tor to help her. H^tor says he has learned to make tamales 

from his grandmother. During the time of the study. Motor's grand&ther fell sick and 

went to the hospital where eventual^ be passed away. H^or's mother asked Julia to find 

books dealing with a sense of loss and death for the child. She was concerned about 

Hector not expressing his feelings after his grand&ther died. 

One thing that H^tor liked in literature discussions was making intertextual 

connections to other books. He wrote about that in the Student Survey administered by 

Julia: "We got to see what it reminded us of other books in the classroom," and he made 

intertextual connections to other books even in his written responses to the literature 

discussion books as in his response to Maury's (1976) My Mother the Mail Carrier/A// 

mama la cartera (see Figure 4.5). His fevorite literature discussion books were The 

Adventures of Connie and Dieyo//^ aventuras de Connie v Die^o. Mv Mother the Mail 

Carrier/Mi mama la cartera. and Tight Times by Hazen (1979). 

Sandy 

Sandy is a seven-year-old who was bom in Tucson of Mexican parents. She lives 

with her mother and a younger sister. Her parents are divorced and her fether visits her 

occasionally. When Sandy was sharing her treasure box with the class she showed a 
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It reminded me of Ruby Bridges when 
they said that she couldn't be in a 
White school That was mean 

They say the mother can't be a mail carrier; 
and Edward and the Pirates. It reminded 
me that she loved to be a mail carrier like 
Edward loved to read. 

Figure 4.5. Hector's written response to Vfv Mother the Mail Carrier/A// mama la cartera 
as he read it to Julia. 

rosary, a tooth she lost, photos of her sister and herself a gift that a teacher gave to her, a 

necklace she brought from Mexico, and lots of letters and drawings that her &ther sent 

her. She said that she brought those things and photos because those people love her and 

she loves them. 
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The language spoken at home is English, although her mother knows Spanish. At 

school she is very aware of rules and procedures and behaves very properly. She likes to 

be a &cilitator in the literature discussions. She poses questions about their feelings and 

their opinions about the books to the students in the small group literature discussions, 

something that Amaury does not like as his reactions revealed. But she also likes to 

express her opinmns, feelings, and kleas. She seemed to be very sensitive to other's 

problems and connected the stories to her life, with comments such as the foUowings: 

felt sad at this part because my dad lost his job and my mom got really hurt (in an 

accident) and now she has to work too.... Yeah, but I helped her do everything.... I 

want to help because I want to try to be a nice person, to like all people.. .. (When I 

grow up), I'm going to take like how many I could take in car and then I could take 

them to go get them food... . And I'm thinking about children, moms and dads and little 

babies. ... I want to take care of people and then when I grow up and I have children, I'm 

going to give them anything, only if they behave. I just want to take care of them." 

For Sandy, literature discussions seem to be an opportunity to connect to her life 

experiences. Literature discussion books also have the power of prompting different 

feelings from her (see Figure 4.6). 

Her favorite books were Piggvbook by Browne (1986), Now One Foot. Now the 

Qthgr by dePaola (1981), and Pepita Talks T'wvx/Pppita hahia dos veces. 
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2-24-99 
Literature Discussions 
I like Literature discussion books because it [they] reminds me about my family and 
teacher. I makes me learn to read too! and sometimes it makes m sad too and mad 
too and happy too! 

Figure 4.6. Sandy' s written opinion about literature discussions. 
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tiskna 

Helena is a seven-year-old who was bom in Tucson to Mexican parents. She lives 

with both parents and her sister. Her mother is medical assistant. English and Spanish are 

spoken at home. Helena speaks and reads fluently both in English and Spanish. In class 

she talked about her grand&ther and her uncles, who had many problems. Her 

grandfather had a car accident and went to jail because he was found re^wnsible. That 

was a recurrent theme in Helena's talk in the literature discussions. When she was sharing 

her treasure box she showed a blanket she had since she was a baby, little gifts from her 

mother and grandmother including a dental floss dispenser, a photo, and coins in a small 

wallet. She said those things make her special because those people love her. Helena 

shared lots of good and sad &mily experiences in literature discussions, such as the 

following two. 

This whole book makes me—reminds me when my Mom was cooking and stuff 
and putt ing on makeup and my sister  just  was laying around, laying there . . .  
(Excerpt # 2: Too Manv Tamales. 9/2/98) 

I like this part because they're dancing and that's what happened to me once. 
When we went to a party my tata Steve (grandfiither's pseudonym), my-Steve, my 
tata. And then I have two tatas, my tata Steve and my tata Manuel. Hiey both, 
first, my tata Manuel, took me up to dance. And then my tio [uncle]. And I didn't 
know who to choose. And I chose my tata Manuel and he said that he was going 
to pick me up. And that reminded me that I had a dress too, and he lifted me up in 
his arms and I was really dancing. 
(Excerpt # 3: fn Mv Familv/£^« mi famiHa. 2/18/99) 

Despite the painful &mily situations Helena shared, she participated a great deal in 

literature discussions. Literature discussions seemed to bring Helena opportunities for 

learning to read and write, illustrated in Figure 4.7. 
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2/24/99 
LheraUire Discussion 
groups 

I thinlc that the 
Literature Discussion 
group is fun because 
you learn. You could 
also read a book about 
chapters and other kinds 
of stories. It is very 
important to read, that 
way you could learn to 
write or read and you 
could also look at a 
book and write and 
that's why I like 
literature discussion 
group. 
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Figure 4.7. Helena's written opinion about literature discussions. 
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Her &vorite books were La nifia invisible [The Invisible Girl], Oliver Button Is a 

Sissy, and Mv Mother the Mail Carrier/Mi mama la cartera. 

Ada 

Ada is a seven-year-old girl bom in Tucson to Mexican parents. She lives with 

both parents and two siblii^s. Her &ther works in construction and her mother is a 

housewife. The language spoken at home is Spanish. Ada was also, as were Luis and 

Mario, in the top Spanish guided reading group. When sharing her treasure box, Ada 

brought a small giil from her &ther (ear plugs), a set of kitchen toys, a piece of her hair of 

when she was younger, and a penciL Ada says she gets really, really bored at home 

because she is not allowed to play outside in the streets. She likes to play footbalL In an 

informal interview with Ada's mother, she told me she does not know where Ada gets 

some of her ideas about how painful it is giving birth, and about other issues related to 

women. 

Ada's comments in literature discussions ranged from connections to life 

experiences to very perceptive comments about the stories and about life in general In 

the discussion of Hughes' (1996) Un tmnado de semillas FA Handful nf Seeds], for 

example, she wondered why the police were chasing the children: '"'"Peroyo digo ^por que 

los estaba agarrando si ellos no habian hecho nada malo?"'' [But I say, why he was 

taking them if they had done nothing bad?]. She also raised lots of questions related to 

gender roles and gender equity when discussing Oliver Button es un nena [Oliver Button 

Is a Sissy]. Her written responses to literature discussion books became longer and longer 
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throughout the year. Ada's written opinion about literature discussions was that it was a 

way to learn about books (Figure 4.8). 

Her favorite literature discussion books were Oliver Button es un nena [Oliver 

Button Is a Sissy], El beisbol nos salvo [Baseball Saved Us], and La nina invisible [The 

Invisible Girl]. 

Literature 
Discussion. 

A mime gusta 
Literature 
Discussion porque 
es bueno para los 
nifios. Luego, si 
no les gusta 
Literature 
Discussion, no van 
a aprender de Q 
Libros. 

[I like literature 
discussions 
because it is good 
for the children. 
Then, if they don't 
like literature 
discussions, they 
are not going to 
learn about 
books.] 
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Maris 

Mario is a seven-year-old boy bom in Tucson to Mexican parents. He has two 

sisters. His &ther works in construction and his mother is a housekeeper. The language 

spoken at home is Spanish. Mario was in the guided reading group for top Spanish 

readers. He eagerly participated in literature discussions and liked to take on the role of 

^ilitator. He uses both Spanish and English with his friends. Mario liked to share baafy 

experiences, such as the following: 

A mi recordo estas dos pdginas, ctumdo estaba jugando y asuste a mi primita, y 
aqui,  tambien cuando me subi a un drbol y  estaba asi ,  el la me dijo "me cai". . .  
Y esta cuando brined en las sillasy quebro una. 

[These two pages reminded me when I was playing and I scared dqt little cousin, 
and here when I  climbed a  tree and she was in this way and said **1 &1I down" . . .  
And this one when she junq)ed on a chair and Ivoke it.] 

(Excerpt # 4; Amaying rtraro, 3/11/99) 

And in the discussion of Un punado de semillas fA Handful of Seeds]: 

A mi me recordo esta parte cuando mis hermanas y yo y mi male ayudamos a 
poner el jardin que tiene. A ponerlas, como hacer asi, cortar por partes y a 
sembrar A mi me recrodo esta parte cuando yo me metia en el jardin de mi mai y 
cuando yo me escondia de mis hermanas. A mi me recordo cuando. el jardin de 
mi mai se seed. Yo queria hacer otro. 

[This part reminded me of when my sisters and I and my mom-we helped her with 
the garden. To put (the flowers) in this way, like to cut by parts and plant. This 
part reminded me when I got into the garden and hid from my sisters. It reminded 
me when my mother's garden got dry. I wanted to do another one. 

(Excerpt # 5: A Handful of Seeds. 3/25/99) 
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For Mario literatiire discussions books can be boring or exciting. The book In Mv 

FamiTv/Fw mi familia had no single boring part. It reminded him of the traditional Latin 

American folk tale of La Uorona (The Weeping Woman] (see Figure 4.9). 
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2-18-99 £>» mi familia 
Yo me send feliz porque contaban historias de la Lloronay no tenia algo abiaridoy 
me recordo ciuindo yo conte una historia de la Lloronay asuste a todos, a mi familia. 

[la My Family 
I felt happy because they told stories of the Weeping Woman and it did not have a 
single boring part and it reminded me when I told a story of the Weeping Woman and I 
scared everyone in nty &nii]y.] 

Figure 4.9. Mario's written response to Tn Mv Family/Fw mi familia. 
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The Classroom Environment 

During the year I was visiting Julia's classroom my attention was continually 

drawn to the balance I observed as a relaxed learning environment combined with 

challenging intellectual work for these young learners. It was a learning experience for me 

to see students have ownership over their learning aiKl control of what was happening in 

their classroom. Julia has high expectations for all her students, and she has created a 

learning environment where the children are invited to think, especially about the books 

they read, and to share their thoughts with others. Moreover, because of the way Julia 

approaches their attempts and mistakes as part of the learning process there is not the 

tension that an environment of high e}q)ectations might create. 

The physical arrangement of the classroom supports the relaxed atmosphere 

conducive to learning that I perceived during my visits. Instrumental music from the radio 

helps to create an environment which frames all the classroom activities during the day, 

even when different activities are taking place simultaneously. Iggy, their pet lizard, also 

contributes to creating a warm environment. The students take turns holding it 

throughout the day while they are having the different learning experiences. The 

classroom is surrounded by books and by print material. Figure 4.10 includes a diagram 

of the classroom. I follow the diagram by describing the parts of the classroom where 

there is evidence of literacy activity. 
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Figure 4.10. Classroom map. 
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Above the north and east walls are pieces of butcher paper with the titles and 

authors of all the books read ak)ud during story time. Almost all of them are picture 

books. Titles include The Gingerbread Man by Aylesworth (1998) and Lacasa 

adormecida [The Sleepy House] by Wood (1995), as well as all the titles discussed in 

literature discussions. Under those lists, the north and east blackboards are covered most 

of the time by butcher paper with webs or Venn Diagrams showing the connections made 

by the chiklren as they discuss books and other written material Julia says she likes to 

leave things up for the children and for her to read and reference later if needed. Since 

this is a bilingual classroom, things are written in English and Spanish; the red in English 

and the purple in Spanish. Julia maintaias this color coding consistently. On one of the 

walls are two Venn Diagrams, one in Spanish (written in purple) and one in English 

(written in red) with three interconnected circles. Each circles allows for con:q)artsons the 

students made among three picture books: Altman's (1993) El Camino de Amelia and 

Amelia's Road. Hill's (1967) Evan's Comer [La esquina de Evan], and Johnson and 

Lewis' (1996) Lost [Perdido]. The wall in the back of the room is covered with 

children's writings, most of them in response to picture books or to activities they have 

had together. The northeast area of the classroom is one of the most important. Julia 

describes it as follows: 

TTte northeast area of our room is where we come together every morning and 

every afternoon: it is the main spot of our classroom. We have a lot offurniture in this 

area; one large rug. two sofas, one large chair, a director's chair (the Author's Chair), a 
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rocking chair and lots of pillows. We also have one bookcase that contains our 

classroom library, trade books in English and Spanish, a big book holder that also has a 

white board, another big book holder with wheels and a few baskets that corttain books 

on tape and theme related books (about past and present themes). I want this area to be 

as comfortable and as inviting as possible since we spend so much time there. 

One of the sofiis is the fovorite of some Idds during DEAR (Drop Everythii^ and 

Read) time where they sit with books in their laps for reading or for listening to a story 

from an audiotape. Usually Luis, Amaury, Mario, and Dayanara are there listening, 

reading, and singing a story like Diez deditos/Ten Little Fingers by Jose Luis Orozco 

(1997). This area definitely invites reading. It is not a privilege to use this area, and all 

children have the same opportimities to use the area. Reading is not a reward for good 

behavior in Julia's classroom, but something that everyone is expected to engage in and 

enjoy on a regular basis. 

In the middle of the room are the six tables where the children sit. Julia explains 

that they sit in groups of four mixed by language, gender and **level of literacy 

experiences." Julia assigns these seats so the children always have one set group to work 

with and so they are not always working with their finends. She tries to give them variety 

in work partners so several times during the year they choose their own partners. 

Between two of the tables there is another area for reading, which has a large built-in shelf 

and bookcase unit. The shelves above hold the English and Spanish guided reading books, 

Spaiiish poetry charts, another radio/cassette player, other reading materials, and a n^. In 
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this smaller carpeted area Ricardo and Ada might be sitting around the tape recorder 

helping Hector, an English reader, read in Spanish while listenii^ to a book on tape. The 

children are expected to engage with books at different times during the day, most of the 

times with books chosen by them and in the language they prefer. During the Language 

Arts block, as part of thematic studies or even during free choice, there are a variety of 

interactions with books and reading materials. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter I have described important aspects of the context for the study; the 

community in which the school is kxrated, the school, and the classroom. I explained how 

I met Julia and how I got access to this setting. I presented profiles from Julia and the 

nine case study children, and finally I described the classroom characterized for its relaxed 

and challenging environment. In the next ch^ter I describe the Reading Curriculum. The 

literature discussions were a part of this curriculum. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE READING CURRICULUM 

In this chapter I describe the reading curriculuni into which the literature 

discussions were integrated during second grade, the year of this study. The learning 

context created through this curriculum had an impact on the kind of talk the children had 

in the small group literature discussions. Therefore, I describe the curriculum that Julia, 

the teacher researcher, ofifered the students to support their literacy and biliteracy 

development. The study of Julia's reading curriculum was a collaborative work among 

Kathy Short, a university professor, Julia, and me. Kathy had invited Julia and me to 

participate in a research study to examine the reading curriculum of exemplary bilingual 

teachers. Since I had to observe and describe the reading curriculum for my research, it 

seemed to be a good opportimity for member checking and triangulation of data. Besides 

the data I had previously collected about the different reading engagements in the 

classroom, I visited Julia's classroom daily for one week to complete aixl expand my 

observations. I tape recorded some of the reading activities and videotaped almost all of 

the reading engagements. 

Kathy also observed during three mornings and had an interview with Julia, and 

then the three of us met on three different occasions for approximately four hours to 

analyze the data. Julia confirmed, clarified or added to our observations and 

interpretations as needed. She wrote a description of her curriculum and I also wrote a 

description and interpretation of what I saw and we met to share that analysis. After that 



process of analysis and dialogue, I wrote a detailed description of the reading curriculum, 

which I excerpted to write this chapter. 

Overview of Weekly Schedule 

The day begins in Julia's classroom with a challenging but relaxed routine that 

combines working with the calendar, reading the schedule of the day, a great deal of 

mathematical thinking, as well as sharing experiences with others. One week the language 

for conducting the opening activities is Spanish and the next week it is English. The 

children are encouraged to participate in the opening activities using the language of the 

week for that activity. The sharing part of the routine, however, is a time where children 

individually choose the language they want to use to share their experiences. The sharing 

itself is always voluntary. Every day five students sign a sheet to share an experience, a 

question, a book, or an object with the class. The rest of the students are encouraged to 

ask questions to the student who is sitting in the rocking chair to share. The student in the 

chair calls on the person asking the question. Because it is a voluntary activity, not all of 

the students need to sign up, and a student can share more than once during the week, but 

not on two consecutive days. As the year progresses all of the students share at some 

point. Julia values this activity because it teaches the children to listen to each other, to ask 

questions, to present information in a variety of ways and to share something important 

for them, knowing that they will be listened to. 

In the same way as during sharing time, English and Spanish are spoken as 

students choose throughout day. The children are taught to read and write in their 
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dominant language and they are involved in a variety of language experiences throughout 

the day. Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the weekly schedule. 

Hours Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

8;30-9;00 Opening activities, calendar, integrated Math, sharing time 

9:00-10:00 In Fall: Outdoor 
learning 
In Spring: 
Language Arts 

LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

In Spring: 
Public Library 
(9:00-11:30) 
In Fall: 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

10-10:20 break 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

LANGUAGE 
ARTS/ 

LITERATURE 

DISCUSSIONS 

10-10:20 break 

Physical 
Education 

9:00-10:00 In Fall: Outdoor 
learning 
In Spring: 
Language Arts 

9 JO-10:00 
Music 

In Spring: 
Public Library 
(9:00-11:30) 
In Fall: 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

10-10:20 break 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

LANGUAGE 
ARTS/ 

LITERATURE 

DISCUSSIONS 

10-10:20 break 

Physical 
Education 

10:05-
11:00 

LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

10-10:20 Break 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

In Spring: 
Public Library 
(9:00-11:30) 
In Fall: 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

10-10:20 break 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

LANGUAGE 
ARTS/ 

LITERATURE 

DISCUSSIONS 

10-10:20 break 10-10:20 
break 
LAN
GUAGE 

ARTS 11:00-
11:20 

LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

10-10:20 Break 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

In Spring: 
Public Library 
(9:00-11:30) 
In Fall: 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

10-10:20 break 
LANGUAGE 

ARTS 

LANGUAGE 
ARTS/ 

LITERATURE 

DISCUSSIONS 

10-10:20 break 10-10:20 
break 
LAN
GUAGE 

ARTS 

11:30-
12:15 

L U N C H  R  E C E S S 

12:15-
12:45 

Story time Story time 12:15-12:30 Story Story time Story time 

12:45-1:15 Language Arts Library 12J0-I:1S Cotnputen 
l:15-l:30Closiiig 
Activities 

Math/Science Math/Science 

1:15-2.00 ESL/SSL ESL/SSL 
y yy y 

ESL/SSL ESL/SSL 

2:00-2:30 Math/Science Math/Science Math/Science Free Choice 

2:30-2:40 CLOSING ACTIVITIES CLOSING ACTIVITIES 

Figure 5.1. Weekly schedule. 

Although this schedule gives an idea of how the instruction is organized, it does 

not reflect the interconnections among the different components of the reading program. 

Guided reading, DEAR time, and literature discussions take place during the Language 
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block. As Figiire 5.1 shows, the literature discussions took place on Thursdays. In what 

follows, Julia gives an overview of the whole program that serves as an introduction to the 

subsequent description of the specific components of the reading curricuhmi in her 

classroom, pointing to the interconnections among the reading engagements. 

Usually the Langftage Arts block takes place from 9:00-11:00. As part of the 

Language Arts block they have Guided Reading groups according to language 

domirumce and proficiency. DEAR (Drop Everything md Read) time, literature 

discussions, writer's workshop, shared reading and writing singing, poetry, and jourruil 

writing. Sometimes writing activities carry over into the afternoon. It is a very flexible 

schedule. 

Afternoons are spent in Math. Science, theme work and going to the computers, 

the library, and outdoor learning. There is a daily story time where the children are read 

a variety of books in English and Spanish. These books are sometimes related to the 

theme and sometimes are books Just for enjoyment. The children are involved in shared 

writing activities at the end of each day where they write together and read a daily page 

that tells the highlights of that day. 

Reading Instruction 

The way reading instruction is organized in Julia's classroom reflects her belief 

about reading and learning. Julia's main goal as a reading teacher is for her students to 

leave her classroom with a love of reading and to see themselves as readers. She sees 



reading as a process of making sense of texts and expects her students to become life

long readers. Because accuracy and correctness are not the main focus of her readii^ 

program, every student, no matter what their reading proficiency and language dominance, 

is encouraged to take risks with reading and to enjoy reading. She believes that teachers 

do not have to wait until a child can decode to call him or her a reader. Julia's goal of 

providing opportunities for all of her students to see themselves as thinkers, learners, and 

readers is reflected in the organization of her classroom and reading program. 

The reading curriculum is organized in such a way that the students have numerous 

opportunities for reading in meaningful situations, for learning about reading and for using 

reading to ieam about other contents, about life, and about themselves (Halliday, 1979; 

Short, 1997). Figure 5.2 summarizes the experiences that involve reading in Julia's 

classroom and that constitute her reading curriculum. The reading engagements in each 

circle of Figure 5.2 are grouped to take into the account the main purpose Julia identified 

for each engagement within the reading program—to provide opportunities for reading, 

opportunities to learn about reading, and opportunities to use reading for learning about 

other contents—but all of the reading engagements can serve at some point more than one 

purpose. The circles point to the interconnections among the different reading 

engagements and to the complexities of the reading program. Story time crosses the three 

circles because it is the reading engagement where I could more clearly identify the three 

purposes of the reading program. 
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Learning to 
Read by 
Reading 

DEAR Time 
Special Reading 7 Guided Reading 

Learning 
about 
Reading 

events /; 
Visits to Public 
Library 

Morning Routine 

R 
Y 

Groups 
Story Time using big 
books (1st grade) 

I 
M 
E 

Literature Circles 
Reading integrated in 
other content areas 

Learning 
through 
Reading 

Figure 5.2. Overview of reading program in Julia's classroom. 

Guided Reading groups, DEAR, Literature Discussions, and Writer's Workshop 

all take place as part of the two-hour Language Arts block. The block begins with 40 

minutes of Writer's Workshop. As students write, Julia meets with one or two Guided 

Reading groups. After those 40 minutes, the students may choose to stop and move into 



DEAR time for another 40 minutes. Those who began with Guided Reading, move to 

Writing Workshop. Therefore, each student participates daily in two major activities 

during the Language Arts block; Writing Workshop and DEAR or Guided Reading and 

Writing Workshop. On Thursdays, the students participate in literature circles instead of 

Guided Reading groups. Following I describe each reading event, the specific purpose 

each serves within the Reading Program, and the specific message each conveys about 

reading. 

Guided Reading 

The students receive reading instruction through Guided Reading, which takes 

place during the Language Arts bk>ck. This is the curricular engagement where a small 

group of students meet with Julia to read aloud the same book together. These books 

were chosen by the teacher and organized in small boxes that the students bring to the 

table for Guided Reading. The students do not need to read aloud in unison, although 

they often try to do so. Julia listens to each one of them, focusing on two or three 

children in each group and giving the individualized support they need. The small groups 

are organized by language dominance and reading proficiency. They meet for 20-30 

minutes with Julia while the rest of the class is involved in Writing Workshop or DEAR. 

Each group meets two to four times per week according to the needs of the students. 

Guided Reading in Julia's classroom has the following purposes: 
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• to learn about the reading process; 

• to increase the students' repertoire of reading strategies; and 

• to increase the students' confidence as readers. 

Each child's dominant language is determined by the parents' responses to a Home 

Language Inventory that is required at the time of registration. Grouping for the purposes 

of Guided Reading is initial^ determined by the results of each child's reading assessment, 

using Running Records which Julia initiated with these students in first grade. There are 

three Guided Reading groups in Spanish and four in English in this second grade class. 

Group 1 indicates the group of emergent readers and group 4 the more proficient readers 

(see Figure 5.3). 

Spanish dominant students English dominant students 

1 2 3 12 3 4 

Isabela 
Gisela 
Johaira 

Diana 
Nadine 
Jaime 
Julio 

Ricardo 
Mario 
Luis 
Ada 

Roberto 
Jacqueline 
George 

Robin 
Sandy 

Helena 
Steve 
Dayanara 
H^tor 

Amaury-

Figure 5.3. Guided reading groups. 

The Guided Reading groups keep changing throughout the year as the students' 

needs also change, and the way in which Guided Reading is conducted also changes over 

time. 



Throughout the year, Julia slowly moves from the prescribed guidelines for 

conducting Guided Reading to her own version of Guided Reading, which involves 

listening and observing the students reading and trying to make sense of what they are 

reading, without focusing on a specific strategy, what Julia describes as reading in a more 

natural way. By the end of second grade. Guided Reading ofi^ students an opportunity 

to incorporate and integrate the knowledge and the repertoire of strategies they have 

developed. The groups are more self-directed and self-paced, and the role of the teacher 

is less directive. Julia's decision to move away from the established Guided Reading 

procedures seems to be the product of the interplay of three major fectors: the knowledge 

she has of each one of her students since they have been with her since first grade, her 

beliefs about the reading process, and the high expectations she holds for all the children. 

It is important to describe the type of books used for Guided Reading since they 

differ greatly from the books used for literature discussions. Each group has a basket with 

multiple copies of Guided Reading books or interactive literacy books. Interactive literacy 

is the term used in Tucson for their version of Guided Reading. They also have books 

from the school's adopted basal series, and from another basal anthology. The books are 

organized by levels. Julia describes the interactive books used in first grade as books that 

are not stories: '"''They seem to be sentences put together in what they call a bootC" while 

the stories included in the basal anthology are "real stories and there's a real plot and a 

real setting and there's characters and there are real things that happen."" 
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Julia selects and uses for Guided Reading stories from the basal series anthology in 

multiple copies, and also uses some of these stories for literature discussions, like Too 

Many Tamales (Soto. 1993). and Williams' A PhaiV fnr Mv Mother. She does not 

use the stories in the basal in a specific order nor does she use the volumes of the basal in 

sequence. The students do not do the activities that come with the book. This use of the 

basal and her evahiation of the interactive literacy books is consistent with Julia's view of 

reading as a process of making meaning. She wants her students to read books, not 

because they need to learn a particular strategy but because books have stories or 

information from which they can make meaning. Julia does use, however, the interactive 

literacy books with those students who are still pre-emergent or emergent readers. 

Julia's version of Guided Reading reflects highly sophisticated knowledge about 

the reading process and about the children. Julia knows what the children are doing 

through an on-going assessment and careful observation/listening in order to suggest the 

immediately appropriate reading strategy, and does that in two languages. It is a more 

complex and challenging approach than just planning a lesson on a single strategy without 

paying attention to what the children are bringing to the reading. This more '̂ natural way" 

of Guided Reading is, in &ct, more complex than it may seem at a first glance, and it 

communicates important messages to the children about reading: 

• Reading involves knowing different strategies to construct meaning. 

• Reading is a process that involves trial and error. 

• Reading is not acciuacy. 
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Literature Discussions or Literature Circles 

Following I give a general description of literature discussions as part of the 

reading cuniculum. Although I will describe them in depth in the next chapters, it is 

necessary to highlight in this section how literature discussions are a different reading 

engagement from Guided Reading. 

There are two kinds of literature discussions in Julia's classroom: whole class 

discussions and small group literature discussions. Whole class literature discussions 

began in Julia's classroom in the first grade when students would sometimes discuss the 

books read aloud during story time. The students share their ideas about the books by 

reacting spontaneously to the reading and making comments about the book, its 

illustrations, and their connections. Julia also poses questions, not to evaluate 

comprehension, but to help the students predict, to think of parts of the stories, aiKi to 

make meaning. By the end of first grade, Julia and I introduced small group literature 

discussions, literature circles, as a separate reading engagement that replaced Guided 

Reading group during the Language Arts block one day a week or every other week. 

Small group literature discussions or literature circles are small groups of four or 

five students who read the same book, or who are read to, and who then meet to discuss 

their understandings of the story, as well as their connections and ideas about the book. 

These groups differ from Guided Reading groups because the students have a choice in 

the selection of literature, and groups are not organized by reading proficiency or language 

dominance, but nwst of the time are bilingual. Small group literature discussions in Julia's 
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classroom are considered mainly as a curricular engagement suitable for encouraging 

meaningful and critical discussion about books with all the children regardless of their 

reading proficiency or language dominance. Small group discussions or literature circles 

provide more opportunities for all voices to be heard. 

Literature circles served multiple purposes in Julia's classroom as described in the 

next chapters: 

• First of all, they were intended to provide students with an aesthetic experience 

with literature where they could engage with the story, make connections, and 

develop their own taste in books. Students had the opportunity to pay more 

attention to their responses to the books while simultaneously learning to evaluate 

literature. 

Literature circles also bad as one of their main purposes to encourage thoughtful 

discussions, to think. They provided the students with the opportimity to devek>p 

an opinion about social issues that enabled them to stand up for their opinions, but, 

to do that by listening to others and by considering di£ferent perspectives. 

• A third and important purpose of literature circles in this bilingual classroom was 

to create a space where written and oral Spanish language was valued, supported, 

fostered, and where everyone—English as well as Spanish dominant students—were 

encouraged to be bilingual. 

It is interesting that while we had these purposes in mind, the children were developing 

their own ideas about literature circles or ̂ ''pldticas literarias." Figures 5.4 and 5.5 are 
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different ways of understanding the purpose of literature discussions fix>m the children's 

perspectives as reflected in their written work. 

Pldticas Literarias 

Yo creo que las pldticas 
literarias son muy 
suaves porque me gusta 
decir mis ideas con los 
demos compafieros. 
Muchas ideas que yo 
pienso ctuxndo las 
comparto. Y cuando leo 
urt libra a veces me 
rectierda a mi familia. 
Tambien me ayuda a 
leery los otros 
compafieros tambien 
tienen ideas. 

[Literature Discussions 

I think literature circles 
are "coor' because I like 
to share my ideas with 
the rest of the 
classmates. Lots of ideas 
that I thinic when I share 
them. And >^^n I read a 
book, sometimes it 
reminds me of my &mily. 
It also helps me (to 
learn) to read and the 
other classmates have 
ideas too.] 

^ Ctc^- . .1^- filOkiricmA I# 

5dTn 'T'wa Sv*o».w^s ^ 

SS Con 
Ceme^^cr0». /VVC\x«* 

left 

-m 

cx  ̂ \oS 

Figure 5.4. Mario's written opinion about literature discussions. 
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Mario's words re&ct how he sees literature circles as an opportunity to think and 

to share ideas, to listen to others because '*they have ideas too," and to wmir^ connections. 

He also sees another benefit in literature circles, a benefit that we have not laid down as a 

main purpose for this engagement: ""Tambien me ayuda a leer^ [It also helps me (to 

learn) to read]. 

For H^or, an English dominant student who wants to be bilingual, literature 

circles involve another purpose (see Figure 5.5). 

C  -  • t i K ' c i —  

yoy; itorn KiPi 

1 like literature 
discussion-is fun. I think 
literature discussion is 
great! If you're Spanish 
you might learn English, if 
you're English you leam 
Spanish. It helps you read 
and it is lots of fim! I like 
when we ask questions of 
what we think of the book. 
It's fiin! 

Ptoi^ ;t \s lets -fyjn', 

z KKe  ̂

VVi tmOK Of Sia^ 

Figure 5.5. Hwtor's written opinion about literature discussions. 
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H^tor also sees literatiire circles as an opportunity to think, to have an opinion 

about the book, and as a support for learning to read. But he also sees the importance of 

literature circles for the development of bilingualism, which Julia and I consider is one of 

the potentials of literature circles in a bilingual classroom. It is interesting that many 

students pointed to literature circles as a direct reading learning tool when, in &ct, that 

was not one of the main purposes we had in mind for integrating literature circles into the 

curriculum. 

Literature discussions are, indeed, a totally different reading engagement than 

Guided Reading. They differ in their purposes, the nature of the activities, and in the 

criteria for groupings and for choosing books. In the following chapter, I describe in 

detail the nature of literature discussions and how they were organized. For now, and for 

purposes of distinguishing this reading engagement from the others, it needs to be 

highlighted that literature discussions convey different messages about reading; 

• Reading is a process of making meaning and making connections. It is an on

going process of constructing meaning and multiple interpretatk>ns. 

• Reading serves multiple purposes. A person can either read for pleasure or for 

learning about other things. It helps to develop ideas and opinions. It helps the 

reader to think. 

• Reading is not only an individual act, but a social process. A person can also read 

with his/her &mily for pleasure. A reader can think in a different way than the 

author and share his/her ideas with other readers. 
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An important part of reading picturebooks is to read not only the written text but 

also its illustrations. In simimaiy, reading is a process of viewing, thinking and 

responding. 

DKAR Time (Drop EvprYthing iirwl 

DEAR time is a 45-minute reading activity that is part of the Language Arts block 

in which the students choose their reading materials and read ak)ne or with others for their 

own enjoyment and for their own purposes. The students start the Language Arts Block 

with writing and then move to DEAR. DEAR time in Julians classroom offers multiple 

alternatives for children to get engaged with books and serves several purposes for 

supporting the students as they become life-long readers: 

• The main purpose of DEAR time in Julia's classroom is to read for the enjoyment 

of reading and to establish the habit of reading. 

• DEAR time develop a wide background in reading, in story and literature. 

Students develop ownership of their learning and reading when they have lots of 

choices for reading. 

• Another important purpose is developing fluency and building confidence. This 

reading engagement is an opportunity for students to integrate the reading 

strategies they have learned because they may choose books that they are ^miliar 

with or read material with which they feel comfortable. They may also choose to 

read with peers who are not members of their Guided Reading groups and who 

usually support them as readers. Audio books are especially helpfiil for the 
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students as they listen to them and hear the langijage. This is especially true when 

the audio book is written in their second language. 

• DEAR time supports second language acquisition as students choose reading 

material written in their second language, or as they participate in buddy reading 

with a student whose dominant language is not the same as his or hers. 

Building from a 20-minute period in the first grade, the students have 45 minutes 

in second grade to read whatever they want anywhere in the classroom. DEAR time is not 

a quiet time. There is a lot of movement and activity in the classroom. Students can read 

independently and silently or can also choose to read with another student or with a group 

of peers. They love to listen to recorded stories and songs in self-selected small groups 

while reading the text from the books. 

Because they are used to working in collaboration with others, students become 

mediators—in the Vygotskian sense—of each other as they support their peers in the use of 

strategies for reading. Julia has observed that the students who like buddy reading usually 

look for another peer who can support them as readers. That is especially helpful when 

there is a language issue. They have been trusted in their choices, and they have learned 

to make good use of this time. Because of the flexibility in how to use this reading time, 

some students like to sit at the listening center which has audio phones, while others 

buddy read on one of the couches. The students may choose to read books from the 

classroom, old ones or new ones, children's literature, magazines or books they wrote 
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and illustrated. Julia usually gives brief book talks on new books. The children can also 

bring books from their homes to read during DEAR time. 

DEAR is a time for building integration of strategies. Because most of the 

students know the material they choose to read, they are comfortable with it, and in their 

reading they are expected to appropriately use all the reading strategies they know. There 

is no doubt that DEAR time fosters the joy of reading. But it also serves other important 

purposes in the reading program. While the students are developing ownership of their 

learning and their reading, they are also devek)ping fluency and building confidence. They 

choose the books they want to read so the level of difficulty of the books is not imposed 

on the children. Some of the beginner readers choose books used in literature discussion 

groups that present a big challenge for them, like Pepita Talks Twice//*epi7a habla dos 

veces. but they sit and enjoy the pictures and the story, turning the pages of the book back 

and forth and even reading some parts aloud. 

DEAR time serves another important purpose. It helps students to develop a wide 

background in reading. They are reading a diversity of reading materials, with different 

levels of difficulty, different genres, different languages, different topk:s. DEAR time 

strongly contributes to establishing the habit of reading and conveys a strong message 

about reading: 

• Reading is for personal enjoyment and for your own purposes. Those purposes 

are multiple. 

• Reading can be done alone or with a group. It can be a social experience. 
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• There are many types of materials to read. 

Reading is a life experience. As Julia says; ""It is something that can be done every 

day, anywhere, and with anyone J" 

Story Time 

Story time is a daily 30-minute period where Julia reads aloud to her students. 

Reading aloud serves specific purposes in Julia's classroom: 

• The major purpose is for enjoyment and interaction with a book as a whole class 

and for providing a literary experience. 

• In first grade, reading aloud big books, for example, serves to introduce the 

students to concepts of print and story structures, to leam about reading. 

• It is a valuable opportunity for paying attention to the text, to the story and to the 

illustrations. 

• By second grade, reading aloud provides a context for literature discussions in 

terms of kinds of issues described in the stories, and in terms of the kind of talk 

possible about books; that is to leam through reading. 

Every day, after lunch, Julia reads aloud for 15-30 minutes. Sometimes a student 

may want or may be asked by their peers to read aloud during story time. Usually, Julia 

reads aloud books that the students cannot read by themselves or books that she wants 

them to interact with. It is also an opportimity to introduce them to theme-related books, 

to new library books, to the books that will be offered for small group literature 

discussions or to new genres. Sometimes she reads books that the children bring from 
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home and books that are just for pleasure. As she reads, the students make comments and 

react to the story. If the students are engaged in discussing the book or posing questk)ns, 

Julia does not stop the discussion. However, reading aloud is more for listening to the 

story than for responding to it. 

The language of the book changes by day. One day reading ak)ud is in English and 

the next day in Spanish. Often, after reading ak)ud, Julia places the book at a listening 

center with an audiotape and makes it available for DEAR time. She has found that the 

children love re-visiting the stories more often than she is able to read them and in this 

way the children have the opportunity to listen to the books as often as they like. 

Story time is a reading experience that also contributes to buikling community. 

Here, Julia's role is not so much a participant as in literature discussions—as she describes 

herself—but a facilitator, reading and giving information more than sharing her responses. 

Students participate by developing active listening, joining in repetition of patterns, and 

asking questions. Sometimes Story time extended the reflection and discussion of a theme 

initiated in small group literature discussions and at the same time provided a context for 

continuing these discussions through the literature circles. Although different types of 

engagements. Story time and small group literature discussions supported each other, and 

each one highlights particular related messages about reading. The following are some of 

the specific messages Story time communicates about reading: 
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• Reading involves paying attention to the text. 

• It is an oral expression. You can enjoy how the story sounds and there is a 

process of making meaning through oral expression and interpretation. 

• You can learn about different issues and themes through reading. 

Visiting the Public Library 

Another reading engagement in Julians classroom occurs when the class takes a 

city bus and visits the k>cal branch of the public library. This visit takes places twice a 

month in Fall and once a week in Spring from 9:30-12:30 in the morning. The librarian 

conducts a 40-niinute story time where the students listen to stories in English and 

Spanish. They browse and check out four to six books and retum the ones checked out 

during the previous visit. Finally, they go to the park where they read and play. This 

activity has several purposes in Julia's classroom: 

• To learn where the public library is and how to get there. 

• To become ^miliar with the public library, learning what they can do in it, where 

to ask questions, and generally how to use it. 

• To develop the children's responsibility for having a library card. 

• To give the students more choices from a greater variety of books in English and 

Spanish. 

• To build a life long habit. 

This activity allows the children to interact with other adults who love books and 

who introduce them to books. The students are not only interacting with books that they 



are comfortable with or with new ones that they want to know and try, but they are also 

reading the environment that surrounds them as they take the city bus. They are also 

learning that being a reader is not a costly activity since they can use the public library. 

This activity also gives in^mrtant messages about reading to the children: 

• Reading is something that people do in their regular lives. 

• Reading is a lifelong habit. 

• Reading is for enjoyment and can be done outdoors and outside of school. 

Reading Integrated to Writing 

There are different opportimities throughout the day where the children are 

engaged in reading for fimctional purposes and where they can see reading and writing as 

interconnected processes. When the students read, they are learning to write; as they 

write, they are learning to read. For each student this learning occurs mostly in their 

dominant language. The day begins with the students conq)leting the calendar and reading 

the schedule for the day. That activity helps them to know the expectations for the day 

and what to look forward to. They are also getting familiar with reading in their second 

language. They leam that schedules are read in a different way than a story or a song with 

musical notes. 

Writing Workshops and Conferences 

As part of the Language Arts block, the students have a 40-minute period for 

Writing Workshop where they write, revise, and share with their peers a piece of writing. 
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sometimes about self-selected topics and other times responding to an assigned focus. 

Sometimes the students do group writing. The students usually finish their first draft 

during the first day of a new topic. They then share their drafts with another student who 

responds. The next day they can either go on with their own piece of writing, revise it, 

add details, or change whatever they want or they can also choose to begin a new piece. 

Four or five students sign up to share their writing with the class by reading it aloud the 

second day. All the pieces are kept in each student's writing folder. At the end of the 

month or trimester they go through their foklers aixl choose something they want to take 

further into a poem, a story, or a published book. There is an authors' celebration at the 

end of the trimester where the students share their written published pieces with their 

parents. 

Writing workshop time supports students in the process of becoming readers. 

They are learning genre conventions and letter-sound relationships. There is a great deal 

of re-reading as the students go through the editing process. As part of this process, Julia 

has conferences with the students on an individual basis on some pieces of writing. With 

the less experienced readers and writers she tries to conference every other day. Only 

those pieces that are going to be published are edited and revised in terms of grammar or 

spelling. Because they had previously shared their piece with another classmate focusing 

on meaning, the editing in the conference focuses more on copyediting. 

Usually, Julia holds conferences with the students after lunch, while the rest of the 

class is working on another part of the writing process, on an activity related to the 
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thematic focus, or on doing science or math. Conferencing varies a great deal from 

student to student depending on students' needs. Sometimes Julia works with a small 

group and works on something specific with them, such as the use of dialogue or another 

feature of writing. 

The messages Writing Workshop time gives the students about reading and writing 

point to the interconnections between both processes and to the variety of purposes they 

serve: 

• When you write, you learn about reading; when you read, you learn about writing. 

• You read and write for different purposes and using different genres. 

Computers 

The students use computers for 45 minutes once a week. There is one computer 

for each student in the school's computer lab, and they type their rough drafts and the 

works that are going to be published after they have previously written and edited them 

during Workshop Time. This experience gives students another opportunity to see 

reading and writing connections. The students are not only learning to use computers and 

to feel comfortable with them, but in the process of typing, they are rereading their own 

writing. 

Another experience that involves rereading is letter writing. During second grade, 

Julia's students exchanged letters with the undergraduate students I had in two sessions of 
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a Children's Literature course I taught at the university. The pen pal experience lasted 

two months in the Fall and two months in the Spring, and it was done on a weekly basis 

using the writing workshop time for writing the letters. This activity involved the 

following purposes: 

It was an authentk way to learn letter writing. 

• The students were learning letter genre conventions and letter-sounds relationship. 

The students had the experience of re-reading in order to answer the letters. 

The pen pal interchange was an exciting experience not only for the children but 

also for my university students. For the second grade students it involved a process of 

demystifying the university and enlarging their workl by seeing other educational 

alternatives and possibilities. For the university students—preparing to be teachers—this 

was a real opportunity to get in touch with young readers and writers. The university 

students who volunteered to write letters in Spanish saw this experience as a language 

learning opportunity since most of them were bilingual or had taken courses in Spanish. 

They eagerly awaited the children's letters, and Julia's students also waited weekly for the 

university students' responses. When I got to Julia's classroom for literature discussions, 

I gave the letters to Julia. The children often asked me if I had brought the letters. 

After lunch, Julia met with the whole class in the front area of the classroom and 

read aloud each letter. If the letter came in an envelope Julia gave the envelope to the child 

to whom it was addressed for opening, and the child returned the letter to Julia after 

opening it. The students, as a group, admired the drawings of some of my university 
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students and made comments even if the letter was not addressed to them. After reading 

the letters, Julia gave them to the children and they went to their tables to write responses. 

Julia assisted those students who needed help to respond or how to write their 

letters. Usually what Julia did was to ask the student to read again the letter they had 

received and to respond to what the pen pal had asked or written. Julia also told her 

students to ask their pen pals questions if there was something they wanted to know. She 

observed how some of the children woukl reread the letters a few times making sure not 

to forget to answer any questions. Anyone who needed help would ask one of their 

tablemates to read the letter aloud to them. Even with this support, the students were 

always the authors and the ones who created the letters' texts. 

After responding to their pen pals, they read their letters to Julia, and she helped 

them individually in the process of editing. The students then rewrote their letters that 

same day or the next and gave them to Julia who brought their responses to the university 

one or two days later. This weekly pen pal interchange involved different opportimities 

for reading. The students read their pen pal letters as they tried to answer them, they read 

their letters to the teacher for editing purposes, and many of them looked at books as they 

wrote their letters for the purpose of copying a title or for getting some information they 

wanted to share with their pen pals. 

There were other opportimities for Julia's students to write letters. When they had 

a visitor who shared information or an activity with them or after they had field trips they 

wrote thank you notes. When they wanted to invite someone to an activity they wrote 
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invitation letters. There were two important messages about reading implicit in writing 

letters either for their pen pals or for other purposes: 

• Reading and writing are acts of communication with another person. 

• Reading and writing are not just school work; they are life work, something that 

goes beyond the schooFs walls. 

Reading Integrated to Other Subjects and Activities 

Reading is always integrated into the thematic focus the class is studying as part of 

science or social studies. Sometimes, when it is appropriate, the focus is connected to the 

literature discussions, such as when the students were expk>ring the broad focus of sense 

of place and sense of bek>nging, which will be described in the next chapter, and which led 

to the students' interest in the issue of'̂ feeling left out" or discrimination. Other times the 

thematic study is not connected to the literature discussions such as when they studied 

about different countries and about the rainforest. 

Whether it is math, science, arts, or hands-on activities, the students are always 

involved in some kind of reading. Reading in these contexts serves specific purposes. 

When they are solving math problems or conducting science experiments, the students are 

learning how to read the instructions and the procedures. They are learning how to read 

different kinds of materials such as graphs and charts. Often the students need to read 

aloud the problems and to write down how they solved them. In this process they are 

reading what they have written. 
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Cooking and doing hands-on activities ofifer similar opportunities to the students. 

Whether they are following a recipe with Julia, or doing hands-on activities on their own, 

they are reading and rereading. When they are participating in outdoor learning activities 

that involve singing, they have opportunities for reading as they read and sing the songs. 

If they are doing a carpentry project, they are reading numbers and instructions. As part 

of the music class, the students are reading texts in a different sign system as they read 

musical notes. In all of these particular contexts the students are learning that reading is a 

process of getting information. It helps to solve problems. They are also learning that 

reading is not just reading words or print and that they can read other kinds of texts and 

materials. 

Before lunch time, one student reads the daily menu to the class, so all of them can 

consider in advance what they are going to ask for when they get to the cafeteria. 

Unfortunately, this information comes only in English. That makes this reading event a 

social process of collaboration where the English speakers helps the Spanish speakers who 

need their help for reading in this genre. But even English speakers receive support from 

other more proficient readers when they need it. As at other times of the day, it is natural 

to ask and to receive support for reading and learning. 
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Today's Pagg 

The day always ends with a five minute shared writing experience where the 

students record the most inqx>rtant events of the day. This experience occurs in the same 

language used for the calendar routine; that means that one week it is in Spanish and the 

next week in English. Julia meets with the whole class in the front area. The students 

give suggestions of events during the day that might be recorded. After this 

brainstorming, the students choose five or six events that will be written down by Julia on 

a single sheet in big letters. As Julia writes what the children are dk:tating, she slowly 

reads aloud each word, giving the children an opportunity to focus on letter-sound 

relationships and other aspects of language conventions, such as letter formation, syntax, 

representation of meanings, and genre formats. After finishing the writing, the whole class 

reads each sentence with Julia. Finally, the student who does the calendar routine 

illustrates the page in a space that is left for the drawing. At the end of the month, Julia 

puts together all the pages in a book, which becomes the history of the class as well as 

reading material for DEAR time. Through this activity then the students see that reading 

and writing is a way to record history, and through this recording a sense of community is 

being strengthened. 

Another instance that requires the children to read is when they are distributing the 

mail that goes to their homes. Each week there are two students, one English dominant 

and one Spanish dominant, who are in charge of putting into the children's boxes the mail 

that needs to go home. This requires them to be aware of the texts written in two 
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languages. The students involved in this collaborative reading event are getting familiar 

with dififerent kinds of genres; memos, letters, nevrsletters, announcements, invitations, 

letters to each other, and birthday invitations. Through these different opportunities to 

read during the day, the children are also receiving specific messages about reading: 

• Reading gives information. 

• It is a process of social collaboration. 

• It is useful and necessary. 

Celebrations of Reading 

Reading is so important in this second grade classroom that besides all of the 

reading engagements the students have throughout the week, Julia also prepares two 

special reading events during the year. In Fall, the last Friday of the "Love of Reading 

Week," the students have a Reading Slumber Party during school hours. That is an 

exciting activity where the children bring their pajamas, blankets, piUows, food, and lots of 

books from home or from the library. All the tables are pushed against the wall and all the 

chairs are stacked up so that they get an open classroom. The students spread their 

blankets, collect their books and spend the day in pajamas reading and being read to. The 

children receive dififerent visitors who read stories to them: parents, guests, and personnel 

from the administrative ofiBce. The guests also put their pajamas or part of them on over 

their clothes. The children read individually and in small groups. This is a great 

celebration where the only thing the children do is reading, and when it is time, eating. 

Iggy, their pet, is also with them the whole day and walking through the classroom. 
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In Spring, the students have a Reading Camp Out. The nature of this activity is 

similar to the Slumber Party, but this time the students can^ out in the school's courtyard 

in tents. The clothes are appropriate for camping, and all the students bring a pack of 

books, sleeping bags, and pillows. Parents and visitors come to read to small groups or 

the whole class. The visitors usualfy^ bring their own picturebooks or stories for reading 

aloud. There is even a barbecue that the parents oiganize. 

These two reading events serve important purposes in this classroom. The 

students are learning to enjoy reading alone, with peers, or with visitors. They are 

enjoying listening to stories. They are seeing parents and visitors as people who also 

enjoy reading. Therefore, the students are receiving inqwrtant messages about reading: 

• Reading is fun and important. 

• Reading goes beyond school 

• Reading is a social process. 

Conclusion 

The reading experiences these second graders are receiving through this reading 

program give them an opportunity for interacting in different ways with books for 

different purposes. They are also learning the different messages each engagement gives 

about reading, so they can understand reading in more complex ways than if reading is 

reduced to a subject or to a set of skills that needs to be learned. It is in the context of 

such a wide range of reading experiences that the literature discussions took place in this 
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classroom, enriching the reading program and nurturing each other from the messages and 

activities related to all these reading engagements. 



CHAPTER 6 

ORGANIZATION OF THE LITERATURE DISCUSSIONS 

This collaborative research grew out of an e}q)loratory study Julia, the teacher 

researcher, and I conducted when the children were in first grade in Spring 1998. After 

that exploratory study, the research we conducted in second grade had two phases: phase 

one, the literature discussions we organized for Fall 1998, and phase two, the literature 

discussions organized for Spring 1999, which was the phase of intensive data collection 

from which most of the data for this dissertation came. In this ch^ter I describe how the 

literature discussions evolved based on the organization from the first exploratory study 

until the second and last phase of the study. Because the first grade students moved with 

Julia to second grade, a description of how these discussions were organized in both grade 

levels is significant. As part of this description I address how the questions evolved for 

each phase, criteria for grouping, and the book titles used. I include a summary of final 

reports we wrote on those phases that include the categories used for analyzing the data 

and partial findings. 

This section is important for the discussion of the children's discourse because it 

illustrates how the children's talk evolved over time. The children had time and 

opportunities to become familiar with this kind of talk, to share their opinions and 

negotiate meaning. I consider these &ctors, and the organization of the literature 

discussions from a transactional perspective (Goodman, 1994; Rosenblatt, 1978, 1994, 

1995), to be central aspects of the literary and sociocultural context that mediated the 
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children's process of making meaning through their talk about the books (Moll & 

Whitmore, 1993; Vygotsky, 1978). 

Spring 1998: Initiating Literature Discussions in First Grade 

The first inquiry Julia and I had was in Spring 1998 as part of a project for a 

graduate course on Literature Discussions that we both were taking at the university. We 

were surprised at the scarcity of research focusing on small group literature discussions in 

primary bilingual classrooms. Therefore, we wanted to study small group literature 

discussions for supporting students talking about books in their first langu^e. The 

questions that led our first inquiry were: 

What kind of talk do the children engage in as they discuss quality children's books 

in English or Spanish? 

Can first grade bilingual students thoughtfully think and talk about literatuire? 

Frequency and Book Selection 

The first grade literature discussions took place weekly or every other week from 

March to June, with the exception of the April recess. We used the Language Arts block 

on Wednesdays for the discussions. We selected quality children's literature available in 

both Spanish and English, or in bilingual editions, in which the children could see 

themselves and their culture positively reflected. The reading proficiency of the students 

was not a criterion in choosing the children's literative, because we read the books aloud 

to them if they were unable to independently read the books. 
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In first grade we used only one book—in both languages—in each literature 

discussion. The first literature discussion was centered around Mora's (1997) Tnnwt and 

the Library Ladv [Tomdsv la senora de la bibliotecd]. The second and third literature 

discussions centered around Anzaklua's books Friends fix>m the Other Aminos del 

otro lado (1993^ and Prietita and the Ghost WomsmJPrietita v la lloronn (1995^. We read 

each book aloud to the class in Spanish and English during the week of the discussion, 

giving the students time to think about the books and to be prepared for the discussions. 

In some literature circles, the students asked me to read the story aloud just before 

beginning the discussion, which I did. For the first discussion, each small group had only 

one copy of the book. Although many of them could not read the book independently, 

they used the illustrations for making meaning of the stories. For the other discussions 

each small group had from one to four copies of the book being discussed. 

Grouping 

The discussion of the small groups we had in first grade is relevant to the extent 

that it shows how we began and how the organization of the groups evolved over time. 

The flow chart in Figure 6.1 includes the first four literature discussions that we had in 

first grade and how we grouped the students. 

As shown in Figure 6.1, for the first three discussions there was one large Spanish 

group and two small English groups—one English small group was of more experienced 

readers and writers, and the other was of less experienced students. Each of the groups 

discussed the same book, either in English or Spanish. Because the children were 
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Tomdsy la seiiora de la biblioteca, [Tom^ and the Library Lady] 

© ® 

Friends from the Other SiddAmigos del otro lado 

0 © 

A 
Prietita and the Ghost ^oxiax\/Prietitay la llorona 

Friends from the Other Side/^m/gof del otro lado 
Prietita and the Ghost ^ommJPrietita y la llorona 

© © © 
Figure 6.1. Flow chart of literature discussions in first grade. 
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accustomed to working with one another in Guided Reading groups and comfortable 

participating and sharing their thoughts and feelings, Julia considered it convenient to 

place them in these same groups for this new experience with literature discussions. We 

also were learning about small group literature discussions along with the students, and we 

felt comfortable with that grouping for beginning the experience for the first time. For the 

fourth literature discussion, however, students were grouped only by langiiage dominance 

and self-selected books. For this fourth discussion we offered the three books already 

discussed so they could choose the one they were interested in discussing a second time. 

Beneath each book title in Figure 6.1 is listed the number of literature circles, the language 

of the members of each small group, and the number of students in each group. 

Julia and I decided to focus our collaborative inquiry in first grade on four main 

discussions held in March and April. We participated in a total of 16 literature circles and 

both Julia and I facilitated the discussions for both English and Spanish groups. Each 

discussion lasted about 30 minutes. Two literature discussions were going on in the 

classroom at the same time. I usually worked with the Spanish group (eight children) at a 

table in the back of the room. Julia often had one English group (six children) at the rug 

area in the front of the room. The remaining English group (six children) was at the table 

area in the middle of the room where the children were working on responses to literature 

through engagements such as graffiti boards, webbing what was on their minds, and doing 

exploratory writing. 



When Julia or I finished with our first discussion group, the children who had been 

in this discussion group went to work at the table and the children had been at the 

table formed a single discussion group with Julia or me, whomever had finished first. The 

students had additional activities related to the literature discussions that they completed 

during writing workshop time, such as writing letters and poems about the books they had 

read and discussed in the literature discussions. 

Our purpose in the literature circles was not to teach the students how to read the 

book, but to &cilitate meaningful discussions about books. We held a transactional 

perspective of the reading process (Rosenblatt, 1975, 1978), but did not follow a specific 

known model or guide for leading the discussions. Instead, we encouraged the children to 

listen to one another, not to raise their hands but to talk when they felt prepared, and to 

respond to or ask questions of the other members of the group. Our questions invited the 

children to share what they thought of the book. We also shared what we thought of the 

stories, prompted sometimes by the students' questions or invitations, as when one of 

them said to Julia during the fourth discussion, "It's your time to talk." 

Analysis of the Discussions 

We audiotaped the 13 literature circles for analysis. In order to decide the 

categories for the analysis of the discussions, we took into account different studies— 

Klassen's (1993) and Knipping and Andre's (1988) among others—and also what the data 

revealed about the children's discussions. Figure 6.2 has a list of the adapted categories 

we finally established with a definition and an example for each one. 
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Aesthetic Responses or **Living-through the Experience** 

Students share parts they like or dislike; express feelings of enqiathy with some 
characters or rejection of them; 
"Me gusto cuando [Tomas] le decia [a la bibliotecaria] unaspalabras en espaHoi'" 
(I liked when [the boy] told her some words in Spanish.) 
"Um, Pm thinking ab^ how does Tomis feel. Some parts made me feel sad." 

Noticing lilustnitlons (Visual Literacy) 

Students pay attention to the illustrations and look for them to validate or invalidate their 
ideas or ttoughts. Use iDustrations to help tbem make mfgming of the text and as a starting 
point for conversation. Talk about the medium used by the illustrator: 
[Pointing to an illustratian] "Why are they hiding behind the curtain and under the bed? [The house] It's 
broken, dusty, no doors, no windows." 

Comprehension and Interpretation 

Comprehension: Students retell, siunmarize or make reference to parts of the story. 
Interpretation: Students make inferences. 
'Teacher, I diink that his mother likes reading him a lot... Because he's been checking out books from 
the library." 

Connecting to Their Lives 

Students relate parts of the books to family or personal experiences. 
"Mi mama hace tortillas porque le gusta agarrar dineroy compramos cosas. " 
(My mom makes tortillas because she likes to earn money and to buy things for us.) 

Personal and Scary Stories 

Students' narratives. If they are scarying, they will be "scary stories." 
(Story of a policeman who questioned the mother of one of the girls because the color of her skin was 
different from the girl's; the police thought she was not the girl's mother.) 
"Aqui estamos contando las historias y ahi sale la momia. Sale la momiay le 
decimos: 'aqui estamos,' y pedimos ayuda. Y venimos con la cruz en la mano y 
venimos con un padre, y asi le echa agua bendita, ive? " (Isabela) 
(There we are telling stories, and then the mimimy conies. The mommy comes and we 
say: "here we are," and we ask for help, and then we come with a cross in our hands, 
and we come with a priest, and he spreads holy water on it. Do you see?) 

(figure continues) 
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Connecting to Other Books 

Students mention other books that for them have some connections to the book 
discussed in the literature circle. 
•'Like in Ruby Bridges!" 
"A mi me recordo ese libra a Storm in the Desert " 
(That book reminded me of Storm in the Desert.) 

Learning Language 

Students pay attention to language, ask for words, ask for or make translations, 
compare how things are said in English and Spanish. 
After a Spanish speaker shares the part she likf^ in the book, another Spanish speaker who is not fiilly 
bilingual translated: ^^e said he liked this part." 
Hdctor, an English dominant speaker, asks: "How do you say 'I like this part* in Spanish?" 

Learning Other Content 

Students ask/talk about content knowledge on other areas. 
(Ada: "Donde queda [la estatua de la Libertad that is illustrated in the book Abuela]?" 
Where is it [the Statue of Liberty that is illustrated in the book Abuela ]? 

Exploring Social and Cultural issues 

Students comment or ask about social or cultural issues. 
"Some are poor and some are rich." "But, that's OK if you don't have any stuflfi huh?" 
"Because teacher, look, when someone runs away from Mexico, they 6nd 'em and take 'em back." 

Figure 6.2. Categories for the analysis of the children's discussions in first grade. 

The analysis of the transcripts revealed that although both groups of students 

sometimes had similar types of responses there were also in^x>rtant differences. The 

English-speaking students made few coimections to their lives at the beginning of the 

literature circles. They stayed more with the story in the book, commenting on it. The 

Spanish group, on the other hand, made the highest number of connections to their lives 

and told the greatest number of stories throughout all the literature discussions. We 
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wondered why the responses of both groups were so different. We did not expect to hear 

so many stories told by the Spanish speaking students, and moreover, so many scary 

stories. On the other hand, we wondered why the English speaking students made so few 

connections to their lives and stayed so close to the text, making connections to other 

books, and to issues related to literacy. At the beginning of this first study, Julia and I 

placed greater value on talk that focused on text rather than on telling stories. We decided 

to revisit the transcripts and to k>ok for professional literature on the topic to gain a better 

understanding of the process and of the responses. 

Rosen's (1986, 1992) articles helped us understand the value of telling stories. 

Rosen believes that oral stories are so much a part of the &bric of our everyday lives that 

we are not likely to think of them as very significant or inqwrtant. He asserts that stories 

are ways of making meaning fi-om our lives, and that they are the imposition of formal 

coherence on a virtual chaos of human events (Rosen, 1992). When we share our stories 

with others they help us to reach a collective understanding of some in^mrtant themes like 

fear, courage, and loss. Rosen's assertions made Julia and I realize that we needed to 

reflect more on the power and con^lexity of the children's stories. 

Storytelling 

As we returned to look more closely at the transcripts we realized the number of 

relatives who told stories to the Spanish-dominant students; brothers, aunts, uncles, 

grandparents, and cousins. In some of their stories it was clear that storytelling is 

intergenerational. This analysis gave us a glimpse of the richness and diversity of their 
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families and made us remember Heath's (1982) analysis of the differences she found 

among the children in her study. The children in the Spanish group, most of them recent 

immigrants or first-generation immigrants from Mexico, seem to be involved in daily 

storytelling encounters like the children in Heath's (1982) town of Trackon. They come 

from homes where storytelling is an important part of &mily life. Storytelling seems to be 

a cultural way of connecting to the workl; bow th^ make sense of lived experiences. 

On the other hand, the children in the English group, Mexican Americans of 

second and third generation, had noore experiences with books at home, as noted by Julia 

in her interaction with their parents. This may have played a part in the way they chose to 

resp>ond to the books. Heath (1982) also found similar differences among the children in 

her study. She suggests that the differences in both groups reflected learned ''ways of 

talking" based in their personal interactions at home. It seems that the children in the 

Spanish groups, like the children in Heath's study, also "must be aggressive in inserting 

their stories into an ongoing stream of discourse. Storytelling is highly competitive" (p. 

68). We did not get any further in that study exploring the differences in ways of ta lie wig 

of the children because of constraints of time, but these initial insights were enough to 

make us value the place of storytelling in the literature circles, and to value the students' 

diversity of responses. 

Brian Street (1995, 1997), drawing on Heath, points to the need to recognize the 

diversity of literacy practices. He states that reading and writing have been privileged in 

society and schools and have more status vis-a-vis oral discourse. Reading and writing are 
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thought to be a medium that is intrinsicaUy superior, and those who acquire it are also 

believed to be "superior."* Street (1997) distinguishes between a cultural deficit model, 

based primarily on the assumption of the primacy of literacy, and a culturally sensitive 

model, borrowing this concept from Villegas (1991). The deficit model views femilies of 

some cultural and economic groups as deficient or unable to support children's literacy 

and cognitive development. The discussion of the Spanish group may be seen as less 

productive according to a deficit view. From the cultural sensitive model, however, we 

are able to accept diversity of literacy practices, practices so embedded in cultural values 

and beliefs that they may become invisible for us. 

The literature discussions, therefore, provided us a window into the students' 

families. We considered that Street's (1997) culturally sensitive model might shine light 

on the differences we observed during the literature discussions. His model has important 

implications for bilingual classroom practices and students' conversations about books: 

Culturally sensitive educators start by building upon what is already there. This 
involves ... listening to what their students have to say. It also involves finding 
out about the lives and cultural meanings not only of the students who come to 
classes but also of those students' &milies, their children and grandchildren, their 
parents and grandparents, (p. 209) 

Rxploriny Social Issues 

Telling stories was not, however, the only category that helped us describe the 

discussions of the children. Following is one exan^le of the category "Exploring social 

issues." This excerpt illustrates the children's interest on issues such as the "migra" or 

border patrol. The students had a powerful participation when discussing Anzaldua's 
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(1995) Friends From the Other ShddAminos del otro lado. where some of the children are 

calling Joaquin a "roojado" (wetback). The following conversation shows one of the 

student's responses to this powerful scene, wliere we explored the issue of being called 

"wetbacks": 

Transcripts Translation 

Isabela: Una vez un niHo nos dijo: Isabela; Long ago, a boy called us: 
"mojados, se estdn mojando, cochinos... " "wetback, you are getting wet, pigs .. 
Porque eso es mala que le digan a las Because it is wrong that they call the 
demds "mojados " porque todos somos others '̂ wetbacks" because we are all 
hijos de Dios y no le deben decir nada a el God's children and they shouldn't say 
[a Joaquin], anything to him (to Joaquin). 

Teacher (Carmen): por que tii crees 
que es malo que le digan "mojado"? 

Teacher (Carmen): And why do you 
think it is wrong to call [the boy] 
"wetback"? 

Isabela: Porque esa palabra mata el 
sentimiento con la lengua. 

Carmen: lY por que? 

Isabela: Porque la lengua, la lengua 
tambien mata. 

Isabela: Because that word kills your 
feelings with the tongue. 

Carmen: Why? 

Isabela: Because the tongue, the tongue 
also kills. 

Carmen: que sentina una persona si 
le dijeran "mojado"? 

Isabela: Que te estdn matando el 
sentimiento. Te ibas a sentir muy mal. 

Carmen: What would a person feel if 
she/he is called wetback? 

Isabela: Like they're killing your feelings. 
You'd feel very bad. 

In this first inquiry, students were grouped by language, and they had no choice as 

to books or group composition and yet their discussions were powerful. After that 

experience we wanted to know how much richer literature discussions could be if these 
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students had the opportunity to choose their books, and if there was no preestablished 

grouping. We wanted to set up a bilingual context ^^lere children could leam fix>m one 

another and both English and Spanish groups could add to their repertoires of how they 

talk about books. By that time I had asked Julia if she would accept and authorize me to 

do my dissertation research in her classroom the next year when she was going to have the 

same children in second grade, and she accepted. Below I describe the two phases of the 

study for that 1998-1999 year. 

First Phase: Fall Semester of Second Grade 

In Fall 1998 we initiated the literature circles choosing books related to the broad 

issue of "&mily." We began again for our first discussions in second grade using only one 

book that we selected and grouping the students as in first grade, by language, but not by 

reading proficiency. Slowly we began to ofifer two books for the students to choose fi-om, 

until by the fifth week we presented the students for each literature discussion with four 

books available always in both languages. On Monday afternoons, when the students 

were making their choices, Julia displayed all the books ofifered for discussion on the floor. 

The students had time for browsing the books they wanted by examining the text and 

illustrations. They were asked to choose by ballot two titles they would like to discuss 

and explain the reasons for choosing the first one. The students chose the books and 

groups regardless of language dominance or reading proficiency and each student had a 

copy of the chosen book. 
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Once the students received the book from Julia who always tried to honor their 

first choice, the students took it home with a letter from Julia asking the parents, or some 

relative, to read the book to the child several times before the literature discussion. The 

parents had become accustomed since first grade to receiving Julia's weekfy letters with 

their child's homework. Figure 6.3 is a copy of the English version of the first letter sent 

to the parents in second grade. 

August 24, 1998 
Dear Parents, 

This is the first homework for Second Grade. 

Monday, August 24 
Read the book Green Com Tamales to/with your child. 
Discuss the story with your child. 

Tuesday, August 25 
Read the book Green Com Tamales with your child. 
Discuss the book with your child. 
Ask your child to choose three parts in the story that they wish to 

discuss in school on Wednesday. These parts can be: frivorite parts, an interesting part, 
something they have questions about, something that triggered a memory for them... 

Your child should place a yellow sticky note in each of these parts. 
On Wednesday, in Literature Discussion groups we will be discussing 

each child's questions and sharing &vorite parts. 
Place the book in the plastic bag and return to school on 

Wednesday!!! 
If you have any questions, please come see me. 

Julia's signature 

Figure 6.3. Letter to parents with homework at the beginning of second grade. 

Often the children came to literature discussions saying that they read the book by 

themselves. But even for those children, parents and relatives usually had some 

participation. 
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Figure 6.4 includes a flow chart with the literature discussions we had in FaU 1998 

and Appendix B has the complete references for the books used in this first phase. We 

had a total of 12 literature discussions and 46 small groups in Fall 1998, the first phase of 

the study. Discussions were bilingual with English and Spanish dominant children in the 

same groups of four to five students, which we found to be the best number for the small 

groups, since all the group members could talk without waiting too much time. AU the 

literature circles were audiotaped and transcribed. Most of them were videotaped. 

During this first phase of the study in second grade, the main question Julia and I 

had was what kind of discussions about books take place when English dominant students 

and Spanish dominant students come together in the same group. Julia decided to focus 

her inquiry on the responses of the students to the illustrations in the books, while I 

decided to conduct a case study following up Isabela's discussions in second grade. I 

thought I could gain insights into bilingual children's discussions by studying her 

discourse. Julia wrote a report on her findings for one of her graduate courses, and I 

wrote a case study of Isabela for another course, which enabled me to become familiar 

with the data I was collecting during that semester for the dissertation. It also allowed me 

to approach the analysis through the methodology of case study for one individual student. 

In what follows I highlight some of the findings of both inquiries that allowed me to 

better understand the nature of the children's discussions during the first phase of the 

study. The knowledge gained in this first phase enabled me to refine some of the 

categories and to begin to look at new ones. 



Literatarc DisaBtioa # 1 (8/26/98) 
Green Com TamalesJTamales de elote fRodn>tiey- 1994) 

i 

I 
Uteratwre Diwarioa # 2 (9/2/98) 

Tw Many Tamate (Soto, 1993) r:Que montdn de tamales!\ (Soto, 1996) 
i 
1 

Uteratwre DiMankMi # 3 (9/9/98) 
A Chair for mv Mother (Williams. 1982) \Un sillon para mi mamal (Williams, 1993) 

1 
i 

LHeratare Dbcanioa Set # 4 (9/16/98) 
Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge (Fox, 198S) fGuillermo Jorve Manuel Jos£\ (Fox, 1988) 
Now One Foot. Now the Other fdePaola. 198n \Un oasito. . . otro pasita] fdePaoia, 1986) 

1 
I 

Uteratare Discassioa Sets # 5 A # 6 (9/23/98 & 9/25/98) 
A Gift from Paod Diego/t/w revalo de Pond Diefo (Sienz. 1988) 

(Don-OS, 1991) \Abueld\ (Dorros, 1995) 
1993) \El tapiz de abueldl (Castafleda. 1993) 

1990) r£/ canto de las baUenas} rSheldon. 1993) 
i 
I 

Uteratare DiscankM Set # 7 (10/7/98) 
Uncle Nacho's Hat/£/ sombrero de tio Nacho (Rohmer & Zubizarreta, 1989) 

A Birthday Basket fiy Tia (Mora, 1992) Wna canasta de cumplealtos oara Tia\ (Mora, 1994) 
1 

i 
Uteratare DiscassioB Sets # 8 & # 9 (10/21/98 & 10/23/98) 

Amelia's Road (Altman. 1993) \El earning de Amelid\ (Altman, 1993) 
A Handfal gf (Hughes, 1993) Wn puHado de semillas] (Hughes, 1996) 

Isabella's Bed (Lester, 1993) \La cama de Isabella  ̂(Lester, 1992) 
Tight Times (Hazen, 1979) iTiempos duros] (Ibzen, 1993) 

i 
i 

Uteratare Discassioa Set # 10 (10/28/98) 
The Spirit of Tio Femando/£/ esniritu de tto Fernando (Levy, 1995) 

My Aunt Otilia's Soirits/^j esoiriius de mi tia Otilia (Garda. 1941/1987) 
I 
I 

Uteratare Discassioos Sets # 11 A # 12 (11/17/98 8l 11/18/98) 
Text Sets on the theme of Family (Single copies of several books) 

Figure 6.4. Flow chart of iiteratiire discussions for Fall 1998, first phase of the study. 
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Isabela had an active participation during the small group literature discussions. 

Indeed, the discussions in which Isabela was a member of the group usually lasted longer 

than the others. She had different types of responses to the books, which were described 

through the categories ''aesthetic response," ''paying attention to illustrations," "making 

connections to her life," "telling scary stories," "literacy development," and "paying 

attention to illustrations." Isabela relied heavilyr on the illustrations to make twining and 

that is transparent in many of her responses. 

A new category that emerged in Isabela^s repertoire of answers in conqiarison to 

the literature discussions held at the end of first grade is related to her literacy 

development. A close look to Isabela's participation reveals that Isabela was gradually 

paying more attention to print, and was developing more interest in reading. Literature 

discussions offered Isabela a safe place to take risks on trying to read and speaking in 

English. 

In second grade, Isabela continued telling scary stories in literature discussions, but 

she did not tell scary stories in all of them. When she told scary stories she was always in 

a group organized by language dominance, that means that all of the students in these 

groups were Spanish speaking children. When she participated in bilingual groups, she did 

not tell scary stories, but paid more attention to the written text trying to read it, and to 

her role as translator and supporter of the English dominant children who wanted to speak 

in Spanish. Isabela, as a Spanish speaker, was helpful for the English speaking children in 

the discussions. Her role of supporting English dominant children took over her role as a 
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storyteller. It seemed that the audience that Isabela had in literature discussions, more 

than the book discussed, affected her disposition to tell scary stories. There were, 

however, too few monolingual groups as to be able to draw conclusions in respect to 

Isabela's preference for telling stories only when she was in groups made up of Spanish 

dominant students. 

There was one literature circle wiiere storytelling and reading met for Isabela: Ul 

cama de [TsabeUa's Bed]. The sentence that she liked the most was "tengo 

muchas cosas que contarle '̂ [there is so much to tell you]; that is storytelling. Isabela 

learned to read this sentence, and learned it heart, and read it to the whole class when 

they were sharing their book later. In short, Isabela was learning to have meaningfiil 

discussions about books, but it seemed that this learning was tied during that period to the 

opportunity to tell her stories. These stories seemed to be a path for her learning. 

Literature discussions in small bilingual groups were also not only providing Isabela with a 

strong aesthetic experience, but she was also learning to listen to others, and to share and 

negotiate meanings with others. 

Julia's inquiry was a teacher research in which she wanted to focus on children's 

responses to the art found in picturebooks. The exploratory study conducted by Julia 

allowed us to better understand the role of the pictures and illustrations of the books in the 

children's discussions. In the following excerpt of Julia's report, she summarized some of 

the major insights of her inquiry; 
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In audiotaping and transcribing each literature discussion, I was able to see 

growth in the conversations my students were having with each other. They were relating 

the events in the books to those in their lives and they were now using the illustrations. 

The illustrations were no longer pictures to go along with the words, these pictures were 

telling the story and my students were using the illustrations to help them make meaning 

Another way my students used the illustrations was as a conversation starter. 

Julia's inquiry supported what we were observing in the children's discussions, 

that is the relevant role of the pictures in supporting children's process of making meaning 

of the stories. 

Through the inquiries conducted during this first phase, we learned to listen closely 

to children's discussions and we were able to monitor the development of the literature 

discussions. We also had bilingual small groups for the first time and saw that the children 

responded well to that grouping. The children had also for the first time the opportunity 

to choose among four different picturebooks for each literature discussions and they 

became accustomed to the organization of the discussions. They learned to fieely talk 

about the stories. The experience we had during that phase was an effective preparation 

for the second phase of the study. Spring 1999, were 1 was going to collect the focused 

data for the dissertation. 

Second Phase: Spring Semester of Second Grade 

In this section I describe the organization of the second grade literature discussions 

during the phase of intense data collection in Spring 1999. In this phase our roles as 
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mediators were related to orchestrating a curriculum responsive to the students' interests, 

but at the same time integrating our interests and the mandated curriculum. Our roles as 

mediators were also enacted in our selection of books. I describe next how we chose the 

broad issue around w^iich the curriculum and the literature discussions were going to be 

organized. I then describe the seven literature discussion sets from which we had 29 

literature circles, and the decisions we made as we moved from one set of discussions to 

another. 

When Spring 1999 began, the period of fijcused data collection, Julia and I sat 

down to think of the organization of the literature circles for the next months. Julia and I 

wanted the literature circles to be related to social issues, which we considered would 

provide an appropriate context for students to think together about critical issues and to 

see what kind of talk the children would have in such a context. When Julia told me the 

different activities and topics they were going to discuss that semester (e.g., the desert), I 

wondered how the literature discussions were going to fit within that planning. 

Necotiatiny the Curriculum 

Julia and the students were going to be preparing a vdsit to the school district's 

outdoor learning center in the desert where teachers can bring their students overnight. 

This trip was part of the mandated curriculum that requires the study of the desert in 

second grade. They were also going to be reading picturebooks by author/illustrator Eric 

Carle. The students had been tooking closely at the art of picturebooks before the Winter 

recess, reading different picturebooks with different art styles, and Julia wanted to 
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continue that focus. I wondered how those activities, especially studying the topic of the 

desert, and literature circles focused on social issues could be connected so the curriculum 

could be more integrated. After talking with other colleagues, we decided to organize the 

curriculum around the broad concept of'*sense of place and sense of belonging,'̂  which 

we translated in Spanish as sentido de pertenencia o sentirse parte de un lugar. 

That Wad concept allowed for the integration of the various aspects of the 

curriculum and the ways in which children would develop a sense of place. People find 

their sense of place or belonging within their homes and houses; within a physical location 

or place, e.g. in the desert; within a culture; within society; within &mily; within 

community; through their memories; and in their relationship with persons and animals, 

etc. We considered that everything in the curriculum could be connected to this issue, and 

so we began the semester exploring the broad concept "sense of place" [sentido de 

pertenencia] through different activities before choosing a specific issue for organizing the 

literature discussions. We needed to create a context where the students could get 

^miliar with that concept, express their understandings, and find questions worthy of 

being pursued through the readings in the literature circles. The curriculum was, 

therefore, negotiated among Julia's and the students' interests, the ofiBcial curriculum, and 

my own interests and needs as the main researcher. 

Four major activities supported the students and our exploration, negotiation, and 

understanding of the broad concept: 
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1. Reading aloud and class discussion of picturebooks presenting different 

ways in which people find their sense of place or belonging. 

Julia and I searched for books that would oflfer different perspectives on that broad 

concept, and decided on the titles shown in Figure 6.5. 

I ^ Amelia's Road (1993) \E1 camino de Amelidi by Linda Jacobs Ahman. This is the stoiy of a I 
migrant &mily whose daughter, Amelia, needs to find a sense of place and belonging, and she finds it 

without needing to change her reality as the daughter of a migrant &mily who cannot stay too long in 

one same place. 

2) Evan's Comer (1967) by Elizabeth Starr Hill. Evan needs to find a physical comer that belongs 

only to him within his home. He finds it, and in the process he discovers other ways of belonging. 

3) The Advenmres of Connie and Diieqnl[̂ x ênturas de Connie v Diefo (1987^ bv Maria Garcia. In 

this fantasy, two twins are rqected by the community for being different They run away because they 

feel that they do not belong to that community, that they have been left out. While running away they 

realize that their sense of place is with their fiunily and in a self-acceptance of who they are. 

4) Lost (1996) by Paul Brett Johnson and Celeste Lewis. This story describes the parallel story of a girl 

who loses her dog in the desert, and the sufferings of the lost dog. The book presents a strong sense of 

belonging and sense of place in the relationship of the girl and the dog. 

5) The Cactus Wren and the Cholla/£/ revezuelo v la cholla (1997) by Valerie Chellew Garcia. The 

desert offers a cactus as a home for a lost wren. The cactus wren finds its sense of place and belonging. 

6) The Mixed-Lfp Chameleon (1975) Eric Carle. Because he was not happy with who he was, the 

chameleon tries to change his identity until he finally accepts who he is, and does not feel left out 

anymore. 

Figure 6.5. Books offering different perspectives of sense of place and sense of belonging. 

In the discussion of these books, we highlighted the connections among them. 

Julia used Veim Diagrams in both languages as a way of supporting students visualize the 

similarities, as well as the differences among the stories, pointing to the different ways in 
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which the characters feel their sense of place and belonging. Figure 6.6 offers an example 

of the Venn Diagrams Julia prepared with the children using Amelia's Road, Evan's 

Comer, and Lost. 

Figure 6.6. Venn Diagram using the books Amelia's Road, Evan's Comer, and Lost. 

2. Sharing their treasure boxes each day. 

Each day five students shared their treasure boxes, like Amelia had created in 

Amelia' s Road. Their treasure boxes, as they called them, included special artifacts, things 
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that represented who they were or where their sense of belonging is. Julia and I were the 

first in sharing our boxes and explained how the objects we included related to who we 

were or where--we belong. The photo in Figure 6.7 shows a section of the display of 

boxes. 

Figure 6. 7. Students' treasure boxes. 

Throughout the week, the children brought their boxes with photos of their 

relatives, photos of when they were babies, blankets, toys given by a relative, letters from 
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relatives, etc. It was obvious that their sense of belonging was mostly within their 

&milies, their history and growth, and the people they love. 

3. Browsing books. 

The third important activity was giving the students time for browsing more than 

50 picturebooks presenting different perq)ectives on the broad concept. As the students 

browsed the books, they wrote questions they had about the books on individual cards and 

put the cards in a box. The students generated 105 questions w^iich I categorized and 

which served as a basis to organize possible literature circles. Three major social issues 

were brought out through their questions: moving/imniigration, discrimination, and 

children who work. These are reflected in the following questions: '̂ Why do some people 

need to move a lot?'; "Why do some people laugh at others?"; and "Why do some 

children have to work?" Figure 6.8 includes the books that inspired their questions. Each 

is followed by some of the questions posed the students. Although their questions 

related to specific books, this activity provided us with an opportunity to see what issues 

the children were expk>ring. 

4. Preparatk)ns of gn^hic webs. 

At the beginning of the second week, we invited the students in a whole class 

discussion to share their initial understanding of what "sense of place" and "sense of 

belonging" meant to them through a graphic web. The resulting web is shown in Figure 

6.9. 
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January 14-15, 1999 

Amelia's Road \El camino de Amelia} fAltman. 1993) 
^Por que se mueven? ^Por que se movian mucho? que se cambian de casa a casa? 
Why do they have to move a lot? 
^Por que trabajan? [Why do they (the children) work?] Why does Amelia have to work before sdiool? 

Chrvsanthernum-menkes. 1991) \Crisdntemo\ (Menkes, 1993) 
^Por que la nifia estd llorando? [Why is the girl crying?] Why did she cry? 
Why are they laughing at her? 

The Adventures of Connie and Diego/ de Cnnnie v Diem (Garcia. 1987) 
i,Por que nacieron de colores? [Why were they bom with difiRerent skin colors?] 
^Por que gritaron sus hermanos? [Why did their brothers scream?] 
How come the twins ran away from home? ^Por qu^ se escaparon? 

Ty, fPiVA 199n fThe Red Combl n>ic6. 1994) 
^Por que parecen pobres? [Why do they look poor?] 
^Por que trabajan? iPor que la niOa trabcyaba? [Why does the girl work?] 

We are a rainbow/Siowo^ un arcoiris (Tabor, 199S) 
^Por que mucha gente tiene diferentes bocas? [Why do people have different mouths?] 
Why do the kids are (have) different colors? ^'Por que la gente son de dtferentes colores? 

A Picturebook of Martin Luther King. Jr. Wn lihm ihatrndn sobre Martin Luther Kinf. hiio] 
^Por que trataban mal a los niflos negritos? [Why were the little black boys mistreated?] 

Figure 6.8. Examples of students^ questions after browsing books presenting different 
perspectives on sense of place and belonging. 

After one week of talking and exploring the concept of sense of place, the issue of 

'"feeling left out" as a result of being different emerged. The children's connection to the 

issue they called "feeling left out," "feeling out of place," or "why do some people laugh 

at others," together with the students' questions on discrimination provided the basis for 

the organization of the literature circles around the issue of discrimination. 
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Figure 6.9. Web on children's understanding of the concepts "sense of place" [sentirse 
parte de un lugar] and "sense of belonging" [sentido de pertenencia]. 

Organization of Literature Circles on Discrimination 

After providing the different experiences described above at the beginning of 

Spring 1999, we began to organize the literature circles that provide the focused data for 

this dissertation. We were concerned that the students not see the issue of racial 

discrimination as only a "Black-White problem," a conflict they had discussed in first 

grade after reading The Storv of Rubv Bridges (Coles, 1995) and during Black history 

month in second grade. Therefore, we decided to include books that represented issues of 

discrimination across cultures in the United States for the first literature discussion on 
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discrimination. As Au (1993) suggests, through the use of muhicukurai literature all 

students can team about the diversity and the conq)lexity of American society, and all 

students can explore issues of social justice. With these purposes in mind and our interest 

in promoting thoughtfid discussions, we introduced the first four titles to the students—all 

of them written in English and Spanish and offering different perspectives on the issue of 

discrimination and racism. Figure 6.10 illustrates the books chosen for the first discussion 

on discrimination. 

As they did in the Fall, each student chose the book he or she wanted to discuss 

and wrote down the reasons for these choices. Figures 6.11 and 6.12 are examples of the 

students' choices and reasons they gave for their selections. 

La mariposa [The butterfly] (Jim^z, 
1998) 

Baseball Saved Us rMochizuki 1993) 
El beisbol nos salvo rVfochiTiiki 1995) Literature Discussion Set # 1 

Discrimination 
2IA/99 

The Adventures of Connie and 
Dieyo//.̂ .y aventuras de Connie v 
Diggo] (Garcia, 1987) 

A Picture Book of Martin T uther King. 
jE^(Adler, 1989) 
Un lihro ilustrado sabre Martin Luther 
Kinf h^io (Adler, 1992) 

Figure 6.10. Literature discussion set # 1 on issues of discrimination. 
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3-12-99 

Martin Luther King Jr 

Porque me recuerda a mi 

nino [que] lo mataron de 

un balazo. 

rA/fartin r iithw Kitiy Tr 

Because it reminds me of 

my god&ther [who] was 

killed by a shooting.] 

^Do^v-tivo .JUjjt-Wer-

V n  Ix f e w i » >  Q - — 

_kML_A2ZJo<a.i-=0— 

^ \>-V^ W)i\ nSf> 

O- fttowTi -To.vnuJ'pw 

J2.Xa—4&3Qflsi 

Figxire 6.11. Written sanq)le of Jaime's book choice for literature discussion on 
discrimination. 

For the second discussion on discrimination we decided to use Bawhall Saved Us 

again, but this time, an as an exception, with everyone. After our first discussion, I shared 

with Julia my sense that the chiklren in the literature circle that I was &cilitating lacked 

background about the story in order to make sense of it. Because of that situation Julia 

wanted to have a second discussion about the same book with everyone, so she could 

support them as a >^1iole class and gain more understanding of the story. Since the 

beginning I had the sense that Baseball Saved Us was too far above the children's 
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1. Oliver Button Is a Sissy. 

2. Pepita Talks Twice. 

3. Subway Sparrow. 

Is a Sissy as mv 

1st choice because 

it has nice words 

and nice pictures 

and the boys 

were nice to 

Oliver 

in the end. 
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Figure 6.12. Written sample of Amaury's book choice for literature discussion on gender. 

understanding and that a book like The Bracelet by Uchida (1993), which dealt with the 

same issue would be more manageable for the children. However, we needed the book in 

both languages, and The Bracelet was only in English, so Basgball Savcd Us was our best 

option. Therefore, Julia's idea of giving the students an opportunity to think about the 

book as a whole class and in small groups seemed to be the best option at that moment. 
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For that occasion, since everyone was going to be reading the same book, we needed 

criteria for grouping the students, and Julia decided to ask the children to write the name 

of one student they would like to have in their group and to give a reason for choosing 

that student. They made interesting choices and gave compelling reasons for justifying 

their choices: 

Isabela: Luis, porque cuando se me ohidan palabras en espaHol, el me 
ayuda. 
[Luis, because when I forget some words in Spanish he helps me.] 

Hector; Ada. Why? Because she's nice and she's a great partner and she 
helps me speak in Spanish and we're bilingual 

Luis: Vo escogi a Giselaporque le [para] ayudarle y para aprender mas 
y para que yo aprenda de ellay ella de mi 
[I chose Gisela in order to help her and to leam more and so I can 
leam from her and she from me.] 

I certainly did not expect the children to give such thoughtful reasons for choosing 

another student to be with them in a literature circle. This made us reflect on how we 

continually needed to re-evaluate our expectations of the children to examine if they were 

ever high enough. Some of the children seemed to be aware that one of the purposes of 

the literature circles was to think together, and they expressed that awareness in their 

choices. Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show Amaury's and Steve's choices and their reasoning. 
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Robin, because he's nice and he's my frjend and he's quiet We could share ideas with 
each other. 

Figure 6.13. Amaury's choice of a student for the discussion Saved Us. 

. _ 
%-eCKjs^ 

to ̂ ^ "to/>!<_ ty^/i "p. Q/v% -hi/tc}^^y 

I chose Dayanara because she does not talk to me when I am thinldng. 

Figure 6.14. Steve's choice of a student for the discussion nf Saved Us. 
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For the third literature discussion we offered four books related to issues of 

bilingualisnx One of the books. La mariposa [The butterfly] had been a choice for the 

first literature discussion and presented issues of discrimination against people who do not 

speak English. Including this choice helped us focus in the literature circles on the sense 

of belonging or '̂ feeling left out." Figure 6.15 shows the literature discussion set around 

the issue ofbilingualism. 

Peoita Talks TwicelPepita hahla 
dos veces (Xachtniaii. 1995) 

La mariposa [The butterfly] 
(Jimmz, 1998) 

Subway Sparrow \Gorri6n del 
metro] (Torres, 1993) 

In Mv Vamh//En mi familia 
(Garza, 1996) 

Literature Discussion # 3 
Language and Bilingualism 

2I\^I99 

Figure 6.15. Literature discussk)n set # 3 on language and bilingualism. 

The fourth discussion was related to issues of gender equity. The students had 

expressed interest in reading other books from the same set we had had on gender, so we 

decided to offer the same four books for a second discussion where they could choose a 

different book. Therefore the literature sets # 4 and 5 have the same books that deal with 

issues of gender as illustrated in Figure 6.16 but different group members. 
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Mv Mother, the Mail CAmeHMi 
mama to Qort^rQ (Mamy, 1976) 

Oliver Button Is a SLssv 
Oliver Button es un nena 

Eigg3d2Qfik (1986) 
El lihro de los cerdnx n 9911 

by Browne 

Afnayiny (1991) 
La asomhrosa Graciela rt 9961 

Hoffinan 

Literatxire Discussion Sets # 4 & S 
Gender Issues 

3/4/99 & 3/11/99 

Figure 6.16. Literature discussion sets # 4 & S on gender issues. 

We had two more literature discussions (# 6 and 7) before the students left for the 

intersession recess. Those discussions con^leted the focused data collection on the 

literature circles for the study because when the students returned they had more than one 

week with standardized tests and Julia needed to work on other things. For the sixth 

discussion, Julia and I decided to wrap up our focus on issues of discrimination and sense 

of belonging, and so we offered all of the books used from the beginning of that semester 

as choices for the students, 11 books in total. This time they had more time for browsing. 

Figure 6.17 shows one of the students who, before making his decision, sat on the floor 

browsing three different books that dealt with issues of discrimination: Piggvbook. A 



Picture Book of Martin Luther King. and Baseball Saved Us while other students were 

examining other books or talking to others about the books they were considering. 

Figure 6.17. Student examining books before choosing one for literature discussion. 

Figure 6.18 illustrates the five books that the students chose for the sixth 

discussion. Because of the number ofbooks offered and their choices, we had five 

literature circles for this discussion. 
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For the last discussion, we were interested in leaving the students with a sense of 

hope that they had some power to contribute to the fight against discrimination. We 

looked for books where the main characters were children trying to do something to solve 

social problems related to discrimination. For this seventh discussion we had particular 
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3/18/99 "Closing'' the focus and looking for connections 

Oliver Button 

Subway Sparrows 

La mariposa 

Pepita Talks TvjicdPepita habla dos veces 

Piggyfaook 

Figure 6.18. Literature discussion set # 6. 

difi5culty finding bilingual books or editions in both languages. Therefore, Julia and I 

decided to ofifer two books that we found in both languages, one book that was only in 

English, and one book that was only in Spanish (see Figure 6.19). 

3/25/99 Children working for making a better work! 

Crow Boy (Yashima, 1955 & 1996) (English and Spanish) 

A Handful of Seeds (Hughes, 1993 & 1996) (English and Spanish) 

La Nina Invisible (Garcia-Sanchez & Pacheco, n.d) (Only in Spanish) 

Something Beautifiil (Wyeth, 1998) (Onfy in English) 

Figure 6.19. Literature discussion set # 7. 

Outline and Summary of the Preparation for Each Discussion 

In summary, once Julia and I had deckled on the titles we wanted to ofifer the 

students on a weekly basis (or every other week), the following schedule set the 

organization of the discussions: 
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Friday & Monday; Julia gave a brief talk on each book and read it aloud, if 
possible, in both languages. (I had a minimum participation 
in this step during the second phase due to schedule 
conflicts.) 

Monday: Students chose the books in the afternoon using a ballot 
with two choices, explaining why they chose the first 
option. They took the book home with a letter from the 
teacher. 

Monday: 

Tuesday: 

A relative read the book ak>ud to the child. 

A relative read the book aloud to the child for the second 
time and discussed it with the child. 

Wednesday: 

Thursday: 

Friday: 

A relative read the book to the child and helped him or her 
to choose three parts that he or she had questions about, 
that showed connections for the student or that he or she 
wanted to share in the small group. The student put post-it 
notes on the three pages he or she wanted to share. Some 
students even wrote questions on the sticky notes. 

Groups met with Julia or me while the rest of the class was 
responding to the book through writing, sketch to stretch, 
gra^ti, letter writing, poems, etc. Usually, the students 
from each literature circle had an informal sharing with the 
whole class on how they had responded to the book. The 
rest of the class could pose questions to the students who 
were sharing their discussion of the book. 

Sometimes, the students had a more formal sharing of their 
discussions, wherein as a group they took time to think how 
to share the book with the class. 

In this chapter I described the trajectory or the organization of the literature circles 

by presenting how Julia and I introduced the literature discussions into the curriculum 

when the children were in first grade. The organization of the literature discussions 

evolved by second grade when we began to have bilingual literative discussions. I also 
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described in detail how the focus on discrimination was chosen as an organizer for the 

literature discussions and how it addressed students' questions, the ofiBcial curriculum, and 

our research interests. Through the process of organizing the literature discussions Julia 

and I made many important decisions to create the context that we believed would best 

support children as thinkers. We negotiated the curriculum among us and with the 

children, addressing our interests and theirs as they made their choices and asked 

questions. 
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CHAPTER? 

TEACHERS' ROLES AND LINGUISTIC CONTEXT OF THE DISCUSSIONS 

This chapter, the last in Section n that addresses different aspects of the context 

for the discussions, has two parts. In the first part, I briefly describe the roles Julia and I 

assumed in the discussions as reflected in our talk in the literature circles. The focus of 

this study is the talk of bilingual students in small group literature discussions. However, 

it is assumed that our talk and the roles we assumed influenced the students' discussions, 

thus, I present a summary of our talk. The second part of this chapter describes a 

preliminary analysis of the linguistic context of the literature circles, focusing on the 

children's choices of language. This preliminary analysis will be pursued further in a 

future study, since it is not the focus of this dissertation, but it constitutes an important 

feature of the children's discourse that needs to be addressed. 

Teachers' Talk and Roles in the Literature Circles 

As was explained in Chapter 3 on Methodology, the transcripts of the 11 literatiire 

discussions chosen for in-depth analysis had a total of3,607 conversational turns, and 

from that number 1,214 conversational tvims, or 34%, constituted the language of the two 

adults—Julia and I~&cilitating the discussions and 2,393 conversational turns or 66% was 

the language of the childrerL 

The initial qualitative analysis of Julia's and my conversational turns enabled me to 

identify five types of responses that point to the roles that we assumed in the discussions. 

A more refined analysis will enable me to identify subcategories for our responses, but that 
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is a topic for a further study. The five broad types of responses that constitute the 

categories for analysis are responses related to a) &cilitating the discussions, b) 

procedures, c) participating as readers, d) kidwatching, and e) being active listeners. The 

category relating to Procedures is indeed a subcategory of Facilitating, but I coded it 

separately because I was interested in examining what were the procedures we established 

over time, how we began the discussions and what kind of rules we established. For the 

definitions of the categories I am drawing mainfy on Kauffinan, Short, Crawford, Kahn, 

and Kaser (1996) who conducted a study on the roles of teachers and students in literature 

circles and who established similar categories. Table 7.1 summarizes the ficquencies and 

percentages for the five categories of aduk talk in the 11 selected literature circles. 

Table 7.1 

Frequencies and Percentages for Five Categories of Teachers' Talk 

Category 1 

Facilitating 

Category 2 

Procedures 

Category 3 

Participant 

Category 4 

Kidwatcher 

Category 5 

Active Listening 

n % n % n % n % n % 

729 60 210 17 176 14 65 5 35 3 

A brief description follows of the five categories and examples, including how I 

coded our responses. The examples of the first three categories are from the discussion of 

Isabella's Bed, a discussion fecilitated by Julia. 
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Category 1: Facilitating 

This category comprises 60% of the "teacher talk" (see Table 7.1). It was the 

primary role Julia and I assumed in the literature circles. This category includes comments 

where Julia and I are encouraging students to expand their ideas, or to participate. It also 

includes comments for clarification of details related to the stories, restatement sentences, 

and other comments and questions aimed at maintaining the conversatk>n as the following 

two comments illustrate: 

22 Julia: lEso te recordo de eso? ̂ Entendiste lo que el dijo? What do you 
think? [Did that remind you of that? [Did you understand what he 
said?] 

48 Julia: ^Si? iQue nos ibas a decir Isabela? [Yes? (Really?) What were 
you going to tell us, Isabela?] 

(Excerpts # 6 & 7: Isabella's Bed. 10/21/98.) 

Cateyorv 2: Procedures 

As explained above, this is a subcategory of category 1, because the comments 

coded within this category were intended to facilitate the discussions. Julia and I had not 

established these procedures in advance, we had not articulated them before organizing 

the discussions. To satisfy my particular interest in examining the procedures or "rules" 

that we established in the literature circles, I coded them separately and defined them as: 

opening and closing procedures; "rules" for talking, such as talking loudly; language use; 

no need for raising hands; listening; and posing questions to others. The comments coded 
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into this category comprised 17% of teacher talk in the literature circles. In what follows I 

present an example of comments coded into this category: 

1 Julia: (Addressing Isabela and Luis) Nosotros tenemos que hacer una 
cosa porque Amaury no habla mucho espaHol. Asi que hay que 
hablarle despacito a ver si Amaury nos entiende. OK? And you 
can talk to us in English and well figure out what we do. OK? [We 
have to do something because Amaury does not speak too much 
Spanish. So we have to talk slow to see if he understands us, OK?] 

15 Julia: OK, keep going on to the next. Whoever wants to go on. 

(Excerpt # 8: Isabella's Bed. 10/21/98.) 

In that excerpt Julia invites the Spanish dominant students to talk slowly since 

Amaury is an Engish dominant student and does not understand too much Spanish. She 

also reminds Amaury that he can talk in English even if the rest of the small group is made 

up of Spanish dominant students. Those are examples of the kinds of procedures we were 

establishing in the discussions. 

Catecorv ,1: Participant 

There were many instances where Julia and I participated as readers responding to 

the stories, expressing, for exan^)Ie, the parts we liked or did not like in the books, or we 

made comments expressing our opinion, or talking about our experiences. Those 

responses were coded under this category of Participant and comprised 14% of our talk in 

the literature circles: 
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20 Julia: And he'd always come back with presents for you from the dififerent 
places he went? That's neat! 

(Excerpt # 9: Isabella's Bed. 10/21/98.) 

In that excerpt Julia responds spontaneously to a child's comment by expressing 

her opinion on how neat is what he said about his &ther bringing him presents from his 

trips. 

Category 4: Kidwatcher 

The comments coded into this category represents 5% of teacher talk in the 

literature circles. Coded into this category were comments in which the main intent 

seemed to be to explore children's feelings about the stories, what was on their minds, and 

to know more about their personal and &mily experiences. These comments implied that 

we were observers (listeners) of students' talk (Goodman, 1978). This category was 

present mostly in Julia's discourse. I have comments coded into this category in only one 

of the five literature circles that I &cilitated, out of the 11 literature circles chosen for in-

depth analysis. That comment was in the discussion of Oliver Button Is a Sissv where I 

had a particular interest in understanding Ada's expressions suggesting that she wanted to 

be a boy. This category was one of the major difikrences in coded comments between 

Julia's talk and my talk. Also included in this category were comments where we adopted 

the role of "advocates" or advisers by orienting the children on what to do in situations 

that did not seem to be safe for them. The following example was taken from the 
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discussion of A Picture Book of Martin Luther Kiny. Jr. where Julia expresses interest in 

the child's feelings and safety; 

141 Amaury: When I'm in bed all the time, I &11 asleep and every night 
like at 12:00 I always hear gunshots. 

Sandy: Uh hm, that's what I hear= 

Gisela: (Inaudible) 

Sandy: =at my house. And that's how I get all scared. 

[Kidwatcher] 145 Julia: So you get scared? 

146 Nadine: Teacher. 

142 

143 

144 

[Kidwatcher] 147 

148 

149 

150 

[Kidwatcher] 151 

Julia: Do you think that when you hear that you should go outside 
in the street? 

Sandy: No, I don't think they should do that because I think that 
they should throw their guns away. 

Johaira: (inaudible) 

Gisela: Dicen que a las doce se hicieron balazos alia en el (place's 
name). [(Some people) say that at 12:00 there was a shooting there 
in (place's name).] 

Julia: Hay que tener cuidado. [You have to be careful] If you ever 
hear, when you're in your house, when you hear gunshots, never 
leave your house, and if you're by a window, get away from the 
window and just lay on the ground, on the floor. Because that way, 
if anything comes in, it won't hit you because you're close to the 
floor. 

(Excerpt # 10: A Picture Boole of Martin I.uther Kiny. Jr.. 2/4/99.) 

Julia's advice to the students was beyond her role as a &cilitator of the literature 

discussions to one of advocate for the children's safety. This illustrates her concern for 
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the children and her knowledge of the things that might be happening in the children's 

communities. 

Category 5: Active Listener 

Coded into this category were background comments where we acknowledged 

children's statements, such as 'yeah,' or 'hmmm," "aha," "OK," "right," "I understand," 

"si" ["yes"] and "what?." They represented 3% of our talk in the literature circles. 

Fyamplgs nf fhe Five Codes for the Teachers' Talk 

and Roles in the Literature Circles 

In the following excerpts I present exaRq>les of four of the categories for our talk 

and show how they were coded. The first excerpt is taken fi:om Isabella's Bed, a literature 

circle facilitated by Julia during Fall 1998. I did member check of the coding with Julia. 

[Procedures] 29 Julia: Recuerden que tienen que hablar mas alto porque 
cast no los oigo y la g^abadora no va a recoger lo que 
dicen. [Remember that you have to talk loud because I can't 
hardly hear you and the record machine will not record what 
you are saying.] 

30 Isabela: OK. 

(Amaury begins to talk but his comment is not audible and there is an overlapping 
with Isabela's following comment.) 

31 Isabela: A mi me gusto esta parte cuando= 

[Procedures] 32 Julia: OK, espera que elya empezo. [Wait, he just already 
began.] 
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33 

[Facilitating] 34 

35 

[Kidwatcher] 36 

37 

[Participant] 38 

39 

[Facilitating] 40 

Amaury; And this one, I remember when my dad took me to 
the ocean. This part. This done right here. My dad took 
me to the ocean. 

Julia: On your bed? 

Amaury; No. 

Julia: Just you and your dad? Yeah, and what you did at the 
ocean? 

Amaury: We were whale watching. 

Julia: You were whale watching? How neat! 

Amaury: I saw a dolphiiL 

Julia: ^Tu que nos ibas a decir de esta hoja? [What were 
you going to say about that page?] 

(Excerpt # 11: Isabella's Bed, 10/21/98.) 

In this excerpt (line 29), Julia reminds the children to speak loudly at the 

beginning of the discussion in that literature circle and intervenes in a case of overlapping 

talk between Amaury, who had just begun to talk, and Isabela, giving the turn to Amaury 

(32). These two comments are exan:q)le of comments coded into the category of 

Procedures because Julia is reminding the children to speak loudly and that oiKe a person 

begins to talk in the literature circles, the others need to listen and wait until the student 

finishes talking. The children also took on this role of giving turns to others, thus the 

responsibility and power in deciding turn taking was shared among the members of the 

literature circles. 
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Once Amaury got a turn, he shared a personal connection to an experience he had 

with his &ther at the sea. Julia asks for clarification and for extension of his comment 

(34), which as an exaaq>Ie of her role as Facilitator. After Amaury's clarification, Julia 

shows interest in knowing more about Amauiy's experience with his fiuher, by posing a 

question that shows a genuine interest in knowing about the boy's fiunify experiences (36) 

that I coded into Kidwatcher. Her response to Amauiy's e}q)erience on whale watching 

with his &ther is '*How neat!" (38), expressing her personal opinion about that experience, 

which fits within the category of Teacher Partkipant. Finalfy, she continues Facilitating 

the discussion by inviting another student to participate (40). 

The following excerpt includes examples of four of the categories from my talk. It 

was taken from the first discussion of Pepita Talks Twice. The chiklren were asking 

Robin, who said he knew the numbers in Chinese, how to say them: 

333 Roberto; What did he say (looking at me. Carmen)? 

334 Robin: /Squash/ 

[Procedures] 335 Carmen: /Ask him/ 

336 Roberto: What did you say? 

337 Robin: Squash. 

338 Roberto: What does that mean? 

339 Robin: 10; 100. 

[Facilitating] 340 Carmen: Do you remember? 

341 Steve: Squashies. 
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[Procedures] 342 Carmen: You remembered. Is there any other part of the 
story that we want to share? 

343 Steve: Nope. 

344 Robin: No. 

345 Roberto: Yeah 

[Procedures] 346 Carmen: No? Or yes? Yes? Is there any other part? 

347 Robin: Oh yeah. I thought the dog was going to get hit by 
the car. 

[Participant] 348 Carmen: I also. I was scared. 

(Excerpt # 12: Peoita Talks Twice. 2/18/99.) 

Robin was trying to remember how to say 100 in Chinese, and finally he said it to 

the group. Two students are trying to say the number but Robin repeats his pronunciation 

of the number. Roberto then asks me to repeat A^liat Robin said, and I tell him to address 

the question to the person who made the comment, Robin (335). I remind Roberto of one 

of the "rules" for the discussions. Since we wanted the students to talk to each other and 

not only to us, this comment is an exan^>le of the comments coded under Procedures. 

Because it took a while until Robin remembered the number and he hesitated a lot when 

saying it, 1 asked him if he had finally remembered how to say 100 in Chinese (340). I 

interpret this comment as following up on Robin's original comment that he didn't 

remember how to say the number, which is a way of &cilitating the discussion. However, 

I had just perceived that the discussion was coming to a close, and thus my questions on 

(342) and (346) point to closure procedures because I wanted to be sure that the 
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discussion was finishing before moving on to the next activity. The discussion indeed 

ended minutes later. Before finishing, Robin made a comment about one of the 

illustrations representing a dramatic scene of the story and I responded as a reader who 

really liked that story, expressing the feelings the illustration raised on me (348). This 

comment is an example of comments coded under the category of Participant. 

To complete the discussion on the different aq)ects that constitute the context for 

the children's responses, I briefly address now the language the children used in the 

literature circles. 

Linguistic Context of the Discussions 

In the second part of this chapter I explore the children's choices of language in 

their discussions in the small groups. This is an important part of the context of the 

children's discussions since they were making meaning and responding to literature in two 

languages. All of the excerpts presented in this dissertation retain the language used by 

the students, either in Spanish, in English or by codeswitching between both languages. It 

was important for me to present the voices of the students as authentic as possible, not 

only through careful selections of representative excerpts, but also by presenting them in 

the language used by the students. 

I knew that it would not be possible to con^lete, within the scope of this 

dissertation, a sociolinguistic analysis of the data for an in-depth examination of students' 

use of langiiage in the literature discussions because the analysis for the first two questions 

turned out to be so complex and extensive. Therefore, I decided to leave that analysis for 
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of children's use of language during the literature discussions. 

In this preliminary analysis I examined the discourse of the nine case study children 

in the 11 literature circles that constitutes the primary source of data in this research. I 

used the same unit of analysis established to describe the children's types of responses, 

that is, their conversational turns. I modified the unit of anafysis taking out all of the 

conversational turns that consisted only of expressions of active listening, such as "hum" 

and "aha" etc, but did continue to consider expressions as "yes," "51," and "what." I also 

did not code proper names mentioned by the students in the conversational turns, which 

were mostly students' names. My reason for that decision was that even if it was evident 

that some names were Spanish names and others English names, some English and 

Spanish dominant students have names in their second language, and I could not conclude 

from the use of names by other members A^^ther they were speaking Spanish or English. 

I coded the conversational turns of the nine students into three categories: Spanish, 

if the conversational turn was totally in Spanish; English, if the conversational turn was 

totally expressed in English; and Codeswitching, if the students used both English and 

Spanish within a conversational turn. Drawing on Valdes (1981), I defined 

"codeswitching" as the ahemating use of Spanish and English languages at the word, 

phrase, clause, or sentence level within a single conversational turn. 



The decision to include the third category of "codeswitching" in this preliminary 

analysis emerged from the transcripts and from my experience listening to the students in 

the discussions. In reviewing the professional literature on codeswitching it was evident 

that it is an in^rtant topic in sociolinguistics, but as different scholars point out 

(Dubinina, 1998; McChire, 1981) there is no consensus among researchers as at to what 

constitutes codeswitching. Vakies (1981) defines it as **the alternating use of two 

languages at the word, phrase, clause, or sentence lever (p. 95). Baker (1996) defines it 

as when an individual (more or less deliberately) alternates between two or more 

languages. Baker describes it as a fr^uent behavior among bilinguals with a variety of 

valuable purposes and benefits. Gumperz (1977) defines it as the juxtaposition of 

passages of speech belonging to two different grammatical systems or subsystems within 

the same exchange. For a review of different definitions for the term codeswitching see 

Dubinina (1998). 

Gumperz's (1977) study invited researchers to move away from viewing 

codeswitching as a deviant and negative behavior, which was the prevalent approach to 

the study of codeswitching until his research. Since his work and the work of others, 

"'codeswitching" has been studied "as a stylistic device, a discourse strategy, a 

contextualization cue, and a social/ethnic identity marker" (Dubinina, 1998, p. 16). 

Finally I decided to examine the children's use of language, comparing its use 

within the three or four literature circles in which each student participated (from the 11 
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literanire circles) to see how their use of language or their language choice evolved from 

one literature circle to another. 

Overview of Spanish. Enyikh and Codeswitchiny in Students' Discussions 

I began this exploratory analysis of children's language use by focusing on the 

frequency and percentages of conversational turns the children said in Spanish (Span), in 

English (Eng), and percentages of turns >^iere the students codeswitched (Codesw). The 

following excerpt illustrates my coding. The exan:̂ )le is taken from the discussion of Id 

Mv Familv/£w mi familia: 

[Codesw] 46 Helena: A mi me gusto este porque el libra trata de tu familia, 
para que ellos puedan estar como en un party y aqui frien 
empanadas. i Verdad que puedes hacer empanadas en un party? 
[I liked this because the book is about your frunOy, so they can be 
like in a party, and here they fry empanadas. You can do 
empanadas in a party, right?] 

[Engi 47 Mario: My turn. Please, please, please. Can I do that (page)? 

48 Helena: Uh hm. 

[Span] 49 Mario: A mi me gusto esta parte, me recordo, cuando mi papa 
cortaba nopales. [I liked this part because it reminded me when my 
dad cut nopales.] 

[Span] 50 Helena: El mio tambien. [My (&ther) also.] 
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[Codesw] 51 Mario: \ha\etaoKhecdL\xsc ustedes tambien lo hicieron. A mi me 
gusto esta parte porque cuando era Easter day yo les 
ayudaba a pintar. (T have more (parts to share) because 
you also did it (shared nwre than one page). I liked this 
part because when it was Easter Day I helped them to color 
(the eggs).] 

[Span] 52 Helena: Yo tambien. [Me too.] 

(Excerpt # 13: fn Mv Famitv/ZTfi mi familia 2/18/99.) 

In this first analysis I only considered basic types of codeswitching: at a word level, 

at a phrase and at a sentence level or a sequence of sentences. An example of a 

codeswitch involving a word is Helena's used of the word "party" (line 46), following 

Valdes (1981). I did not differentiate between borrowing and codeswitching at the word 

level, but considered them within the same basic category of codeswitching. I observed 

that when the children switched at a word level that did not necessarily mean that the 

students did not know the word in the language they were using. Observe Ada's use of 

the word "question" instead ofpregunta in the following excerpts from the discussion of 

Baseball Saved Us. She frequently inserted the word "question" in her conversatk>n in 

Spanish when she wanted to ask something, but she knew how to say it in Spanish as she 

did at another point within the same discussion: 

114 Ada: Aquiyo tengo una question. [Here I have a question.] 

195 Ada: Yo tengo una question. [I have a question.] 

391 Ada: ^Esta es la pregunta que te hice? [Is that the question that I 
posed?] 

(Excerpts # 14, 15, & 16: Baseball Saved Us. 2/11/99.) 
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I considered a turn to be a codeswitch also when the student changed codes in 

phrases or in sentences as in excerpt # 13, line 51 presented above from In Mv Familv/fw 

mi familia. when Mario says the first part of the clause in English and then the second part 

in Spanish (51). From the analysis, I prepared Table 7.2 that gives an overview of the use 

of language by the nine case study children and by Julia and me in the 11 case study 

literature circles. The first column gives the name of the student and his or her dominam 

language. The second cohmm gives the title of the three literature circles (some 

abbreviated) in which the student participated and the language composition of the group, 

that is, if all of the members were Spanish dominant (S), English dominant (E), or if there 

where Spanish and English dominant students in the same literature circle (B). Third, 

fourth and fiith columns present the students' percentage of conversational turns coded 

into the three categories; Spanish, English and Codeswitching. The last column indicates 

the percentage of participation the student bad in each literature circle in terms of numbers 

of conversational turns used within the specific literature circle. 

The table shows that all of the students at some point of the discussions used both 

languages. When I saw the percentages in the table, I realized how misleading terms such 

as the "Spanish group" and the "English group" were. Julia and I had been using those 

terms to describe the groups since the beginning of our work with the children in first 

grade. This quantitative analysis surprised me even though I had been listening to the 

students speaking in both languages. The table made me revise my own perceptions 

and assumptions about the students in terms of language use. It also let me know why 
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Table 7.2 
Percentages of Conversational Turns Coded bv \ angllflg'* ^ V 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
Speaker Literature circle & group %of %of Code- Participation in 

& language language composition turns in turns in switching literature circle 
dominance Spanish English 

H^or 002 Tight Times (E) 24% 73% 2% 23% 
(English) 004 Baseball Saved Us (B) lOO*/. 0 0 7% 

010 A Handful of Seeds (B) 83% 17% 0 5% 

Sandy 002 Tight Times (E) 0 100% 0 19% 
(English) 003 Martin Luther King (B) 2% 98% 0 24% 

006 Pepita Talks Twice I (E) 0 100% 0 13% 
008 Pepita Talks Twice 2 (B) 31% 69% 0 17% 

Amaury 001 Isabella's Bed (B) 5% 95% 0 22% 
(English) 003 Martin Luther King (B) 0 100% 0 19% 

009 Oliver Button (B) 0 100% 0 11% 

Helena 002 Tight Times (E) 16% 84% 0 21% 
(Bilingual) 005 In My Family (B) 31% 57% 11% 20% 

009 Oliver Button (B) 21% 60% 19% 9% 

Isabela 001 Isabella's Bed (B) 84% 7% 9% 27% 
(Spanish) 007 Amazing Grace (B) 95% 0 5% 11% 

008 Pepita Talks Twice 2 (B) 93% 0 7% 28% 
0\ \ La nina invisible (S) 91% 3% 6% 17% 

Diana 004 Baseball Saved Us (B) 96% 0 4% 16% 
(Spanish) 007 Amazing Grace (B) 81% 9% 10% 25% 

0\ \ La nifia invisible (S) 97% 0 3% 14% 

Luis 001 Isabella's Bed (B) 93% 7% 0 13% 
(Spanish) 004 Baseball Saved Us (B) 100% 0 0 22% 

008 Pepita Talks Twice 2 (B) 94% 0 6% 19% 
010 A Handful of Seeds (B) 100% 0 0 14% 

Ada 004 Baseball Saved Us (B) 85% 8% 7% 15% 
(Spanish) 009 Oliver Button (B) 55% 36% 9% 25% 

010 A Handful of Seeds (B) 92% 4% 4% 13% 

Mario 005 In My Family (B) 53% 39% 8% 26% 
(Spanish) 007 Amazing Grace (B) 75% 17% 8% 29% 

010 A Handful of Seeds (B) 82% 13% 5% 25% 

(table continues) 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 
Adults Literature circle 8l group •/.of %of Code- Participation in 

& language composition turns in turns in switching literature circle 
language Spanish English 

dominance 

Julia 001 Isabella's Bed (B) 49% 38% 13% 38% 
(Bilingual) 002 Tight Times (E) 13% 84% 3% 37% 

003 Martin Luther King, (B) 18*/« 73% 9% 35% 
OOS In My Family (B) 38*/« 46% 16% 32% 
008 Pepita Talks Twice 2 (B) 87% 13% 0 24% 
011 La niHa invisible (S) 93% 3% 3% 28% 

Carmen 004 Baseball Saved Us (B) 96% 0 4% 39% 
(Spanish) 006 Pepita Talks Twice I (E) 1% 91% 8% 37% 

007 Amazing Grace (B) 72% 8% 20% 31% 
009 Oliver Button (B) 26% 46% 28% 29% 
010 A Handful of Seeds (B) 81% 7% 12% 37% 

close examination of bilingual children's language use is needed. I now address below 

some of the interesting insights offered by Table 7.2. I focus on selected students whose 

particular use of language stood out as intriguing. 

Hector 

One of the things that stood out from the table as particularly interesting for me is 

Hector's use of Spanish, his second language. The table conlBrmed what I had observed: 

Hector, an English dominant student, chose to speak in Spanish in the literature circles and 

did so even at the expense of his participation. The literature circle in which he had the 

largest participation (in comparison to his participation in the other literature circles, 23%) 

was literature circle 002, Tight Times, an all English dominant group where he spoke 73% 

of his turns in English. In fact, he was the student who had the largest participation in 

comparison to the other members of that English dominant literature circle as Figure 7.1 
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illustrates. In contrast, in the bilingual literature circle where he decided to speak 100% of 

his turns in Spanish he had the lowest percentage of participation as Figure 7.2 illustrates. 

Percentages Participation 
002 Tight Times 

Julia Hector 

D Helena • Sandy 

Fi~ure 7 .1 . Percentages of conversational 
turns in the discussion of Tight Times by 
participants. 

Percentages Participation 
004 Baseball Saved Us 

Carmen Luis 

D Diana II Ada 

D Hector 

Figure 7 .2. Percentages of conversational 
turns in the discussion of Baseball Saved Us 
by participants. 

It seems that the context of the groups influenced his use of Spanish. In addition, 

there are other possible reasons for explaining Hector's choices. Hector had talked about 

learning Spanish at the beginning of the literature discussions in the Spring semester. In 

discussing The Adventures of Connie and Diego/ Las aventuras de Connie v Diego (a 

secondary data source) he said: "I have been born in the United States and thanks to my 

grandma and grandpa they taught me Spanish." I perceived a feeling of pride about his 

Spanish literacy in his words. The literature circles provided him with an opportunity to 

use his second language, an opportunity that he took advantage of as both Figures 7.1 and 

7.2 show. In the literature circle 002 discussing Tight Times, all of the members were 
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English dominant speakers, and he was the student who had the largest participation 

(23%), even when he decided to speak 24% of his turns in Spanish. 

As described in his profile in Ch£^)ter 4, H^tor's grand&ther died in the course of 

this study and his mother expressed concern to Julia because H^tor was very ck)se to his 

grandfather but he did not want to go to the hospital to see him, H^or always chose 

dual language books for the literature discussions v^ien we ofifered that type of book, and 

he said that he read the literature discussion books in Spanish with bis grandmother. In 

the context of Motor's knowledge that his grand&ther was sick, and the subsequent loss 

of his grandfather, I wondered about the role that having a book in Spanish and being able 

to read it with his grandmother played in Motor's emotional life. It seems that Hrator's 

bond with his grandparents influenced his commitment to speak S[)anish. Even after three 

attempts Julia and I did not succeed in interviewit^ his mother and grandmother, and the 

third attempt coincided with the death of H^tor's grand&ther. 

Luis and Amaurv 

A second interesting observation fivm Table 7.2 is that the two students who 

nearly always spoke in their dominant language with a minimum use of their second 

language or of codesMdtching were also in the Guided Reading group for the top readers 

as evaluated by Julia: Luis, one of the top Spanish readers and Amaury, the top English 

reader. Although I do not know the reasons for that pattern, it is clear that they stayed 

safely in the language they knew they were strong in and good at: their dominant 

language. They did not take risks in trying to speak in a different language even when 
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they were in Bilingual groups, when we were supportive of that kind of risktaking in the 

literature circles, and even when we were not evaluating language proficiency in their 

discussions. 

The only comments that Amaury had in Spanish (in these three literature circles 

included in Table 7.2) occurred in the discussion oflsabella's Bed (001) where Isabela had 

the largest number of codes. Figure 7.3 illustrates the percentages of participation for the 

four members of that literature circle. 

Percentages Participation 
001 Isabella's Bed 

Julia lsabela 

0 Amaury • Luis 

Figure 7.3. Percentages of conversational turns in the discussion oflsabella's Bed by 
participants. 

The organization of that literature circle in terms of group members is special 

because it was one of the literature circles that had only three members due to absences. 

In a bilingual group that low of a number of participants represents a big challenge, 
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especially when the two top readers decided to stay in the language they knew best 

throughout the literature discussions. The third member, Isabela, also had three 

characteristics that were going to have an impact on the distribution of participation within 

the small group; she was an emergent reader, she was a strong Spanish speaker, and she 

usually had a high percentage of participation, as is reflected in Figure 7.3 where she used 

27% of the conversational turns. The following excerpts from the discussion of I^zsUalS 

Bed offer a glimpse into the dynamics of this small group in terms of language—having 

only one English dominant student together with two Spanish dominant speakers—and in 

terms of power—with three students with strong leadership, the one who talked the most 

was a girl and an emergent reader among two boys who were considered top readers. The 

first excerpt illustrates the beginning of that discussion. Julia had just said—in Spanish—to 

the Spanish speakers that they needed to speak slowly to see if Amaury understood. 

Isabela, then, is the first student sharing; 

Transcription Translation 

4 Isabela; yd, yo, yo. [Buscando en el Isabela; Me, me, me. [Searching in the 
libra]. A mi me gusto esta pctrte porque book]. I liked this part because (it) 
tenia— le dijo la nana que ella era— had— the grandmother said that 
que esta era la cama de ella y ella era she—that this was her bed, and that she 
Isabella. [5^ puso a buscar una segunda was Isabella. [She was looking for a 
parte para compartir]. second part to share.] 

5 Julia; OK, pero quedate en esa hoja Julia: OK, but stayed on that page 
porque acuerdate que Amaury no because remember that Amaury does not 
entiende mucho, asi que hay que hablar understand a lot, so we have to talk to 
con el tambien para que el entienda. him also so he understands. [Addressing 
[Hablandole a Amaury] lEnteruiiste? Amaury] Did you understand? 
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6 Isabela; Y lo puedo decir en ingles. I 
liked this part because la nana said that 
she is Isabella and I liked the little fish 
right here. 

Isabela: And I can say it in English. I 
like this part because the grandmother 
said that she is Isabella and I liked the 
little fish right here. 

10/21/98.) 

Isabela begins sharing her &vorite parts and then translates into English so Amaury 

understands. Indeed, this was the literature circle vdiere Isabela and Luis had more turns 

coded as English, which highlights the in^mrtance of the linguistic context influencing 

their language choices. The discussion continued with Amaury sharing the parts of the 

book he had chosen to talk about, but when Luis talked, Julia made sure that someone 

translated for Amaury. 

27 Amaury: That's what he said. 

(Excerpt # 18; Isabella's Bed. 10/21/98.) 

In this excerpt, Amaury (25) does not allow Isabela to translate. He interrupts her 

and make attempts at translating for himself showing that he understands what Luis is 

21 Luis: A mi me recordo cuando nosotros, en primero 
(inaudible). [It reminded me of when we were in 
first grade (inaudible).] 

22 Julia: ^Eso te recordo de eso? ^Entendiste lo que el dijo? 
What do you think? [That reminded you of that?] 
(To Amaury) Did you understand what he said? 

23 Luis; Because, this part... 

24 Isabela; He said he likes this part= 

25 Amaury; He likes this part because we all... 

26 Julia: Well, cause we went to the desert. 
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saying and is probably giving the message that no one needed to translate for him—at least, 

not Isabela—even when Julia needed to finish the translation. It seems that he is a 

receptive bilingual in Spanish. In the last excerpt from this same literature circle, Julia 

helps the students prepare a web of ideas for the second discussion they were going to 

have two days later about the same book. The students are dictating issues to Julia that 

they would like to talk about agaia In was in the preparation for the web that Amauiy 

said the only few words in Spanish in the three literature circles. The following is part of 

that concluding discussion where they are reviewing what has been included on the web: 

Transcription Translation 

168 Julia: Los dibujos, OK 
ilustraciones, dibujos, qtte mdsl 

Julia: The pictures, OK, the illustrations, 
pictures, what else? 

169 Luis: Las palabras. Luis: The words. 

170 Amaury: The words. Amaury: The words. 

171 Isabela: Estaba muy loco el libra. 
Estaba como loquito el libro porque 
fueron a todas partes. Aventuras asi. 

Isabela: The book was too crazy. It was 
like a little bit crazy because they went 
everywhere. Like adventures. 

172 Luis: El gate. Luis: The cat. 

173 Julia: What else? ^Que mas? Las 
aventuras, las ilustraciones. . . 

Julia: What else? What else? The 
adventures, the illustrations ... 

174 Amaury: The bed. Amaury: The bed. 

175 Las palabras. Julia: The words . . . 

176 Luis: ^La cama? Luis: The bed? 
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177 Ainaury: La coma. Amaury: La cama. [The bed.] 

178 Isabela; La camona. Parece de 
madera. 

Isabela: The big bed. It looks like it was 
made of wood. 

(Excerpt # 19: Isabella's Bed. 10/21/98). 

In this final excerpt Luis repeats in Spanish Amaury's contribution to the web when 

Amaury says 'ihe bed." Luis mediates Amauiy's learning of vocabulary and particq>ation in 

the construction of the web by providing him with the word in Spanish in the form of a 

question (176). Amaury then accepts Luis's support, answers his questk>n and repeats the 

word in Spanish (177). 

Sociolinguists focusing on codeswtiching are not so much interested in the amount 

of codeswitching, but in the questions about whom, when, and why speakers codeswitch. 

Several factors have been identified as influencing speakers' choice of language and 

codeswitching, such as the social characteristics of the participants, the setting, discourse 

type, and topic. In research on children's use of language, McClure (1981) found that 

three characteristics of participants are important: language proficiency, language 

preference, and social identity. This preliminary analysis of the children's language use 

ofifers a glimpse into the influence of those characteristics in the children's language use. 

There were many instances where Spanish speaking children in this study used 

Spanish to talk to me and English to talk to their peers, which shows that they were 

sensitive to the listener language preferences. The children knew that my first language. 

Characteristics of Participants as a Reason for Codeswitchiny 



and the one I prefer to use, is Spanish. Ada's discussions on gender issues in Oliver 

Button Is a Sissv is an exan^le. She would pose questions to me in Spanish and taOc in 

English to her English speaking peers. Similar to Zentella's (1997) study, I observed in 

some students, such as Ada, sensitivity to the linguistic ability of the participants in the 

conversations occiming in the literature discussions. 

When discussing bilingualism (Chapter 9) in the group on Pepita Talks 

TvAce/Pepita habla dos veces. there is evidence that the social klentity of the participants 

influenced Sandy's efiforts to talk in Spanish. She stated that she was bilingual because 

she was Mexican as were other members of the group, but she was the only one who did 

not speak in Spanish. In that discussion as can be seen in Table 7.2, Sandy's turns were 

coded 31% in Spanish and 69% in English, the only literature circle where Sandy used 

Spanish in a significant amount. 

Stvlistic Codeswitchiny 

Gumperz (1977) and others identified what they classified as '̂metaphorical" or 

"stylistic codeswtiching" where the speaker codeswitching indicates the speaker's relation 

to particular sets of topics and generates additional meanings in what is being said. That 

may include among other styles, quotations, addressee specification, inteijections, 

repetition, and message qualification. In the children's discourse in this study as in 

McClure's study (1981), the children codeswitched for quotation as Allien Isabela, telling a 

whole personal experience in Spanish (Chapter 9, excerpt 72) inserts advice she received 
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form her older sister in the form of quotation: "You are going to be in big trouble." Those 

were the only words said in English by Isabela in that narrative. 

Although the use of codeswitching in these second grade students' discussion 

needs further study and analysis, from this exploratory analysis I found examples that point 

to what McClure (1981), V^uez, Pease-Alvarez, and Shannon (1994), Dubinina (1998), 

and others have found either in adults or chfldren, for instance that codeswitching is 

neither random nor the result of a linguistic deficit, but that it serves multiple functions. 

Summary 

In this chapter I summarized a preliminary analysis of the teachers' roles and the 

language used in the children's discussions. More extensive analysis of the data related to 

children's use of language will be done in a further study, examining more closely issues 

such as {)ersonal language dominance, groups language dominance, language of the texts, 

and language of the teacher. I did not present this chapter as part of the in-depth analysis 

and the findings of the study, but as an exploratory examination of teachers' roles and 

language use that may help to contextualize and understand the type of talk of the children 

that is analyzed next in Section m where I present the findings of the study. 
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SECTION UI: 

FINDINGS 

Section III describes the findings (chapters 8 through 11) and the inq>lications of 

the study (Chapter 12). This section constitutes the heart of the dissertation. Chapters 8 

through 11 answer the research questions. Chapter 8 describes the types of responses in 

students' talk, which inchide literary and non-literary responses. Chapters 9 through 11 

focus on the content of the children's discussions. Chapter 9 focuses on the children's 

ideas about bilingualism and their experiences as bilingual speakers. Chapter 10 analyzes 

the children's emergent ideas on issues of discrimination based on race and ethnicity. 

Chapter 11 focuses on issues of gender equity and identity discussed by the children in the 

literature circles. Finally, Chapter 12 presents the conclusions and implications of this 

research. 
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CHAPTERS 

TYPES OF RESPONSES IN STUDENTS' TALK 

With this chapter begins my description, analysis, and discussion of the findings of 

the dissertation. The main question of the research is; What is the nature of the talk in 

which second-grade bilingual Spanish/English students engage as they discuss children's 

literature in small groups? In this ch^ter I address the first subquestion related to the 

types of student responses to literature: What types of responses do students have to 

literature in small group discussions? As I explained in Chapter 3, on the section on 

data analysis, I needed to conduct a different analysis for each subquestion, and so the 

discussion of the findings in this and the next chapter begins with the description of the 

type of analysis conducted. 

Next I describe the coding process, in addition to describing each one of the 

categories and presenting examples fi-om the children's talk that illustrate the types of 

comments that were coded into each category. The three aspects of description of the 

categories, analysis, and discussion of the findings are intertwined throughout the chapter. 

In order to answer the subquestion on the types of responses, I examined the data and the 

categories from two different perspectives that constituted two different layers of analysis. 

The first one was to examine the talk that took place in each one of the 11 literature 

circles chosen for in-depth analysis, including the talk of all the members of the small 

groups. The second layer of analysis was to examine the literary responses of each 

individual case study child in each one of the 11 selected literature circles using the same 
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categories already identified in the analysis of the talk in the small groups but sorting them 

by case study child. In this second layer of analysis I looked for patterns of talk in 

individual children. This chapter has two major parts related to both layers of analysis, 

and the organization of the ch^ter is as follows: first part, the analysis of the children's 

responses in the small groups taking into account all the partfeipants, which includes two 

major types of responses, literary and non literary responses with subcategories for each 

type of talk, and second part, the analysis of the case study children's literary responses. 

Overview 

As it was described in Ch^ter 3, each one of the 3,607 conversational turns were 

coded, using the qualitative software NUD.IST 4, by name of the participants aixl by type 

of response. The qualitative analysis of the 2,393 corresponding to children's 

conversational turns enabled me to identify two major types of responses: 718 turns (30%) 

of non-literary responses, and 1,675 turns representing (70%) literary responses, as Figure 

8.1 illustrates. 

Being able to identify students' literary responses was relevant to this study 

because it was important to see if in using authentic children's literature—instead of 

leveled books—bilingual children were indeed able to provide literary responses. As 

Figure 8.1 shows, 70% of the children's talk were literary responses, and so this 

constitutes one of the main findings of the research. The analysis of the children's types of 

responses focuses on the literary responses. However, since non-literary responses 



Two Types of Children's Responses 
Frequencies & Percentages 

Literary Responses 

D Non-Literary Responses 

Fi~ure 8.1. Percentages for children's conversational turns coded into two types of 
responses in 11 literature circles. 
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represented 30% of the students' comments, I decided to examine them and I found that 

most of the comments coded into non-literary responses related to group discussion 

processes that I describe next. 

Non-Literary Responses 

Comments coded as non-literary responses were mostly related to group 

processes. The purpose of this section on non-literary responses is to give a general idea 

about what kinds of comments were included in the 30% of students' non-literary 

responses. I discuss percentages of the five main categories for the non-literary responses, 
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not of the subcategories I developed since I decided to focus my analysis on the children's 

literary responses, and leave the discussion of the subcategories for non-literary responses 

for a future and in-depth analysis, i^pendix D lists the frequencies and percentages of 

non-literary responses of the case study children in the 11 literature circles. 

Figure 8.2 illustrates the five categories that emerged from the analysis of the turns 

related to groups processes: Procedures (with five subcategories), Facilitatiiig, Active 

Listening, Trying to Take the Floor, and Social Talk. Three of these five categories-

Facilitating, Procedures and Active Listening—were also found in the analysis of the roles 

that Julia and I played in the literature circles summarized in Chapter 7. The definitions of 

these three categories are the same as described in that chapter. 

Cateyorv 1: Procedures 

This was the most fi^quent category of non-literary responses, therefore it was 

necessary to classify those comments into the five subcategories. Under Category 1; 

Procedures, I coded comments related to opening and closing discussion procedures, 

negotiating the language of the discussion, rules for talking and turn taking, brainstorming 

of ideas for planning fiiture discussions, as well as preparations for the discussions, which 

included comments related to &mily involvement, who read the book to/with the students 

at home, and ideas their relatives had about the books being discussed in the literature 

circles. A description and example of each one of these subcategories follow. When 

needed for adding a new perspective, data from secondary sources will be used and 

identified as such. The conversational turns coded into this Category 1: Procedures, 
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Categories of Children's Non-Literary Responses 

Family 
Involvement 

Negotiating 
turn taking 

Negotiating 
language 

Opening/closure 
procedures 

Brainstorming 

Category 2 
FacQitating 

18% 

Category 1 
Procedures 

57% 

Category 3 
Trying to 
Take the 

Floor 14% 

Category 5 
Social Talk 

6% 

Category 4 
Active Listening 

4% 

Non-Literary Responses 

30% of children's talk 

Figure 8.2. Categories of children's non-literary responses. 

comprised 57% of the children's non-literary responses, and 17% of all of the children's 

comments in the 11 literature circles chosen for in-depth analysis. See Figure 8.2 on non-

literary responses that includes the five aspects that will be described as part of Category 

1: Procedures. 
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Opening and Closing Procedures 

These comments show how the discussions usually began and ended and what 

were the expected procedures for the discussion. The following two excerpts illustrate 

how the discussions usually began. The excerpts come from different phases of the study. 

The first excerpt is taken from secondary data sources; it is one of the first discussions the 

children had in second grade and took place at the beginning of the academic year. Except 

for Jose's intertextual connection to The Little Read Hen story, which is a literary 

response, the rest of the excerpt illustrate the types of comments coded into Category 1 of 

Procedures. The following excerpt from that discussion offers a perspective that will help 

to illustrate how the dynamics of the group discussions changed over time. The children 

were discussing the book Green Com TamaiesJTamales de elote. The aduh in this excerpt 

is Julia: 

Julia: Whoever wants to can start. I mean, if you're 
ready. You don't have to raise your hands. Just 
remember that if one of us is talking, the rest of us 
listen. So go ahead. 

Dayanara; Let's go like this you guys (pointing to the members 
of the group in the order she is suggesting to talk). 

Julia: Go ahead. 

Jose: What do I talk about, my fevorite part? 

Julia: Anything that you want. You can tell us your 
&vori te  par t ,  something i t  made you think of . . .  

Jose: It made me think of The Little Red Hen. 
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Julia: OK. And it's our job to listen to what he says and if 
we have questions, we ask him questions. If you 
have a comment about what he said, we can make 
comments. Well, I have a question. Why did it 
make you think of The Little Red Hen? 

(Excerpt #20; Green Com Tamales/Tbm/i/gj de elote. g/26/98.) 

In this excerpt from one of the first literature discussions of second grade, Julia is 

demonstrating with her esqilanations and with her own responses what is expected from 

the literature discussions, what rules help keep the discussions going, and what is the 

nature of the literature circles. The children were expected to participate sharing whatever 

parts of the stories they wanted to talk about or whatever thoughts they had about the 

books. They were asked to listen attentive^ to one another in order to pose questions or 

to make comments about what the previous speaker shared. They could also take part in 

establishing the procedures for the discussion by suggestii^ the order of the speakers, as 

when Dayanara, pointing to the members of the literature circle, said: "Let's go like this, 

you guys." 

During the first literature circles and always when it was needed, the children were 

reminded of these procedures either by Julia or by me. At the end of the year most of the 

children had appropriated this kind of talk and its rules, and on several occasions the 

children initiated the discussion without the presence of an adult. In the following 

example, while I was fixing and focusing the videocamera, the children began to talk about 

the book Oliver Button Is a Sissv without any pron^jting on rxsy part. The length of the 

excerpt shows that the students were in charge of the discussion and knew what it is 



expected for beginning the discussions. However, I will divide it into three segments or 

small excerpts to &cilitate the discussion. As I stated in Chapter 3, the excerpts in 

Spanish will be displayed in italics. If most part of the text is in Spanish, the excerpt will 

be displayed in double column with transcription at the left and translation at the right. 

When there is more English than Spanish, the excerpt will be displayed in one single 

column and translation in brackets will follow immediate^ the Spanish words. 

1 Helena; I'm going to say it in English. Leave this right here. 

2 Ada: I'm going to say it in Spanish. 

3 Steve; I know. 

4 Helena: Wait. Let's do it like that. We're going to read the 
book for the literature discussion Oliver Button Is a 
Sissv. 

5 Amaury: Not Over Button: Oliver, Oliver. 

6 Ada: OK. Now it's my tura. Estamos leyendo literature 
discussion book v este se llama Oliver Button es un 
nena. [We are reading a literature discussion book 
and this is untitled Oliver Button es un nena.] 

7 Helena: OK. ^Quien esta aqui? My (name), Helena. [OK. 
Who is here? My (name), Helena.] 

8 Amaury: Amaury. 

9 Johaira: Johaira. 

10 Ada: Ada. Steve! 

11 Helena: Say your name. 

12 Steve: Steve Jacob Valdez Caballeros 
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13 Helena: OK. 

14 Ada: Y Carmen. 

15 Helena: And Cannea 

16 Amauiy: Your name is Steven in English, Steven (inaudible). 

17 Helena: Carmen, but she's not here yet.(Giggles) 

(Excerpt #21: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

In this very beginning of the discussion the children took the initiative and deckled 

who was going to say the title of the book (turns 1-6). Because it was a bilingual 

literature circle, they knew that the title needed to be read in both Spanish and English 

languages. The students also decided an order for taking turns for this part of the 

discussion (4). They also said their names (7-15), information that, together with book 

titles, they knew I needed for the study. After those procedures, the children began their 

discussion: 

18 Steve: Alright, whoever finds theirs first, shares theirs. 

19 Amaury: Wait! I find it first. I'm right here. 

20 Ada: I already found mine! 

21 Steve: I already found mine! I already found mine! 

22 Amaury: Whoever found theirs is (inaudible). 

23 Helena: I felt happy when... 

(Excerpt #22: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 
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The children followed the same procedure we always used for beginning to talk 

about the book: the reminder that whoever was ready could begin to talk (turn 18). Part 

of being ready was to kH)k for the sticky notes (post-it notes) that marked the parts of the 

story they wanted to share in the small group. The students eagerly k>oked for those parts 

hurrying to be the first one sharing. I finished setting the videocamera and at this time sat 

with the children. As it is shown in the following segment, the students continued 

organizing themselves for talking and sharing their &vorite parts. There was no need on 

my part for taking the initiative to lead the small circle, the children remained in control of 

the discussion. 

24 Ada: (Talking to me. Carmen.) Dijeron tu nombre, pero dijo, 
dijo "No, she is not here." [They said your name, but she 
said, she said: '̂ o, she is not here."] 

25 Helena: Todavia no esta aquL Ya llego la Miss. Ya llego la 
Carmen. OK. A mi me gusto el libro cuando el... [She is 
not here yet. The Miss just arrived. Carmen just arrived. 
OK. I  l iked the book when . . . ]  

26 Amaury; He hasn't got a sticky note in it. You need sticky 
notes (to mark the pages). 

27 Ada: We don't have any sticky notes. 

28 Amaury; I do. 

29 Helena: Cuando el nifio, el nifio andaba agarrando /lores y los 
otros ninos andaban jugando con la pelota. Y tambien me 
hizo sentir mal cuando su papa dijo que vaya a jugar con 
la pelota y que no era [que era] una sissy. Whose going 
next? Amaury. [When the boy, the boy was picking 
fk>wers and the other boys were playing with the ball. And 
it also made me feel bad when his dad tokl him to go to play 
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with the ball and that he was'n (was) a sissy. Whose going 
next? Amaury.] 

30 Amaury; I'm looking for mine. 

31 Helena: OK. Ada 

32 Ada: I'm looking for mine. 

33 Helena: Steve. 

34 Steve: I didnt know. 

35 Helena: Oh, you OH, puesyovoy a ir otravez. Tambienme 
gusto cuando la maestro, como se llama? [Oh, you forgot. 
OK, so I will go again. I also liked when the teacher, what 
is her name?] 

(Excerpt #23: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

This excerpt illustrates not only how the children had appropriated the opening 

procedures, but how they took on the role of &cilitators of the discussion, a category that 

will be discussed later. I enjoyed that they continued &cilitating the discussion when I sat 

at the table. In the three segments presented here from the beginning of a small group 

discussion (1-35) I had no turn or comments. From both excerpts and throughout the 

discussion it can be appreciated how empowered the children acted. They knew they 

could continue talking and facilitating the discussion even when I sat at the table with 

them (24-35). They did not wait for me to begin their discussions (1-23) nor did they stop 

talking when I joined the group. Although it is argued that teachers do not empower 

students, these excerpts show that teachers indeed mediate (Vygotsky, 1978) through 

their decisions, their talk and their silences, and create the context where children can feel 
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empowered. From the beginning of the literature circles, Julia and I shared our authority 

with the students. 

The students also reminded other members of the group of some procedures or 

"rules" for keeping a discussion going. Sometimes these procedures seemed to be a way 

of regulating their talk. The following excerpt from Oliver Button Is a Sissv is an example 

of how the children, re^wnsive to their audience, regulated their own and others* 

discourse. 

182 Steve: OK (taking a big breath and talking very fiist) I wonder why 
his &ther called him a sissy if it's his own son. And his 
mother didn't call him a sissy because that was his mother 
and she liked him. And probably his &ther= 

183 Ada: Can you talk slow? (Various students talking 
simultaneously) 

184 Steve: =his &ther didn't. Or maybe he called him a sissy because 
probably he (the &ther) is a sissy. 

185 Amaury: Maybe he is. 

186 Ada: No, but why is he—why are you talking so fast? 

187 Steve: Probably= 

188 Amaury: I dont understand a word you're saying. You're talking too 
&st. 

189 Ada: Yeah, me neither. Me neither. 

190 Carmen: OK. Slow. 

191 Ada: Because you talk so &st. 

192 Carmen: OK, do you think that= 
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193 Steve: Jorge talks &ster than me. 

194 Carmen: Steve, do you think that his dad is a sissy? 

195 Steve: /Yes./ 

196 Amaury: /No./ 

197 Carmen: Why do you think so? 

198 Steve: Because he's his own son a sis^. 

(Excerpt #24: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

Steve took a deep breath to pose a challenging question. Steve questioned the 

attitude of Oliver's &ther who called his own son a sissy in the story (182), and Steve 

thinks that maybe the &ther is the sissy of the story (184, 195). My interpretation of 

Steve's rushing to say what he was thinking is that he was aware of the tough comment he 

is making, that is, he is calling an adult character and the &ther of the story a "sissy,"and 

he decided to say it &st. He took a deep breath and the words came out of his mouth with 

an exaggerated speed. In other circumstances, Steve's way of talking might have been 

interpreted as being the clown of the group because it was fiinny, but this was not the case 

in this discussion. The chfldren took this picturebook very seriously; they were mad at 

Oliver's father even when he changed his attitude and accepted his son and his preferences 

for being a tap dancer. The chUdren engaged in a powerful discussion of gender issues in 

this literature circle and they did want to understand what Steve was saying, so they felt 

free to stop him and asked him to repeat what he had said, before I could even react, as it 



is illustrated in turns 183, 186, 188, 189, and 191. Those five turns are also examples of 

comments coded into Category 1, Procedures. 

Ada is a Spanish dominant student and it might have been that Steve's reading speed 

made it more difBcult for her to comprehend what he was saying due to language 

differences, but that was not the case with Amaury, an English dominant student. He had 

no difBcuhies at all comprehending English and he had the same reaction as Ada, tlnis I 

will argue that the main reason Ada and Amaury had for interruptii^ Steve was that he 

really was speaking quickly. 

Negotiati^^g r jinynag** 

Excerpt #21—when the students began the discussion and continued &cilitating it-

presented as an exan^Ie of "^Opening and Closing Procedures" also illustrates another 

aspect of comments coded into "Procedures," the negotiation of language. In that 

excerpt, the first two turns, lines 1 and 2 were used to establish in which language and 

who was going to say the title of the book. Helena had the book in English, so she 

decided to say the title in English (I), and Ada, who had the book in Spanish, decided to 

introduce it in Spanish (2), although later they switched back and forth between 

langiiages. Usually their way of saying the title of the book so that it got recorded was by 

reading it from their books. Because most of the literature circles were conducted 

bilingually, comments reflecting the negotiation of language were common. 
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Negotiating Turn Takiny 

The first excerpt of Category 1; Procedures, for the aspect of opening and ck>sing 

procedures, also illustrates the students deciding the order in which they wanted to talk, at 

least at the beginning of the literature circle, the moment when everyone wanted to be the 

first to share the parts they had chosen for discussion. As the discussions unfolded, turn 

taking sometimes needed to be negotiated so that the students who had something to say 

could do it without needing to raise their hands. In the following excerpt from the 

discussion of AmaTiny firacg Diana wanted to talk, and Mario served as fiicilitator by 

guaranteeing that Robin, the only English dominant speaker in the literature circle, had an 

opportunity to share. The turn was coded into this category of "Procedures" and not into 

the category of "Facilitating" because it refers to the negotiation of turn taking. When one 

of the students gave the turn to talk to another student, that comment was coded as 

"Facilitating" if there was no negotiation involved. The following excerpt offers one 

example of how the children sometimes negotiated turn taking. 

74 Diana: My turn. 

75 Mario; No, Robin's turn. He didn't share. Who else didn't 
share? 

76 Diana: He did. 

77 Mario: Vo no mas dije la= [I only said=] 

78 Diana: You can go. 

79 Mario: I'll be next. 

80 Diana: No, go. 
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81 Mario: A mi recordo estas dos pdginas, cuando estaba Jugando y 
asuste a mi primita, y aqui, tambien cuando me subi a un 
drbol y estaba asi, ella me dijo "me cat" Y esta cuando 
brined en las sillasy quebrd una. 
[These two pages remiiKled me when I was playing and 
scared my little cousin, and here also \idien I climb a tree 
and I was in this position (showing the position with his 
body), and she told me: **1 fell down." And this one 
(reminded me) w^ien she jumped into the chairs and broke 
one.] 

(Excerpt #25: Amayiny 3/11/99.) 

Except for Marions last comment (turn 81) in this excerpt, which was coded as a 

literary response in the category of personal responses, through these turns the children 

negotiated who was going to be the next to share. They knew they could decide the order 

of beginning to speak, not only Julia or me. That autonomy was a characteristic of the 

context that we created for the discussions. 

Brainstorming for Subsequent nisciissions 

Another type of comment included in Category 1: Procedures were comments 

where Julia and I asked the children to brainstorm ideas to discuss the same book for 

another session. In two literature discussion sets we discussed the same book twice with 

the same small groups. In order to prepare for that second discussion, we created a web 

with the children brainstorming possible issues they might want to discuss. In the 

discussion of Isabella's Bed JuUa told the students to think and talk about what they 

wanted to talk about on Friday when they were going to discuss the book again. The 
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following responses (177, 178, 180, 182) the students gave to Julia are exan^les that 

represent the types of comments I included into Category 1; Procedures related to 

brainstorming ideas for next discussions: 

Transcription Translation 

177 Amaury: (Sobre) La cama. Amauiy: (About) The bed 

178 Isabela: La camona. Parece de Isabela: The big bed. It looks like made 
madera. of wood. 

179 Julia: may? Julia: What else? 

180 Isabela: Los "destos" (las cosas) Isabela: This things that they did here, 
que hicieron aquiparecen de they looked like they are made from 
madera. wood. 

181 Julia: Uhm. Julia: Uhm. 

182 Luis: Los animales. Luis: The animals. 

(Excerpt #26: Isabella's Bed. 10/21/98.) 

Those webs with their brainstorming of ideas extended the discussion in the small 

groups because each time they included something on the web they commented on it. It 

also allowed the children, Julia, and me to begin the second discussion with a focus. 

Family Involvement 

The last type of comments included into (Category I: Procedures were comments 

where the children talked about which relative read the book to them at home, in what 

language they read it to the child (if the book was bilingual), and about the opinion of their 

relatives about the books. Those comments were coded as examples of Procedures 
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because they related to the preparation of the children for the discussions, where one of 

the procedures was that someone needed to read the book to them at home. 

Those comments gave us valuable information and were a kind of window that 

allowed Julia and me to see the impact that the books were having on the students' 

femiiies. Most of the time Julia and I initiated this type of conversation since we had great 

interest in knowing about the parents' involvement and opinions about the books. 

Consider the following exaiiq)le: 

Transcription 

116 Jul ia :  ̂ Con quien leiste el libra? 

117 Luis:  Solo. 

118 Julia: ^Solito? iTu mama no te 

Translation 

Julia: Who did you read the book with? 

Luis: By myself. 

Julia: By yourself? Your mom didn't help 
ayudo? Seguro? (To Amaury) Who did you you? Are you sure? (To Amaury) Who did 
read the book with? you read the book with? 

119 Amaury:  Nobody.  I  read i t  to  myself .  Amaury:  Nobody.  I  read i t  to  myself  

120 Isabela: Yo no mas lei la pdgina de 
atrds, cuando le dijo: "Tengo muchas 
cosas que leerles, que contarles. " Esa no 
mas lei yo sola. Tambien lei esta, mire. 

121 Luis: No mas lei esta. 

122 Julia: ^Lo leiste bien solito? 

(Comments about the illustrations.) 

127 Isabela: Yo lei esta pdgina donde le 
dice 'Tengo muchas cosas que contarles" 
y esta pdgina. Es todo lo que lei. 

Isabela: I only read the last page when she 
said "I have many things to read to you, to 
tell you." That was the only (page) I read by 
n^self. I also read this one, look. 

Luis: I just read this one. 

Julia: Did you read it well by yourself? 

(Comments about the illustrations) 

Isabela: I read this page when she tells them 
"I have lots of things to tell you" and this 
page. That is all that I read. 
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128 Julia: iCuando le dice quien "tengo 
muchas cosas que contarles, " la nana? 

129 Isabels: Si, yo lei esta pdgina y esta 
pdgina sola. Mi mamd me leyd todo lo 
demos. 
130 Julia: i Te lo leyo tu mamd? i Yque le 
parecio a ella el cuento? 

131 Isabela: "A/i<v suave. " dijo, "jQue 
suave! Quisiera tener una maestra como 

tt esa. 

Julia: When who said to them "I have many 
things to tell you," the grandma? 

Isabela: Yes, I read this page and this page 
by n^self. My mother read everything else. 

Julia: Did your mom read it? And what did 
she think of the story? 

Isabela: "Very cool," she said. "How cool! 
I wish I had a teacher like that." 

(Excerpt #27: Isabella's Red 10/21/98.) 

Some of the discussions about who read the book to or with the children gave us 

information about reading practices at home and about the experiences of the parents 

when they attended school as children. In the following excerpt I was really interested in 

knowing the parents' responses to the books on gender that we had been using for 

literature discussions. We were discussing the book AmaTiny Gracp and the children had 

previously discussed or listened to the stories of My Mother, the Mail Carrier/A// mamd la 

cartera. Piggvbook. and Oliver Button Is a Sissy, all related to issues of gender. The 

children talked about their parents' opinions about the books, and in the case of Diana, we 

learned about their parents' experiences with books. 

Transcription Translation 

241 Carmen. A lo mejor, alguno de Carmen: Maybe some of you read this 
ustedes ha leido este libro con la mamd, y book with your mother and have your 
tiene una opinion de lo que la mamd dice. mother's opinion (about the book). What 
^Que piensan sus mamas de estos libros, do your mothers think of the books, that 
del de la mamd cartera y de este? What one about the mother, the mail carrier, and 
does your mom think about this book? about this one? What does your mom 
Isabela. think of this book? Isabela. 



242 Isabela; Mi mama dijo que podian 
hacer lo que ellos quisieran. 

243 Carmen. lEso dijo tu mama? 

244 Diana: Mi papa no dijo nada, porque 
mi papa (solamente) me lo leyo. 

245 Carmen. lEl lo leyo? iCudl, cudl te 
leyo tu papa, Diana? 

246 Diana: Este fLa asombrosa Graciela). 

(Diana talked about his &ther reading the 
book to her) 

257 Diana: Como mi papa, que el tambien 
tenia literature discussions pero no son 
como las de nosotros. 

258 Carmen. iPero en ingles? Como es? 

259 Mario: Literature discussions. 

260 Carmen: <[^iterature discussions? 
Pldticas literaria, si? 

261 Mario: iNo es de los libros o como 
es? 

262 Diana: Es de los libros, de lo que le 
pasd en veces era. Porque cuando el 
estaba chiquito, el hacia literature 
discussions pero lo que le pasaba en su 
vida. 

263 Mario: iDiferente (a las nuestras)! 

264 Diana: lAja! 

265 Carmen: ]Ah, que bienl ^En la 
escuela? jUh, que bueno! 

267 

Isabela: My mom said that they (the 
characters) coukl do wliatever they 
wanted. 
Carmen: Did your mom say that? 

Diana: My dad didn't say anything because 
he just read it. 

Carmen: Did he read it? Which, which one 
did he read to you, Diana? 

Diana: This one (Amayiny GraceV 

(Diana talked about his &ther reading the 
book to her) 

Diana: Like my dad, he also had literature 
discussions but not like ours. 

Carmen: But in English? How it is? 

Mario: Literature discussions. 

Carmen: Literature discussions? Literature 
discussions, yes? 

Mario: It isn't about the books or how is 
it? 

Diana: It is about books, sometimes about 
what happened (to him). Because when he 
was a little boy, he had literature 
discussions but about things that happened 
in his life. 

Mario: Different (from ours)? 

Diana: Uh hum! 

Carmen: Oh, how nice! At school? Oh, 
how good! 
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266 Diana: K tambien el decia lo que el 
queria. Estaban en gnq>os. Si van a hacer 
el libro= 

267 Mario: iComo a nosotros? 

268 Diana: =tienen que hacer en el mismo 
libra. Y si de las (experiencias) 'vividas' 
que tienes, pues va a hacer otro grupo. 

(Mario talked about which book he took 
honie.) 

282 Diana: A mi me recordo esta parte— 
no—mi mama me leyo el de Oliver 
(Button) es una nena. 

283 Carmen: lEl de Oliver? que te 
dijo? 

284 Mario: A Sissy. 

285 Diana: Ella mi mama me dice, y 
siempre me dice— como cuando a mi no 
me quieren leer el libro porque rezongan 
mucho (mis hermanos), porque el Danilo, 
mi hermano, tiene mucha high tarea 
(dificil?), par eso le dije a mi papa que me 
lo lea, este, pero el de Oliver me dijo mi 
mama que el estaba interesante porque, te 
dice que, te dice que puedes hacer lo que 
tu quieras. 

(Excerpt #28: Ama^iny Grace. 3/11/99.) 

Diana: And he also said what he wanted. 
They were in groups. If they are (were) 
going to talk about the book= 

Mario: Like us? 

Diana: =they have (had) to be in the same 
group. And if (they were going to talk) 
about their life (eiqieriences), 
then they do another group. 

(Mario talked about which book he took 
home.) 

Diana: This part reminded me— no— my 
mom read Oliver fButton) Is a Sissy. 

Carmen: The Oliver one? And what did she 
say? 

Mario: A Sissy. 

Diana: My mom tells me, and she always 
tells me—like when they (my brothers) 
don't want to read the book to me, 
because they grumble a k>t, because 
Danilo, my brother, he has a lot of high 
(challenging?) assignments, that's why I 
told my dad to read it to me, this one, but 
the one of Oliver, my mom said that it was 
interesting because it says that you can do 
whatever you want. 

This excerpt portrays a family supporting one of their members, Diana, with her 

school assignments. If the brothers "grumble" (turn #285) because they do not want to 



read to her or because they have '̂ high tarea," (which may be difficuh or challenging 

assignments), the mother or the father reads the book to her for the literature discussion. 

Although Diana says that her &ther did not talk about the book, but only read it (244) to 

her, it is evident that at some point through the reading of that book or other books, or at 

the end, he explained to her how he discussed books at school, and more interesting^ for 

understanding Diana's responses, how he and his classmates talked about their lives. 

Diana, as will be illustrated later, loved to talk about her life and fiimily experiences during 

literature discussions. It seems to me that the school experiences of Diana's &ther, who 

liked to talk about his life experiences, reflect what is indeed part of the culture of her 

home: storytelling based on life experiences, and that this practice influenced Diana's talk 

in the literature circles. 

Diana's words in excerpt #28, as well as Nadine's written sample in Figure 8.3, 

show the relatives' involvement in reading the literature discussion books with their 

children. 

Nadine's report of the many relatives who were involved in the reading of literature 

discussion books highlights the importance of those books for giving the children time 

with their family to read for pleasure. That involvement, as documented through the 

children's discussions, contradict a stereotypical and sin^ilistic image that some people 

hold about children from working-class &milies from minority groups—that the parents of 

minority group working-class children are not interested in their children's education. The 

information offered by the children as part of their responses to literature, such as Diana 
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Nadine; A mi me gustan los literature 
discussion books porque puedo leer mucho 
y puedo leerle a mi mama y a mi Nanay a 
mi tata y a mis hermanos y a mis 
hermanasy a mis tiasy a mis tiosy a mis 
primos y a mis primas y a mi papa y a mis 
tios que estdn en Nogales y a mi abuelita 
le leia, y mi otro tata le leyd a mi prima 
que tiene tres anos. 

Nadine; I like literature discussion books 
because I can read a k>t and I can read to my 
mom and to grandma and to my grandpa 
and to my brothers and to my sisters and to 
my aunts and to my uncles and to my cousins 
[male and female] and to va^ dad and to my 
uijcles who are in Nogales and to my 
grandma I read, and my other grandpa read 
to my cousin >^1io is three years old. 

Figure 8.3. Nadine's written opinion about literature discussions. 

and Nadine's examples, reminds me of the research conducted by anthropologists and 

educators concerning the resources and strengths that **minority" groups fiimilies have and 

how these resources greatly contribute to strengthen the curriculum and children's 

learning experiences at school (Moll, Amanti, Nef^ & Gonzalez, 1992; Whitmore & 

Norton-Meier, 2000). 
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The description of the five aspects described and discussed as part of Category 1, 

(Opening and closure procedures, negotiating language, negotiating turn taking, 

brainstorming for subsequent discussions and &niily involvement) gives an idea of the 

types of comments I coded as "Procedures." 

Cateyorv 2: Facflitatiny 

The turns coded into this category of "Facilitating" represent 18% of the comments 

coded into non-literaiy responses. As Kauffinan et aL (1996) also found in their 

collaborative study with intermediate muhiage classrooms (ages 9-11), these second-grade 

bilingual students used &cilitator talk, they asked questions of each other, invited others to 

participate, and directed the group's attention to other topics for discussion. That type of 

talk was coded into this Category 2: Facilitating. That was not a role exclusively for the 

adults &cilitating the discussions. As was pointed out in the analysis of Category 1: 

Procedures, the students played an in^rtant role in deciding on different aspects of the 

discussions related to procedures. They did not only play an active role in defining turn 

taking, but fi-om the beginning, Julia and I encouraged them to listen and to pose questions 

to their peers in the same literature circle. Posing question to others was indeed part of 

the culture of the classroom. The students also &cilitated the discussions by suggesting 

words to the students who were speaking in their second language; generally it was the 

Spanish dominant speakers helping the English dominant students who wanted to speak in 

Spanish. The following excerpt presents several ways in which the students used 

facilitator talk in the discussion of In Mv Family/^w mi familia. 
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I like this part because they're making ... (thinking) 

Empanadas. 

Empanadas. And my nana gave me some and I like them. 

(Talking to Dayanara) And that page reminded you when 
your nana made some and you got to eat them? 

Uhhm. (Pause, Mario raises his hand. Dayanara gives him 
the turn) Mario. 

A mi me gusto esta parte porque los nifios—No me gusto 
esta parte porque los niHos se podian picar con las 
hormigas. Y tambien me gusto esta parte y no (me gusto 
a la vez) porque. .. Me gusto porque ella se comia las 
hormigas. [I liked this part because the children—I didn't 
like this part because the ants could sting the children. 
And I also liked this part and don't liked it (at the same 
time) ... I liked it because she ate the ants.] 

(Excerpt #29: Tn Mv VnrmAyJFn fni fpfffU'if 2/18/99.) 

This excerpt has examples of three different ways in which the children acted as 

facilitators in the discussions; suggesting or giving words to the peers who needed them, 

posing questions and giving the turn to talk. Mario provided Dayanara with the word she 

needed in order to continue to speaking, a word in Spanish. Emparuida, is used by 

Carmen Lomas Garza, the author, in this dual language book. In My Familv/£^w mi 

familia. even in the English text, and described as sweet turnovers filled with sweet potato 

or squash. Helping English dominant speakers with Spanish words was often a role for 

the Spanish dominant students, even for the emergent Spanish readers. Literature circles 

ofifered an opportimity for all students to become experts and &cilitators for their 

classmates. Even one of the students who did not know much English and was not a very 

13 Dayanara; 

14 Mario: 

15 Dayanara; 

16 Mario; 

17 E>ayanara; 

18 Mario: 
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proficient in their literacy devebpment, as Isabela, instead of feeling marginalized or 

labeled as '̂ limited English proficient," feh empowered as she was a resource to her 

classmates. 

A second way in which Mario and other students acted as &cilitators was by posing 

questions. In that last excerpt (turn 16), Mario restated Dayanara*s comment in the form 

of a question, making e}q>licit that Dayanara's comment was a connection that she made 

to her life. That kind of restatement in form of a question was very similar to Julia's taOc 

in the literature circles, where she had comments such as the following: "So you liked it 

because it reminded you of something or a femily event?' This comment suggests that 

Julia and I were demonstrating all the time—but not modeling—through our responses and 

comments, dififerent ways to talk about books. 

The third way in which the students acted as fecilitators was when a student gave the 

turn to talk to another student. Usually the student who wanted to talk raised his or her 

hand and the last student speaking gave the turn to the one raising his hand. In this case, it 

was Dayanara who gave the turn to Mario, although as it was evident when Mario talked, 

his comment was not a question for Dayanara as she might have expected. 

An interesting finding fi-om the analysis of this category is that when the girls were 

using the facilitating talk some boys rejected the girls having that role, especially if the 

girls were posing questions to the boy. In the discussion of Oliver Button Is a Sissy. 

Helena was posing many questions to keep the discussion going until Amaury rather 

heatedly told her: "Everyone wants to be talking here, but you keep on talking." Although 
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it was true that she was controlling the beginning of the discussion and calling on people 

to talk, that was not the first time that Amaury rejected the girls in the role of &cilitators. 

I consider these comments as crucial as their literary responses because they 

represent a significant difference fi'om traditional classroom discourse that corresponds to 

a banking model where the students are seen (and leam to see themselves in that way) as 

recipients of the knowledge residing in adults and in books. The kind of talk engaged in 

by the children, as illustrated in this category, may be considered empowering talk, an 

important component of a democratic community where all students have a voice and use 

it. 

Category 3: Trying to Take the Floor 

All of the conversational turns where the children tried to take the floor of the 

discussions and were not successful in their atten^ts were coded into this subcategory. 

This category comprised 14% of the students' non-literary responses, and 4% of the total 

of children's turns in their discussions. Usually a student was unsuccessful in taking the 

floor because he or she was interrupting another student or was interrupted by someone, 

and no negotiation was involved, as the following example fix>m the discussion of In Mv 

Familv/C/r mi familia illustrates: 

99 Julia: Leave it there and keep talking. (Julia had to leave the 
group for a few moments.) 

100 Helena: A mi me gust6= [I liked=] 

101 Mario: I like this part because= 
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102 Helena: lAy, ya empece! [Oh, I already began!] 

103 Mario: No. I like this part because the nana= 

104 Helena: Just leave it (the mkrrophone?) so we can all do it. 

105 Mario: The nana—Let me talk. HeUo! Because her nana, 
she put a cross because of good luck. jYa! [That's 
it!] 

106 Helena: OK. OK. I liked this part= 

(Excerpt #30: Tn Mv FamnyZ/rw mi familia 2/18/99.) 

The communication in this excerpt was not successful, and it was not just because 

Julia left the group. This was not the first time when Julia or I, in our respective literature 

circles, needed to be absent from the discussions for a few minutes. This excerpt makes 

evident that there was a struggle for who had the turn to talk. 

Category 4: Active T.istening 

Active Listening was one of the roles identified by Kaufi&nan et aL (1996) in their 

study of their roles as teachers in the literature discussions they were studying. Through 

this role they "acknowledged children's statements with background comments such as 

'yeah,' or 'hmmm'" (p. 378). Julia and I also had this kind of talk, and some students also 

participated in active listening, although in a small proportion. They represented 4% of 

the students non-literary responses. Besides comments such as "yeah," and "hummm," I 

included in this category the utterances: "Aha," "OK," "right," "I understand," "si" 

["yes"], and "whatT' 
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All of the comments coded into Categories 1 through 4 described above represented 

94% of the children's comments coded as non-literary responses and they contributed to 

keep the discussions going. There was one more type of comment that seemed to have a 

different purpose, more of a social interaction within the students in the literature circles 

and it represented the fifth category of non-literary responses. 

Category 5: Social Talk 

Six percent of the children's non-literary responses correspond to children's 

comments that I coded as social talk. Those comments were not clearly related to the 

texts or to the discussions. An example was when Ada, in the discussion of Baseball 

Saved Us. looked at the videocamera and asked me; ^Por que tu cdmara no tiene una 

persona viendo? . . . iPor qui no tiene una persona viendo detras de la cdmara? [Why 

doesn't your camera have someone looking (behind) it?. . .Why isn't there a person 

behind the camera?]. Another exan^le was Mario's comment in the middle of the 

discussion of ftrage asking for the pen pal's letters that my university students 

sent weekly to them for three months: "Hoy agarramos las cartas de nuestros pen pals7' 

[Are we going to receive our pen pals' letters today?] 

Although not as frequently as in first grade when Isabela's talk had a high proportion 

of stories, Isabela sometimes inserted in the discussions in second grade interesting stories 

or family experiences. The following story almost at the end of the discussion of Pepita 

Talks Tvnce/Pepita hahla das veces was not related to the content of the book, at least, 

not explicitly. She had shared that her &ther read the book to her at home, and then went 
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on to continue talking about her dad. Isabela's story signaled to Julia that it was time to 

close the discussion; 

Transcription 

164 Isabela: Pobrecito mi papa, se 
lastimo la mano de aqui, toda la mono. 
Tiene los dedos hinchados, hinchados. 

165 (Pe trabajar? 

166 Isabela; No, es que se le cayo un... 
como se dice?, un bote lleno de .. . Se le 
cayo pa 'tras (sic. para atrds) y lo agarro 
con las manosy se le hizo ese dedo asiy 
se le hincharon todos los dedos. 

167 Sandy. iCon habas? 

168 Isabela; Con cemento. 

(Another student shared when her sister 
had the car door closed on her fingers.) 

173 Isabela; jUy, ay, ay! Tambien 
cuando . .. 

174 Nadine;  ̂Tu hermana? 

175 Isabela; Una vez, una vez. . . 

176 Luis: Mi hermana. 

177 Isabela; Tambien cuando una vez me 
baje del carro y me agarre este dedito y se 
me hincho asL 

178 Luis; Y tambien en mi casa. 

Translation 

Isabela; My daddy, he got hurt in his 
hand, here, the whole hand. Poor, his 
fingers are puffed up, puffed up. 

Julia: At woric? 

Isabela: No, it is that it fell ... how to 
say? Ajar full of... It fell back, and he 
took it with his hands and this finger got 
folded and all his fingers got puffed up. 

Sandy; Full of beans (the jar)? 

Isabela: >\^th cement. 

(Another student shared when her sister 
had the car door closed on her fingers.) 

Isabela; Ouch, ouch, ouch! And also 
when. .  

Nadine;(To the boy who had 
talked)Your sister? 
Isabela; Once, once ... 

Luis; My sister. 

Isabela; And also once I got out of the 
car and I hit my little finger and it got 
puffed up. 

Luis: And also at home. 

179 Isabela; Asi se me hincho a mi. Isabela; It puffed up like this. 
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180 Sandy: And then I remember 
finger from here when I hit myself with the 
blocks. 

(Sandy asked Luis if he had ever cut his 
finger and he didn't want to talk about 
that. The discussion ends with Isabela's 
great closure.) 

181 Julia: ^Alguien quiere decir algo mas 
o creen que ya hart terminado? 

182 Isabela: Vo ya termini. (Whispered 
something and gave a kiss to one of her 
fingers. Sandy laughed.) 

192 Isabela: Una vez a mi se me hincho, 
se me hincho asi y me tenian que poner 
mucho hielo. Lo tenia bien hinchado 
donde me agarre el dedo. Me lo agarre 
hasta aqui y llore un monton, un monton, 
hasta que se me salieron /todas las 
Idgrimasf 

Sandy: And then I remember my finger 
from here when I hit myself with the 
blocks. 

(Sandy asked Luis if he had ever cut his 
finger and he didn't want to talk about 
that. The discussion ends with Isabela's 
great closure.) 

Julia: Does someone want to say 
something else or do you think we are 
done? 

Isabela: I already finished.(Whispered 
something and gave a kiss to one of her 
fingers. Sandy laughed.) 

Isabela: Once upon a time, it got puflfed 
up, it got pufifed up and they needed to 
put a lot of ice on it. It was very pufifed 
up where I hit my finger. I hit it here and 
I cried a lot, a lot, until I had no more 
tears! 

(Excerpt #31: Pepita Talks Twice/Pgpito hahla dos veces. 3/18/99.) 

Isabela's story highlights once again how the children's relatives were present in 

their discussions and how important it was for them to be able to talk about their &niilies 

and experiences in the literature circles. The children's social talk also reveals that they 

felt comfortable talking in the literature circles where their talk, even when it wasn't 

directly connected to the books, was allowed to unfold as a natural part of their classroom 

lives and their social interactions. 
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The description of the comments related to group processes in this section points out 

an important aspect of the nature of the literature circles. The types of non-literary 

responses described in this section reflect how the students shared some of the roles that 

we had as facilitators instead of following pre-established roles, and how the procedures in 

the literature circles were &r from being prescriptive steps to follow for the discussrans. 

Therefore, the type of literature discussions described in this section through the students^ 

talk was not cooperative learning groups where each student is previous^ assigned a role 

as is recommended by some promoters of literature with the intention of &cilitating the 

process of learning to talk about books. The small groups described in this study allowed 

the students to keep the focus of the literature circles in their discussions—not on tasks to 

be completed. Preassigned tasks, I believe, are another way of'̂ watering down" the 

curriculum for primary students. I agree with Short and Pierce (1998) that "readers must 

think together collaboratively to co-construct meaning, not just work together 

cooperatively to complete a task" (p. viii). The students in this study were aware of the 

main purpose of the literature discussions in small groups and that awareness may be 

appreciated better through their literary responses described next. 

Types of Literary Responses 

The analysis of the data for answering the first main question concerned with the 

nature of the types of students literary responses was a long process that began with the 

coding of only two transcripts. When analyzing the children's discussions in first grade. 
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described in Chapter 6, Julia and I identified nine categories. As part of my review of 

literature described in Chapter 2,1 found different ways in which others coded children's 

discussions in research studies. This knowledge was helpful as categories for literary 

responses emerged from the data. 

Overview 

In order to decide which categories to use for coding the data in this study, I 

examined the categories fiom the first two literature discussions that had been con^letely 

coded, using the constant comparative analysis method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This 

examination led to reducing categories by merging some of them, renaming others, and 

recoding both transcripts. The resulting categories guided the process of codii^ in the 

rest of the study. New categories emerged as new literature discussions were added, 

others were dropped out if they did not describe the type of literary responses the children 

had, and others were renamed. Finally, 10 categories seemed to accurately describe the 

children's literary responses. The 10 categories in the order in which they were originally 

created are: Clarification, Speculative Hypothesis, Connecting to Life Experiences, Living 

Through the Experience, Thematic Statements, Language of the Text, Book as a Made 

Object and Cultural Product, Intertextual Connections, Analysis of Illustrations, and 

Personal Opinions. These 10 categories were conceptually reorganized. Some of them 

were grouped under a major umbrella concept or category and the organizational tree 

presented in Figure 8.4 was created for representing that organization and the relationship 

and connections among the categories. 
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Categories in Children's Literary Responses 

l.I Book as a 
cultural product 

4% 

1.2 Language 
of the text 

8% 

1.3. Analysis of 
illustrations 

2% 

1.4 Making 
narrative meaning 

86% 

1. Analytical Talk 
59% 

don't like" (22%) 

1.4.3. Personal 

3. Personal Responses 
36% 

1.4.4. Evaluative & 
Thematic Statements 

(12%) 

1.4.2. Speculative 
Hypotheses & 
Inferences (27%) 

1.4.1. Clarification 
Questions/ Retelling 
(39%) 

2. Intertextual 
Connections 

Literary Responses 
70% of Children's Talk 

Figure 8.4. Categories and percentages of children's literary responses. 

Although Figure 8.4 suggests that the categories were developed in a linear top-to-

down direction, that is not an accurate description of the process, as I have described 

above. My selection of the names chosen for the three main categories: Analytical Talk 

(with four subcategories), Intertextual Connections (with no subcategories), and Personal 



Responses (with two subcategories), and some of what came to be subcategories was 

informed first by what I found to be an imderlying connection between the turns coded in 

both categories and subcategories, and secondly, by the definitions given by previous 

researchers examining children's responses to literature, especially the work of Sipe 

(1996), who did a remarkable study examining first and second grade students' literary 

understanding in picturebook read-ak>uds. Those definitions were modified to be 

responsive to the children's talk. The following description and definitions of categories 

and subcategories will follow the structure represented in the organizational tree, fi'om top 

down. 

The qualitative analysis of the 70% of the children's turns representing literary 

responses enabled roe to kientify three major categories in whkh the students' responses 

could be grouped: analytical talk, intertextual connections, and personal responses. 

Category 1: Analytical Talk included all of the responses where the children were 

trying to make sense of the stories by focusing on the text and its illustrations. This 

category represented 59% of the children's literary responses. It included four 

subcategories with one of them having another four subcategories as well. 

Category 2: Intertextual Connections were responses where the students made 

explicit connections of the story with other books, movies, or television. It also included 

connections to the children's own written texts. This category represented 5% of the 

children's literary responses, and had no subcategories. 
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Category 3: Personal Responses, with two subcategories, included all of the 

comments in which the children connected to life experiences, to events that had h^pened 

to them or to others. It also included comments where the students used their knowledge 

of real life to understand or interpret the story. Dscluded in this category are comments 

where the students expressed their feelings about the stories, comments reflecting 

children's enq>athy and identification with characters as well as responses in \^iich the 

children ''played" with the text by performing or taking the place of a character using their 

imagination for dramatizing or rephrasing the characters' words or actions. These 

responses reveal very particular and personal ways of appropriating the text. The 

responses coded within Category 3 represented 36% of the students' literary responses. 

Table 8.1 shows the number of turns and percentages for the three main categories of 

children's literary responses in the 11 selected literature circles. The literature circles will 

be identified with the title of the book discussed. The titles in this table will not be 

underlined to avoid con^ion with the table lines. 

The following excerpt has examples of the comments coded within these three main 

categories, the categories are represented by bracketed figures: [l-AT] for Category 1: 

Analytical Talk; [l-ICJ for Category 2: Intertextual Connections; and [3-PR] for 

Category 3; Personal Responses. In discussion 011, La nina invisible [The Invisible 

Girl)], the students began to make connections between this book and other stories. In the 

following excerpt, the children are connecting this story to A Handful of Seed [Un 

punado de semillas\. 
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Table 8.1 

Frequencies and Percentages for Children's Literarv Responses From 11 Literature Circles 

Coded Tnto Three Main Cateyories 

Literature 
Discussions 

Category I 
Analytical Talk 

Category 2 
Intertextual 
Connections 

Category 3 
Personal 

Responses 

Total * 

n % n n % n % 

001 Isabella's Bed 
80 

63 0 0 
80 

38 M. 
125 

64 

002 Tight Times 21 
89 

43 J. 
89 

6 45 
89 

51 J2-
112 

79 

003 A Picture Book of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

m 
184 

63 Jfl. 
184 

16 22 
184 

21 iS4 
246 

75 

004 Baseball Saved Us 178 
221 

80 
221 

1 IL 
221 

19 221 
290 

76 

005 In My Family 11 
96 

S3 ± 
96 

3 42 
96 

44 
130 

74 

006 Pepita Talks Twice 
(1«) 

22 
187 

53 0 0 SE 
187 

47 1S2 
244 

77 

007 Amazing Grace 2i 
132 

29 JS. 
132 

14 
132 

57 m 
239 

55 

008 Pepita Talks Twice 
(2nd) 

20. 
68 

44 0 0 IS 
68 

56 M. 
145 

47 

009 Oliver Button Is a 
Sissy 

m 
287 

54 
28? 

2 m 
287 

44 287 
463 

62 

010 A Handful of Seeds m 
210 

80 J_ 
210 

2 IS 
210 

18 2111 
243 

86 

011 La Niiia Invisible 
(The Invisible Girl) 

52 
121 

49 14 
121 

37 12L 
156 

78 

Total 981 
1675 

59 _82_ 
1675 

5 607 
1675 

36 167S 
2393 

70 

• Note: Out of children's turns 
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Transcription 

173 Isabela: Oh! El pufio (pimado) de 
semillas. 

174 Diana: Un pufio (pufiado) de semillas. 

175 Jiilia: ^Por que? 

176 Gisela: Porque ella vivia, ella vivia 
solita, pero como ella= 

177 Diana; Ella plantaba 

178 Gisela; Ella plantaba semillas, pero es 
diferente porque nadie le pegaba a ella. 

179 Diana: Pero alia plantaba semillas, 
ella, la nina y aqui ellos se peleaban. 

180 Julia: Y eso los hizo pensar en este? 

181 Ricardo: A mi me recordo aqui cuando 
estaba chiquito, tampoco mi hermano me 
queria porque estaba como de este tamaHo 
yyo estaba asi, y no mas cuando yo salia el 
me metiay nunca me dejaba estar alia 
fuera. 

182 Julia: ^Tu hermano te molestaba? 
(Pausa) iQue mas? 

183 Isabela: A mi no me gusto una parte 
donde los ninos verdes no la querian 
porque no era verde y la otra porque los 
nines azules no la querian porque no era 
azul. 

184 Diana: Pero era que no podia tenerlos 
asi, como ninos rojos. Pero no habia mas 
nines. 

Translation and Categories 

[2/IC] Isabela: Oh! The handiiil of seeds. 

[2/IC| Diana: A Haru^id of Seeds. 

Julia: Why? 

[2/IC] Gisela: Because she lived, she lived 
alone, but she= 

[2/IC] Diana: She planted (sew) 

[2/IC] Gisela: She planted seeds, but it is 
different because no one hit her. 

[2/IC] Diana: But there she planted seeds, 
she, the girl, and here, they fought. 

Julia: And that made you think of this one? 

[3/PR] Ricardo: This reminded me of 
when I was a little boy, my Ix-other also did 
not love me because he was that tall and I 
was like that, and as soon as I got out he 
hit me and he never aUowed me to be 
outside. 

Julia: Did your brother bother you? 
(Pause) What else? 

[1/AT] Isabela: I did not like a part when 
the green boys did not love her because she 
was not green, and the other (part) because 
the blue boys did not love her because she 
was not blue. 

[l/AT] Diana: But it is because she 
couldn't have that color, like red boys. 
But (it was that) there were no more boys. 
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185 Isabela: Pero entonces iban a pelear 
mas. 

[1/AT] Isabela: But then, they would have 
fought more. 

186 Julia: ^Se iban a pelear mas porque 
hubiesen sido tres? 

Julia: Were they going to fight more if 
there had been three (groups)? 

(Excerpt #32: La nifia invisible [The Invisible Girl], 3/25/99.) 

This excerpt begins with comments from the students (173, 174, 176-179) in which 

they are making intertextual connections. Diana, Isabela and Gisela are trying to clarify 

the connections between the story AHandfiil of?teeds and La nifia invisible. Those 

comments are examples of the kind of turns coded into Category 2, Intertextual 

Connections [2/IC|. Then, Ricardo (181) picks up on Diana's comment that the children 

in La nifia invisible fought and connects it to his own childhood when his brother hit him 

and did not allow Ricardo to go outside, an experience he interprets as a lack of love from 

his older brother. Ricardo's comment is an exan^le of turns coded into Category 3, 

Personal Responses [3/PRJ. Finally, Isabela returns to the book, and the children engage 

in analytical talk about the book. Isabela (183) shares her opinion and evaluation about a 

part of the story where the girl, whose clothes are red, is rejected and discriminated 

against by both the green colored boys because she is not green like them, and the blue 

colored boys because she is not blue. She does not belong to either group and Isabela 

states her rejection of that discriminatory behavior. Diana raises the issue (184) that the 

problem is that there are not more red color children in the story so she could belong to 

that group. Then Isabela speculates (185) that if there had been a third group, the red 

color ones, there would have been more fights. These responses offer an example of the 



kinds of comments coded into Category 1, Analytical Talk [1/AT). What follows is a 

more detailed description of each one of these three main categories. 

Category 1 for Children's Literary Responses: Analyfiral Talk 

Analytical talk was the category that had the largest number of children's literary 

responses, 59%. This category represents a yery important category throughout the 

analysis because the children had a wide range of responses related to this category. All of 

the literature circles had comments coded into Category 1: Analytical Talk. After coding 

and examining all of the children's literary responses, four subcategories emerged related 

to the analysis of the stories or the texts. These subcategories are similar to four of the 

five subcategories developed by Sipe (1996) for the anafytical category in his study: 

1.1: The book as a cultural product 

1.2; The language of the text 

1.3: Analysis of illustrations 

1.4: Making narrative meaning 

One of the subcategories (making narrative meaning) was so rich that I divided this 

further into four subcategories. I provide description for each subcategory and the 

rationale for the division of similar subcategories in the sections below. Table 8.2 

summarizes the frequencies and percentages of the coding of Category 1 in the 11 selected 

literature circles. A complete list with frequencies and percentages of students' literary 

responses for Category I in each one of the 11 literature circle is included in Appendbc E. 
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Table 8.2 

Summary of Frgquencie<; and Percpntayes of Students^ Lherarv Responses Coded 

Into Category 1: Analytical TaJk 

Subcategory 1.1 Subcategory 1.2 Subcategory 1.3 Subcategory 1.4 

Book as a cultural product Language of the text Analysis of Making narrative 
illustrations meaning 

n % n % n % n % 

36 4 76 8 26 2 843 86 

1.1: The Book As a Cultural Product 

In this subcategory Sipe (1996) included conmients where "the children discussed 

the author and illustrator as the makers of the book, questioning their decisions and 

choices" (p. 168). He also included '̂ talk about the publishing information ..(p. 168). 

I included all of the comments where the children talked about authors or illustrators 

exploring their intentions for writing or illustrating the book, or the circumstances in 

which the books were written, such as publishing date and country. Most of these 

comments reflect students' awareness that books are cultural products, that they are 

written for someone who most of the time has a purpose in mind. These responses 

represented 4% of Category 1. Below is an excerpt from the discussion of A Handful of 

Seeds with examples of comments coded within this subcategory: 
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Transcription 

169 Luis: Yd queria saber ipor que el 
autor queria hacer una close de libra asi? 

170 Carmen; iComa? 

171 Luis: Coma asi, con nifios asi. 

172 Carmen: ^Con nines coma? 

173 Luis: Perdidos asi. 

174 Carmen: ^Sin casa? iPor que ustedes 
creen? Eso es una buena pregunta. Luis. 
^Por que el autor quiso escribir un libra 
asi sabre nifios? lEs el unico libra que tu 
has leido asi, verdad, de nifios que no 
tienen hogar? 

175 Mario: Yo si (es el Unico que he 
leido). 

176 Ada: No, yo he leido muchos. 

177 Carmen: i,Por que ustedes creen? 

178 Ada: Porque hay muchos pobres en el 
mundo. 

Translation 

[1.1| Luis: I wanted to know why the 
author wanted to write a book of this kind? 

Carmen: A book like what? 

[1.1] Luis: Like this, with children like 
these. 

Carmen; Like what kind of chiklren? 

[1.1| Luis: Lost. 

Carmen: Without homes? Why do you 
think? That is a good question, Luis. Why 
did the author want to write a book like this 
about children? Is this the only book you 
have read of this kind, right, about chiklren 
who do not have a home? 

Mario: I, did (this is the only one I have 
read). 

Ada: No, I have read a lot (of them). 

Carmen: Why do you think? 

Ada: Because there are a lot of poor people 
in the workl. 

(Excerpt #33: A Handful of Seeds. 3/25/99.) 

From the 11 literature circles the discussions of two books had the highest number 

of turns coded into Subcategory l.l of Book as a Cultural Object: Baseball Saved Us. and 

A Handful of Seeds. Together they had 30 out of the 36 turns coded into this 

subcategory. That finding led me to examine more closely both discussions and note that 
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these comments came from the same children. In Baseball Saved Us. Luis and Ada also 

had similar questions and comments; 

Transcription 

424 Luis: Ko quiero saber algo del libra. 
^Quien lo escribid? 

424 Carmen: iQuien lo escribid? Aqui lo 
dice: Ken Mochizuky 

425 Ada: Yo creo que a sus papas los 
echaron ahi. 

(Several comments on the same line and 
connection to Martin Luther King.) 

441 Ada: Ah. . .  e l  que  . . .  e l  que . . .  e l  que  
escribid el libra—este era el? (senalando a 
una de las ilustraciones) 

(Excerpt #34: Baseball Saved Us. 2/11/99.) 

Luis and Mario were the two children who posed most of the questions coded into 

this subcategory, "Book as a Cultural Object," and they only had those kinds of response 

in these two literature circles. One literature circle focused on Baseball Saved Us about 

the Japanese Americans confined to internment canqjs in the U.S., and the other focused 

on A Handful of Seeds about children in South America who have no home and steal in 

the streets in order to survive. Both represent situations or cultures with which the 

students, being Mexican American children who attend school, are not &miliar. It seems 

that because of this common feature of both books—characters and sitiiations not familiar 

to the students—the children were concerned about the origin of the books, who wrote 

Translation 

[1.1] Luis: I want to know something 
about the book. Who wrote it? 

Carmen: Who wrote it? Here it says: 
KenMochizukL 

[1.1] Ada: I think that his parents were 
taken over there. 

(Several comments on the same line 
and connection to Martin Luther King.) 

[1.1] Ada: Ah...the...the...the 
person who wrote this book—is this 
one him? (Pointing to an illustration) 
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them, if those stories had happened in real life or not, and why the authors wrote them. 

They asked about the date and place where the books were written. All of these questions 

reveal that the students have knowledge about books, particularly that books are written 

for some reason, that stones do not originate only in the imagination, but that many of 

them are based on real life. 

1.2: LangiiTigff 

Subcategory 1.2 included comments in which the children paid attention to the print 

in the text: making comments about words within the text, asking for new vocabulary 

either in English or Spanish, reading from the book and paying attention to the writing 

style of the authors. Comments related to the language in which the text was written were 

also included within this category. The responses coded within this subcategory 

represents 7% of Category 1: Analytical Talk. In 56% of the comments coded into this 

subcategory the students used language, read from the book, or asked for vocabulary as 

part of their process of making meaning of the stories. However, those comments were 

not coded into Subcategory 1.4, because in the third research question I wanted to 

examine students^ engagement with reading and bilingualism. I thought that including 

those comments into a different subcategory might give me information that I could use to 

address part of Research Question 3, which I finally dropped. The following excerpt from 

the bilingual discussion on Oliver Button Is a Sissv illustrates how the children used the 

written text by reading from it in their efforts to make meaning of the story. Amaury 



wanted to know why playing dress-up was considered to be something that only girls do 

and used the written text to present an alternative explanation to Steve's response: 

58 Amaury; What was the girly about playing dress-up? 

59 Steve: I didnt hear you very good. 

60 Amaury: What was so girly about playing dress-up? 

61 Steve: I don't know. 

62 Ada: Oh you got pink sticky notes. 

63 Steve: Oh, I think I know the answer. I think I know the answer. 

64 Amaury: What? 

65 Steve: Probably he likes to play girls' games. 

[1.2] 66 Amaury: But he said, it says in the book that he was pretending to be 
a star. 

[1.2] 67 Steve: I know. Wait. What page are you on? This one? 

68 Ada: He got it too (pink sticky notes). 

[1.2] 69 Steve: [Reading] Then he would sing and dance and make believe 
he was a movie star. "Oliver," said his papa. '̂ Don't be such 
a sissy! Go out and play baseball or football or basketball. 
Any kind of ball!" 

70 Amaury: So, do you know the answer? 

(Excerpt #35: OUver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

The discussion that had the most turns coded into this subcategory, 32% of the 

analytical talk, was about the book Pepita Talks Tvnce/Pepita habla dos veces on 2/18/99. 

The theme of the book was, in fact, language and bilingualism, and the children got into a 



great discussion about language that will be presented in Chapter 9 where I discuss the 

major content issues of the children's discussions. The following excerpt from that 

discussion presents an exan^le of other kinds of comments that were coded into this 

subcategory of language of the text. In this example the children are paying attention to 

the word "Wco": 

[1.2] 41 Robin: I thought "'taccT was in English. 

11.2J 42 Steve: ""Taco" is in Engli^ 

[1.2] 43 Robin: It is? No, it's in Spanish. 

[1.2] 44 Sandy: "Taco" is Spanish: "Taco." 

45 Carmen: Uh hum. 

(Excerpt #36: Pepita Talks Twice/Pepita habia dos veces. 2/18/99.) 

Because of the bilingual nature of the small groups, the children engaged in a kind of 

talk that reflects different degrees of metalinguistic awareness. Dybdahl (1979) adopts 

Dale's (1979) definition of metalinguistic awareness as the ability to think about language 

and to comment on it, as weU as to produce and con^rehend it. For Dybdahl, this 

definition includes the use of language and reflection and verbalization about language. 

Dybdahl suggests that there is a continuum extending from the use of language to the 

ability to reflect abstractly on language, and so she suggests four categories for classifying 

language about language: a) the use of language; b) developing (consciousness) 

metalinguistics; c) conscious metalinguistic^; and d) scientific metalinguistics. 



The comments included in the previous excerpt where the children are trying to 

figure out if "/aco " is a word in Spanish or in English seems to fit in the second category 

developed by Dybdahl: developing consciousness. She defines this category as follows; 

This category is distinguished by some attempt to explain the process, either 
correctly or incorrectly. The child begins to conceptualize that language has its 
own identity and purpose. There is a use of language to describe language; some 
characteristics are; functional explanation; a focus on the sur&ce structure uses; 
partial explanation; and use of concrete examples to describe the emergent 
cotKept. (p. 26) 

The previous excerpt where the children are talking about the word ^taco," is a 

langiiage sample that shows a children's atten^)t to deal with some linguistic processes on 

a level of developing consciousness. It reflects an ability to look at language abstractly. 

In Subcategory 1.2; Language of the Text, I also included comments in which the 

students paid attention to the writing style of the books. In the discussions of A Handful 

of Seeds the children wondered; where were the girls' parents; how did they die; where 

were the parents of the homeless children; and why exactly were the police chasing the 

children? Mario said; "This ... hay muchos n^steries en este libra. Why?" [This ... 

there are many mysteries in this book. Why?] The author had left many things 

unanswered for the children and she, Monica Huges, did that through her writing style. 

Mario perceived that writing style through the "mysteries" in the book. 

1.3: Analvsis of Illustrations 

In Subcategory 1.3 the children wondered or made comments about the media or 

techniques used by illustrators. This subcategory represented 2% of Category 1. When 
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the students used the illustrations as part of their process of "making meaning of the 

story," for ofifering their "opinions" or for explaining "connections to their lives," those 

comments were coded into one of those categories, not under "analysis of illustrations." 

In the literature circles the illustrations of the books were the principal support for 

the children's discussions. The chiklren made constant reference to the story told by the 

pictures when they were going to share some klea or opinion. That is why the quality of 

the illustrations became so in^mrtant to Julia and me. We wanted them to leam to use the 

pictures in their process of making meaning of the stories and of the difBcuH events that 

some picturebooks addressed, especially since the text of many of the books were read to 

and not by the students. 

The following excerpt from the discussion of Tight Times focused on the media and 

technique used by the illustrator. Julia was interested in knowing the children's opinions 

about pictiu'ebooks illustrated with pencil, creating only black and white illustrations; 

146 Julia: What do you think of the illustrations in the book, that 
they're only done ... what are they done in first? 

147 Sandy; Pencil. 

148 Julia: What do you think of that? 

149 Sandy; Like they're very, very, very good artists. 

150 Julia: Do you think that? What do you think? 

151 Hector: That it took a lot of hard work to do those illustrations. 

152 Julia: What about you? What do you think? 

153 Helena: I think they took a lot of time. 
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154 Julia: Sweaty hands you said [before] you think? From working 
that hvd? 

(The discussion continued and ended several minutes later with the 
following questioa) 

167 Julia: So I have a question. Do you like books that are done, the 
illustrations that are done in pencil like this? 

168 Sandy: Yeah, like Titanic. 

169 Julia: Do you like it or do you like them v^ien they have cok>r like 
the other ones? 

170 Sandy: I like both. 

171 Helena: I like both. 

172 Hector: Both. This page is mixed up with color and pencil. 

173 Julia: But in the inside it's only with pencil So do you like both 
pencil and colors? 

174 Hector: Yeah, and I..., right here, right here it is mixed up with 
pencil and color. 

175 Helena: Because pencil is good because you write with pencil You 
do a lot of things with pencil. 

(Excerpt #37: Tight Times. 11/28/98.) 

I knew that the students had talked a k>t about different elements of the art of the 

picturebooks in their discussions, therefore I wondered why this category, 1.3: Analysis of 

Illustrations, had so few comments coded. That led me to examine my secondary data 

sources, the transcripts of the literature circles other than the 11 chosen for in-depth 

analysis, most of them from the &11 semester of 1998. That data show that certainly the 

students did pay attention to elements of art in their books and brought their observations 
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about them into their discussions. Discussions held in the &11 semester around the 

picturebooks Too ManvTamaJes by Gary Soto (1993), The Whales Sony by Dyan 

Sheldon (1990), Abuela by Arthur Dorros (1995), Abuela's Weave by Omar S. Castafieda 

n9931.1 Jncle Nacho's Hat/El sombrero del Tio Nacho by Harriet Rohmer (1989), Wilfrid 

Gordon McE)onald Partridge by Mem Fox (1985), and A Gift from Papa Dieyo/LTw reifalo 

de Papa Die^o by Beiyamin Sdenz (1998), prompted discussions about color, texture, the 

borders, the realism of the pictures, perspective, and techniques such as collage, used by 

the illustrators. Many times those comments were self-initiated; at other times it was Julia 

who called the children's attention to some of these aspects. 

A combination of &ctors may have influenced the shift in the number of comments in 

this subcategory during spring semester when compared to the discussions held in &11 

semester. In my opinion, there were more books suitable to drawing the reader's attention 

into the illustrations in the fall semester than in spring. However, another &ctor for the 

lower number of comments coded into this subcategory may be that Julia and I, as 

facilitators, became more interested in knowing the children's ideas about the content of 

the books in terms of the critical issues being discussed and thus our attention focused 

more on exploring those ideas together with the children's life experiences, rather than on 

other features of the text such as the technical and production aspects of the illustrations. 

1.4: Making Narrative Meaning 

Subcategory 1.4 included all of the comments where the children were working on 

understanding and analyzing the story. This category comprised 86% of the total of turns 
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in Category I (Analytical talk), and represents 50% of the total of literary responses 

revealing that the children invested a significant amount of time trying to make sense of 

the stories. This category required another level of coding and analysis that enabled me to 

better understand the nature of the students' talk in small group literature discussions. 

From this fine-grained analysis, fi>ur subcategories emerged: 

1.4.1 Clarification comments or questions and retelling 

1.4.2 Speculative iQpotbesis and inferences 

1.4.3 Personal opinions 

1.4.4 Evaluative and thematic statements 

Table 8.3 summarizes the fi«quencies and percentages for Subcategory 1.4: Making 

Narrative Meaning. A list of fi«quencies and percentages for each one of the 11 literature 

circles in each subcategory of "Making Narrative Meaning" is included in Appendix F. 

Table 8.3 

Summarv of Frequencies and Percentages of Students' Literary Responses Coded Into 

Suhcategorv 1.4: "Makiny Narrative Meaning" 

Subcategory Subcategory Subcategory Subcategory Total 
1.4.1 1.4.2 1.4.3 1.4.4 

Clarification and Speculative hypothe- Personal opinions Evaluative and 
Retelling ses and Inferences Thematic statements 

n  % n  %  n  % n %  n %  
331 39 228 27 182 22 102 12 843 50 
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The line separating these four subcategories, and between other categories as well, 

was often extremely fine. There were complex responses that could have been classified 

under another subcategory of making meaning, or under another main category. I did not 

want, however, to double code these turns into two different categories of literary 

responses even when the conversational turn had more than one sentence. In deciding 

how to code these coRHiients I first relied on the context of the discussion and what 

seemed to be the most distinguishable purpose in the child's response, and secondly, I 

established criteria that allowed me to be consistent coding related comments. This 

criteria are described in each subcategory below. Member checking with other colleagues 

of turns where I had doubts because they were suitable for being coding into several 

categories was crucial for my final decisions. The excerpts chosen for illustrating each of 

the subcategories of "Making Narrative Meaning" bek>w were taken from the literature 

discussion of A Picture Book about Martin I.uther King. Jr. 

1.4.1: Clarification and retelling. As shown in Table 8.3, the conversational turns 

coded into this subcategory represent 39% of Subcategory 1.4, "Making Narrative 

Meaning." Subcategory 1.4.1 includes all of the children's literary responses in which they 

raised questions asking for clarification of parts of the stories such as when Amaury was 

trying to make sense in the stoiy of the rejection of Martin Luther King, Jr. by white 

people in the story and said: "I have a questk>n, how come they woukln't listen to him?" 

It seems to me that behind that question there is more than a need for clarification. This is 

an inquiry, a question that does not have a simple answer and that may be pursued fiuther. 
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Therefore, questions of details in the story that could be easily answered by returning to 

the text as well as inquiry questions such as this one were coded within this category. 

Comments where the students either responded to those questions by making reference to 

what had happened in the story or where they retold parts of the story were also coded 

into this category. Such was the case when Sandy was reviewing different parts and 

illustrations of the story: 

But he's talking to the white people and the black people. And the black people are 
just saying something. And that other page when he was talking all the white people 
were just listening. But now [on another page] they are not listening. 

(Excerpt #38: Martin Luther King. Jr.. 2/4/99.) 

If the student read from the text to support his or her response, that comment was 

coded under Subcategory 1.2: Language of the Text, even when the student was using the 

text for making meaning of some event in the story or some characters' actions as it was 

explained in the description of subcategory "Language of the Text." 

1.4.2: Speculative hypotheses and inferences. Subcategory 1.4.2 includes comments 

where the students presented different ahematives for answering a question. Usually these 

comments began with the adverb "maybe." It also includes students' statements where 

they were making inferences. The comments coded into this subcategory comprised 27% 

of the comments coded under "Making Narrative Meaning." In the following excerpt, 

Gisela asks a question about an illustration on the last page of the picturebook where 

Martin Luther Kings's tomb has a flame burning. Nadine interpreted it as a lack of 
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respect, and Sandy presented a different interpretation. Both comments were coded as 

inferences: 

353 Nadine; I think that the white people that put it like that didn't care. 

354 Sandy: Or maybe they did care. That's why they did it. 

(Excerpts #38 & 39: A Picture Book of Martin Luther King. Jr.. 2/4/99.) 

1.4.3: Personal opinions. The total conversational turns coded into this subcategory 

comprised 22% of the turns coded in the category "Making Narrative Meaning." 

Subcategory 1.4.3. includes comments where the students expressed their opinions of the 

books or specific parts of the stories. The markers for classifying these comments into this 

category and not, for exanq)le, in "Clarification or Retelling," included words such as "I 

like it" and "I don't like it," even if, as part of the reason given for their opinion, the 

students did a partial retelling of events. (When, however, using the "I like," "I don't 

like" kind of responses, the students made reference to their lives, the turns were coded 

under Category 3.2; Connecting to Life Experiences.) Following are Gisela's words 

illustrating the kind of comments coded as "Personal Opinions." 

Transcription Translation 

62 Gisela: A mi me gusto donde, que los [1.4.3| Giseki: I liked when the blacks won, 
negros se ganaban de eso, pero no se but I don't know where it is [that part], and 
donde estd [esa parte], y luego los puse then I put [the sticky notes] over there. 
alii [los papelitos para marcar], 

63 Julia: iQue? ^Cudlparte? Julia: What? Which part? 
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64 Gisela: Cuando los rtegj-os se Giseia: When the blacks won and 
ganaron y que ellos si se podicm subir en they couki take the bus. 
el bus. 

(Excerpt # 40: A Picture Book of Martin Luther Kiny Tr 2/4/99.) 

This type of literary response was present in many of the students' written responses 

to the books. They couki be comments where the children onty pointed out the parts they 

liked, as Dayanara's written response to the book In Mv Familv/En mi familia in Figure 

8.5 or as elaborated as the ones related to issues of language and discrimination. 

I like the part when the people danced and I like the ladies' dresses. 

Figure 8.5. Dayanara's written response to Tn Mv Familv/jTw mi familia. 

1.4.4: Thematic and evahiative statements. I also included in this subcategory 

thematic statements where the students seemed to summarize the theme of the book or its 

main idea. I also included evaluative statements, but in these evaluations the students 

were not making reference to a specific part of the book, but went beyond the specific 
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story being discussed. Sometimes they were clearly generalizations as when the children, 

thinking of reasons for the discrimination against African Americans, said that people were 

discriminated "because they are different" and when Sandy concluded that "They (Black 

people) are not white like them." The percent of comments coded into Subcategory 1.4.4 

represented 12% of the children's conversational turns in Subcategory 1.4: Making 

Narrative Meaning. 

The following excerpt from the discussion of A Picture Book of Martin Luther King. 

Jr, includes examples of each of the four subcategories of 1.4: Making Narrative Meaning. 

It shows how I coded the data. At the same time, seeing the four subcategories together 

in an excerpt such as the following illustrates powerfiilfy the dynamics and sophisticatk)n 

of some of the children's comments as they made meaning of the stories. Categories are 

identified in brackets, [1.4.1/CI] for Clarification and Retelling, [1.4.2/SH) for 

Speculative Hypotheses, (1.4.3/0| for Opinions, and (1.4.4/Thl for Thematic Statements. 

Overview of Categories for Making Narrativg Meaning 

Translation 

186 Gisela: ^^Por que alii estdn los White [1.4.1/CI| Gisela: Why are there White 
peoples y alii estdn los Black people? people and there [in the same place in the 

page] Black people? 

187 Julia: ^Por que hay blancosy negros 
alii juntos? She's asking why the Black 
and White people are together on that 
page. 

Julia: Why are there White and Black 
people together? She is asking why the 
Black and White people are together on 
that page? 
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188 Sandy: Oh, maybe those people are 
nice to the black people. 

189 Julia: That's it. Uh hum. Cuando eso 
estaba pasando aqui en los Estados 
Unidos habia algunos blancos que 
soportaban (sic. apoyaban) y que querian 
a los negros, y que apoyaban lo que 
decia Martin Luther Kingy que se 
llevaban bien con los negros y ellos, esos 
blancos, lo apoyaban a el. 

190 Johaira: (inaudible.) 

191 Sandy: Los otros no quieren a los. . . 

192 Julia: los negros? 

193 Sandy: A los negros. 

194 Amaury: 'Cause I think it was there 
whatever, in the book it said not all the 
White people were mean to the Black 
people. 

195 Julia: Right. There were some people 
that understood and accepted the 
di£ferences and they believed what Martin 
Luther King said and they helped spread 
what he was saying. 

(Johaira makes an intertextual connection 
with a movie about Blacks, and Nadine 
returns to the issue under discussion.) 

202 Nadine: I think the White people that 
understand that, I think they're going to 
tell the other White people to stop, 
because that's not a good thing to do. 

[1.4.2/SH] Sandy: Oh, maybe those people 
are nice to the black people. 

Julia: That's it. Uh hum. When that was 
happening here in the United States, there 
were some Whites that supported and 
k>ved Blacks, and who supported what 
Martin Luther King said, and that get 
along well with Blacks and they, those 
Whites, supported him. 

Johaira: (inaudible.) 

[1.4.4/Th| Sandy: The other [White 
people] don't love .. . 

Julia: Blacks? 

[1.4.4Th] Sandy: Blacks. 

Amaury: 'Cause I think it was there 
whatever, in the book it said not all the 
White people were mean to the Black 
people. 

Julia: Right. There were some people that 
uixlerstood and accepted the differences 
and they believed what Martin Luther King 
said and they helped spread what he was 
saying. 

(Johaira makes an intertextual connection 
with a movie about Blacks, and Nadine 
returns to the issue under discussion.) 

[1.4.4/Th| Nadine: I think the White 
people that understand that, I think they're 
going to tell the other White people to 
stop, because that's not a good thing to 
do. 
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203 Sandy; Yeah. That's what Tm trying [1.4.2/SH] Sandy: Yeah. That's what I'm 
to say. And you could tell that girl is nice trying to say. And you could tell that girl is 
to the Black people. She's listening to nice to the Black people. She's listening to 
Martin Luther King, Jr. because she's Martin Luther King, Jr. because she's 
thinking that we should be all friends to thinking that we should be all friends to the 
the Black people. Black people. 

204 Julia: Do you think the same thing? Julia: Do you think the same thing? 

205 Gisela: I didn't like this part because [1.43/0] Gisela: I didn't like this part 
the White police were hitting the Black because the White police were hitting the 
people, and the dogs were biting the Black people, and the dogs were bit^ the 
people. people. 

(Excerpt #41: A Picturebook of Martin Luther King. Jr.. 2/4/99.) 

This excerpt presents young children constructing knowledge and making sense of 

the story, giving in the process a wide range of literary responses for making meaning: 

comments and questions for clarification [1.4.1/Cl], speculative hypothesis and inferences 

[1.4.2/SH], personal opinions [1.4.3/0] and evaluative and thematic statements 

[ 1.4.4/Th]. Gisela is figuring out what White and Black people are doing together when 

the whole story is about discriminating against Afiican Americans. She then poses a 

question (186) for clarification [1.4.1/CI]. Sandy ofifers a tentative explanation (188) 

when she imagines White people being nice to Black people, an idea she brings up again in 

a second turn (203). Both comments constitute speculative hypotheses and inferences 

[1.4.2/SH]. Amaury supports those inferences and extends them by going to the written 

text. Based on her personal values, Nadine gives a con^ilex response (202) that includes 

her personal opinion of what may happen and how Whites will probably change. She 

considers discrimination and violence against African Americans to be wrong, and she 
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ends her turn with that general evaluation or thematic statement: "That's not a good thing 

to do" [1.4.4/Th]. However, even when Amaury and Sandy have pointed to White people 

being nice to African Americans, Gisela, a Spanish dominant speaker, takes another turn, 

and this time in English (maybe so everyone can understand?), and she calls the groups' 

attention toward a new stance of discrimination, the institutional discrimination used by 

the White police to mistreat and discriminate against Blacks. She expresses her personal 

opinion [1.4.3/0], rejecting that discrimination. 

These findings are relevant because they ofifer evidence of young bilingual children 

having an analytical approach toward picturebooks, and moreover, picturebooks that most 

of them could not read by themselves. I believe that this kind of analytical discourse is 

possible when teachers take discussions seriously and set up opportunities for such 

discussions. I also believe that this kind of talk would hardly be found in such abundance 

and would not have included such a wide range of responses if the books did not have 

challenging stories that engaged the students in the intellectual process of making meaning 

of them. 

I have described Category 1 and examined the kind of analytical talk the children had 

in the literature circles. This kind of analytical discourse took place in a relaxed 

environment where the students were not expected to get the "right" interpretation of the 

book. That may be one reason why the students were so willing to venture into making 

hypotheses and multiple interpretations of the events and details of the stories, and why 

they were so eager to give their opinions and evaluations. Those opinions and tentative 
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interpretations were important for Julia and me as &cilitators. We took the chiklren's 

ideas seriously and they knew we were interested in knowing what they were thinking of 

the books, rather than who "got" the theme of the book or who revealed a better 

understanding of literary elements. Within this environment they were able to talk about 

characters, plots, illustrations, the time and place of the stories, and even to infer and 

question the authors' intentions. They also knew that part of the talk ejqiected in the 

literature circles included searching for and making connections to other stories or texts. 

Although those intertextual connections involved a great deal of analytical talk, I coded 

them as a separate category for purposes of anal^is. 

Category 2 for Children's Literary Responses: 

Intertextual Connections 

From the onset of our introduction of literature circles to these children when they 

were in first grade, Julia and I observed an abundance of instances in which learning as a 

process of making connections to other texts was evident (Short, 1993). The process of 

relating the stories they were discussing with other texts continued as the students read 

new books. Under the category of Intertextual Connections, I coded the connections the 

students make to books, to movies, and to their own written texts as I will describe below. 

There were 87 comments coded into this category, representing 5% of the students' 

literary responses in the 11 literature circles chosen for in-depth analysis. The first type of 

intertextuality described is children's connections of the stories they were reading to other 

books. 
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Connections to Other Books 

Figure 8.6 summarizes the books the students connected with in the different 

literature circles and the nature of the connectk>ns. Column 1 identifies the book they 

were reading for the literature discussion group. Column 2 includes the books the 

students mentioned that reminded them of the literature circle book. Column 3 klentifies 

the type of connection among the books read and the books mentioned in column two as 

the children expressed it. 

As Figiu-e 8.6 illustrates, the literature circles that had the most turns coded in 

Category 2: Intertextual Connections, were discussion 003 of A Picture Book of Martin 

Luther King. Jr.. discussion 007 of AmaTiny firare and discussion 011 of La nina 

invisible [The Invisible Girl]. I did not find a particular pattern in the students' 

intertextual connections except the common theme of these three books. The three stories 

however, deal with issues of discrimination due to either race, gender, or language 

difference. Discrimination was the broad concept underlying most of the discussions. 

These were indeed the themes that we were discussing so the connection may seem 

natural and obvious, but we had read other books about the same themes and the children 

had made no connections to them. The discussions around issues of poverty, for 

example, did not prompt many intertextual connections to books, but one of the 

discussions on poverty prompted lots of connections to the children's lives. 
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Column 1 
Literature Circle 

Column 2 
Book the students 

connected with 

Columns 
Nature of the connection 

for the students 

002 Tight Times Titanic The illustrations in pencil 

003 A Picture Book of 
Martin Luther Kine. Jr. 

I Have a Dream 

The Storv of Ruhv Bridaes 

Friends from the Other Side/ 
Aminos '4'/ m*** 

The Adventures of Connie and 
Diego/ Las aventuras de Comie v 
Die  ̂
Marching to Freedom: The Storv 
of Martin Luther Kina. Jr. 

The characters 

Discriminatory racist practices 

Discriminatofy practices 

Discriminatory practices coming 
from being dififerent 

-Historical facts 

004 Baseball Saved Us A Picture book of Martin Luther 
King, /r 

The author's intention in writing 
the book. 

005 fn Mv Familv/fn mi 
familia 

LQ Discrimination for speaking 
Spanish 
Gender of the book: Realistic 

007 Amazine Grace Oliver Button Is a Sissv 

Mv Mother, the Mail Carrier/ Mi 

Discrimination resulting from 
gender differences 
•Discrimination resulting firom 
gender diflferences. 
Characters fiiced barriers to their 
goals and desires. 

010 A Handful of Seeds fThe Tinv Seed^ An element of the story: Seeds 
groMong 

011 /^  nina invisible rThe 
Invisible Girl) 

EI niflo eieante (The Giant Bov) 

Workinc Cotton 
Follow the Drinkine Gourd 
SomethinB Beautiful 

Connection not articulated, but 
both book covers and page 
layouts are very similar; 
discussion of a child's rights to 
not be discriminated against; 
characters are children. 
•Child characters 
•Child characters 
•The cover of the book 
-The main diaracter is a girl 
living by herself. 

Figure 8.6. Literature circles where the children made intertextual connections to books. 
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Sometimes Julia's language or language set up an intertextual connection, other 

times the children engage in intertextuality without any prompt from our part. And other 

times a combination of both, the children's spontaneous connections and the teachers' 

pron^t provoked a discussion involving intertextuality as the following excerpt from the 

discussion of the book La nifia invisible [The invisible girl] illustrates. 

Transcription 

121 Gisela: A mi no me gusto, esta 
pagina me gusto. Me hizo pernor—esta 
pdgina me hizo pensar en otra, en otro 
cuento diferente (inaudible) la niftita 
tiene ios ojos verdes y azules. 

(The children made connections to life 
and continued talking about different 
parts of the book. Then, Julia invited the 
children to think of connections to 
books.) 

153 Julia: Uhum, y les recordo de algun 
otro cuento que hemos leido o que han 
oido? 

(Some children mentioned different 
books where the characters were children 
as in La nifia invisible. Then three girls 
engaged in a comparison between two 
books, looking for connections.) 

173 Isabela: Oh! El puno [puHado] de 
semillas. 

Translation 

Gisela: I didn't like—I liked this page. It 
made me think, this page made me think 
of another, another different story 
(inaudible) the little girl had green and 
blue eyes. 

(The children made connections to life 
and continued talking about different 
parts of the book. Then, Julia invited the 
children to think of connections to 
books.) 

Julia: Uhum, and did it remind you of any 
other story that we have read or that you 
have heard about? 

(Some children mentioned different 
books where the characters were children 
as in La nifia invisible. Then three girls 
engaged in a comparison between two 
books, looking for connections.) 

Isabela: Oh, The Hand[fiil] of Seeds. 

174 Diana: Un puno [punado] de Diana: A Handffiil] of Seeds. 
semillas. 

175 ^Por que? Julia: Why? 
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176 Gisela: Porque ella vivia, ella vivia Gisela: Because she (it could be either girl 
solita, pero como ella^^ in both stories), she lived alone, but she= 

177 Diana: Ella plantaba. Diana: She planted. 

178 Gisela: =ella plantaba semillas. pero Gisela: =she planted, but it is different 
es diferente porque nadie le pegaba because nobody hit her (the girl in A 
a ella. Handful nfSeeds^ 

179 Diana: Pero alia plantaba semillas, Diana: But there, she planted seeds, she, 
ella, la niha, y aqui ellos se peleaban. the girl (in A Handfiil of SeedsV and here, 

they fought. 

(Excerpt #42: La nifia invisible [The invisible girl], 3/25/99.) 

The children had been sharing &vorite parts from the book and Gisela seems to be 

making an intertextual connection, a page in the story that reminded her of another story 

(121). Her connection was related to the detail that the girl in the book has one eye green 

and one eye blue. The children continued talking connecting the book to their lives, 

sharing the parts of the stoiy they had chosen, and then Julia invites the children to think 

of connections among the book they are discussing and other possible stories (153). 

Isabela remembered and connected to the book A Handful of Seeds (173) and Gisela and 

Diana began to compare those books (176-179) because they connected in some ways but 

not in others. Indeed, the books belong to different genres. La nifia invisible is &ntasy, 

and A Handful of Seeds is realistic fiction, but both stories talk about children and the 

main character in each story is a girl. In both stories the children live by themselves and 

plant com or flowers. 

Making connections to other texts become an expected, although not a required, 

part of the children's discussions, as if it were a task to con:^>lete. It was such an essential 
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part of the discussions that even in their written responses to the books the chiklren 

brought out intertextual connections. The books related to gender issues were the ones 

that prompted the most intertextual connections. The connections were very clear and 

evident to the children as the written responses illustrate. Figure 8.7 is Diana's response 

to the book Lq osombrosa Qraekla [AmaziiigjGzace]-

Diana makes the connections that both main characters, Grace in Ama^y Grace 

and Oliver in Oliver Button Is a Sissy, wanted badly to do something that they greatly 

enjoyed (hopes that for both of them were very difficult to meet). Hector's written 

response, on the other hand, reflects a multiple and more sophisticated intertextual 

connections when he responded to the book Mv Mother th  ̂ Mail CjvneTlMi mama la 

cartera. He connected to three different books, all involving gender issues and he was 

able to make explicit the reasons that particular aspects of the books connected (see 

Figure 8.8). 

H^tor connects the highly problematic situation of the female mail carrier with 

Oliver's situation sixKe he felt so sad for being rejected. But as the female mail carrier 

says in the story: "Troubles don't last forever." Oliver's situation changes for the better 

and at the end he feels happy. Hwtor also connects to the Piggvbook story because the 

daughter of the mail career and the sons and fiither in Piggvhook are good at making a 

mess in the house. H^tor's third connection is to AmaTinp rirare because men in the 

story of the mail carrier tell the mother that she is taking their jobs away, and in Grace''s 

story she can't be what she wants because she is a girl. Therefore both characters are 
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'So- Si.JS> /» 1 de O^.I/^ r-tiut+o/? 
^/Ol 

£•/ //6ro me recordo de : 
Ts a Sissv. £/ queria ser bailarin y 
Graciela, 
Peter Paa 

[The book mnmded me 
Ts a Sis-w He wanted to be a dancer and 
Grace, 
Peter Pan. 3-10-99] 

Figure 8.7. Diana's written response to asombrosa Graciflg [/Xmflytny Tirace] 
including an intertextual connection to Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 
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kopp^ lY/^n 

Sea- -f-i^o^^ 

U.CVA+ "tOTeVferi 
^HcS fgy^. 

0^ o/tf^w " 

0 o 
'^r\t» J9 O nofs Ja 

^auS2Ls^SB» 
«> (Vui 

A 

It made me 
happy when she 
said that "troubles 
don't last forever" 
and that reminded 
me of Oliver Button 
and when her daughter (the mail carrier's 
left a mess and it reminded me 
of the Piggybook. 

It made me 
sad when they 
said: "You're 
taking a man's job" 
and it reminded 
me of Amazing Grace 
when she coukln't be P.P (Peter Pan) 
because she was Black and she 
was agirL 

FigWg 8,8- HTOtor's written response to the book Mv Mother the Mail Camer/Mi mama 
la cartera. including multiple intertextual connections to other books. 
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discriminated against because of their gender. These intertextual connections demonstrate 

that the children were searching for patterns that connect (Short, 1993) to make sense of 

the issues addressed in the books. 

Connections to TV Programs 

Although most of the students' intertextual connections involved books, there were 

a few connections to TV, most of them to so£q> operas that almost all of the Spanish 

speaking girls loved and boys, such as Luis, hated. In the following excerpt, Ada is also 

working out her understanding of diflferent issues of gender identity and gender roles and 

makes an intertextual connectk>n between her desire to be a boy and a soap opera where 

one of the female characters looked like a boy. 

433 Steve: I know what boys can't do that girls can do. 

434 Carmen; What? 

435 Steve: Dress like girls. 

436 Ada: Asi como en "Fantastico Amor." [Such as in 
"Wonderful Love."] 

(The discussion continued and she came back to her connection to 
the soap opera.) 

464 Ada:  ̂Te puedo decir algo? Asi como el show de 
"Fantastico Amor " una sefiora se tirvo que vestir de 
hombre y el pelo asi. 
[Can I tell you something? Like in the show of 
"Wonderful Love" a lady had to dress as a man and 
(do her) her hair in this way.] 

(Excerpt #43: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 
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Although there were few comments in reference to TV throughout the discussions, 

they were enough to let us know that some girls watched nnore than one so£^> opera with 

their mothers on a daily basis and that TV was having an impact on them. In the 

discussion of Oliver Button Is a Sissv. Ada based some of her concerns related to gender 

on what she has seen on TV. For exan^le she mentioned how women suffer so much 

from having babies as she saw in one of the soap operas. One day in the literature 

discussions, Luis put his fingers in his ears so he could not listen to what the girls were 

saying about the soap operas. There were a few other connections to TV programs that 

impacted children's ideas and images about others. In the discussion of A Picture Book of 

Martin Luther King. Jr. the only connection that the students made to TV was to a movie 

where Black people were robbers. That connection was extremely interesting for me since 

the students were discussing discrimination against Black people. 

.Although few, the second-grade students' connections to movies suggest that some 

of the students were receiving the television's impact without having the opportimity to 

question the representation of reality presented in the programs. That was not the case 

with all of the students, however. In Amaury's house, for example, the parents made the 

conscious decision of not having TV at home, and having radio instead where they 

listened to programs and news broadcasters discussing its content with the children. 

Connections to Their Own Written Texts 

Finally, the students also connected to their own written works as when Helena 

decided to take ideas from the cover of Tight Times for a "book" she was writing: "Mrs. 
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Lopez, I want to make this front cover because I want a cok>r for my front cover like 

that." The few connections to their own written texts focused on taking the books from 

literature discussions as models for their own texts, either because they were borrowing 

ideas for illustrations or were concerned with imitating conventional aspects of the books 

such as the layout of book covers. Intertextuality proved to be a literary response that 

supported students as kamers, readers and thinkers. The ability to make intertextual 

connections is considered a valuable type of discourse since this is a strategy that we use 

as learners throughout our lives, not onfy as students but also as professionals. The 

intertextual connections made by the children throughout the literature discussions among 

written texts and among the books and their lives and work, indicate that the children have 

already been initiated to this important type of discourse that will support them as learners. 

Cateyorv 3 for Children's Literarv Responses: Personal Responses 

Category 3: Personal Responses comprised 36% of the children's comments. These 

responses involved the students' engagement with the stories as they identified with the 

characters or made connections between aspects of the stories and their own lives. In 

some responses in this category, they also used their knowledge of real life for making 

sense of the stories. Two subcategories were grouped uixler the broad conceptual 

category of Personal Responses: 

3.1: Living through the Experience 

3.2: Connecting to Life Experiences 

Table 8.4 summarizes the frequencies and percentages of the coding in each subcategory. 
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Table 8.4 

Summary of Freouencies and Percentayes of Suhcateyories 3.1 and 3.2 

of Personal Responses 

Subcategory 3.1 Subcategory 3.2 

Living through the e?q)erience Connecting to life e?q)eriences 

n % n % 
42 7 565 93 

3.1 Living Through the Experience 

Coded into the subcategory of 3.1: Living through the E^qjerience, were all of the 

students' comments where they seemed to be primarily "living through the experience" of 

the characters in the stories by explicitly expressing their feelings about the stories. These 

responses yielded information on how the books in^iacted the students in very personal 

and intimate ways. Usually these comments began with "it made me feel sad," "mad," or 

"happy," such as the following exanqiles from the discussion of Martin Luther King, Jr. 

when the students were reacting to violence in the story and in their communities: 

140 Sandy: I got mad because I wanted to tell them not to do that, I wanted to 
tell them to stop and listen to your heart and listen to God what He 
says, because Tm just listening to God what He says now. 

163 Nadine: Oh, este a mt me hizo feel bad porque Martin Luther King se 
murio, lo mataron. [Oh, this made me feel bad because Martin 
Luther King died, it got killed.] 

(Excerpts #44 & 45: A Picture Book of Martin Luther Kiny. Jr.. 2/4/99.) 
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I also included in Subcategory 3.1 comments wbere the students' expressed empathy 

with the characters and identified with them, saying how they would feel if they had been 

the character. In these cases, it seemed the students were entering into the world of the 

story. In the discussion of Baseball Saved Us. Luis worked hard to understand why the 

people in the internment camp needed to be in such a long line to go to the bathroom. 

Finally he said: To pienso que si/uera ellosya, ya estuviera mtierto yo esperando." [I 

think that if I was one of them I already would be dead from waiting so k>ng.] 

The discussion of Isabella's Bed invited children to enter into the world of the story 

in a different way, especially through its illustrations. Amaury and Isabela made the 

following comments as they looked at the pictures and as they talked about the children's 

adventures: 

51 Isabela: Creia, yo creia que estaba con ellos ahi. 
[I thought, I thought I was there with them.] 

157 Isabela: Estaba muy loco asi (el libra) en aventuras. Me llevaban 
a todas partes. [The book was so crazy in adventiires. I 
was taken to every place.] 

59 Amaury: This picture, I feel like I'm inside the book, like I'm 
getting real high. 

(Excerpts #46, 47 & 48: Isabella's Bed. 10/21/98.) 

Also coded into Subcategory 3.1, Living through the Experiences, were what Sipe 

(1996) calls Performative Responses, which he designates as a separate category from the 

personal responses. In Sipe's words, "the text seemed to function as a platform for the 

children's own creativity or imagination" (p. 162). Rowe (1998) refers to these type of 
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responses as "book-related dramatic play. " Rowe found that book-related dramatic play 

was an important part of the literacy-learning processes of the children in her study. The 

reason I included those performative responses within this subcategory and not in a 

separate one was because there were few responses of this kind and because they 

represented very personal and unique ways of responding to literature where students 

seemed to be living the experiences of the characters. The following two excerpts are 

examples of that kind of talk The first one is from the discussion of Isabella's Bed. 

Isabela had already shared how her &vorite part was the last page of the story when the 

grandmother tells her grandchildren how she has lots of stories to tell them. Isabela, then, 

took on the role of the grandmother, but changed the character to a teacher: 

144 Isabela: "Wait, wait!," dice la maestro, (cambiando su voz) "tengo 
muchas cosas que contarles ninitos chulos. " Ja, ja!, ninos chulos! 
A mi me gusto el corazon, como lo hicieron, verdad? Lo voy a 
soplar (soplando tres veces). Maestro, maestro, como que estd 
soplondo el viento (blowing). 

[Wait, wait!," says the teacher, (changing her voice) "I have lot of 
things to tell you my cute childrea" Ja, ja!, cute children! I liked 
the heart (on the top of the bed), how they made it, right? I will 
'blow' it (blowing three times). Teacher, teacher, it seems that the 
wind is blowing (blowing). 

(Excerpt #49: Isabella's Bed. 10/21/98.) 

Unfortunately, the English translation does not accurately reflect Isabela's meaning 

when she says "ninitos chulos" It means something else more than "cute" or "neat," 

words that are close in meaning to "chulos." This was a delightful scene in which Isabela 

seemed to be totally involved in the story. She was enjoying it and also enjoying her own 
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idea of calling the children ""nifios chulos" as well. In the discussion of Oliver Button Is a 

Sissv. Ada also dramatizes and represents the &ther in the story, but not in an enjoyable 

way. Ada really got mad at the &ther of the boy in the story when he did not want to 

attend the contest where his child was going to dance, what the boy loved to do. The 

father at the end, changes his mind, and Ada comments: 

597: Si, el dijo: ̂ No voy a ir! [gesticulando], no voy air a tu contest.^ 
Luego cambio. 
[Yes, be said: **1 will not go! (making gestures), I will not go to 
your contest!" Later he changed (his mind).] 

(Excerpt #50: Oliver Button Is a SLssv, 3/18/99.) 

There were a variety of comments where the children seemed to be living through 

the experience of the characters and the stories that were coded into other categories 

because of the linguistic markers and the criteria I used to classify the sentence, such as 

the words "I liked when" for subcategory of personal opinions (1.4.3). Gisela's response 

to the story of Martin Luther King, Jr., where she said she liked when the Blacks won and 

they could ride the bus, is an example of other ways of "living through the experience" 

within the context of analytical talk. She was clearly taking the side of the people 

discriminated against in the story and seemed to share the characters' feelings and felt 

happy with them and for them. This is one of many examples of comments coded into 

other categories that reflect the children's strong involvement with the books, showing 

various ways of entering into the world of the stories, and ways of identifying with the 

characters. 
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3.2: Connecting to Life Experiences 

In Subcategory 3.2,1 coded all of the comments where the children made 

connections to their lives and to life experwnces in general as well as comments where 

they used their knowledge of real life to understand or make meaning of the stories. Many 

scholars emphasize the inqmrtance of building the curriculum upon students' prior 

knowledge and ejqjcriences: 

[The students'] understandings form the platform upon which they currently stand 
and from which they will launch themselves into the future. The curriculum then 
must always be connected to as well as go forward from students' life experiences. 
(Short & Burke, 1991, p. 35) 

The small group literature discussions provided a place were the students were able 

to connect to their own e?q}eriences in the process of making meaning of the stories. The 

comments coded into Subcategory 3.2, Connection to Life Experiences, include stories 

told by the children about their experiences or about what had happened to others. Those 

comments comprised 34% of the children's Uterary responses and 97% of the comments 

coded into Category 3. There are 565 comments coded into this subcategory, which 

means there were many personal stories and personal connections. All of the literature 

circles have comments coded in this subcategory although some literature circles have 

more students' connections to their lives than others. 

Table 8.5 illustrates the literature circles that had the least and the greatest number 

of comments coded into Subcategory 3.2: Cormecting to Life Experiences, and the 

frequencies and percentages of those comments from the total of literary responses for 

each small group literature discussion. 
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Table 8.5 

Comparative Table With Frequencies and Percentages of Subcategory 3 .2. Connecting to 
T ife Fxperiences. in Snc Lherature Circles Haviny the Cireatest and the Number nf 
Comments Coded Into That Subcategory 

Literature circle Genre of the book B % 

010 A Handful of Seeds Realistic Fiction 31 15 

003 A Picture Book of Martin 
Luther King, Jr. 

Historical Fiction 29 16 

004 Baseball Saved Us Historical Fiction 40 18 

002 Tight Times Realistic Fiction 45 51 

008 Pepita Talks Twice 
(2°^ discussion) 

Realistic Fiction 35 51 

007 Amazing Grace Realistic Fiction 76 57 

As Table 8.5 illustrates, there were three literature circles with a few percentage of 

comments coded into this category in comparison to the rest of the literature circles (15, 

16 & 18 as compared to 51 & 57). I was intrigued by this difference and examined this 

finding more closely from different perspectives, beginning with the genres of the books, 

since it has been found that some young children have distinct patterns of responses for 

different genres (Shine & Roser, 1999). 

The genre of the books. The literature circles with the highest number of 

connections to life experiences belong to the genre of realistic fiction. There was one 

realistic fiction book also within the group having the lowest number of experiences to 

life, and the other two books in that group were historical fiction books. The only salient 
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feature that can be inferred from Table 8.S is that the discussion of two historical fiction 

books involved fewer connections to life experiences by the children in contrast to the 

realistic fiction books. It might be that the historical context in both books were too fer 

removed from the chikiren^s lives. That may have made the students to focus more and to 

invest more time on making mffaning of the stories and the historical events through 

questions about the stories than through connectnns to their lives. For exanqile, in the 

discussion of A Picture Book of Martin Luther King. Jr,, one student asked when did 

Martin Luther King died and if he knew Ruby Bridges. Those questions shifted the whole 

focus of the discussion from the picturebook to a use of reference books and time lines in 

order to find the answer. Julia and the children invested a lot of time analyzing the dates 

and historical events and making intertextual connections. 

Nature of connections. I also examined the nature of the connections to life in those 

six literature circles to see if there was a pattern that might enable me to identify what led 

the children to have so many connections to life in three of them aixl not in others. 

Another aspect 1 want to address in the discussion of Category 3.2: Connecting to Life 

Experiences, is related to the &ct that the percentages of comments coded into this 

subcategory for literature circles 002, Tight Times; 007, Amazing Grace; and 008, Pepita 

Talks Twice are overwhelmingly high in comparison to the comments coded into other 

categories, representing more than the 50% of the conversational turns in the discussion 

for each one of the three literature circles. Figure 8.9 summarizes the types of connections 

to life experiences the children had in those six literature circles. 
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Discossioos haviag more life coucctioas 

002 Tight Times (Hector, Sandy, Helena) 

There were lots of stones about their pets. 
(There was a cat in the story.) 
Family experiences; 

Others losing their jobs 
warm Emily's scenes 

Expenences within their communities: 
homeless and hungry people 

Connecting to experiences in their future lives: 
Helping others in the fiiture, being 
doctors, veterinarians 
Being a mother, being a bal^itter 

007 Amazing firace (Isabela, Diana, Mario) 

Family experiences: 
Parents' jobs 
*Diana: His &ther is not doing what he 
wants, (his experience as an immigrant) 
Funny family scenes 
Family history, reasons for migrating 
Cousins and friends telling stories 
Friends telling scary stories 

Memories of living in other places 
Use of previous knowledge to make meaning of 
stories: how to make a spider, American Indians 
Mario preferred to react, add or question the 
experiences the other students were sharing 
more than sharing his own stories. 

008 Peoita Talks Twice. 2"* (Sandy,Isabela,Luis) 

Experiences as immigrants: 
Discriminated for speaking Spanish 

(struggles of immigrants) 
Children as '*language brokers'' 
How to get from Tucson to the places 

where they come from 
"I'm Mexican" (language, identity) 
"Somas caborquellejos y atilenof [We 

are from Caborcas and from Atil (Meico)]. 
Few connections to family scenes 

Diacaauoos havtag Icn life coaacctioas 

003 Martin Luther King (Sandy, Amaury) 

The majority of the few connections were to 
violent events in their communities 
Only one happy memory 
Stories of being rejected by friends 
Experiences within their communities: gun 
shooting 
Connecting to experiences in their future lives: 

What to do in a shooting. 

004 <Uved Us (Hector, Diana, Luis, 
Ada) 

Family experiences: 
Family history, reasons for migrating 
How to get frm Tucson to die places 
where they come from 
Family scenes 

Luis reacted to Diana's experiences but also 
added his own experiences usually following the 
chain of connections already started. 
Diana controlled most of the discussion with her 
family history. 

010 A Handful of Seeds (Luis, Mario, Ada) 

Experiences with their homes' gardens. 
Memories of picking up tomatoes and playing 
''snow" with those that were dischargecL 
One connection to homeless asking for money in 
other cities. 

Figure 8.9. Literature circles with the largest and least number of comments coded into 
subcategory 3.2, connections to life experiences. 
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After examining Figure 8.9,1 noticed that there are no clear patterns in the types of 

connections among the literature circles that had the highest number of connections and 

those who had the lowest number of connections to their lives in terms of the nature of 

their life experiences. Figure 8.9 illustrates that both groups of literature circles, 

independently of the number of comments coded into this subcategory, brought up h^py 

and sad experiences, connections to &mi]y e}q)eriences and to experiences in their 

communities, connections to past and present e^qieriences and connections to possible 

experiences in their future lives by imagining what they will be doing. 

In both groups of literature circles, the students brought in^rtant events of their 

lives into their discussions in story format, and had an opportimity to share and talk about 

important issues that concerned or interested them using that genre. Storytelling seemed 

to have had some influence on the differences in the percentages of the literature circles 

having the lowest and highest percentages of comments coded into connecting to life 

experiences, and thus I decided to examine the aspect of storytelling. Because the 

students who told more stories in their discussions when they were in first grade were the 

Spanish dominant students I examined storytelling and the language of the storytellers to 

see if that pattern was still present in these discussions in second grade. 

Storvtelling. From the anafysis of the literature circles by storytellers' names and 

language, I found that the majority of the children who participated in one group of 

literature circles participated in the other group of literature circles as well, that includes 

Spanish and English dominant speakers in both groups of literature circles. I also found 
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that all Spanish and English dominant students told stories. Spanish speakers, 

nevertheless, told the longest stories. English speakers had very few long narratives. 

Both groups of students, Spanish and English dominant, shared warm family scenes such 

as in the discussion on Tight Times when Helena was sharing about a ^miliar 

conversation. This was one of the longest narratives about life experiences told by the 

English dominant children: 

128 My dad, roe, and my dad, and my sister, and mom, we've been 
thinking about when I grow up, my sister to be married, and me to 
still be a baby, and me and my mom, and my dad, and my sister, and 
my mom, were thinking about bringing some kids to our house that 
don't have no food, ck)thes or nothing, and try to bring them, like 
babies or something, and we try to find that, the people that are like 
walking all the way long, we could go pick them up. And Til say; 
"mom, please go to that person, maybe he's a poor man or a poor 
woman or a poor baby." And I'll just, sometimes, we'll just stop and 
we'll get them, and we'll put them in the car and then we'll take 
them. 

(Excerpt #51: Tight Times. 11/28/98.) 

The issue underlying this delightful story is a concern with poverty. Helena had 

previously shared that when she was younger, she and her little sister were poor. In the 

story above she is talking fi'om the past but projecting herself into the future. Her &mily 

values of taking action to end poverty are transparent. 

The students also shared sad experiences such as the following in the discussion of A 

Picture Book of Martin Luther King. Jr. 

137 Amaury: I saw one person, the guy who was walking, and some guy 
pulled out a knife and got him, tried to killed him. 
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138 Sandy; And teacher, at my brand new house, when I moved over here, 
because I was way over there next to (School's name), I went to 
that school. But I had to move because there was a bunch oC like 
people throwing stuff to our house. And the first day when we 
moved, we were watching Casper and then we were watching it 
until somebody shot inside our house and my mom was all "duck,'' 
and then she started walking and she called the police. She's saying 
''there's some people (inaudible)," "did you see what kind of car 
they wentT* And she said no, because they were shooting. And then 
she told them and then they came. 

(The children talked about how they felt about that and made more connections) 

141 Amauiy; When I'm in bed all the time, 1 &11 asleep and every night like at 
12:00 I always hear gunshots. 

142 Sandy: Uh hm, that's what I hear. 

143 Gisela: (Inaudible) 

144 Sandy: at my house and that's how I get all scared. 

(Excerpt #52: A Picture Book of Martin Luther KJny. Jr.. 2/4/99.) 

This specific connection led Julia to talk with the children about what they should do 

when they hear gunshots. The students gave several responses with alternatives to hiding. 

Those responses were also coded into Subcategory 3.2: Connecting to Life Experiences, 

but oriented to the fijture. 

What I was able to identify after closely examining the discussions is that a literature 

circle such as Baseball Saved Us. which had a low number of comments coded into life 

experiences had longer turns on making connections. Although all of the children in that 

literature circle made connections to their lives, Diana had long turns telling her femily 

history, how and why her parents decided to move to Tucson, and her father's job 
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experiences (the change from being a white collar worker in Mexico to a blue collar 

worker in the United States), a recurrent theme in her connections in other literature 

circles. The following story shows the kind of turns Diana had in the discussion of 

Baseball Saved Us: 

Transcription 

352 Diana: Yo-ah—cuando fui yo—cuando 
yo estaba chiquita, yo vivia en Tasicori y alia 
en Tasicori no mas habta una tiendita, y esa 
tiendita estaba bien cerquita de nuestra casa 
y para cruzar era muy, muy, muy batalloso, 
asi que nosotros teniamos que ir hasta 
Magdalena a comprar comida, y alii, 
entonces le decia a mi mama: "iPor, por que 
(enemas, por que tenemos que ir muy lejos 
para, para= 

353 Luis: Tu dijiste que. 

354 Carmen: Comprar. 

355 Diana: =comprar comida?" Entonces 
dijo, solo no mas porque, no mas porque ahi 
en esa tiendita= 

356 Luis; Diana! 

357 Diana: =«o mas vendian dulces, ah, 
jabon para lavar y jabon para los trastesy 
trastes, pero trastes desechables y los vasos 
asi, y cuando querian cafe, no habia tazas, 
asi que nosotros teniamos que hasta [ir a] 
comprar a Magdalena . . . 

358 Carmen: Uh hum 

Translation 

Diana: I-when I was-wfaen I was a tittle 
girl I lived in Tasicori, and there in 
Tasicori there was only one small 
maricet, and that market was very ck>se 
to our house and it was very, very, very 
difiScuh to cross [the street], so we had 
to go to Magdalena to buy food, and 
there, then, I said to my mother: '̂ Why 
do we have to come so fer to= 

Luis: You said 

Carmen: To buy 

Diana: =to buy food?" Then she said 
that it was only because, only because in 
the small market= 

Luis: Diana! 

Diana: =they only sold candies, ah, soap 
to wash, and soap for washing the 
dishes, and dishes, but there were 
disposable dishes and glasses, and when 
they [someone at home] wanted coffee 
we had no cups, so we had to go to 
Magdalena for buying . .. 

Carmen: Uh hum. 
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359 Diana: Porque, y hasta 
ahi—"Mami, major ",le dije, le dijeyo: 
"mejor nos movemos a Magdalena en 
vez de aqui. " Entonces mi mama [dijo]: 
"No, nosotros nos vamos a mover hasta 
Tucson." Entonces venimos, venimos, 
vivimos con mi nana y despues nos 
cambiamos a unos apartamentos. 
despues nos vinimos con mi nana, luego 
una casa, luego otros departamentos. 
Cuando viviamos en Tasicori fue nuestra 
primera casa, pero de todos modes 
nosotros nacimos aqui. Despues aqui 
hemos estado viviendo, y mi mama, pero 
dice mi mama: "Ya no nos vamos a 
mover nunca", "pero mama, pero ya no 
sabemos si nos vamos a mover." 

(Excerpt #53: Baseball Saved Us. 2/11/99.) 

Diana: Because, until there— "Mons, we 
better," I told her, I told her; 'Swe better 
move to Magdalena instead of [staying] 
here." Then my mother said: "No, we are 
going to move to Tucson." Then we 
came, we came [to live] with my 
grandmother, aod later we moved to 
some apartments, later we came with our 
grandmother, later in a house, later in 
other apartments. When we lived in 
Tasicori that was our first house, but 
anyway we were bom here. After that 
we have been living here and mother, 
nty mother says: "We won't never move 
fit)m here."—"But mother, we don't 
know if we are going to move." 

The long turns taken by Diana to tell her stories in that discussion seems to be one 

important &ctor influencing the low number of connections coded to life experiences in 

that literature circle, because her conversational turns were long, and so although longest, 

there were few turns coded into Connection to Life Experiences. The analysis of Diana's 

turns is an example of how examining the responses of individual children may offer 

insight into the nature of their responses to literature; insights not otherwise available in an 

analysis of the discussions only as group talk. That second analysis of the children's types 

of responses will be described in the second section of this chapter where I will only focus 

on the case study children. Before moving to that second part, I want to close this section 

by focusing on the importance of stories in the children's lives as reflected in their 

discussions. 
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Stories were an important part of children's discussions and especially students who 

were Spanish speakers needed more "space" for telling their stories. Diana's story, with a 

beginning, a crescendo of actions, and an open ending where she challenges her mother's 

belief that they will never move again: "We don't know if we are going to move," shows 

she is a skillful storyteller, an important aspect of her literacy development. The students 

knew that telling their own stories was another type of literary response valued and 

accepted in the discussions, as much valued as the analytical tallc That storytelling is a 

very common practice among the Spanish dominant students seems to be suggested in the 

following interchange between two Spanish dominant students in the literature circle 

discussing Amazing Chrace. a Story v^re the main character, Grace loves stories. This is 

the beginning of their discussion. Robin is the only English monolingual in the literature 

circle although Mario's perspective is that Robin understands Spanish. 

Transcription Translation 

1 Diana: Yd voy a comenzar. Esto me Diana: I will start. This reminded me 
recordo cuando mi prima—a la—mi, mi when my cousin—my, my cousin, she 
prima le gusta(n) mucho los cuentos, y likes stories a lot, and that reminded me 
eso me recordo. of that. 

2 Mario: ^Esa pdgina o el libro? Mario: That page or the book? 

3 Diana: En el libro. Diana: In the book. 

4 Mario: Robin. Mario: Robin. 

5 Diana: This reminds me of my cousin. Diana: This remind me of my cousin. 
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6 Mario: El (Robin) tambien entiende el 
espanol. 

7 Diana: My cousin likes stories y se las 
aprendia de memoria. 

8 Mario:  ̂Ya se lo sabia de memoria? 

9 Diana: Uhum. 

10 Mario: i Ya se lo sabia de memoria? 

11 Diana: Todas las historias se las 
sabia de memoria. 

12 Mario: iJodo, todo, todo? 

13 Diana: No todo pero, pero se sabia 
como veinte de memoria 

14 Mario: Twenty? That's not too 
much. Over 50, that's too much. 

Mario: He (Robin) also understands 
Spanish. 

Diana: My cousin likes stories and she 
memorized them. 

Mario: Did he already memorize them? 

Diana: Uhum. 

Mario: Did he already memorize them? 

Diana: He memorized all the stories. 

Mario: Everything, everything, every
thing? 

Diana: Not everything (not all of 
them),but he knew like 20 by memory. 

Mario: Twenty? That's not too much. 
Over 50, that's too much. 

(Excerpt #54: Amayiny frrace. 3/11/99.) 

The first connection-and the first comment—that Diana has in the story of Amayiny 

Grace is with the practice of storytelling (turn #1). Like Grace, the character in the book, 

Diana's cousin also likes to memorize stories. Mario is in disbelief of Diana's cousin's 

knowledge of stories and he questions her and finally sets up his standard for a storyteller 

in terms of the number of stories he or she should know; "over 50." This excerpt and the 

stories that Diana shared in this literature circle, which are discussed in different places in 

the discussion of findings, show that tellii^ stories is part of the children's lives. I am not 

sure if Mario would have had set the same standards if the person sharing the experience 



would have been a boy instead of a girL, and if the storyteller mentioQed by Diana would 

have also been a boy instead of a girl, but what Diana's story and Mario's responses point 

to is the embeddedness of storytelling in their environments. 

AnaWsis of Individual Responses 

In a second layer of analysis for the types of responses (non-literaiy and literary 

responses) of the children, I examined the talk of the nine case study children. Each 

participated in a minimum of three of the 11 literature circles used in the analysis 

described in the first part of this chapter. The criteria for selection of these nine students 

was described in Chapter 3. That criteria included language dominance, gender, and 

individual characteristics of some children that I observed had impacted the discussions in 

different ways. Throughout the year I had been under the impression that some students 

were engaging in more analytical talk than others or in more personal responses than 

others. Therefore, I wanted to examine their responses to see if there were patterns in the 

types of responses of individual children. I describe the most salient features of the case 

study children's literary responses in the three main categories: Analytical Talk, 

Intertextual Connections, and Personal Responses. Table 8.6 summarizes the percentages 

of literary responses per case study child in the three main categories. 

The most important insights I gained from Table 8.6 are the following: 

• All of the case study children, Spanish dominant and English dominant, had a wide 

range of types of literary responses throughout the three or four literature circles in 

which each one of them participated. 



Table 8.6 

Percentages of r.iterarv Responses Per Case Study Child in the Three Main Cateyories 

Literature Circles and 
Case Study Children 

Category I 
Analytical Talk 

% 

Category 2 
Intertextual 

Connections */• 

Category 3 
Personal Responses 

•/. 

001 Isabella's Bed Luis- 37 
Isabela- 47 
Amaury- 33 

Luis- 0 
Isabela- 0 
Amaury- 0 

Luis- 26 
Isabela- 18 
Amaury- 30 

002 Tight Times Helena- 24 
Sandy- 38 
HMor- 41 

Helena- 5 
Sandy- 3 
Hdctor- 57 

Helena- 38 
Sandy- 41 
H6ctor- 41 

003 A Picture Book of 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 

Sandy- 47 
Amaury- 53 

Sandy- 16 
Amaury- 10 

Santfy- 11 
Amaury- 5 

004 Baseball Saved Us Luis- 72 
Diana- 41 
Ada- 60 
H^or- 78 

Luis- 3 
Diana- 0 
Ada - 0 
FUctor- 0 

Luis- 6 
Diana- 38 
Ada- 7 
H^or- 0 

005 In My Family/ En mi 
familia 

Mario- 39 
Helena- 34 

Mario- 6 
Helena- 0 

Mario- 22 
Helena- 34 

006 Pepita Talks Twice 
(1st) 

Sandy- 37 Sandy- 0 Sandy- 45 

007 Amazing Grace Isabela- 29 
Diana- 6 
Mario- 19 

Isabela- 5 
Diana- 3 
Mario- 13 

Isabela- 34 
Diana- 51 
Mario- 17 

008 Pepita talks Twice 
(2nd) 

Luis- 8 
Isabela- 28 
Sandy- 22 

Luis- 0 
Isabela- 0 
Sandy- 0 

Luis- 25 
Isabela- 39 
Sandy- 16 

009 Oliver Button Is a Sissy Ada- 33 
Amaury-36 
Helena- 20 

Ada- 4 
Amaury- 0 
Helena- 0 

Ada- 29 
Amaury-26 
Helena- 16 

010 A Handful of Seeds Luis- 85 
Mario- 70 
Ada- 71 
Hector- 50 

Luis- 0 
Mario- 2 
Ada- 0 
H^or- 10 

Luis- 9 
Mario- 17 
Ada- 12 
H^or- 5 

Q \ \  [m Nina Invisible 
[The Invisible Girl] 

Isabela- 49 
Diana- 32 

Isabela- 11 
Diana- 16 

Isabela- 22 
Diana- 23 



• All of them had Analytical Talk in each one of the literature circles in which they 

participated. 

• All of them engaged in a process of making meaning through their literary responses 

in each one of the literature circles. 

• Ail of the case study children made Intertextual Connections at some point 

throughout the semester (Spring 99), but not in each literature circle, except for 

Mario who made intertextual connections in the three literature circles in which he 

participated. 

• Except for Hector, all of the case study children had Personal Responses in each one 

of the literature circles in which they participated. Hector had no comments coded 

into Personal Responses—as defined in this chapter—in the discussion (004), Baseball 

Saved Us. but 41% of his turns in discussion (002), Tight Times, were coded into 

Personal Responses, and that represents a high percentage of personal responses. 

From this analysis, it seems that there is no pattern in the students' responses per 

literature circle in terms of the proportion for each type of response into the three main 

categories throughout the literature circles. The case study children had a high proportion 

of personal responses in some literature circles but a low number of personal responses in 

others. They also had a high proportion of responses coded into making narrative 

meaning in some literature circles and a low proportion in others. I observed that six out 

of nine case study children had one or two discussions in which the proportion of the 
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responses coded into Analytical Talk and into Personal Responses were evenly or almost 

evenly distributed, as the following table illustrates. 

Table 8.7 

Comparative Table With r>f W<»^nses Coded Into Cateyories 1 and 3 

Six Case Study Children 

Student Literature Circle No. Category 1 
Analytical Talk 

Category 3 
Personal Responses 

Helena (005) 34 34 
(009) 20 16 

Amaury (001) 33 30 

Diana (004) 41 38 

Mario (007) 19 18 

Sandy (002) 38 41 

Hector (002) 41 41 

In the analysis of the distribution of responses within each literature circle I also 

observed the following dynamics: 

• Tight Times (002) prompted a similar proportion of personal responses for the three 

students participating in that literature circle: Helena, Sandy and Hector had, Helena 

(38%), and Sandy and H^tor (41%) of their responses coded in personal responses. 

This literature circle and Ama^ny Grarg (007) prompted more personal responses 

from all of the case study children participating in both discussions than responses 

for making narrative meaning. 
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Baseball Saved I Js (004^ and A Handful of Seeds rOlO^ on the nther hand, 

prompted more responses for making meaning from all of the case study children 

participating in those literature circles than did personal responses. 

In summary, the quantitative analysis of the children's literary responses showed no 

clear patterns for individual children's responses. It is the qualitative analysis of those 

responses that enabled me to find specific patterns in children's responses within 

categories and subcategories, as for exanqile, in the case of Diana and Helena. Ahbough 

both girls made all kinds of literary responses, the kinds of connection to life experiences 

they made were usually, in Diana's case, connections to her &inily history as immigrants, 

and for Helena, connections to her grand&ther who was in jail because of a car accident 

and to problematic situations at home. Another illustrative example is Luis. While he also 

made ail kinds of literary responses, he was the one who had more responses coded into 

Subcategory 1.1; Book as a Cultural Object. He also always had more responses coded 

into questions for clarification and speculative hypotheses than responses coded into 

personal opinions. An examination of his personal responses shows that, more than 

sharing his own life experiences, which he did, he preferred to comment and pose 

questions to the students who were sharing their life experiences. It seems that he 

preferred not to reveal himself to others, or to reveal his personal sind family experiences. 

He was in the Guided Reading Group of the top Spanish readers as described in Chapter 5 

in the section of guided reading groups, and seemed to feel comfortable with analytical 

talk and focusing on the features of the book and the books as made object. Isabela, 



likewise, had all kinds of literary responses, but she was the student who had more 

responses coded into Subcategory 3.1; Living Through the Ejqserience, and within it, the 

most number of performative responses. From the case study children, she was also the 

one who initiated the scary stories, a genre at which that she was very good. 

Conclusion 

The findings of the analyses of the nature of the students's talk show that the 

students were engaged in a wide nnge of types of literary talk involving a) analytical 

discourse that included talking about the book as a cultural product, making narrative 

meaning, reading fi-om the text, and analyzing illustrations; b) intertextual connections; 

and c) personal responses where the students connected the stories to their own lives and 

identified themselves with the characters. The students invested a great amount of time 

making meaning of the stories, which was a subcategory of their analytical talk. Making 

meaning involved conversational turns such as; questions and comments for clarification 

and retelling, personal opinions, speculative hypotheses and inferences, and 

thematic/evaluative statements. It seems that the literature discussion groups where these 

bilingual students discussed quality multicuhural literature helped them to analyze texts 

and to engage in discussions about what they read or what had been read to them and 

many of them engaged in that discussion using two languages. 

At the end of the exploratory study Julia and I conducted when the children were in 

first grade, when we had the literature discussion groups organized by language 

dominance, we wondered if creating a bilingual context for the discussions would make a 
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difference in the children's responses. In first grade, the Spanish dominant speakers had 

more connections to their lives and more storytelling, and the English dominant speakers 

connected more to the written text with comments that reflected analytical talk. At that 

time we thought that it would be worthy to provide a context where both groups of 

children could leam from each other's types of talk, and we decided to have bilingual 

small group literature discussions. The responses analyzed in this chapter provide 

evidence that both groups of children learned a wide range of responses from each other, 

and I consider this to be an "enriched" experience for the children. All of the students had 

a wider repertoire of responses to literature. The analysis of the students' literary 

responses shows that Spanish- and English-dominant speaking students made and 

negotiated meaning, and they did that using two languages. 

Having said that, as I previously stated in the discussion of Category 3.2: Connecting 

to Life Experiences, there is one type of response that still seemed to be more 

characteristic, although not exclusive, in the talk of some Spanish dominant speakers-

storytelling. As illustrated by some of Diana's and Isabela's long narratives discussed 

throughout this dissertation, the Spanish dominant speakers had the longest stories or 

narratives. All of the students told personal stories, but not as long as the stories told by 

the Spanish speakers. In addition, the few scary stories told throughout the discussions 

were also told by the Spanish speakers. That suggests that those narrative styles and 

practices are rooted in the &milies of the Spanish dominant speakers, who are first 
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generation immigrants. It also suggests that the Spanish language may be more suitable 

for storytelling than English, an hypothesis that needs fiirther research. 
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CHAPTER 9 

DISCUSSIONS ON BILINGUALISM 

Chapters 9 to 11 discuss the findings for Subquestion Number 2, which is: What is 

the content/issue(s) discussed by the children in small group literature discussions? Before 

describing the specific focus of this chapter on bilingualism, I begin with an overview on 

the content analysis used for answering this subquestion. 

Data Analysis Procedures for Examining the Content 

of the Children's Discussions 

Subquestion Number 2 required that I adopt a different analysis fit)m the one used 

to examine children's literary responses in order to examine in depth the major issues 

children raised in their discussions. A content analysis offered evidence of children's 

explorations of meaning and critical issues within these discussions. 

Wollman-Bonilla's (1996) research with preservice teachers supports what other 

educators and I have observed in the attitudes of some teachers and pre-service teachers 

toward books dealing with critical issues. She reports that some pre-service teachers 

believe that a text is inappropriate for children if it identifies racism or sexism as a social 

problem and that students should not be exposed to topics such as discrimination. Julia 

and I, on the other hand, believe that teachers should provide opportunities for children to 

talk about the critical issues that impact their lives. If we do not provide a context and a 

safe environment to support such discussions, we might be contributing to leaving children 

unprepared to talk about and deal with those issues, which may result in their uncritical 
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learning to read their world (Freire & Macedo, 1987) concerns me as an educator, 

especially because the children in this study were from working-class &milies and, with 

most being Mexican Americans, belong to an imderrepresented or ^minonty*^ group in the 

United States. Moreover, these children's bilingualism, instead of being seen as an asset, 

is often seen in this country as a barrier, a deficit, and a threat to a so-called 'iiational 

unity." 

Therefore, this analysis of the content of the children's discussions focuses on 

those issues that I consider to be most critical, instead of all of the issues brought up by 

the students in their discussions. These issues, &mily experiences, bilingualism, 

discrimination based on race, and gender equity are precisely the ones that some teachers 

and pre-service teachers believe should not be talked about in classrooms, especially with 

seven-year-old children. Yet, those issues are represented in the children's talk in the 11 

literature circles chosen for in-depth analysis, I decided to use sub-sets of my data for 

analyzing the children's talk about those issues. Figure 9.1 outlines the data subsets by 

main issue discussed. 

I used three literature circles to examine children's discussions on language and 

bilingualism: two literature circles (006, 008) discussing Pepita Talks Tvnce/Pepita hahla 

dos veces. and one literature circle (005) discussing In Mv Familv/£w mi familia. I 

examined two literature circles organized around discrimination based on race: (003) A 

Picture Book about Martin Luther King. Jr.. and (004) Baseball Saved Us. which I discuss 
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in Chapter 10. I used data from the discussion of the book (009) Oliver Button Is a Sissy 

to examine gender issues in Chapter 11. The theme of'̂ fiunily" was so embedded in all of 

the children's discussions that I address this theme within the discussion of the other 

issues, and not as a separate topic. I conclude the content analysis in Chapter 11 with the 

analysis of the children's discussion of the picturebook, Amaymy Grace (007), wliere the 

students made connections among ail of these issues and others. 

Discussions on BiUnguailsin 
(Chapter 9) 

Pppita Tglks TvincdPepita habla dos veces (Two discussions 006, 008) 
In Mv Familv/fw mi familia fOOS^ 

Discussions on Discrimination Based on Race and Ethnicity 
(Chapter 10) 

A Picture Book about Martin T iither King. Jr. r003^ 
Baseball Saved Us (004^ 

Discussions on Gender Equity and Identity 
(Chapter 11) 

Oliver Button Is a SLssv (009^ 

Critical Perspectives on Chiklren*s Perceptions of Discrimination 
(Chapter 11) 

Amazias-Qcacfi (007) 

Figure 9.1. Subsets of data for the content analysis of the childrens' discussions. 

As I did the content analysis of the children's discussions I realized how engaged 

the children were and their engagement was usually signaled by interruptions and 

overlapping talk. Based on Ochs' (1979) view of "transcriptions as theory," I decided to 

add additional transcript conventions to reflect children's interruptions, continuous speech 
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after interruptions, and overlapping speech, something that I did not do for the analysis of 

the children's literary responses. For the content analysis, I added the following three 

transcript conventions based on Schiffrin (1993). I modified the use of the third 

convention: 

— self intermiption 

// text enclosed between slashes and roi^hly aligned verticalfy^ shows simultaneous 
speech among multiple speakers: 

= place at the end of one conversational turn and beginning of the next by the same 
person to signal continuous speech (usually after an interruption). I am also using it to 
signal interruption even when later there was no continuous speech. In that case, the 
sign is only placed at the end of the turn. 

Figure 9.2. Transcript conventions used for the content analysis. 

Literature Circles for the Discussion on Bilingualism 

The children expressed their ideas, feelings, and experiences about being bilingual 

in several discussions throughout the year. This section will be based on a subset of data 

including three of the 11 literature circles considered primary data for this study. In these 

three literature circles children discussed books where the issue of bilingualism was 

highlighted, and for that reason those circles provided abundant data about children's 

ideas and experiences in relation to being bilingual. The subset of data includes the 

transcripts of the discussion about In Mv Family/Ew mi familia (005), and the two 

discussions of Pepita Talks Twce/Pepita habla dos veces (006, 008). (See Figure 9.3) 



Figure 9.3. Picture books used for the analysis of the children's discussions on 
bilingualism. 
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In the dual language stoiy fn Mv Familv/fw mi familia. author and artist Carmen 

Lomas Garza, drawing on her own memories, portrays through her pictures familiar 

scenes typical among Mexican American fimilies. Based on the author's experiences at 

school, where she was punished for ^)eaking Spanish, she explains her intentions of 

inspiring and inviting Mexican American children to feel proud of their heritage. In Pepita 

Tallfc T nfice/Pgpito hahia dos veees. a biKngual giri named Pepka k tired of translating for 

both English and Spanish ^)eakers, and decides not to speak Spanish ai^more, but at the 

end of the story changes her mind. I use secondary data sources such as the discussion of 

La Mariposa [The Butterfty] occasionally in this anafysis to add new perq>ectives. In Ul 

Mariposa (The Butter%] a boy of Mexican descent is new at school and the teacher 

prohibits him from ^leaking Spanish, the onfy language he knows. 

Eleven students participated in the three literature circles chosen for anafysis in this 

section. Sandy, an English dominant child, was the only student particq>ating in two of the 

three literature circles. The two were discussions of Pt-yita TallcQ Twice/Pg/>/to habla dos 

veces. One literature circle (005) had three English dominant stiidents and one Spanish 

dominant student, another literature circle (006) was made up of four English dominant 

students, and the third literature circle (008), had three Spanish dominant students and one 

English dominant. 

This chapter has two main parts. In the first I describe the chfldren's ideas about 

bilingualism and the benefits they see of being bilingual as expressed in the literature 
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discussions. In the second section, I examine the experiences the children shared related 

to being bilingual. 

Students' Ideas About Bilingualism 

"I like the book because it's good to talk both languages." 

Rilmyimlian As an Asset 

One of the main kleas the chiklren expressed about bilingualism was that it is 

important to be bilingual, an idea that was indeed Highlighted in the book Pepita Talks 

Twice/Pgp/fq habla dos veces. Eight out of 11 students, Spanish and English dominant, 

but not necessarily bilingual, expressed that it is inqwrtant to be bilingual, to speak both 

Spanish and English. They also reflected that idea in their written responses to the books, 

as Sandy's sketch in response to Pepita Talks TvncdPepita habla dos veces illustrates. 

Sandy, an English dominant student, however, insisted on three different occasions that 

being bilingual is really bard. Figure 9.4 shows the sketch and the text as the student read 

it. 

Sandy's response reflects not only the main idea of the book, but a general positive 

attitude toward bilingualism in this classroom, even when she thinks that it is hard. Julia 

and I both have a clear position &voring bilingualism and biliteracy for everyone, not only 

for the Spanish speaking children. Julia works carefully on giving Spanish the same status 

as English in the classroom and this message inq)acts students. When Julia asked the 

children to write the name of one student they would like to be with for the discussion of 
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^ ̂ 9 / o^w 
^ ' " f f f  ( f l  
i ? K r ' 5  

r n ^ '  f T ^ ^ c l  Q ^  

fTî  -^^-fn-h  ̂

"I feel happy because I like when Pepita talked in Spanish and English too! And it is good 
to talk in English too and it is hard to talk in Spanish and English at the same time. And it 
reminded me about me and n^r sister too and n^r mom." 

Figure 9.4. Sandy's written response to Pepita Talks Twicc/Pepita habla dos veces. 

Baseball Saved Us. H^tor chose Ada and gave two reasons for that choice, one of them 

based on language issues, as his written response presented in Figure 9.5 reflects. 

Therefore it may be that our attitude toward bilingualism influenced the children's 

ideas about the benefits of being bilingual Saying that, it also needs to be said that the 

children talked about the benefits they personally saw in being bilingual. They had their 
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Si lid t int' 

^ev-'6 Oa/Tre. <NW  ̂ Ĵ CC*? A.C. " 
Shes  gra-at PoAor grtoL- .Jht hftlfts 
Ot.... ..%c af\A- yj/eifs. 

iii/i>9.6a 

Ada. Why? Because she's nice and she's a great partner and she helps me speak in Spanish 
and we're bilinguaL 

Figure 9.5. H^tor's choice of a student for the discussion ftas^fraH Saved Us. 

own reasons for thinking positive^ about bilingualism. Before identifying and discussing 

these reasons, I want to comment on one discussion from secondary sources that adds a 

different perspective to this particular aspect of the children's ideas about language and 

bilingualism, the first discussion of La Mariposa on February 4, 1999. Conversational 

turns from excerpts that are secondary sources are not numbered. 

I was &cilitating that discussion and there were only three students: Mario and 

Isabela, Spanish dominant speakers, and Steve, an English dominant speaker. The three 

students considered that it was unfair that the teacher in the story did not allow the boy, 

Francisco, to speak Spanish at school At the end of the story, Francisco, the main 

character, stood out as a good "painter" and won the first prize for his picture of a 

butterfly. There was something that bothered me about this detail in the story. The boy 

did not seem to be so intelligent (he did not participate in class discussions because they 

were allowed to talk only in English), but he is presented, instead, as a good artist. At 
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some point in the discussion I asked the chiklren if they considered that Francisco was 

smart, and they gave the foUowing responses: 

lUstedes creen que Francisco era inteligente? 
/Do you/ think Francisco was intelligent and smart? 

/SI/ [Yes] 

Nooo! 

Yeah, because he won the prize right here, oh yeah! 

Uh hm? What do you think? You said: no. Why? £>id you 
think Francisco was intelligent and smart? 

Cause I—thought that 'cause he was Spanish. 

And what happens when a person speaks Spanish? [Waited] 
(Does) that mean that the person is not smart? 

I speak in English and I can't speak Spanish and Tm not 
smart cause I don't know what they're saying. 

But if a person knows only Spanish and knows no English, 
do you think that the person is less smart? 

A little bit smart. 

(Excerpt #55: La Mariposa [The Butterfly], 2/4/99.) 

This excerpt illustrates that children have emergent ideokjgies about issues such as 

being monolingual Spanish. Steve had already said that it was a bad thing that the teacher 

in the story did not allow Francisco to speak Spanish because in his (Steve's) classroom, 

he said, they can speak both languages. His response seems to reflect that if a person only 

knows one language that person is less smart than a person who knows two languages. 

His first spontaneous response to my question and his explanation that Francisco was not 

Carmen: 

Isabela: 

Steve: 

Mario: 

Carmen: 

Steve: 

Carmen: 

Steve: 

Carmen: 

Steve: 



intelligent because he was a Spanish speaker reflected his ideok>gy about Spanish 

monolingual speakers. As he continues talking in that same excerpt he, then tried to apply 

the same criteria to his situation as a monolingual speaker of English, saying that he is not 

smart becasue he does not understand what Spanish speakers say, v^^h seems to be a 

position &vonng bilingualism. However, at end of the excerpt he modifies his idea of 

Francisco and says that a Spanish speaker may be "a little bit smart/' 

Although I later explain how Steve's linguistic situation at home seems to 

influence his attitudes toward Spanish monolinguals, I want to place his response in a 

larger societal context where a dominant ideology against Spanish is evident in some 

contexts. This dominant ideology as I described in Chapter 2 on the discussion of 

expectations for bilingual students, is prevalent in the popular press and TV media, and 

even throughout some educational contexts where inadequate types of assessment 

conclude that bilingual children are less intelligent than English monolinguals. Therefore, 

Steve's opinion in this literature circle about monolingual Spanish speakers being less 

intelligent cannot be isolated from the power of an ideology that has devastating effects 

for children who speak Spanish or are bilingual. 

I wanted to highlight Steve's case because he expressed those ideas at the 

beginning of the literature circles organized around critical issues when they had not yet 

had enough opportunity to talk about issues of discrimination, and because he was the 

only student who expressed a negative evaluation about the intellectual abilities of Spanish 

monolingual speakers in a classroom were Spanish is highly valued. The children's 



discussion in the literature circle on La Mariposa at the beginning of the Spring semester 

convinced Julia and me of the need to organize a literature set on issues of language and 

bilingualism. I analyzed that literature set from which I am drawing for the discussion in 

this chapter. 

Seven of the students particqiating in the three literature circles chosen for 

discussion for this section articulated their reasons for believing that it is good to be 

bilingual. Spanish and English dominant speakers concurred on two reasons: one 

involving issues of language and identity and the other communication with relatives. One 

English dominant speaker gave a third reason that may be interpreted as a celebration of 

diversity and all Spanish speakers gave a fourth reason for thinking that it is good to be 

bilingual: communication with friends. The following discussion focuses on the different 

reasons the children gave for thinking that it is good to speak Spanish and English. 

f anpuage anH THentitV! "I like talking Spanish and Knplish 

because I'm Mexican." 

The children's discourse reflects complex relationships between language and 

identity. Indeed, in these literature circles focusing on language, there were several 

instances where the children appear to be constructing and negotiating their identities 

based on language, and negotiating language based on their cultural identities. Cummins' 

(1996) concept of "negotiating identities" addresses what I interpret took place in those 

literature circles. It recognizes "the agency of culturally diverse students and communities 

in resisting devaluation and in afiSrming their basic human rights, but it also focuses on the 



fact that identities develop in a social context" (p. iv). The children were actively 

constructing and negotiating identities as they connected to the written texts and to the 

texts of the life stories and experiences that were shared in this particular sociocultural 

context of the literature circles where Spanish and English were aflBrmed and valued. 

Those experiences are discussed in the second section of this discussion on bilingualism, 

but some of their connections are highlighted here. 

One of the connections between language and identity was brought out by an 

English dominant student, Sandy, who seemed to understand a little bit of Spanish, but 

who did not speak it, except for some words. In the second discussion of Pepita Talks 

TvncdPepita habla dos veces she was the only English dominant speaker and she made a 

huge effort to say some things in Spanish. However, her comments on the benefits of 

being bilingual were made in English as the following excerpt illustrates; 

I like the book because it's good to talk both languages, and then she (Pepita) 
talked in both languages, and then, I wouldn't stop talking in both languages 
because I'm Mexican. 

I like talking Spanish and English because I'm Mexican and then my &mily is 
Mexican and they came firom there except me and my sister. 

(Excerpts #56 & 57: Pepita Talks TvAce/Pepita hahla dos veces. 3/18/99.) 

I find these excerpts very interesting and illuminating for several reasons. Here is 

an English dominant speaker making statements in &vor of being bilingual-that in her 

situation means to also speak Spanish- and she does that in English. Secondly, she 

connects her intentions to be bilingual to ethnicity, "because I'm Mexican," but she and 

her sister were bom in the United States, while her relatives were bom in Mexico. LOce 
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students in Pease-Alvarez (1993), Sandy feels that ethnicity plays an in^wrtant role in 

determining her decision to keep speaking Spanish. 

In the discussion of In Mv Familv/£/i mi familia. Julia shared her experience of 

having been punished for speaking Spanish at her elementary school and finished her story 

by saying, "so for me it's very inqwrtant to be bilingual because it's part of who I am." 

Dayanara, an English dominant student, who does not speak Spanish, at least not in the 

classroom, responded immediately, '̂ Me too." Dayanara then talked about her desires to 

leam to speak Spanish and Julia said to the group that they could help her to learn 

Spanish. I believe this is an exan:q>le where the teacher, by sharing her experience, 

meditated the student's construction of identity. 

Cummins (1994) discusses Vygotsky's concept of the Zone of Proximal 

Development (ZPD) as helpful to understanding students' personal development as related 

to the negotiation and construction of identity among English as Second Language 

students. He suggests that for a long time educators, instead of mediating within 

children's ZPD to support students' learning and identity, have '̂ constricted that zone." 

Cummins (1994) explains that process as follows: 

The historical pattern of dominant-subordinated group interactions has been one 
where educators have constricted the zone in an attempt to sanitize deviant 
cultural identities. For educators to agree to become partners in the transmission 
of "knowledge," minority students were required to acquiesce in the subordination 
of their cultural identities and to celebrate as "truth" the "cultural literacy" of the 
dominant group. The constriction of the ZPD by educators reflected a process 
whereby they defined their role as "civilizing," "saving," "assimilating" or 
"educating" students whose culture and values they viewed as inherently deficient, 
(p. 46) 
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For Cummins, the construction-not the constriction-of the ZPD represents a 

useful metaphor for describing the dual process of the reciprocal negotiation of identity 

and the collaborative generation of knowledge by students and educators. I think that the 

literature circles discussed in this dissertation ofifer evidence of several instances in which a 

ZPD was collaboratively created for students' development of language, knowledge and 

identity, as Sandy's and Dayanara's words illustrate, and also for the adults, since, for 

example, Julia also connected the books to her life and was able to remember and take 

stances about some experiences of her growth as a Latina bilingual person. 

In the same discussion of Pepita Talks Twice//*g/?f7a habia dos veces, Isabela was 

the only Spanish speaker who brought up issues of identity. As students in Pease-

Alvarez's (1993) study on patterns and influences in Mexican American children's Spanish 

language maintenance and shift toward English dominance or monolingualism, Isabela also 

connected to both country of origin and language. In a previous discussion on La 

Mariposa. I had asked the children if they thought that Francisco, the boy in the story, felt 

a sense of belonging to that school. The children had dififerent opinions. Mario said that 

Francisco did not feel he belonged to that school because he spoke Spanish and he was 

not allowed to speak Spanish at school. In the context of these comments and without 

having been asked about that, Isabela said that her sense of belonging was in Atil, Mexico: 
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Transcription 

Isabela: Yd creo que I— yo belong a mi 
casa del Atil. 

Carmen: cQue tuperteneces a donde? 

Isabela: A una casa que yo vivo alia en 
Atil 

(I asked the children if they heard and 
understood what she said and invited 
Isabela to say it again.) 

Isabela: I said that I belong to my 
pueblito. 

Carmen: ^Que te hace sentir que tu 
perteneces alia? 

Isabela: Porque alii yo naciy alii yo 
tengo que estar. 

Translation 

Isabela: I think that I bek)ng to my house 
in AtiL 

Carmen: That you bek>ng >^iere? 

Isabela: To a house where I live there in 
AtiL 

(I asked the chikiren if they heard and 
understood what she said and invited 
Isabela to say it again.) 

Isabela: I sakl that I bek)ng to n^r little 
town. 

Carmen: And what makes you feel that 
you bek>ng there? 

Isabela: Because I was bom there and it 
is there where I have to be. 

(Excerpt # 58: La Mariposa [The Butterfly], 2/4/99.) 

Prior to this discussion of La Mariposa, we had just begun discussing in ^^liole 

class format the broad issue of "sense of place" and "sense of bekinging" and we had 

explored different ways in which people feel their sense of belonging. Therefore the 

children were already familiar with that broad issue. What it is interesting here, is the 

context where Isabela, shared her sense of belonging—in a discussion about bilingualism— 

and where she locates her sense of bek)nging. In that discussion of La Mariposa [The 

Butterfly], Isabela identifies her sense of belonging with the place she was bom. 

Therefore, that setting seems to be a strong part of her identity. 
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In the discussion of Pepita Talks Tv/icc/Pepita habla dos veces. almost two 

months later, Isabeia again brought up the issue of the place where she was bom and 

connected it to being a Spanish speaker. She said that she likes **Caborcas" and "Atil," 

places where she can speak "pi/ro espanor [just Spanish], more than the place where she 

is living. In that discussion, Isabela shared an e^q^erience of having been discriminated 

against for speaking Spanish when she came to the United States. After sharing that 

experience, Isabela said that she liked the place where she came from more than where she 

lives now in the United States. One of the students asked Isabela why she liked where she 

lived before, and she gave language as the reason: 

Transcriptipn Translation 

128 Isabela: Alia en Caborcas (me Isabela: There in Caborcas, because there I 
gustaba mas), porque alia talked only Spanish. 
hablaba puro espanol yo. 

129 Sandy: Where did you come from? Sandy: Where did you come from? 

130 Isabela: En.. .  Isabela: In... 

131 Sandy: You can tell me in Spanish. Sandy: You can tell me in Spanish. 

132 Isabela: OK. En Caborcas. Somos Isabela: OK. In Caborcas. We are from 
caborquellejos y somos atilenos. Caborcas and we are from Atil. 

(Excerpt #59: Pepita Talks Twice/Pepifa habla dos veces. 3/18/99.) 

McCarty and Zepeda (1999), in their discussion about Native American naming, 

suggest that "self-naming is perhaps the sin^lest yet most profound act of human 

autonomy" (p. 200). Isabela aflBrms her identity in this excerpt. Mexican, Mexican 

American or Latina are names that other people inqMse on children like Isabela, but she 
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sees herself and her &inily as "caborquellejos " (sic. caborquenses) and "atilenos."" Her 

self-identification reveals an important axis of her construction of identity: an identity 

where sense-of-place and sense-of-self are interconnected. Isabela's words reflect what 

McCarty and Zepeda (1999) describe as one of the most salient and resilient Victors in the 

identity formation of indigenous groups in North America, the embeddedness, within 

indigenenous communities, of "sense of self in sense ofplace " (p. 198) and the role of 

language in constructing and reconstructing sense-of-place and sense-of-self. For Isabela, 

identity, place and language do seem to be intertwined. 

This excerpt of Isabela's self-naming is interesting not only because of its content, 

but because of its form. It is likely that Isabela has heard those Spanish toponyms more 

than once. They are pretty long toponyms, and she did not hesitate when saying them. I 

asked other Mexican people about the toponyms and some of them sakl that is should be 

caborquenses." Whether ^caborquenses" or "caborquellejos" I found the energy and 

clarity of her statement and her control of language inqiressive for a seven-year-old girl in 

a country whose dominant language is English. Note in excerpt #59 Sandy'sf sensitivity as 

a vehicle of support for Isabela's identity, >Adiich I consider to be an example of Sandy's 

mediation on Isabela's language and cultural identity development. This excerpt also 

illustrates that the students, even i^iien they are identified as being Spanish or English 

dominant, also have different levels of bilingualism in terms of their reception and 

production of their second language. 
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Another reason students considered being bilingual in^rtant was to be able to 

talk to relatives, especially to grandmothers, as I illustrate below. 

Communication with Relatives: "Mv nana when she talks to me in Spanish. 

T have tr» talk in Fnglish to her because T can^t talk Spanish." 

Relatives play an in^rtant role in these children's deciswns to become bilingual. 

The first time Sandy discussed Pepita Talk.s Twice/PepiYa habla dos veces. she mentioned 

her relatives as a reason for her preference to speak in both Spanish and English: 

183 Sandy: I like speaking in both languages. 

184 Carmen: Do you? 

185 Sandy: Because my mom speaks in English. 

186 Carmen: Roberto, let's listen. 

187 Sandy: My mom speaks in English and my dad speaks in Spanish, 
and then I have to speak to my dad in Spanish, and I have to 
speak to my nana in Spanish, my dad's nana. 

188 Carmen: But I listened to your mom speaking in Spanish very welL 
So she knows Spanish. 

189 Sandy: She knows Spanish because her mom speaks in Spanish too. 

190 Carmen: OK. 

191 Sandy: And her mom doesn't know any Spanish—I mean English, a 
little. 

(Excerpt #60: Pepita Talks Twice/Pgp/to hahla dos veces. 2/18/99.) 

Sandy's parents are divorced. She lives with her mother, who knows Spanish, but 

speaks in English to Sandy. Only when Sandy is with her dad (which does not seem to be 
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often) and with her nana-her dad's mother-does Sandy feel the need to speak in Spanish, 

and even at those times, she becomes a teacher of English to her grandmother. Sandy 

shared that she has taught some words in English to her grandmother and her assessment 

of her grandmother is that "she's learning a lot." Yet, Sandy believes that "It's hard to 

speak in both languages." 

Nadine, a Spanish dominant speaker, also mentioned her grandmother when she 

was talking about the benefits of being bilingual, but in &ct, what she was referring to was 

to the benefits of knowing English since she has to be a language broker for her 

grandmother: 

144 A m i  m e  g u s t a  s e r — h a b l a r  e n  e s p a h o l  y  e n  i n g l e s  p o r q u e  c u a n d o  m i  
abuelita se—hay unos senores que hablan en ingles y mi abuelita no los 
entiendeyyo le ayudo. 

[I like to be—to talk in Spanish and English because when my 
grandmother—there are some men who speak in English, and my 
grandmother does not understand them, and I help her.] 

(Excerpt #61: Peoita Talks T^mcdPeDita habla dos veces. 3/18/99.) 

In both cases, Sandy's (English dominant) and Nadine's (Spanish dominant), they 

made the connection to their grandmothers when emphasizing the benefits for knowing 

English. Dayanara (English dominant) and Isabela (Spanish dominant), however, 

mentioned their grandmothers in different contexts. In the second discussion ofPepita 

Talks Twice. Isabela expressed her disapproval of Pepita's decision to not speak Spanish 

anymore. Isabela was worried that Pepita was not going to be able to speak again to her 

grandmother: 
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74 Isabela: A mi no me gusto—si me 
gusto—no me gusto, que diga, una parte 
'onde (en donde) hablaba solo ingles y 
su nana hablaba puro espanol, Y estuvo 
pensando toda la noche la Pepita. 

75 Julia:  ̂Yque no te gusto de eso? 

76 Isabela: Que ellaya no podia—yo 
creia que ella no iba a poder hablarle a 
su nana en espaHol. 

77 Julia: ^Pero es que ella no podia 
hablarle en espafiol o que no queria 
hablar mas en espaHol? 

78 Isabela: Que no queria hablar en 
espanol y su nana solo puro espaHol 
hablaba. 

79 Julia:  ̂Y que te parece eso? Si decides 
tu un dia "no voy a hablar mas espaHol 
con nadie? 

80 Isabela: Mai, me hace sentir mal. 

81 Julia: ^Por que? 

82 Isabela: Porque ya no iba a poder 
hablar en espanol con mi nana. 

83 Julia: ^Tu nana habla ingles? Asique 
no se podian entender, verdad? 

Isabela: I didn^t like—I liked—I didn't 
like I mean, a part wlien she (Pepita) only 
spoke English and her grandmother only 
spoke Spanish. And Pepita was thinking 
(about that) the whole night. 

Julia: And what didn't you like about 
that? 

Isabela: That she coukln't—I thought she 
was not going to be able to talk to her 
grandmother in Spanish. 

Julia: But, was it that she coukln't talk to 
her grandmother in Spanish or that she 
didn't want to talk in Spanish anymore? 

Isabela: She didn't want to speak in 
Spanish and her grandmother only spoke in 
Spanish. 

Julia: And wdiat do you think about that? 
If you decide one day: '*I will not speak to 
anybody in Spanish?" 

Isabela: Bad, it makes me feel bad. 

Julia: Why? 

Isabela: Because I would not be able to 
speak in Spanish with n^ grandmother. 

Julia: Does your grandmother speak 
English? So, you both would not 
understand each other, right? 

(Excerpt #62: Pepita Talks TvAcdPepita habla dos vece.i. 3/18/99.) 

It seems that Isabela imagined this hypothetical situation of not being able to talk 

to her grandmother because it matters to her and would make her to feel bad. For 



Dayanara, this is not a hypothetical situation, it is her reality. She talked about that reality 

in the discussion of In Mv Familv/Ew mi familia after Julia made her think of another 

hypothetical situation; 

163 Julia: And how woukl you feel if Ms. Robinson (the school's 
principal) said no more espafiol [Spanish] in here, just 
English? 

164 Dayanara: Td feel sad because my nana when she talks to me in 
Spanish I have to talk in English to her because I can't 
t^ Spanish. 

165 Julia: Do you want to talk in Spanish? 

166 Dayanara: Yeah. 

(Excerpt #63: In Mv FaimW/En mi familia. 2/18/99.) 

Besides issues of identity and speaking to their relatives, the students mentioned 

other benefits of being bilingual and disadvantages of not being bilingual, namely, that it 

would be boring to know only one language. 

Celebrating Diversitv: "That must he boring because vou just know 

In the first discussion of Pepita Talks Tvncc/Pepita habla dos veces (006) the 

students were talking about Pepita's decision to speak only one language, English. Robin 

commented, "That must be boring because you just know one language and somebody 

talks to you in Spanish and you don't know it." The first part of Robin's comment, that to 

speak only one language "must be boring," seems to be an acknowledgment of the 

importance of diversity. Robin's words seem to be very close to Garcia's metaphor of the 



language garden as cited and commented on Baker (1996): "If there was just one language 

in the garden . .. how dull and uninteresting it would be" (p. 40). 

The approach of celebrating language diversity reminds me of how different 

authors have problematized this approach by bringing to the sur&ce the complexities of 

diversity such as issues of power, and struggles between majority and minority languages. 

As Baker (1996) points out regarding the metaphor of the language garden; initial 

conclusion is simply that language diversity in the garden of the world makes for a richer, 

more interesting and more colorful world. However, language diversity makes the garden 

more difficult to tend" (p. 40). The experiences shared by the children throughout the 

literature discussions ofifer evidence of the struggles and conflicts that bilingual speakers 

and their ^milies &ce when they speak in a different language than the majority. Sharing 

their experiences with each other in the small groups may have contributed to the 

development of an awareness about some of the complexities of being bilingual. Robin's 

argument favoring bilingualism, however, reflects a positive attitude toward bilingualism. 

The second part of Robin's comment seems to reflect the disadvantages that 

English speakers &ce by not knowing Spanish. Robin and Dayanara were the only English 

dominant speakers who, in different literature circles, approached the issue from such a 

perspective. The rest of the students only thought of conflicts that exist for Spanish 

speakers not knowing the majority language. Robin says he knows three languages: 

English, Spanish, and Chinese, but he clarifies only knowing some numbers in Chinese and 

a few words in Spanish. He is an English dominant speaker and did not show a significant 
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degree of reception of Spanish in the literature circles. Dayanara, an English dominant 

speaker, considers not knowing Spanish a problem and knowing it an asset as with the 

Spanish speakers who can help her, as she said in the discussion of In Mv Famihf/£/i mi 

familig: 

Because if somebody tells you—like if I told you that Mario tokl me, **v^)at did he 
say," and she said: '̂ tell me this" and I would say don't know how to ^)eak in 
Spanish" and he'll help me until I know how to say it. 

(Excerpt #64: Tn Mv Famflv/ITfi mi famiUa 2/18/99.) 

Dayanara's comments are not totally clear, but they point to the role of Spanish 

speakers supporting, with their translations to English, English dominant speakers such as 

Dayanara, so she can participate in discussion. She is acknowledging the Spanish 

speakers' expertise for translating fix>m one language to another for the benefit of the 

English speakers. The situation created in the bilingual circles provided opportunities for 

the Spanish dominant speakers to become mediators of the language development of their 

English peers. They were the "more expert others" in this context (Vygotsky, 1978). 

This interchange of expertise between Spanish and English speakers supports the 

development of more symmetrical and respectful relationships among all the students in 

the classroom. Besides, they are acknowledging that the teacher is not the only expert. 

This excerpt is also interesting in that Dayanara considers this help from the Spanish 

speakers as temporary, until she knows "how to say it in Spanish," which points to her 

desire to learn Spanish. Finally, there was a reason for being bilingual given only by the 

Spanish dominant speakers highlighting its importance for communicating with friends. 
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Keeping Friends: "Bilinihies estd mas bien. ooraue nademnx 

hahlarle a aminos en im^les. " fBilinyual is better 

we can talk to friends in Fnylish.l 

Three Spanish speakers participating in three different literature circles discussing 

books on bilingualism, clearly stated that being bilingual allows them to make and keep 

friends. Tn Hiscnssinn nf In Mv Family/^w mi familia rnOS), fhig I'g tlv» nnly rpacnn 

Mario gave for being bilingual, which means for him, speaking in English: "Porque si 

tienes otros amigos, los puedes perder porque ellos no saben espanol, solo ingles. " 

[Because if you have other friends, you can lose them because they do not know Spanish, 

only English.] 

In discussion 008, Pepita Talks Twice, Nadine expressed a similar idea: "Bilingue 

(es major) porque podemos hablar con amigos. Porque si la muchacha hubiera side mi 

amiga, si yo no hablo en ingles, no le voy a poder entender. " [Bilingual (is better) 

because we can talk to friends. Because if the girl (in the story) would have been my 

friend, if I don't speak English, I will not be able to understand her.] And Isabela, in the 

same discussion shared that same opinion: "Bilingues estd mas bien, porque podemos 

hablarle a amigos en ingles. " [Bilingual is better because we can talk in English to 

friends.] It is interesting that only the Spanish dominant speakers articulated the need to 

be bilingual for keeping friends. In an English dominant setting, the Spanish speakers 

seem to be the ones who feel the need to develop the second language, Er^lish, for 

keeping friends. 
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Baker (1996), in his discussion about language loss in bilingual children. Highlights 

how children from language minorities (indigenous and particularly immigrant children), 

are often at risk of losing their minority language: 

With a higher status majority language ever present on the screen, in the street, at 
school and in shops, children quick^ leam which language has prestige, power and 
preference. They quickly leam that they are different in language, behavior, 
ethnicity and culture, and may come to perceive their language and cultural 
differences as undesirable. Young children qukkly perceive what he^ them 
belong and get accepted in mainstream society. As Wong Filfanore (1991a) relates 
about US language minority children, they soon "discover that one of the things 
that stands between them and easy partKipation in their workl is language. They 
can tell by the way people interact with them that the onty language that counts for 
much is English... If they want to be accepted, they have to leam English, 
because the others are not going to leam their language. (Fillmore, 1991a, p. 342, 
as cited in Baker, 1996, p. 80) 

Baker's discussion may explain in part why the importance of being bilingual for keeping 

friends was a reason only offered by the Spanish speakers in the literature circles. It may 

be that the English dominant speaker also feel that need, but none of them expressed it. 

Isabela learned that lesson—the need to leam English to be accepted and make friends—as 

soon as she came from Mexico to Tucson. The children's discussions ofifer evidence that 

some of them had or were developing through their discussions in literature circles, an 

awareness that some people have been discriminated against for speaking Spanish, which 

is discussed in the next session. 
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Awareness nf Discriminatinn aoainst Spanish Speakers: 

'Thev didn't let him speak in Snankh " 

In the discussion of the book Tn Mv Familv/gw mi familia by Mexkan American 

author Carmen Lomas Garza, Julia read from the author's note at the beginning of the 

story the information about how the author, when she was at school, had been punished 

for speaking Spani^ and how she was writing the book so Mexican Americans could feel 

proud of their heritage. Julia asked the students what they thought about that. Mario was 

the first one to respond and did it with an intertextual connection: 

Transcription Translation 

134 Mario; A mi me recordo eso (que Mario: That reminded me of that story, 
escribio la autora) esa (historia) porque because she was punished like in 
la castigaban, como en La Mariposa. Mariposa [The Butterfly], because they 
porque no la dejaban hablar espoHol, no didn't let him speak in Spanish, only 
mas ingles. English. 

135 Julia;  ̂Yque te parece eso? Julia: And what do you think about that? 

136 Helena: Mai. Helena: Bad. 

137 Mario: Mai, porque eso libra fue de Mario: Bad, because that book was true 
verdady en ese no podian hablar en and in that one they couldn't speak in 
espanol ni en el otro tampoco, no podian Spanish either, they couldn't speak 
hablar en espanol. Spanish. 

(Excerpt #65; In Mv Familv/g« mi familia. 2/18/99.) 

The children, therefore, not only were developing an awareness about this kind of 

linguistic discrimination, but they also evaluated that behavior as something bad. 

Moreover, this kind of discrimination at school did not happen onfy to the author of one of 

the books and to some characters in the book, but also to their teacher since Julia shared 
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her experience when she was a girl in elementary school and the teacher hit her with a 

ruler for speaking Spanish. 

The book In My Familv/£w mi familia is what made Julia remember the 

discriminatory experience she had at school Julia commented to me that she had 

forgotten that experience and that it was during the discussion with the children that it 

came back to her. The children asked Julia how long ago it happened to her? The 

students were learning about discriminatory practices from two different texts: the book, 

and the teacher's story about how Spanish people have been discriminated against at 

school because of their language. Teachers may wonder how learning about 

discriminatory practices benefit children and why some educators and researchers 

(WoUman-Bonilla, 1996) invite teachers to provide a context in the classroom to talk 

about those experiences. One of the important things these literature discussions revealed 

is that there are children who already experience certain discriminatory practices. In that 

same discussion, before Julia shared her experience at school, some of the students shared 

sad stories and experiences they had outside of school for speaking Spanish, ejqseriences 

that are described in the next section. Perh^s those stories also triggered Julia's memory. 

I believe that to ofifer the students a safe place to talk about their experiences may 

help them to examine those experiences in the context of what has happened to others and 

to not feel alone, but to develop a sense of belonging or connection. It also provides an 

opportunity for them to name those experiences and to evaluate them, which seems to be 

one important element in the process of experiencing a liberatory education (Freire, 1970). 



The following section presents some of the experieiices shared by the students that ofifer 

insights into what it meant for them to be bilingual. 

Students' Experiences with Bilingualism 

The students shared two kinds of experiences related to being or trying to be 

bilingual They talked about their role as language brokers within their &milies or with 

friends. They also talked about the problems some of them, both English and Spanish 

speakers, have &ced for ^)eaking in Spanish. Both experiences are described next. 

T BTftkers: "Me irusta. pero me cansa. " FI like it. but I get tired.] 

Vasquez, Pease-Alvarez, and Shannon (1994), in their research in northern 

California, documented the role of the language broker as a vital resource in the Mexican 

immigrant community. In this role bilingual children are frequently called upon to 

translate and interpret for their femilies. This role was mentioned in the literature 

discussions as part of the second grade children's experiences as bilinguals. Some of the 

students talked about how they need to translate for their relatives or friends. I already 

presented excerpt #61 in which Nadine, a Spanish dominant girl, spoke of that role as a 

benefit for being bilingual She feels good about being able to help her grandmother. 

Vasquez et al. also found that some children grasp "the potential power that can be 

wielded by a language broker" (p. 101) because by knowing two languages they are 

placed ten^rarily in possession of noore knowledge than the adults. 

However, the role of language broker may also become a burden for children, as in 

the story of Pepita Talks Twice/^gp/to hahla dos veces and in V^uez et aL's study. 
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Luis, another Spanish dominant student performed this role when visiting his relatives in 

Mexico and for him the ejqwrience did not seem to be as rewarding as for Nadine. In the 

discussion of Pepita Talks Twice/Pepita habla dos veces (008), Julia asked him about his 

language preferences, about speaking one language or being bilingual. Luis expressed it in 

this way: 

TransCTiption 

108 Julia: ^Que tu crees. como te 
sientes? Te gusta ser bilingue o te gusta 
nada mas hablar solamente ingles o 
solamente espafiol? 

109 Luis: Poquito en ingles porque en 
Mexico me trae casi (loco?) mi nana asi 
como Pepita y (me) traen (casi loco) mi 
primo, mis tias mi prima, mi nana—les 
tengo que estar diciendo casi—muchas 
cosas. 

110 Julia: ^Porque no hablan ellos 
ingles? IY como te hace sentir eso que 
tienes que ayudarles con eso? 

(Luis made a gesture of not knowing 
how he fek about that.) 

111 Sandy: no sabes? 

112 Julia: iPero te gusta o no te gusta? 

Translatinn 

Julia: What do you think, how do you 
feel? Do you Iflce to be bilingual or do 
you like to speak onfy in English or only 
in Spanish? 

Luis: A little bit of English because in 
Mexico my grandmother drives me 
(crazy?) like Pepita, and my cousin, wy 
aunts, my (female) cousin, 
grandmother— I have to be telling them 
almost—tots of things. 

Julia: Because they don't speak English? 
And how does it make you feel to have 
to help them with that? 

(Luis made a gesture of not knowing 
how he fek about that.) 

Sandy: You don't know? 

Julia: But, do you like it or you don't like 
it? 

113 Isabela: Ah, yo quiero decir algo. Isabela: Hey, I want to tell something. 
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114 Julia: ^Pero te gusta o no te gusta 
ayudarles a ellos? 

Julia: But do you like or you don't like to 
help them? 

115 Luis: Me gusta, me gusta. si, pero 
me cansa. 

Luis: I like it, yes, I like it, but I get tired. 

(Excerpt #66: P^pita Tallc«s Twirp/p^piYa habla dos veces. 3/18/99.) 

It seems to me this that Luis did not like the role of being language broker and only 

because the group was waiting to know how he feh about hewing others did he finally 

that he liked it, but that he gets tired. 

There was one English dominant student, Sandy, who mentioned having assumed 

the role of language broker. She feels very proud of being able to use her knowledge of 

two languages for helping others: 

I like this part because in Mexico there are some people that ask, that they don't 
know, that there are English and then other people talk in English to the Spanish 
people, that they need iMlp fi-om me and then I help them. My sister didn't know 
how to say "I want some candy" and I helped her. 

(Excerpt #67: Pepita Talks TvAce!Pepita hahla dos veces. 3/18/99.) 

V^uez et aL (1994) show how translating provides children with occasions for 

expanding their repertoire of knowledge and skills. They connect their findings to the 

body of research on translation that has shown a positive relationship between bilingiialism 

and cognitive skills related to the acquisition and development of literacy, and to research 

showing the connections between translating and development of metalinguistic 

awareness. They point out how "children who regularly act as translators are much less 

likely to lose their ability in the languages they use as brokers because fluency in both 

languages is necessary for communication" (p. 108). The literature circles allowed Julia 
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and me to know about this aspect of the life of some of students, but moreover, small 

group literature discussions provided a context where some students translated for others, 

having the opportunity to benefit fi-om the advantages of the role of language broker. The 

second kind of experiences the children talked about in the literature discussions relate to 

the tensions they &ce to become bilingual or for being bilingual. 

Family /in T "Mom doesn't let me ftpfaK Spanlfih " 

Several English dominant students in the literature circle shared their experiences 

of relatives forbidding them to speak Spanish. For one of the girls it was her mother who 

did not want to listen to her speaking in Spanish. Jacqueline, a Native American girl from 

the Yaqui nation, shared that information after Julia asked the students to think about how 

they would feel if Spanish were banned from schools. 

149 Julia: So what if Mrs. (the school principal) came in and said to 
us: "you cannot speak any more Spanish.'* And she took 
away all the Spanish books y se llevo todo en espaAol y dijo 
ella [and she took all what was written in Spanish and she 
said]: "From now on, it's English only." How would that 
make you feel? 

150 Mario: Sad. 

151 Julia: Why? Why would it make you feel sad? No more speaking 
in Spanish, no more Spanish books, no more songs, nothing. 
Just English all day. 

152 Jacqueline: Because in English, people can't speak in Spanish, because 
my mom said if I speak in Spanish then I can't play with 
my friend any more. 
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153 Julia- So your mom doesnt let you speak in Spanish? No? Why? 

154 Jacqueline: Because she doesnt know what I'm saying. 

(Excerpt #68: Tn Mv Family/ Fn mj familia. 2/18/99.) 

Jacqueline made these comments before Julia shared her e^qjerience of having been 

forbidden to speak Spanish at school It is not clear if the reason Jacqueline gave for her 

mother not aUowing her to ^leak Spanish was Jacqueline's personal inference or if her 

mother indeed stated that reason. What is important is that this e3q)erience has impacted 

Jacqueline's feeling, as her written response to the book in Figure 9.6 illustrates. 

fr 

It makes me sad when my mom says: '̂ o Spanish." 

Figure 9.6. Jacqueline's written response to In Mv Vanakv/Kn mi familia. 
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Jacqueline was not the only English speaker with relatives not allowing them to 

speak Spanish. Dayanara also talked about having similar experiences; 

My cousin we need to hide from her too so I can speak in Spanish because if she 
hears me speaking Spanish she'U go tell her mom and her mom wont let her play 
with me any more. 

(Excerpt #69: fn Mv Faim^lFn mi familia. 2/18/99.) 

Among all of the experiences involving relatives preventing the children from 

speaking in Spanish, Steve's experience was the most criticaL Julia had toki me that 

Steve's parents, Mexican Americans, did not want Steve to speak Spanish. At home the 

family used only English for communicating. I confirmed this through an interview with 

the mother at her home where she talked about English being the language spoken at 

home. Julia told me that it was very difScult for her to understand Steve's &ther speaking 

English, and that he refused to talk in Spanish even when she said that he could speak to 

her in Spanish if he wanted to. What makes this case interesting and painiiil is that 

because Steve's father did not speak much English, Steve's communication with his &ther 

seemed to be affected because they didn't understand each other as he indicated through 

his sketch in response to the book Pepita Talks Twice//*g/?i7fl habla dos veces. 

Steve chose this dual language book and took it home in preparation for the 

literature discussion. In the story Pepita's dad gets very mad at her when she decides not 

to speak in Spanish. Her brother and relatives confront Pepita with situations and 

relations that matter to her that would end badly or be affected if she keeps to her decision 

not to speak Spanish. This clearly is a reflection of Steve's own situation where his 
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communication with his dad has suffered because of the dad's decision to not ^>eak 

Spanish and not allow Steve to speak Spanish. 

Steve enjoyed that book and, as his mother tokl me, she also enjoyed reading it to 

Steve. I asked for her opinion about the literature discussk>n books Steve was bringing 

home and she mentioned that she liked that particular book. Steve did not talk in that 

literature circle about his personal expencocc of not being aUowed to use Spanish. It was 

in his written response to the book where he brought out his personal e^qierience, as the 

sketch illustrates in Figure 9.7. 

It reminded me of me quitting (speaking Spanish) at home. It reminded me of my dad 
getting mad at me. 

Figure 9.7. Steve's written response to Peoita Talks Twice/Pepita habla dos veces. 

When Steve turned in the sketch to Julia, she asked him about his dad getting mad. 

He responded that his dad gets mad because "Philip," his younger brother makes a mess. 

Julia asked Steve to what did he referr when be wrote dad getting mad at me,'* since 

II. 



he wrote "me" instead of "Philip." Steve explained that his dad got mad at him when he 

spoke Spanish. His dad says; "In English." Then he added; "I like speaking Spanish 

because my dad understands me now," implying that his dad had changed his mind on the 

English-only rule. Julia took note of that last comment in a post-it note and shared it with 

me. 

It was not possible to have an interview with Steve's Either. Therefore I am 

lacking important information to draw conclusions about what might have influenced his 

father's decision of not allowing Spanish to be spoken at home, and then, changing his 

mind and allowing Steve to talk in Spanish to him. I can only speculate about the 

interplay between the power of an ideology where English is seen as the language of 

success and Spanish as preventing that success, and &mily choices based on very personal 

experiences or preferences. I did perceive, based on the words of Steve's mother and in 

Steve's participation in the literature circles, that the reading of the book Pepita Talks 

T-mcdPepita habla dos veces at home somehow triggered a discussion about language 

and bilingualism in Steve's &mily. 

The last example that I want to highlight that reflects how the children experienced 

tensions related to the use of Spanish is Isabela's experience of having being discriminated 

against by other girls when her &mily came to the United States. It adds the perspective 

of peer pressures to this discussion. 
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Peer Pressure: "Sg reian de mi cuando vo no podia hahlar en ingles " 

TThev lauyhed at me when I couldn't talk in EnylLsh ] 

The following story shared by Isabela in the discussion of Pepita Talks 

Twice/Z^gp/Yfl habla das veces connects to the discussion of the Spanish speaking 

children's reasons to be bilingual based on the need to make and keep friends. It also 

connects to Baker's (1996) discussion about language k>ss in bilingual children. The 

following excerpt presents one of the interactions Isabela had with non-Spanish speakers 

when her family came to the United States. Isabela's narrative seems to be an example of 

Baker's (1996) observation that '̂ oung children quickly perceive what helps them belong 

and get accepted in mainstream society" (p. 80). Because Isabela is very skillful as a 

storyteller, I decided to present her narrative in some detail so her skills as storyteller can 

be appreciated. However, her story was intertwined with the group discussion, so she 

revisited and completed her story at different moments in the discussion, adding new 

information each time she followed up on her story. To ^cilitate the discussion, I divided 

the narrative into four parts corresponding to four moments during the same discussion. 

After each part (moment) I summarize the major or new elements introduced into her 

story in terms of its content, along with some interpretations. 
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Transcription 

First moment 

100 Isabela: Cuando yo llegue—recien yo 
llegue aqui, yo no sabia nada de ingles y 
hablaba puro espanol y todos se reian de 
mi. 

101 Julia: ^Donde? 

102 Isabela: Como cuando estaba—No se 
reian de mi, flie que me decian cosas que, 
que yo no estudiaba ingl^ 'onde (donde) 
vivia antes. Unas niilas—porque 
estabamos alia en el parquesito (aqui en ios 
EEUU) y fiieron unas nifias y dije: "estamos 
nosotros jugando primero aquT y ellas 
se reian de mL 

103 Julia:  ̂Y como te hizo sentir eso que 
se burlaran de ti? 

104 Isabela: Mai 

Translation 

First moment 

Isabela: When I came—just when I came 
here, I didn't know anything of English 
and I talked only Spanish and everyone 
laughed at me. 

Julia: Where? 

Isabela: Like when I was—They didn't 
laugh at me, it was that they said things to 
me, that if I didn't study English where I 
lived before. Some girls—because we 
were there in the park (here in the USA) 
and some girls came and I said: "We were 
playing here before you" and they laughed 
at me. 

Julia: And how did it make you feel when 
they laughed at you? 

Isabela: Bad. 

(Excerpt # 70: Peoita Talks TvAcc/Pepita habla dos veces. 3/18/99.) 

In the first part of her narrative Isabela introduces her situation by giving 

information of when it happened: (turn #100 ) "When I came here (to the United States)," 

placing her story within the context and presenting the specific situation and problem of 

discrimination, (#100) "I spoke only Spanish and everybody laughed at me." Later (#102) 

she elaborates and gives some details about the place and circumstances, "in the park" 

(here in the United States). To support the veracity of her story she quotes her own 

words, "we were playing here before you," in passing, establishing the question of 

violation of rights and unjustice. 



This narrative resembles the story of many immigrants &cing prejudices for 

speaking Spanish, which is a k>w-prestige language in the United States in contrast to 

English. Isabela has discovered this &ct in a very sad way through a situation of 

prejudice. Her connection demonstrates that she is becoming aware that her story fits in a 

discussion on discrimination, an issue that the children referred to using the term '̂ feeling 

Julia encourages Isabela to talk about her feelings, which she initially describes 

with a single word: ^bad^ (#104). However, in that same discussion she came back to her 

story and elaborated it. 

left out." 

Second moment Second moment 

117 Isabela: Yo—me gusta mas alia 
'onde (donde) yo vivia porque 
aqui—Alia no se reian de mi porque yo 
no podia hablar en ingles y me gusta 
mas alia porque aqui se rien mucho. Se 
reian de mi cuando yo no podia hablar 
en ingles. 

Isabela: I—I liked more to be there where 
I lived before because here—^There they 
didn't laugh at me because I couldn't 
talk in English and I like more there 
because here they laughed at me a lot. 
They laughed at me ulien I couldn't 
speak in English. 

118 Luis:  ̂Ypor /que se rien?/ Luis: And why did /they laugh?/ 

119 Nadine: /A mi =/ Nadine: / I = /  

120 Julia: Wait, Luis te hizo una 
pregunta. 

Julia: Wait, Luis asked you a question. 

121 Isabela: Isabela: Pardon? 

122 Luis: ^Por que se rien? Luis: Why do they laugh? 
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123 Isabela: Ah, porque yo no podia 
hablar en ingles. 

124 Julia: iPero eso pasa todavia? 

125 Isabela; No, pero me gusta mas 
alia. 

126 Nadine: A mi me gusta hablar= 

127 Luis: Ah, porque donde tu vivias no 
se rein de ti. 

128 Isabela: Alia en Caborcas porque 
alia hablaba puro espafiol yo. 

129 Sandy; Where did you come from? 

130 Isabela: E n . . .  

131 Sandy; You can tell me in Spanish. 

132 Isabela: OK. En Caborcas. Somos 
"caborquellejos"y somos atilenos. 

Isabela: Ah because I couldn't speak in 
English. 

Julia: But does that still h^pen? 

Isabela: No, but I like to be there more. 

Nadine: I like to speak= 

Luis: Ah, because where you lived they 
didn't laugh at you. 

Isabela: There in Caborcas, because there 
I talked only Spanish. 

Sandy; Where did you come from? 

Isabela; In... 

Sandy; You can tell me in Spanish. 

Isabela; OK. In Caborcas. We are from 
Caborcas and we are from Atil. 

(Excerpt #71: Pepita Talks Twice/Pepita habla dos veces. 3/18/99.) 

In the second part of her story, she makes clear that she prefers where she lived in 

Mexico because no one laughs at her there for not knowing English (#117) and repeats the 

linguistic discrimination mentioned (#100) that '*here (in the United States) they laugh a 

lot" (#117). Julia asks for clarification to find out if that is still happening, and Isabela 

states that although it is not happening now, she likes it better where she lived before 

(#125), and connects the place where she lived before with the issue of being able to speak 

"^puro espafiol,^'' only Spanish. At that point of her narrative Isabela identifies herself and 

her family as "^caborquellejos" and atilenos," establishing her identity. By the second 
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part of her story Isabela had already established the dichotomy of place: there/here; of 

language: Spanish/English; and ethnic identity associated to place: "^caborquellejos" and 

"atilenos"/gii\s from here (either Mexican Americans or Anglos). This triple dichotomy 

and the linguistic discrimination she was subject to brought a lot of tension to Isabela, 

which is reflected in the third moment I selected and "solved" ten^rarily in the fourth 

moment. 

Third moment 

147 Isabela: Alia (donde vivia antes) 
cuando se rieron de mi me dio gartas de 
pegarle pero no le pegue porque mi 
hermana me dijo "You are going to be in 
big trouble." 

(Luis shares an experience about his 
relation with his cousins.) 

1 S3 Isabela: Cuando se rieron me data 
ganas de pegarle pero no les pegue 
porque yo queria ser amable con los 
demos ninos que habia alia. 

Third moment 

Isabela: There (when I lived before) 
when they laughed at me I wanted to hit 
them, but I didn't hit them because my 
sister said: "You are going to be in big 
trouble." 

(Luis shares an experience about his 
relation with cousins.) 

Isabela: When they laughed I wanted to 
hit them, but I didn't hit them because I 
wanted to be nice to the other children 
who were there. 

Fourth moment 

155 Isabela: Yo quiero ser amable con 
los demds que viven aqui porque [pero] 
yo me enoje un monton y mi hermana me 
dijo: "yo le pego,"y le dije : "No"y fui 
y le pegue una cachetada porque me 
dolio mucho que me dijeron eso. 

156 JnHa: ^Te dolio mucho? 

Fourth moment 

Isabela: I want to be nice with the other 
(people) who live here because [but] I 
got very mad and my sister said: "I will 
hit them." I told her: '*No," and I went 
and I slapped her because what they told 
me hurt me a lot. 

Julia: Did it hurt you a lot? 

(Excerpts #72 & 73: Peoita Talks Twice/Pgpito habla dos veces. 3/18/99.) 
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At the beginning of the third part of her story Isabela begins describing the feelings 

she had when she was laughed at, and how she wanted to hit the girls (#147), but she did 

not do so because her older sister told her that she would get into "big trouble" (#147), 

and because she wanted to be **nice to the other children who were there" (#153). 

Isabela's story eixis, however, with a dramatic scene where her anger increased~"m^ 

enoje un montoh" [I got very mad] (#155)—and where she finally si^)ped (#155) the girl 

because it hurt her a lot what they told her, ̂ porque me dolio mucho que me dijeron eso." 

Isabela's narrative shows the power of stones for making meaning of lived 

experiences. Rosen (1992), addressing the question '*Why is the narrative story so 

important to children in their journey to become literate?" (p. 1), talks about storytelling 

as a basic form of, not only, making meaning of our lives, but also of communicating 

meaning. For him relating the simplest anecdote requires the mind to be fiilly active and 

creative: 

What all this choosing, selecting, omitting, and shaping amounts to is that these are 
the ways in which we give our stories meaning. Even our most gossip, apparently 
trivial stories are ways of making meaning from our lives. Stories make organized 
sense out of very chaotic e^qwriences. (p. 3) 

Isabela's story reflects that she was gaining more insight into her own experience, 

and at the same time she gained confidence in telling her story. It seems to me that Julia's 

focus on Isabela's feelings encouraged her to tell the whole story. The first time Isabela 

talked about how she wanted to hit the girl but controlled herself, Julia could have 

responded by praising Isabela's self-control and by giving a lesson in self-control and 

avoiding violence, but that was not Julia's response. She showed interest in Isabela's 
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feelings, and listened providing Isabela with the safe environment to tell the whole story 

including that she, indeed, sls^jped the other girl. 

I asked Julia if she thought that Isabela reaUy slapped the girl and Julia did not 

hesitate to affirm that Isabela certainty could do that. Isabela's story illustrates, among 

other things, the hostility that in &ct still exists in some sectors (either from Anglo or from 

Mexicans already settled) against immigrants come from Mexico and especially if 

they—the newcomers—have a low-economic status. It also illustrates the potential of 

discrimination to end in violence, and the need of a critical multicultural education (Nieto, 

1996) to support all students in learning about diversity to respect and value others and 

about examining possible alternatives to eliminate or alleviate the causes of ethnic 

tensions. 
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CHAPTER 10 

DISCUSSIONS ON DISCRIMINATION BASED ON RACE AND ETHNIOTY 

In this ch£q)ter I continue exanoining through content analysis the natiu-e of the 

students' discourse, focusing on the children's ideas on discrimination based on race and 

ethnicity. For the analysis of the children's discussions around this issue, I use a subset of 

data that includes two literature circles. In one of the literature circles the students were 

responding to Un libra ilustrado sobre Martin Luther Kinf. h^io FA Picture Book of 

Martin Luther King. Jr.], a fictionalized biography of Martin Luther King, Jr. Two 

English dominant students, Amaury and Sandy, and three Spanish dominant students, 

Gisela, Johaira, and Nadine, chose the book about Martin Luther King, Jr. with the 

discussion &cilitated by Julia. 

In the second literature circle chosen for the analysis on children's ideas on 

discrimination, the students were responding to the picturebook El beisbol nos salvo. 

[Baseball Saved Us] (Mochizuki, 1996/1993), which is about the decision of the United 

States to confine Japanese Americans to internment camps at the time of World War 11. 

This literature circle took place one week after the first literature discussion set on issues 

of discrimination where the children discussed the book on Martin Luther King, Jr. On 

that second day of literature discussions four literature circles or small groups discussed 

the same book. Baseball Saved Us. This occasion was the only time we used the same 

book with the whole class for literature discussions during the semester, and so this was 

the only day when the students did not have other books to choose fi'om. Julia wanted to 
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support the students by discussing the historical context of the book with the whole class 

and by providing the opportunity for all students to consider the perspectives on 

discrimination offered by this book. 

Figure 10 .1. Picture books used for the analysis of the children' s discussions on 
discrimination based on race and ethnicity. 
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The group chosen for the analysis of their talk about Baseball Saved Us in this 

chapter had four children, all of them case study children. Three of them were Spanish 

dominant (Luis, Ana, and Diana), and one of them, H^tor, an English dominant student 

who identified himself as bilingual and decided (deliberately) to speak in Spanish. 

Therefore, nine different students particqKUed in the discussions analyzed in this chapter. 

As with the other literature circles chosen for a content analysis of the children's 

discussions, I examined the transcripts of the talk of the students in both literature circles 

searching for patterns and anomalies that might help in imderstanding the students' talk 

and to gain insights in relation to their emergent notions on the issue of discrimination 

based on race and ethnicity. I did a thematic analysis, and the following themes or 

categories emerged firom that analysis: awareness of institutional and individual racism; 

notion of "differences" and stereotypes; students' positioning on the issue of 

discrimination; and learning history, with subcategories learning about history and gaining 

personal perspectives on history in light of their life experiences. In the following 

disciission, I keep the children's use of the term '*Black people" when referring to African 

Americans and "White people" when referring to European Americans. Before presenting 

the analysis and discussion, I define terms that I use in the chapter: racism, discrimination, 

and institutional and individual racism. I draw in Nieto's (1996) work where she 

distinguishes between racism and discrimination as follows: 

Whereas racism is directed specifically against racial groups, discrimination is a 
more general term and .. . denote the same kind of belief systems and behaviors, 
both personal and institutional, directed against individuals or groups on the basis 
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of gender (sexism), ethnic group (ethnocentrism), social class (classism), language 
(linguicism), or other perceived differences, (p. 37) 

Nieto (1996) also differentiates between institutional and individual discrimination. She 

Dotes the major differences between each type of discrimination as follows: 

The major difference between individual discrimination and institutional 
discrimination is the wielding ofpower, because it is primarily through the power 
of the people who control institutions ... that oppressive policies and practices are 
reinforced and legitimated.... Interethnic hostility, personal prejudices, and 
individual biases, while negative and hurtful, simpfy do not have the long-range 
and life-timing effects of institutional racism and other kinds of institutional 
discrimination, (p. 37) 

Nieto highlights that although individual racism and discrimination—belief and 

behaviors of individuals toward members of other groups—^are harmful, &r greater harm 

is done through the policies and practices of institutions such as schools, housing, health, 

and the criminal justice system. 

Awareness of Institutional and Individual Racism 

The two literature circles chosen for discussion in this chapter present issues of 

discrimination on the basis of race and ethnicity. Throughout these two discussions, the 

students moved back and forth, reflecting certain degrees of awareness about both 

institutional and individual racism and the violence that comes with both types of 

discrimination. Institutional discrimination is present in both of the selected picturebooks 

through the use of police or soldiers to reinforce the obedience of unfiiir laws against 

African Americans and Japanese Americans. 
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In both discussions there were many comments where the students made reference 

in their own words to this type of institutional discrimination. In the following two 

examples from the discussion of A Picture Book of Martin Luther Kin^. Jr.. the students 

focused on incidents where the police and the laws discriminate against African 

Americans. Pointing to an illustration in that book, Gisela commented: "I didn't like this 

part because the White police were hitting the Black people, and the dogs were biting the 

people." Nadine also said: "I like this part because it makes me feel happy because they're 

taking all the signs that the White people puL" Those responses were also part of the 

written response of some of them to the book, as Johaira's written response. Figure 10.2, 

reflects. The text was transcribed as she read it to Julia. 

Me gusto que quitaron las cosas que decian '̂ vhite only,">' que se pueden subir las 
negros al bus. [I liked when they took down the things that said '̂ white only," and that 
Blacks can take the bus. 

Figure 10.2. Johaira's written response to Un libra ilustrado sohre Martin Luther Kinf. 
hiio FA Picture Book of Martin Luther King. Jrl 
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In the discussion of El beisbol nos salvo [Baseball Saved Us]. Diana posed the 

following question: "Aqui algo no me gusto, ipor que se lo iban a llevar (el niHo al 

campamento)! [There is something I didn't like here. Why were they (the police) going 

to take him (the child to the internment camp)?] The children asked if the events in the 

story had really happened and wondered about the reasons why the author. Ken 

Mochizuki, wrote the book. Ada commented; "Yo creo que a susptqyds los echaron ahf 

[I think that his parents (the author's parents) where taken over there (into the camp).] 

The characters in the story of Baseball Saved Us were taken to the internment camp 

against their own will. They were forced to stay in that camp by the U.S. government 

through the use of police. 

Some children reflected that awareness of institutional discrimination in their 

written responses, including children from other literature circles discussing the same 

book, such as Mario in Figure 10.3. 

The second grade bilingual students talked about how they felt about the police 

participating in a process of discriminating against others, which is an exanq)le of 

institutional discrimination. In what follows, I examine and organize children's comments 

about discrimination into the categories notion of''differences" and stereotypes that reflect 

the interconnection between institutional discrimination and the children's own 

stereotypes. 
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.4 mi me (hizo) sentir triste porque a los 
japoneses, porque los tertian como 
prisioneros a los japoneses. 

It (made) me feel sad because the 
Japanese, they had J^>anese 
like prisoners. 

Los soldados de las torres, si se 
escapaban de donde estaban los 

mataban. 

The tower soldiers if they (the Japanese) 
escaped from where they were, they 
(the soldiers) were going to kill them. 

Figure 10.3. Mario's written response to El heishnl nos salvo rBasehall Saved Usl. 

"Because thev were difierenL" "^Porque son diferentes " 

Through their discussions some students' own stereotyped images of others also 

emerged. Dennan-Sparks, Tanaka Higa, and Sparks (1980) state that a considerable body 

of research demonstrates that children in the United States are aware, at a very early age. 



of physical and cultural differences among people, and that '̂ they leam the prevailing 

social attitudes toward these differences'* (p. 3). The two discussions analyzed offer 

evidence of this awareness of differences on the part of the children and of prevailing 

social attitudes toward these differences. While discussing A Picture Book of Martin 

Luther King. Jr. with Julia, the students were trying hard to make sense of why in the 

story the Black boys could not play with While boys, and wi^r White people did not like 

the Black people. In the following excerpt, the students offered three major reasons as an 

explanation for the nature of Black and White relationships; '̂ Black people were 

different," "White people thought Black people were lazy," and because Black people 

"were not White like them." 

48 Amaury; I have a question. How come they wouldn't listen to 
him (to Martin Luther King)? 

49 Sandy; /Because/ 

50 Gisela; /Because/ 

51 Sandy; Because they still thought of fighting. 

52 Gisela; Because= 

53 JuUa; Dile fuerte para que se oiga. [Say it aloud so it can 
be heard.] 

54 Gisela; =Because they're different. 

55 Sandy; Because they don't like those people because they 
think they're always like, they're ^ways lazy. Like 
they're always lazy and all that. 
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56 Julia; They think that they're always lazy? Why do you 
think that the White people didn't get along with the 
Black people? 

57 Sandy: Cause the White people didn't like the Black people 
and the Black people didn't like the White people. 

58 Julia; OK, but why do you think? Why do you think that 
they didn't like each other? 

59 Nadine: Cause they were different. 

60 Julia; Cause they were different? 

61 Sandy: They were not White like them. 

(Excerpt #74; A Picture Book of Martin Luther Kint^. Jr.. 2/4/99.) 

It is interesting that the Martin Luther King book makes no reference to Black 

people being "lazy." Sandy's reference to lazy (turn 55) as a potential characteristic of 

Black people may reflect her learned stereotypes of Black people. Sandy tries to make 

sense of this situation by seeing the problem as a reciprocal "disliking," therefore she 

proposes that it is not just that White people do not like Black people, but also that Black 

people do not like White people either (57). After Julia asked them to think beyond their 

first explanation, Sandy concludes that White people didn't like Black people because 

"they were not White like them" (61), which reflects her awareness of racism and 

discrimination against Black people based on color. Stereotypes can be learned by seven-

year-old children fi'om many sources, among them, from the media. The media has a role 

in the creation of stereotyped images of others, as an example from the same discussion 

about Martin Luther King illustrates. Johaira made an intertextual connection to a TV 
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movie where Blacks were depicted as robbers. That was the only connection to TV 

movies in that literature discussion, and it depicted a negative image of African Americans. 

In discussing El beisbol nos salvo (Baseball Saved Us]. Hwtor, an English speaker 

who decided to speak in Spanish during literature discussions, wondered why the people 

said bad things to the Japanese American boy when he played baseball after having left the 

intern can^. Luis ofifered two reasons for such name calling: 

Translation 

53 Hector: Tengo algo para (sobre) 
esto. Ah. . .era dos veces (son dos 
comentarios) que esto . • . y ipor-por 
que las personas dicen muchos 
(muchas)cosas malas (al nifio)? 

Hwtor: I have something to say about 
that. Ah... there are two (I have two 
comments) that... and why, why do the 
people say a k>t of bad things (to the 
boy)? 

(I restated the question and some 
students offered their responses as 
follows.) 

(I restated the question and some 
students offered their responses as 
follows.) 

57 Luis: Porque era mas chiquito. Luis: Because he was smaller. 

58 Diana: Porque era japones. Diana: Because he was Japanese. 

(The conversation continued and I came 
back to the child's question.) 

(The conversation continued and I came 
back to the child's question.) 

61 Carmen: iPero, porque se van a reir 
de una persona porque es japones? iPor 
que le van a decir cosas? 

Carmen: Why will someone laugh at 
another because he or she is Japanese? 
Why will they say things? 

62 Luis: Porque es diferente, pienso 
yo. 

Luis: Because he is different, I think. 
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63 Diana; Porque son diferentes. Diana: Because they are different. 

64 Luis: Estaban impuestos. Luis: They (White people) were used to 
doing that (to laugh at others). 

(Excerpt #75: EI heisbol nos salvo 2/11/99.) 

The main response that both groups gave to discrimination, "because they were 

different," reminds me of Haymes's (1995) discussion on White culture and the politics of 

racial difference. He exhorts critical educators to be attentive to how popular culture 

shapes the categories of racial meaning the students construct. He believes that "White 

wealth and power control the electronic media.... This power exerts much influence over 

the productions of popular culture and how we interpret racial differences" (p. 105). 

It is clear in the students' emergent notions of racism and discrimination that what 

was being defined as different were non-White people. Haymes (1995) points out that 

popular culture is constructed around a politics of difference: 

Mainstream white culture's politics of difference or politics of diversity reproduces 
white supremacist ideology by making the nonwhite cultures markers for racial 
difference.... Within the cultural logic of white supremacy difference is defined as 
the black "other." Black identity functions for white culture as a way to mark off 
difference and define white people as normal (p. 107) 

It seems that the students have perceived or "internalized" the notion that Afiican 

Americans as well as Japanese Americans are different as measured against the "norm" of 

White people, and that "being different" is a negative characteristic, as Pavel (1995) 

believes: "Ail of us have at one time or another looked at differences from a deficit 

perspective" (p. 2). Unfortunately, in society, differences and deficiencies have often 

been seen as the same thing (McDermott and Varenne, 1995). I do not know to what 



extent this deficit view of dififerences has already been '̂ internalized" by these seven-year-

old children, but data from other discussions reveal that, in &ct, some children believed 

that Martin Luther King wanted to be with White people, go to their schools, and be with 

them because he wanted to be like them, which may suggest a deficit view of differences, 

in this case, a sense of inferiority in being Black. This interpretation was challenged later 

in a whole class discussion by Julia and it was made clear that Martin Luther King was 

happy to be Black, and so he was **fighting'̂  for justice. 

It is also not clear to what extend the children perceived themselves—or Mexican 

Americans—as different measured against the "White norm." However, as part of Sandy's 

process of trying to make sense of the notion of difference, she talked about how 

sometimes God makes you different and included gender differences as part of her 

discourse. In the context of these differences, Julia then asked them about how they feel 

about being different and Amaury immediately responded: 

102 Nadine: Yeah. How come you don't like that part? 

103 Sandy; Because when the White people are mean to them and then 
when they say it to all the Black people. And I like Black 
people and White people because they have to be nice to 
each other and now they are. And it's good to be nice to 
Black people because sometimes God makes you be 
different from the other people. Cause boys are different 
than girls because they like to play like hockey and all that 
and stuf^ and then, some girls like playing hockey and all 
that stuff. And baseball, like my mom used to play basebalL 

104 Julia: So you like being different? 
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105 Amaury: I like being different. 

106 Julia: You like it too? 

(Excerpt #76: A Picture Book of Martin Luther King. Jr., 2/4/99.) 

Amaury, whose &tber is Mexican and whose mother is Yaqui, stated that be liked 

to be different. He did not expand on why he liked to be different; it might be that he was 

referring to the issue of either gender or ethnicity. In an interview with his mother, she 

said that she did not think Amauiy was aware of his Native American background. 

Whatever awareness Amaury had about his Yaqui background, he was becoming aware of 

being different from others, and he expressed good feelings about being different. 

In this same excerpt, when Sandy stated that "sometimes God makes you 

different," she implied that being different was not the norm but something that happens 

"sometimes," and is caused by divine intervention. As she continued trying to make 

meaning, she connected to the issue of gender (# 103). After her first attempts to explain 

gender differences on the basis of the things boys like to play, she seemed to extend her 

meanings and immediately add that girls also play these same things—even her mom played 

baseball. The opportunity to talk about that issues gave her the opportunity to think. 

In another moment in the discussion, Sandy also made reference to other cultures 

as an example of her notion of difference: "I think it's good to be different [from the 

Whites] for them (for the Blacks) and (for) the other people. The Chinese people are 

yellower and then the Mex-the Indians are red people." It is interesting how Sandy was 

going to mclude Mexicans or Mexican Americans as being a different group based on 



color, but she hesitated and switched to another cultural group, the Indians. That 

hesitation may reflect Sandy's process of negotiating identity and the conflicts inherent in 

having essentialist views of identity. For her, the construction of identity may have 

implied great contradictions or conflicts since in subsequent discussions she identified 

herself as being Mexican, but in terms of color she has white skin and blue eyes. 

Sandy's depiction of Chinese American and Native Americans has also been used 

by other young children. £>ennan-Sparks et aL (1980) recorded three- to five-year-old 

children asking "Do Indians always run around wearing feathers?" and "Why is my skin 

called yellow? It's not yellow, it's tan" (p. 3). These young children in Derman-Sparks et 

al.'s study were already suffering the consequence of stereotyped images of cultural 

groups, and at the same time, some of them were internalizing those images. It seems that 

the depiction Sandy was making of the Chinese and American Indians as she developed 

her notions of difference illustrates the influence of the dominant ideology on the 

children's emergent constructs of race, what Minh-ha (1987) calls having an essentialist 

view of identity. By calling Chinese "yellower" and Indians "red people," Sandy made 

transparent a stereotyped image of other groups that she had learned. 

Positioning Themselves: "Thev should stop and listen to their heart." 

There were many comments in which the students adopted a stance toward issues 

on discrimination that I am calling "positioning themselves." Under that category I 

included students' evaluative comments on the characters' actions, when the students 

identified themselves with the characters suffering discrimination, and when they shared 
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how they felt about those issues. Among the students there was a general rejection of 

discrimination and violence. They usually e}q>ressed their feelings and beliefe about 

discrimination using the words "I like this" or "I don't like this," as when Diana, referring 

to an illustration from El beisbol nos salvo [Baseball Saved Us] said; "A mi no me gusto 

aqui porque todos le estaban llamando nombref [I did not like this because everybody 

was calling him (the boy) names], or when Gisela said: "A mi me gusto cuando los negros 

ganaron y se podian subir en el bus'* [I liked when the Blacks won and they could take 

the bus]. 

As the discussk>n of El beisbol nos salvo (Baseball Saved Us] unfolded, Diana 

showed an awareness about discrimination against immigrants from different places and 

she rejected that form of discrimination. She realized that her own parents, as well as 

other classmates, were also not bom in the United States, but in Mexico. She talked a lot 

about her family history and how they moved to Arizona. She also connected the book to 

her personal experiences in this second-grade classroom where some students were not 

bom in Arizona, and she argued that discriminatory practices against immigrants needs to 

be rejected: 

Transcription Translation 

61 Carmen: por que se van a reir Carmen: But, why will someone laugh at 
de una persona porque es japones, por a person because he or she is Japanese, 
que le van a decir cosas? why will they say things to him?] 

62 Luis: Porque es diferente, pienso yo. Luis: Because he is different, I think. 

63 Diana: Porque son diferentes. Diana: Because they are different. 
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64 Luis: Estaban impuestos. Luis; They (White people) were used to 
do that. 

65 Diana; Como nosotros semos (sic. 
somas)—de donde eres? Diana; It is like if us—^you, ^^lere do 

you come from? 
66 Luis: California, Los Angeles. 

Luis; California, Los Angeles. 
67 Diana; Eh, el es de alia, yyo soy de 
aqui, pero no se tienen (no nos tenemos) 
que tratar mal. 

Diana; He is from there, and I am from 
here, but that doesn't mean that [we] 
have to mistreat each other. 

68 Luis; Diana, a la mejor estaban 
impuestos. Luis; Diana, maybe they used to do that. 

(Excerpt #77; El beisbol nos salvo pUwhall Saved TIs] 2/11/99.) 

Diana said that the &ct that she and her classmate were bom in different places, 

like the Japanese American boy whose parents or grandparents were bora in Japeai, is not 

an acceptable reason for discriminating against others. In addition, Luis's explanation of 

discrimination may reveal, on the one hand, an stereotype about White people whom he 

believes, used to laugh at others; but on the other hand, it may also suggest that laughing 

at others is something that some people, in his example. White people, cannot change. 

This belief made me think of Derman-Spark et al.'s (1980) advice that children should be 

made aware that racism is not inevitable and that it is not an integral part of human nature, 

an issue that we tried to address in whole class discussions. 

The detailed illustrations in both books supported the students in the process of 

making meaning and of taking a stance toward such complex issues. While observing two 

illustrations in A Picture Book of Martin Luther King. Jr. where Black and White children 
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were playing in separate places and a bathroom with a "Whites Only" sign, Sandy rejects 

discrimination: 

97 Sandy: I like this part when—I don't like this part because the 
Black people—the White people didn't like them playing 
over here. 

98 Julia: You don't like that part? 

99 Sandy: And then they can't use the restroom. 

(Excerpt # 78: A Picture Book of Martin firthgr Kmy, Jr . 2/4/99.) 

This excerpt continues with Nadine and Sandy's conversation where Sandy states her 

position toward discrimination against Blacks: "And I like Black people and White people 

because they have to be nice to each other. ..She struggles with her mixed feelings 

about White people who discriminate against others, aixi connects to people who in the 

present time discriminate against others and acts violently: 

And I don't like them, mean people that they always try to hit people, like say bad 
words to other nice people. It's just that I don't, it doesn't mean that I don't like 
them, it's just that, that's bad for them to do. Because they should stop and listen 
to their heart. 

Sandy dislikes White people's behavior when they show discriminatory practices, 

not Whites as people. She does not like violence, and she thinks that people who act with 

violence should stop and listen to their hearts. It seems that religion is providing Sandy 

with argiunents for her stance against violence and discrimination. She insists on that 

message and after talking about a shooting at outside her house she states: "I wanted to 

tell them to stop and listen to your heart and listen to God, what He says. Because I'm 

just listening to God, what he says now." From these last excerpts it is clear that the 
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students were not only reacting to issues of discrimination presented in the books, but 

were also connecting to their own lives. That relation between history and their life 

experiences is addressed next. 

I^eaminy HLstorv 

Since the two books used in these literature circles belong to the historical fiction 

genre, throughout the children's discussion they talked about the past, trying to get a 

sense of historical &cts, and they also expressed their ideas about discrimination in the 

present. In that process they went back and forth from the past to the present, connecting 

what had happened in history to their life. This last section is divided into two parts. In 

the first one I describe how the children were learning historical content, and in the 

second, I describe those connections the children made to their lives that show how they 

were gaining personal perspectives on history. 

Learning About History 

In their process of making sense of the stories, the children asked questions related 

to the historical &cts described in the books. In the discussion of A Picture Book of 

Martin Luther King. Jr.. the children asked when Martin Luther King, Jr. died. In order to 

find initial answers to their questions the children made connections to other books, and 

Julia introduced the use of books as references: 
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281 Amaury; When did Martin Luther die? When? 

282 Julia: When? If we look on the back of the book, there's a time 
line. And a time line is—^it tells us all the dates when things 
h^pened. On the inside of the back cover. 

283 Amamy; This side. 

284 Gisela: Oh yeah. 

285 Sandy: Here. 

(Excerpt #79: A Picture Book of Martin T .iithw King Tr 2/4/99.) 

The children began the read the time line following Julians explanation. They then 

wanted to know if Martin Luther King, Jr. and Ruby Brklges—the first Afiican American 

girl who attended a "white" school, and who they knew through a picturebook about her 

life—knew each other. This question engaged the small group in a k}ng discussion where 

Julia made use of time lines included in the back of some of the picturebooks to try to 

explain the relationship between Martin Luther King, Jr. and Ruby Bridges. The following 

is a small part of that discussion: 

306 Amaury: I was thinking that= 

307 Julia: Oh, wait. Deja que acabe Amaury. [Wait until Amaury 
finishes.] 

308 Amaury: =maybe when she was around, he was too. 

309 Julia: How can we find out? 

310 Amaury: Cause they're both little. 

311 Julia: WeU= 

312 Sandy: She's still little (Stood up to bring a book). 
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313 Julia: How can we find out? 

314 Amaury: Look in the back. 

315 Sandy: Maybe—Which one you want me to check, teacher? 

316 Julia: Well, bring both. There's a couple of books there. It tells 
us in that book when Ruby Brklges— when that h^pened 
to her. 

(Excerpt #80; A Picture Book of Martin T uthgr Ktny Jr , 2/4/99.) 

The students wanted also to know what happened after Martin Luther King's 

death: ""^ahora que van a hacer?" [What will happen now?] (Gisela). Sandy seems to 

believe that racism and discrimination against Black people were problems of the past. 

Now White and Black people are nice to each other, she says. In the following excerpt, 

the children are positive about the change in White people: 

194 Amaury: 'Cause I think it was there whatever, in the book it said not 
all the White people were mean to the Black people. 

195 Julia: Right. There were some people that understood and 
accepted the differences and they believed what Martin 
Luther King said and they helped spread what he was 
saying. 

(Johaira made a connection to the movie where the Blacks were portrayed 
as robbers, and Nadine came back to their previous concern.) 

202 Nadine: I think the White people that understand that, I think they're 
going to tell the other White people to stop, because that's 
not a good thing to do. 
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203 Sandy; Yeah. That^s what I'm trying to say. And you could tell 
that girl is nice to the Black people. She's listening to 
Martin Luther King, Jr. becsuise she's thinlring that we 
should be aO friends to the Black people. 

(Excerpt #81: A Picture Book of Martin Luther Kiny, Jr., 2/4/99.) 

Julia supported the students as they talked about White people changing. This was 

an important point to make, so that the students did not get a different stereotype based 

on the idea that all White people are against Black people. Julia and I did not want the 

students to believe that discrimination occurs onfy in one direction. We were aware, as 

Nieto (1996) explains, that "there is no monopofy on prejudice and individual 

discrimination; they happen in all directions, and even within groups" (p. 37). 

Amaury answered Gisela's questions of what happened after Martin Luther King's 

death: "Like it stayed the same for a little while and then they became friends." The 

children reflected this idea about how the situation of discrimination had ended in their 

written responses. Nadine's and Amaury's responses are indicated in Figures 10.4 and 

10.5. 

Although Amaury seems to believe that now White and Black people are friends, 

he made an interesting connection between what happened to Martin Luther King, Jr. and 

what happened to the boy in Friends from the Other SvddAminos del otro lado (Anzaldua, 

1993), a story they discussed in first grade. The character is an illegal Mexican boy who is 

teased and called '^mojadd"' (wet-back) when he gets to the United States until finally he 

gets a new friend. This book reflects a problem that is still happening in the United States: 
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didn't like the part when the White I felt h^py because all the White people 
people were mean to the Black people. were nice to the Black people. 

Figwe 10,4, Amaury's written response to A Picture Book of Martin Luther Kiny. Jr. 

251 Amamy: No, it reminded me of Friends from the Other Side. 

252 Julia: Friends from the Other Side? And how does this book 
remind you of that one? 

253 Amauiy: Because those kids didn't like that kid that came from 
Mexico. Was it Mexico? 

254 Julia: Uh hm. 

255 Amaury: They didn't like him. 

256 Sandy: It was at Nogales. 
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 ̂ffi/ /ne parecid muy mal y quisiera decir 
que no deberian de hacer eso. 

[I think that it is wrong and I would want 
to say that they shouldn't do that.] 

A mi me parecid muy bien porque a lo 
ultimo si se trataron bien (?) unos con 
negros, blancosy con negros bien. 
[I think it is very good because at the end 
they got along well with each other. Whites 
and Blacks.] 

Figure 10.5. Nadine's written response to Un libra ilustrada sobre Martin Luther Kin .̂ 
hiio FA Picture Book of Martin Luther King. Jr.l. 

257 Julia: And in this book what? 

258 Amaury: And in this book the White people didn't like the Black 
people. 

(Excerpt #82: A Picture Book of Martin Luther Kiny. Jr.. 2/4/99.) 

The situation of the boy in Friends from the Other S]de/Amigos del otro lado is 

closer to the children than what happened to Martin Luther King. In first grade, they had 
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shared stories of knowing people who were taken back to Mexico by the border patrol, 

and some of the students even shared how they had been called "mojados" [wet-backs]. 

The connection to that book brought the issues of discrimination discussed in A Picture 

Book of Martin Luther King. Jr. a little bit ck>ser to their lives. There were, however, 

other connections to their lives that showed how students were bringing personal 

perspectives to their discussions. 

Gaining Personal Perspectives on HLstorv 

Klassen's (1993) description of the role of literature discussions in her fourth-

grade multicultural classroom addresses the inqmrtance of supporting students when using 

literature discussions as a time to conskler historical events in light of their own 

experiences and then gain a personal perspective on history. She realized the power of the 

transactions her student had with literature when they approached history from a more 

personal perspective: "The talk about issues that evolved from our own transactions with 

literature helped readers to begin exploring their own histories and voices while adding to 

their knowledge of the world" (p. 250). 

The literature discussions the second-grade bilingual students had of A Picture 

Book of Martin Luther King. Jr. and Baseball Saved Us present evidence that the children 

approached the discussion of discrimination from a more personal perspective through 

connections to their lives. Those connections were sometimes clearly articulated, and 

sometimes were manifested as subtle connections. An example of a clear connection was 

when Sandy in the discussion about Martin Luther King's life brought forward a personal 
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experience that for her was similar to the rejection Martin Luther King, Jr. suffered as a 

child: 

40 Sandy: I like this part because it made me feel sad because like at 
first we were learning about, about these friends, and we 
promised that we would all be friends. And I thought that, 
because he couldn't be with his other friends. 

41 Julia: And why was that? 

42 Amauiy: 'Cause they were White. 'Cause they were White and their 
parents didn^t let them. 

43 Julia: And that made you feel sad? 

44 Sandy: I don't know, because I know how he feels. Because last 
time somebody said that to me. 

(Excerpt #83: A Picture Book of Martin Luther King. Jr.. 2/4/99.) 

She then explained how some girls did not want to play with her. An example of a 

more subtle connection was made by Diana's narrative about the story of Baseball Saved 

Us and the history of her femily coming to the United States from Mexico; a moving 

narrative that implied instability and sacrifice, something also e?q)erienced by the J^Kmese 

American characters in the story. She had already shared the stoiy when she described the 

reasons her &mily had for moving to the United States. At the end of her story, when she 

asked to her mother how she knew that they were not going to move again, Diana quoted 

her mother when she asked for Diana's opinion: 
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Transcription Translation 

Diana: Nunca lo sabes [si te vas a mudar 
otra vez]. Entonces mi mama dijo: iTu te 
quieres mover (mudar) de aqui?" Si, si, yo— 
porque quiero estar cerquita de mi nana 
Fina, " y despues le decia: "no porque, 
porque aquiestd bien, "porque cuando 
nosotros llegamos ahi, se miraba muy, muy 
feo y porque ios... los—donde ponen los 
trastes, ahi, estaba muy feo y mi mama les 
tuvo que poner unas cositas asi azules 
(azulejos). 

(Excerpt #84; EI beisbol nos salvo FBaseball Saved Us% 2/11/99.) 

This excerpt reflects the tension Diana feels between going back to be with her 

nana, Fina, and living in better conditions, conditions that her &mily has worked hard to 

achieve, as, for example, her description of how things were when they came illustrates. 

When they got to the United States the house looked very, very ugly and her parents 

worked hard and made it look very clean and pretty. She continued explaining these 

changes in detail in this discussion. However, this was not the only time where Diana had 

connected to her &mily history as immigrants. Earlier in the discussion, I was explaining 

to the children that although J^)anese people live far away from the United States, people 

in the U.S. (the government) thought that Japanese Americans would get involved in the 

war against the United States. Diana connected immediately to her own history: 

Transcription Translation 

169 Carmen: Y los Japoneses. Pero los Carmen: And the Japanese. But the 
Japoneses estdn bien lejos, bien lejos, Japanese are very fer (from the USA), 
bien lejos, pero que /pasa-/ very far, but what /happerjed=/ 

Diana: You never know [if you are going 
to move again]. Then my mother said: 
"Do you want to move from here?" Yes, 
yes, I—because I want to be closer to my 
grandmother Fina,*' and later I said: "no 
because, because here is OK," because 
^^dien we came here, it kioked very, very 
ug^ and because .. . the—^N^liere you put 
the dishes, there, that was very ugly and 
my mother had to put little bhie things 
(tiles for the kitchen). 
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170 Lms:/Ellos=/ 

171 Carmen: =qiie en Estados Unidos hay 
gente de todas partes y hay gente que ya 
nacieron aqui pero que sus papas habian 
nacido alia en Japon. 

172 Diana: A//—mi mamd= 

173 Cannen: Uh hum. 

174 Diana: Mi mama nacio alia en 
Magdalena, yyo aqui. 

175 Caimen: Uh hum? 

176 Diana: Mi—mis dos hermanas 
nacieron aqui, mi hermanay mis 
hermanos, porque mi mama no quiso que, 
que nosotros nacieramos en ninguna parte 
pero aqui [nada mas que aqui], porque 
alia en Magdalena todo tiran alia 
(basura), en las callesy, y en todas partes 
177 Luis: =creian que se iban a salir con 
(inaudible). 

178 Diana: No y ahi en las calles tiran 
todayy como mi, mi, lafamilia de mi 
papa viven alia, y la familia de mi mama 
viven aqui, y una—y mi papay una tia 
mia, su hermana, ella vive aqui, no mas 
dos personas viven aqui, y mi papa quiere 
ir pa' Magdalena, pero mi mama le 
rezonga, rezonga mucho 
porque—eh—porque quiere irse a 
Magdalena a vivir con ellosy el David, mi 
hermano se quiere ir, cuando este grande 
se quiere ir a vivir allay mi mama se estd 
—se va a enojar (cuando eso pase). 

Luis: /They=/ 

Carmen: =that in the United Staes there 
are people from everywhere and there are 
people who were bom here, but whose 
parents were bom there in Japan. 

Diana: My—ny mother= 

Carmen: Uh hum (meaning go ahead). 

Diana: =My ooother was bom there in 
Magdalena and 1 was bom here. 

Cannen: Uh hum? 

Diana: My—my two sisters were bom 
here and my brothers, because my mother 
didn't want us to be bom in any other 
place, but here, because there in 
Magdalena, [the people[ throw everything 
[trash] in the streets and everywhere. 

Luis: =they thought they were going to 
(inaudible). 

Diana: No, and they throw everything in 
the streets, and becasue my—my—my 
fether's family live there, and my mother's 
femily live here, and then one—and my 
father and one of my aunts, his sister, she 
lives here, and my fether wants to go 
[back] to Magdalena, but my mother she 
grumbles to him a lot because—eh—he 
want to go [back] to Magdalena to live 
with them and David, my brother, he 
wants to go [back], when he grows up he 
wants to live there and my mother is—she 
will get very annoyed [when that 
happens]. 

(Excerpt #85: FJ heishol nos salvo fBaseball Saved Usi. 2/11/99.) 
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In this narrative, Diana retells the same issues that she included in her first 

narrative, but this time the tension in the &mily is clearer since the &ther and the older son 

want to return to Mexico and the mother ^rezonga mucho, " grumbles a lot because of 

that. Therefore, all the stories, the ones told by the students and the ones read in literature 

discussion are presenting people—even the students themselves—who have experienced 

tensions, as Diana's story illustrates, or who have been the victims of discrimination, as 

Sandy's story illustrates (see excerpt #52 in the chapter on Literary Responses where 

Sandy talked about a shooting outside her house when she moved to a new place in the 

United States). 

Those stories, the one in the books and the children's stories, also depict people 

who are still victimized even if the students want to believe that racial discrimination does 

not occur anymore. Maybe these contradictions are why the students asked Julia later that 

afternoon after the discussion of A Picture Book of Martin Luther King. Jr., if racial 

discrimination against Afiican Americans still exists. Although she answered that it does, 

but not as much as before, the students kept asking. The challenge for educators, I think, 

is to address the issue as something that still exists in many different ways, and to support 

students as they make connections to their own lives but without leaving them feeling 

hopeless, but thinking instead of alternatives to deal with these issues. 

I want to highlight, however, that the children did not only connect to sad or 

critical experiences in these books, but also to good ones. The following written 

responses are examples of the variety of connections the children had to the books; some 
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of them happy and some sad. Figure 10.6 is Sandy's response to the Martin Luther King 

bootc, as she read it to Julia. In her text she seems to make reference to a song that she 

and other people like to sing. See Figure 10.7 for Gisela's response. 

Helena's response (see Figure 10.8) occurred in one of the other small groups 

discussing Baseball Saved Us on that same day. The focus on the baseball game was part 

of the children's discussion in the small group described earlier in this chapter, although 

they did not include it in their written responses. 

Conclusions 

The analysis of these discussions presents evidence that these second graders had 

meaningful discussions that went beyond stating their likes and dislikes. It is not 

customary that students move from conversation to dialogue in a first discussion about a 

book. Dialogue, a more focused discussion, usually comes in subsequent discussions of 

the same book, and yet these seven-year-okl children, Mexican Americans, bilingual, from 

working class families were able to talk in their first discussion of the books about the 

critical issue of discriminatk>n, listening to each other, and posing questions to each other. 

They had been discussing different books in literature discussions for more than one year, 

and so this experience supported them when discussing books with more critical content. 

With the support of the two adults in the classroom, and of their relatives who read the 

books to them, with the mediation of quality multicultural children's literature, and an 

environment conducive to talk, the students had an opportunity to talk and make sense of 
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bottle. 
k 4-c I  

I feel happy because I like when we sing and it made me think when Martin Luther King 
sang. 

Figure 10.6. Sandy's written re^nse to A Pictxire Book of Martin Luther King. Jr. as 
read to Julia. 
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\ 
Me send muy mal porque (a) Mcartin Luther King lo mataron y me recordo de mi nana y 
mi hermanito que estdn muertos. 

[I feh bad because Martin Luther King was killed and it reminded me of my grandmother 
and my young brother who are dead.] 

Figure 10.7. Gisela's written re^nse to Un libra ilustrado sahre Martin Luther Kinv. 
hiio f A Picture Book of Martin Luther Kmy Jr ] 

critical issues, showing, again, that reading the word should not be divorced from reading 

the world (Freire & Macedo, 1987). 

The safe environment created in these literature circles allowed students to express 

their ideas, even when sometimes those ideas were shaped by the discourse of a dominant 

ideology that privileges one cultural group over others, creating and promoting 
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I liked the part when the person said 
that the ball was almost up to the sky. 

I felt happy because the team won the 
game. 

Figure 10.8. Helena's written response to Rawhall Saved Us. 

stereotyped images of others. These conversations guided our planning as we reflected on 

the discussions and thought about how to challenge some of the stereotypes. In this 

sense, small group discussions followed by whole class discussions did to some degree 

contribute to students' conscientization (Freire, 1970/1993) of the reality and complexities 

of discrimination, an indispensable aspect of moving toward transformation of injnfgrir^ 

and discrimination. I believe these two literature discussions, the first of a cycle on 



literature discussions on dtscrimination, represented small but firm steps toward a 

genuinely emancipatory education. 
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CHAPTER 11 

DISCUSSIONS ON GENDER EQUITY AND IDENTITY 

Julia and I decided to pull together a set of books for a literature discussion dealing 

with gender issues after Amaury asked in a whole-class discussion, '̂ What does gender 

equity mean?" When Julia shared Amaury's question with me, it was not clear how be 

came up with such a sophisticated term as '̂ gender equity,** but we decided to ofifer the 

children the opportunity to talk about gender issues, and the small group discussions 

seemed to us to be the perfect place for having such a conversation. Therefore, we began 

to look for children's books on this issue in English and Spanish and decided on the 

foUowing four books; Ama?ing Cyracg ^La asombrosa Graciela}. Mv Mother the Mail 

Carrier/A// mama la cartera. Pigijgvbook {El libra de los cerdos}. and Oliver Button Is a 

Sissy \Oliver Button es un nend\. Because of the children's interests in talking about 

other books from the set on gender besides the one they had chosen, we ofifered the four 

books again for a second discussion so nwre children could have the opportimity to talk 

about them. Indeed, the book Oliver Button Is a Sissv was chosen again for a third 

discussion when we asked the students to choose fix>m all of the books used throughout 

spring for our final set of discussions. The story of Oliver was one of five books chosen 

again. 

The following section is based on the third discussion of Oliver Button Is a Sissv 

(009) on March 18, 1999. There were five students (two boys and three girls) 

participating in the discussion of Oliver Button Is a Sissy, (three English dominant— 
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Amaury, Helena, and Steve--and two Spanish dominant--Ada and Johaira). I facilitated 

the discussion. Ada was the only student who was discussing the book for the second 

time. Oliver Button Is a Sissy tells the story of a young boy who loves to dance, read, 

dress up, and play with dolls. He does not like outdoor games, such as baseball. Other 

children at school, as well as his own father at home, call him a sissy. Oliver has the 

opportunity to participate in a contest because he is a great tap dancer. He does not win 

but everyone is very proud of his performance. After that, Oliver is not called a sissy 

anymore, but considered a star. 

Figure 11.1. Picturebook used for the discussion on gender. 

My :first impressions after the discussion of Oliver Button Is a Sissy was that the 

children were highly engaged with the topic of gender. As I examined the transcripts of 

that particular discussion the children's excitement and involvement with the book was 



evident. For instance, that discussion lasted SO minutes while most of their discussions 

were usually 20-30 minutes long. In addition, they didn't want to stop talking, and there 

were interesting interruptions and overlapping. 

In this chapter I describe the issues the students raised about gender equity and 

gender identity in that discussion. Because the salient issue of this complex and rich 

literature circle was the tension the children had between what they believed and what they 

saw happening in real life that contradicted or problematized some of their ideas, this 

chapter is organized around those tensions. They are described in the following sections 

around the issues of boys and girls crossing boundaries; accepting and resisting gender 

polarization; the American dream of freedom and their awareness of gender inequalities; 

and students' unanswered questions that made them not to want to finish this discussion. 

I complete the discussion on gender with conclusions. 

Because this is the last chapter describing the content of the children's discussions, 

after the conclusion of the children's discussion on gender, I add a section on the critical 

perspectives of the children's discussions on issues of discrimination described in chapters 

9, 10 and 11 where I address how the children integrated all three issues in a single 

literature circle. 

Gender Issues: Tensions Between Ideologies and Practices 

My first important finding as I began the content analysis of the transcripts was 

that the children's discussions reflected con^>lex issues, such as how children's notions 

about gender are socially constructed; the children's contradictory ideas about gender 
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crossing, gender-roie stereotypes and polarizations; and their awareness of gender 

inequities. For the interpretation of the children's discussion on gender, I needed a 

theoretical framework that allowed me to address those conq)lexities. Research on gender 

from a critical perspective, particularly the description of gender, provided me with an 

adequate framework to analyze children's discussk>ns. Kamler (1999) who has published 

discourse-analytic studies of language and gender in early childhood and university 

settings defines gender as fluid, negotiable, conq>lex: 

Gender is not regarded as a static variable that operates equalfy across settings, but 
rather as a process constructed and enacted through particular practices and 
relations. It is never seen as a &ctor that determines behavior, but rather as a 
category of meaning that is fluid, negotiated, and changed with every use. (Kamler, 
1999, p. 2) 

Keenan, Solsken, and Willet (1999) talk about gender in similar ways: 

We see gender not as imposed on children, whether by biology, culture, or 
ideology, but as constructed by them in collaboration with others. More 
accurately, we see gender as always under construction in the everyday 
interactions that constitute social life, interactions that are largely accomplished 
through or mediated by language, (pp. 35-36) 

According to the critical perspective described by Kamler (1999), chiklren are not 

passive recipients of male or female gender roles, or of the actions of adults as oppressive 

agents of socialization. Instead, "every language interaction is seen to call for moment-by-

moment decisions through which aduhs and children position themselves and others in 

complex relations of gender, race, ethnicity, class" (p. 2). This perspective is congruent 

with some of the main principles driving my research, principles that are at the heart of my 

beliefs about how children learn, particularly Piaget's principle that children actively 
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construct knowledge and Vygotsky's theory of the construction of knowledge as socially 

mediated. 

The major concerns driving my research were to discover whether bilingual 

primary students have meaningful and critical discussions about children's books, and the 

nature of those discussions. A critical theoretical frame for xssy analysis of the children's 

discussions was necessary in dealing with the con^Iexities, conflicts, and contradictions I 

observed in how the children and myself positioned ourselves in discussing gender. I will 

not, however, do an exhaustive analysis of how the children were negotiating and 

constructing gender identities and ideas, since that would require a broader discussion of 

poststructuralist and feminist theories, and various layers of analysis that would be the 

object of research focusing only on those concepts. 

Bovs Who Cross Gender Boundaries 

Oliver, the main character in the book, is a young boy who crosses gender lines. 

The term "crossing" rather than "passing" seems to me more appropriate to describe 

Oliver's situation. The term "crossing" and "passing" are often used to describe situations 

that do not fit the dualism of two opposite sides in gender. I am using the term "crossing" 

as defined by Thome (1993): "I have carefully chosen the word 'crossing' to allude to the 

process through which a girl or a boy may seek access to groups and activities of the other 

gender. The word 'passing' is inappropriate because in the situations I observed boys and 

girls did not pretend to be of the other gender" (p. 121). 
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Crossing gender boundaries is reflected in Oliver's preferences for some activities 

that traditional^ are associated with girls, such as dancing, picking flowers, and playing 

with paper dolls. He does not like to do outside games, and he certainty is not an 

aggressive boy, therefore he is not foUowing the gender scripts that the other boys at 

school, and also his own &ther, think he should follow. The first response of the children, 

especially the girls in the small groiq>, was one of empatl^ with Oliver's gender crossing 

and rejection and quest»ning of the other boys* negative behavior toward Oliver in the 

story. Helena mentioned the parts in the book that she did and did not like and that 

reflect her empathy: 

Transcription Translation 

(29) Helena: (A mi me gusto el libra) Helena: (I liked) when the boy was 
cuando el niho, el nifio andaba picking flowers and the other boj^ were 
agarrando /lores y los otros nifios playing with the ball. It also made me 
andaban jugando con la pelota. Y feel bad when his dad said that he had to 
tambien me hizo sentir mal cuando su go to play ball games and that he was not 
papa dijo que vaya a jugar con la pelota (that he was) a sissy.. . 
y que no era [que era] una sissy ... 

(Excerpt #86: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

Helena also liked when the teacher gave dancing classes to Oliver (#37), when he 

danced at the talent show, and when he saw written on the school walls: ""Oliver Button es 

una estrella" (#39) [Oliver Button is a star], instead of "Oliver Button is a sissy." The 

girls in the group questioned the behavior of the boys in rejecting Oliver. Later in the 

discussion, Ada and Johaira asked "Por que ellos jugaban con sus zapatos?" (#248, 251, 

261) ["Why did they play with Oliver Button's shoes?"]. 
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One of the two boys in the small group, Amaury, responded that the boys in the 

story were mean to Oliver because they were mad since Oliver always made them lose 

when they played. He did not make reference to Oliver's crossing gender borders. Steve, 

the other boy, questioned the behavior of Oliver's &ther: 

182 Steve: OK (taking a big breath and talking very fiist) I 
wonder why his &ther called him a sissy if it's his 
own son. And his ooother didnt call him a sis^ 
because that was his mother and she liked him, and 
probably his &ther= 

183 Ada: Can you talk slow? (Inaudible overlapping of several 
students) 

184 Steve: =his &ther didn't. Or maybe he called him a sissy 
because probably he is a sissy. 

(Excerpt #87: Oliver Button Is a SLssv, 3/18/99.) 

Steve even questioned if Oliver's &ther was the sissy, but later he retracts that idea and 

says that "no one in the story is a sissy." The students were able to imagine how Oliver 

felt with all the rejection he suffered and the things the other boys were saying and doing 

to him: 

285 Johaira: Ellos, ipor que ellos— No me gusto esto porque 
ellos escribieron que es una nena. [Why they—^I 
didn't like that because they wrote (on the wall) that 
he is a sissy.] 

286 Carmen: ^Como tu crees que el se sinlio cuando vio eso? 
[How do you think Oliver feh when he saw that 
thing written on the (wall)?] 
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287 Amaury: Really really sad. 

288 Steve; Really realfy^ sad and he= 

(Excerpt #88: Oliver Buttftfi a 3/18/99.) 

The children's comments reflect bow much they identified with Oliver's feelings 

throughout the discussion and they also e}q>ressed their feelings through their written 

responses to the book. Figure 11.2 shows Amaury's written response to the book. In it 

he focuses on his feelings about what Oliver was experKncing. 

X. I "f" 

Whe-h Vie ^ 

Uc\PPy be.CQ5c, 

I felt happy because Oliver liked what he did and he was happy because the boys erased 
what they wrote on the wall. 

Figure 11.2. Amaury's written response to Oliver Button Ts a Sissv. 

The children also questioned the cause of the other boys' rejection of Oliver and 

introduced the theme of what has been called "gender-role polarization." 

va\  
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Apceptiny/Resistiny Gender Polarization 

When Amaury asked '̂ What was girly about playing dress up?," Steve responded 

that "Probably he (Oliver) likes to play girls' games." He accepted the argument of those 

who called Oliver a sissy and introduced into the discussion the issue of gender 

stereotypes and gender polarization, defined by Bem (1993) as mutually exclusive scrqits 

for being male and female. Amauiy rejects that interpretation and uses the same book for 

supporting his point on questioning the view of dressing up as a girl's game. He then 

comes back to his question: 

81 Amaury: I said what was so girly about playing dress up? 

82 Steve: Idontknow. /Maybe his dad (inaudible)./ 

83 Helena: /Nothing./ 

84 Amaury: I couldn't hear you. 

85 Steve: Maybe his dad wants him to play a boy's game instead of 
girPs game cause maybe his dad doesn't think he gets 
exercise. 

86 Carmen: OK, but—so do you think that there are boys—have a 
question in relation to Steve's and Amaury's (discussion). 
So do you think that there are boy games and girl games? 

87 Steve: Yeah. 

88 Ada: No. I don't think that. I think he dresses up because the 
boys dress (up) too. 

89 Amaury: Steve played dress up before. 



90 Steve: I know. I'm not a girL 

91 Amauiy: I know. 

(Excerpt #89: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

This excerpt from the beginning of the discussion presents one of the children, 

Amaury, questioning why playing dress up is considered a girl's game (#81). Steve 

brings out the gender binary that there are **boys games and girls games" (#85 & 87). Ada 

questions this dichotomy (#88) and positions herself as fiivoring Oliver's gender border 

crossing with the following comment: '̂ boys dress up too." Amaury extends Ada's 

comments by giving a concrete exan:q)le that confronts Steve with his own reality when 

Amaury says (#89) that '̂ Steve played dress up before." Steve realizes that it is true that 

he likes to dress up and is drawn into disequilibrium and tension when he realizes that 

although he likes to dress up, as his friend Amaury has pointed out, he is not a girl (#90). 

From this point on, Steve tries hard to understand 'nhat boy and girl thingy." 

In the process of making meaning of the story and of answering the questions they 

were posing, the discussion moved back and forth between children's serious concerns 

and questions and less serious comments about the story where their contradictory ideas 

about gender emerged. In the following excerpt, the children seemed to take a break from 

their initial serious concern with Oliver's crossing gender boundaries and focus on a detail 

of the pictures to which I had not paid attention: 
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165 Ada: I want to talk. I wonder why is the—why is the cat always 
with him doing things? 

166 Steve: Probabty because the cat got used to him and Oliver Button 
got used to the cat and= 

167 Amaury: Maybe it's his cat. 

168 Steve: =and Oliver Button got used to the cat and the cat got used 
to him and maybe it was his and maybe it's a girl, because 
girl cats realty like humans. 

169 Helena: Yeah. 

170 Johaira: I have two dogs. 

171 Amaury: Girl cat. 

172 Ada: Because, because dogs are boys. 

173 Johaira: My dog has, yo tengo dos perros. [I have two dogs.] 

174 Ada: Because they're for both because I want a kitty, my cousin 
wants it too, and he's a boy. (Inaudible overlapping of 
several students.) 

(Excerpt #90: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

In this interchange the children assign human characteristics to the animals 

according to the animals' gender: "cats can be girls" (female), and '̂ dogs are boys" (male). 

These characteristics reflect children's internalized or constructed stereotyped images of 

gender: "girl cats really like humans," says Steve. The reason for Ada's association of 

dogs with masculine gender is not clear in this interchange—although in English people 

often prescribe femaleness to cats and maleness to dogs—but another possibility might be 

that she is thinking about several characteristics of some dogs, such as aggression or 
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strength, among others. The comparison of cats/girls and dogs/boys may reflect children's 

images concerning gender. When Johaira introduces the &ct that she has two dogs, and 

she is a girl, Ada soon changes her original idea and states that dogs and cats are for both 

girls and boys. This process of negotiating their ideas they were confronted with 

examples from their own lives was consistent throughout the discussions and it shows 

children mediating their peers' emergent constructions and understanding of gender. 

What began as an exploratory talk soon became a dialogue as the students considered and 

challenged each other's kleas and changed or retained their own points of view. Excerpts 

#89 and 90 are also examples of Piaget's (1972) view of learning as a process of 

accommodation as a resuh of disequilibrium. 

The American Dream of Freedom: "It's his life. It's his life " 

An interesting interchange among the children took place when Helena posed a 

question that focused on the rights of other people to tell Oliver what he must do: 

92 Helena: Ko tengo [I have]—I have a question on Oliver's book. Do 
you guys think that.. .= 

93 Steve: Oliver Button 

94 Helena: =Oliver Button has to do whatever the boys say? 

(The discussion continues but Helena's question has not been answered yet 
and she poses it again.) 

113 Helena: Do you think that he has to do whatever the boys have to 
do? Yes or no? 

114 Ada: No, it's his life. It's his life. 
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115 Helena: Say it again. 

116 Steve: It's his life and nobody else's life so nobody has to tell him 
what he could do. He does his own /stuS/= 

117 Helena: /Wait./ Ada. OK. 
Say it again. 

118 Ada: He doesnt listen to them because he has his own life. It's 
not others' life. 

119 Steve: Can I say mine again? 

120 Ada: Yes, I didn't bear you. 

121 Steve: Probably because he—they were telling him and he didn't 
want to listen, and probably it's his own life and nobody 
else's life and nobody could take care of his life, and nobody 
ever could do it but himself. He could do whatever he 
wants. He could do girls' games. He could play with girls. 
He doesn't have to do what other boys want to do. 

122 Ada: Good question. 

(Excerpt #91: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

Helena seemed interested in knowing the children's opinion about whether Oliver 

has to do what other people tell him to do. A sense of urgency to receive a response 

seems to be reflected in her request for a "yes or no" answer the second time she posed 

the question (#113). Helena's question prompted radical expressions from the children in 

favor of Oliver's rights to do what he wants. Both Ada (#114, 118) and Steve (#116, 

121) vehemently advocate for Oliver's right to live his own life as he wants to: "It is not 

others' life," says Ada. Figures 11.3 and 11.4 illustrate Ada's written response to that 

book after the discussion. Her written response reflects the same position she took as an 
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advocate of children's right to do what they want with their lives. Her response was quite 

long as conq)ared to previous responses from her and other children, which may be 

indicative of her engagement with the story. 

ir/ 

y o AC 

'Wo " * El papa le dijo "deja eso," dijo y el le contesto: 
The &ther said to him: '̂ leave that (dressing up 
play)," he said, and (Oliver) responded: 

* It should be read from right to left since the page was going to be folded as a book. 

Figure 11.3. Ada's written response to the Oliver Button es un nena fOliver Button Is a 
Sissy], page 1. 
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yb pienso por que no lo dejaron ser lo 
que el queriay si era su vida y el podia 
decidir lo que el queria. 
Y las nines y ninas pueden escoger lo 
que ellos quieran hacer con su vida 
porque [su vida] es especial para ellos. 
torque si le dicen que hagan lo que 

[I think why was the reason they did not 
allow him to be what he wanted, and if it 
was his life and he could decide what he 
wanted. 
And boys and girls can choose what they 
want to do with their lives because [their 
lives] are special for them. 
Because if they are told to do 

hagan, lo que [les] dicen, no les hagan 
caso. 
Pero si, las ninas pueden hacer lo que 
ellas [ellos?] hagan. 
Lo que [ellas] quieran hacer, que 
quieran. 

whatever they are told to do, do not pay 
attention. 
But yes, girls can do whatever they 
[want] to do. 
Whatever they want to do, they should 
do it. 

Figure 11.4. Ada's written response to the Oliver Button es un nana FOliver Button Is a 
Sissy], page 2. 



In Spanish, the infinitive of the verbs ^^o do*^ and '̂ o be" are homophones: 

'•"hacer'' and therefore Ada may be using either verb because she is still controlling 

the use of the letters "h" and "c," and "s" in writing. These letters make the difierence 

between the writing of the two verbs. Although having very different meanings fixim a 

philosophical point of view, I drew on Ada^s oral discourse in English and Spanish to 

decide which verb to use at different points. I believe that for her, the meaning of both 

verbs are interchangable, for instance, she wants to be a boy to be able to do what boys 

do, and she believes that if Oliver wants to be a girl he should be allowed to do the things 

girls do. 

Ada and Steve, building on each other, had an empowering discourse in &vor of 

children's freedom to do whatever they want with their lives, an idealistic position in 

harmony with the "American dream" of doing whatever one wants. As they continued 

talking, this discourse encountered major contradictions as is illustrated later. However, a 

comment on the process and dynamics of the interchange that took place in the previous 

excerpt from the discussion of Oliver Button Is a Sissy seems to be relevant here. 

There were three girls and two boys in that literature circle. Only one of the girls 

seemed to be shy, Johaira, a girl relatively new at school (since January) who spoke 

Spanish. The other four students were very active participants in the literature 

discussions. In the excerpt presented above, Helena not only poses a question but takes 

on the role of &cilitator and monitors the participation of others in the discussion by, for 

example, stopping Steve and making sure that Ada has an opportunity to express her 
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opinion (#115, 117). Steve does not jump again into the discussion but the next time he 

requests a turn and explores if they are interested in listening to his opinion (#119). After 

he shares his ideas, Ada reinforces what a good idea Steve has by saying, ^Good question" 

(meaning, good answer) (#122). In the first excerpt introduced in this chapter, Ada and 

Steve disagree regarding the gender dichotomy raised by Steve, that there are boy games 

and girl games. In this second excerpt they agree about Oliver's right to live his life. 

Helena again brings up Oliver's dilemma but in a different way, accepting the gendering of 

boy/girl games and again making strong statements &voring fi-eedom: 

149 Helena: No, I'm saying could boys play with girls' things? 

150 Steve: Yeah. Yes, they could because they're alive. 

151 Helena: And girls could play with boys' things. 

152 Ada: I play soccer. 

153 Steve: Boys' things, girls could play with them. Girls' things, boys 
can play with. And they control their—and in this book, 
Oliver Button wanted to do girls' stuff and I think the other 
kids were trying to control his life and he never—and he 
didn't want to listen to them and never wanted to do any of 
the stuff that the other kids told him. 

(Excerpt #92: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

The dialogue keep on going and a major tension and disequilibrium is introduced 

to the discussion when Ada, drawing on the previous discourse on freedom and on their 

support for Oliver's crossing of borders, applies the principle of freedom to her right to be 

a bov if she wants. 
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Girls Who Cross Gender Boundaries: "You were bom a girl." 

Ada turned the conversation dramatically when she presented what seemed to be a 

serious concern for her. She introduced her concern with a hypothetical situation based 

on their previous arguments in &vor of Oliver's right to live his life: 

Ada: If you want pretend I was always dressing like a boy, and I always 
wanted to be like a boy, nobody needed to tell me what I did because it's 
not their life, it's my life, and that's why I was bom, to be myself. 

(Excerpt #93: Oliver Button Ts a SLssv. 3/18/99.) 

The students continued talking about the story sharing parts of the book without reacting 

to what Ada had said. I knew that Ada's hypothetical situation (#143) had a background 

since this was the second time she had chosen this book for discussion and she had 

expressed that she wanted to be a boy during the first discussion. I asked Ada in this 

second discussion if she had continued thinking about what she shared in the first 

discussion and if she wanted to talk about that. She accepted my invitation and the 

following challenging discussion took place. 

343 Ada: Yo digo, que si yo quiero ser un hombre, ^por que no debo 
de ser un hombre? [I say that if I want to be a man, why 
should I not be a man?] 

344 Steve: Could you tell it in English, please? 

345 Ada; OK. If I want to be a boy, why do people tell me I (can)not 
be a boy? 

346 Steve: Because they don't like you that way. 

347 Amaury: Yeah. 

348 Ada: Maybe I could cut my hair like that. 



349 Carroen: But if you cut your hair, Ada, si tu te cartas el pelo, are you 
a girl or a boy? 

350 Ada: A boy. 

351 Carmen: A boy? Because you have short hair? 

352 Amauiy: You're still a girl. You were bom a girl. 

353 Steve: Half boy and half girl maybe. 

354 Amaury: You can't turn iirto a boy. 

355 Steve: I know. 

356 Amaury: You have to be bora (again) to be a boy (laughing and 
sounding ironic). 

357 Carmen: But can she cut her hair? 

358 Amaury: Yeah, she could. 

359 Carmen: Tu puedes cortarte el pelo, Ada. [You can cut your hair, 
Ada.] 

360 Steve: Or maybe she could put a mask on that looks like a boy's 
head. 

361 Ada: I want to put a hat on like a boy. Maybe nobody would 
know. Nobody would know if I have a twin sister. 

(Excerpt #94: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

Ada's introduction of her desire to be a boy raised the level of complexity of the 

children's discussion. She articulates clearly that if it is her life and if she was bom to be 

herself^ and they have been saying that a person can be whatever they want, why would 

people tell her that she cannot be a boy? Steve's response (#346) contradicts his previous 

discourse on the freedom people have to do whatever they want when he subordinates 
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what Ada says she wants to be to others' preferences of what she should be: '̂ Because 

they don't like you that way." Amaury supports Steve in this argument. Then Ada comes 

up with different ways of "passing" (crossing) as a boy—cutting her hair and wearing a hat. 

From a Piagetian and psychological perspective one could argue that Amauiy's 

response '̂ ou can't turn into a boy," ''you have to be bom (again) to be a boy" may 

present evidence of his control of Piaget's (1972) constancy or conservation principle, that 

is, Ada can cut her hair and use a hat to cover her head and she still will be a girl, and by 

the same token, that Ada lacks development of this concept. However, this principle is no 

longer accurate for describing gender identity because today a woman can change her sex 

through an operation and physically become a man, and a man can physically become a 

woman. Therefore, it would be simplistic to continue to hold the generalized view of 

gender identity as merely biological determined and fixed. 

In addition, Amaury's response that "You have to be bom (again) to be a boy" 

and my observation that he laughed and sounded ironic make me think that either he 

perceived himself to be in a privileged position since Ada wanted to be a boy and he was 

bom a boy, or he thought it was best to be a boy because of Ada's desire to become a 

boy. As I examined the transcripts trying to discover more about Ada's desire to be a 

boy, I realized that her concern seems to be an emergent awareness of the inequality in the 

possibilities open for women and for men. She said that her iather allows her to be what 

she wants, but at the same time she said in another discussion that she got really bored at 

home because she was not allowed to play outside. Therefore, among other issues of 
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inequalities that are described in the next section, it may be that she perceives boys as 

having more freedom. 

Awareness of Gender rneqiialitMM; 

Ada observed that there are many differences among women and men. Some of 

those differences point to gender inequalities. Figures 11.5 and 11.6 summarize the ideas 

she brought into the discussion and the life experiences to which the students connected 

that either supported or challenged her assumptions. Several of the gender differences 

Ada mentioned related to the physical appearance of men and women. 

Ada also mentioned that there are games that boys can play and girls cannot, such 

as soccer (#363): "Como (en el cuento de) Peter Pan (de Amazing Grace), yo quiero 

Jugar soccer y no me dejan jugar. " [As in (the story of) Peter Pan (Amazing Grace), I 

want to play soccer and they don't let me play.] She said that the boys do not allow her to 

play soccer with them during recess (#370), and that when she has the ball, they don't 

come to play. The boys said that the problem was that she did not ask them to play with 

her: "'Cause you never ask," (#367, 371, 374) said Amaury. She then said: "'Les voy a 

preguntary me van a decir: 'no"'' (#373, 375) [I will ask them (to play) and they are 

going to say: "no"]. In other words, she believes that it is useless to ask them because the 

situation will not change, but she will ask them anyway. 

Ada also mentioned that there are jobs for men and jobs for women (see Figure 

11.6). 
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Ada*s Ideas 
*l can cut my hair (and be) a boy. (Turn 
#348) (The assumption is that boys have 
short hair. Ada has long hair.) 

*Ropa de hombres no podemos usar. Esa 
camisa, si es de hombre, no me la puedo 
poner.(#4l4) Esta (ropa) es para puro 
hombres y esta es para puras mujeres, 
estas.iUAlT) 
[We cannot use men's clothes. That shirt, 
if it is a man's shirt, I can't wear it. These 
(clothes) is just for men, and this is just for 
women, these ones.] 

*Los hombres no pueden traer aretes y 
las mujeres si. Los hombres pueden traer 
no mas uno (un arete). (#566) 
[Men cannot use earrings and women can. 
Men can use only one earring, not two]. 

Life Experiences 
*HeIena- Yo tambien veo en veces a una 
chamaquita que trae el pelo corto hasta 
acd.(#385) [I also see sometimes a young 
girl who has short hair.] 

* Johaira: Mi papa se pone las pants de mi 
'amd y mi 'amd se pone los pants de mi 
papa. (#383)[My dad uses n^ mother's 
pants and my tnom uses my dad's pants.] 

*Helena: Yo puedo usar necklaces los 
hombres tambien.(UA97) 
[I can use necklaces and men can also.] 
Amaury; I have a necklace. (#498) 

* Helena- A// tio tambien usa aretes. 
(#572) Y en veces mi tio usa con uno o 
con dos. (#574) [My uncle also uses 
earrings. And sometimes he uses one or 
two.] 

Johaira: Mi papa una vez se puso un arete 
yyo le pegue para que no se los ponga. 
(#504, 506) [My dad once used one 
earring and I "hit" him so he doesn't use 
them.] 

Figure 11.5. Summary of Ada's ideas about gender dififerences and experiences 
challenging those ideas. 

Except for the job of building houses, the other jobs mentioned by Ada to which 

woman do not have equal access involve a great deal of power such as being an Army 

officer, or the President. In the middle of this discussion on jobs, Steve stated that: "If 

women want to do a man's job, they have the rights to do a man's job" (#528), which 

seemed to express a liberal and more fair position, but that in fact afBrmed that some jobs 
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Ada^s Ideas 
•(#388) That's what I want to be: an 
Army ofiBcer. (#399). No hay (mujeres en 
el Army) porque mi hermano fix y no 
habia nada de mujeres. 
[Ther are no women in the Army because 
my brother went there and there wasn't a 
single woman.] 
*(#518) Yo no puedo ser Presidente; 
no 'mas hombres pueden. 
[I cannot be President; onfy men can be. 
Women cannot be President. 

•(#530) A man's job: They build houses. 

Life Experiences 

•(#520, 522) Steve: You can be the 
President's wife. 

•(#533) Steve: (Building houses) It is (a 
women*s job). I see the women at my 
dad's work working. 
(#538) Amaury: Oh. I've seen a woman 
doing houses. (#540) She buih my aunt's. 
A lady buih my tia's [aunt's] house. 

Figure 11.6. Summary of Ada's ideas about gender inequality related to jobs and 
experiences challenging those ideas. 

are in men's domain. I added my own experiences, trying to bring the perspective that 

most of the things Ada mentioned have been socially constructed, but she brought into the 

discussion a wide repertoire of differences between men and women. One of them was 

that (#451) hombres no tienen babies," [Men do not have babies], and having babies 

is painM, she believes. She also gave the example of one of her aunts who said once that 

she was not going to have babies but that once she got married she had lots of babies. 

In my participation in this discussion I drew on my beliefs in the value of being a 

woman, and I focused on highlighting not only those values but also the social nature of 

most of the gender differences Ada brought into the discussion. But as I examined my 

participation in this discussion, it became evident to me that I was also trapped in the 

discourse of the idealism of the "American dream," in the assumption that you can do 
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whatever you want as a girl or as a woman. I did not address the issues of inequality that 

seemed to be at the root of Ada^s dilemma. She is already aware that it is absolutely not 

true that women can do and be whatever they want. The analysis of my own words 

reminded me of Keenan et aL's (1999) advice that "teachers who try to reconstruct 

gender relations in their classrooms find themselves confronting tensions and 

contradictions in the discourses that govern their teaching practices'* (pp. 37-38). In this 

case I found myself with contradictions in discourse. 

Ada elaborated her argimient about gender inequalities, bringing into the 

discussion an example that illustrates how language and gender are linked. She implied 

that there is sexism in language and that teaching is work for women: 

512 Ada: Pero, como dicen "escuela, " dicen "maestras" en vez de 
decir "maestros dicen "maestras " y luego hay un maestro en 
todas las escuelas y mas maestras en las escuelas. 
[But they say school ("escuela," using the Spanish feminine gender 
marker a); they say "maestras" (female teachers) instead of saying 
"maestros" (male teachers), and then there is only one male teacher 
in all the schools (in each school) and more women teachers in 
schools.] 

513 Carmen: quieres decir? What do you mean? 

514 Ada: Que escuelas son para las mujeres. [That schools are for 
women (teaching).] 

(Excerpt #95: OUver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

This excerpt shows far more than Ada's metalinguistic awareness about gender 

markers for the Spanish language. Her comments reflect an impressive perception for a 

seven-year-old child. Ada's example is a very common situation discussed among the 
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teachers with whom I worked in Puerto Rico, and it reflects what happens in schools 

where Spanish is the dominant language. It is common to listen to principals, teachers and 

parents in Puerto Rico self-correcting themselves each time they referr to the teachers in 

general as 'Vos maestro^ [female teachers] having also "maestro^ [male teachers] 

teaching at schools. Indeed, from 34 teachers at Ada's school the year of the study, only 

two were men. 

Although the ones who feel excluded w^n people refer to teachers as "las 

maestras" are men, Ada highlighted the &ct that teaching is commonly seen as a job for 

women. She also pointed to the binary female/male dkhotomy that seems to bother her 

so much. She believes that everything is either female or male, even flowers (las flares) 

are girls (feminine) and cars (Jos carros) are boys (masculine). 

Through examining the different examples of gender differences and inequities 

given by Ada in this discussion, I believe that her situation was not a matter of confusion 

of gender identity, but awareness that men have more power than women, and the best 

solution she was able to think of for dealing with this situation was to become a man in 

order to have equal access to some jobs, as well as to the freedom that boys seem to have. 

The following response she gave to one of the boy's questions supports this insight. 

Amaury poses a question about an illustration in the Oliver book, where he is taking 

dancing classes with girls: 

270 Amaury; How come he's the only boy in this dancing class? 

271 Steve; [Repeating the questions] How come the only boy in 
the dance class is Oliver Button? 
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272 Amaury: Yeah. 

273 Carmen: Are you going to answer? [Johaira is signaling she 
wanted to talk] Do you want to answer to him? He 
had a question. Let's wait for his question. What do 
you think about Amaury's question? 

274 Amaury: Steve. 

275 Steve: Maybe 'cause no other boy wants to go to the dance 
class. 

276 Ada: Maybe because he—a lo mejor porque el era el 
chaptain de ahi [Maybe he was the captain there.] 

277 Steve: Maybe because they all thought it was for girls. 

278 Amaury: I saw—I know—^There are boys in the dance class. 

279 Carmen: You have seen? 

280 Amauiy: I have seen. I just saw them. 

(Excerpt #96: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

The reason Ada gives to explain why Oliver Button is the only boy in the dance 

class, because maybe he was the "captain," uncovers some of Ada's ideas about gender. 

There is nothing in the illustration that might suggest that Oliver is the leader. Oliver 

appears in the illustration dancing or rehearsing in a row where he is the last one, and the 

first person in the row is the dancing teacher. No one is looking at Oliver and his clothes 

are ordinary clothes just as the girls' clothes are. Assigning the role of leader to Oliver 

may suggest that Ada was aware that on many occasions men have the leadersh^ role, 

moreover, they have the power to give orders, such as navy officers and the President. 
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Critical Questions: 

"Mariana otra vez voy a escoger este libra. " 

(Toniorrow I will choose again this book.] 

Simpson (1996) worked with a teacher trying to teach students to pose critical 

questions and found that their efiforts were initially unsuccessful because they were raising 

issues that were of no interest to the students. They found, however, that once the 

children began to raise their own questions and issues the discussions reflected the kind of 

insights that Simpson and the teacher were trying to encourage. Being allowed to pursue 

their own questions in small groups provided their students with "an excellent context for 

pursuing multiple meanings and expanding levels of understanding" (p. 123). 

The discussions described in this chapter illustrate the power of allowing the 

children to pursue their own questions for sustaining a critical dialogue. In our literature 

discussion the children were not pursuing a question I posed, although I did pose different 

types of questions. The children were not trying to give the teacher expected responses as 

Ada's and Steve's arguments illustrate. After I said that Ada could be the President, 

Steve insisted that she could be the President's wife, and he said that twice. Ada also 

clearly stated her opinion. After some of her arguments were challenged, she said that 

she was also correct in what she was saying: "OK, pero lo que yo estoy diciendo tambien 

is true" [OK, but what I am saying is also true.] Being only seven years old, Ada has 

limited experience with many aspects of life, and yet she was seriously giving thought to 

important and critical issues of life. 
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The children were so engaged in their discussion that they did not want to end it. 

After 30 minutes of this discussion, Steve concluded that: "Boys and girls can do anything 

(inaudible) to what they want to do. If they don't want to do it, they don't have to.'' To 

which Ada responded: "Mariana otra vez voy a escoger este libra. " [Tomorrow I will 

choose this book again (for literature discussion.)]. Although it sounded like the 

discussion was reaching cfesure, the students continued talking thoughtfully about their 

ideas for 20 more minutes. I let them know that they could talk in class about those 

issues, but they wanted to continue talking in the same context of small group literature 

discussions. Because we needed to move on with other classroom activities before lunch, 

I tried several times to bring the discussion to closure but my attenqits were unsuccessful. 

During the last 20 minutes the students brought up again almost all of the major issues 

discussed during the first 30 minutes. The following excerpt fi-om the last part of the 

discussion illustrates, through its length and content, the children's engagement with the 

discussion on gender fi-om Oliver Button Is a Sissy: 

564 Ada: Pero, otra vez podemos hablar nosotros, otra vez? [But can 
we continue talking again, again?] 

(The students continued talking about differences among things that 
women and men do differently. They also talked about details of the book. 
Some students, such as Amaury seemed to be tired.) 

582 Ada: Pero yo tengo una cosa pa' este (sobre el libro). [I have 
something (else to say) about this (book).] 

583 Carmen: OK, Ada has an additional comment and then we'll finish 
our discussion. OK? 

584 Ada: No! 
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585 Carmen: OK, Ada. 

586 Steve: I have more. I have more. 

587 Amaury: We've got more. 

(They continued talking about Oliver Button's &ther changed his 
mind and gave permission to his boy to participate as a dancer in a contest. 
The discussion came to an end with the same issue the students had been 
thinking about since the beginning.) 

Fm still wondering about that boy and girl thingy. Tm 
wondering if Oliver Button should be a girl or a boy. 

I wonder he's supposed to be a boy. 

I think he must be both. 

I don't know (inaudible). 

He's a boy who loves to be an artist. 

y mi tia tiene un hombrey una mujer (inaudible). [And my 
aunt has a man and a woman (inaudible)]. 

Maybe he was a she (referring to Oliver). 

That's what I said, that I could. The only thing I say why is 
(inaudible) pero si son hombres tienen que ser hombres [but 
if they are men, they have to be men]. 

632 Steve: 

633 Ada: 

634 Steve: 

635 Ada: 

636 Carmen: 

637 Johaira: 

638 Amaury: 

639 Ada: 

640 Carmen: I think we should continue wondering about that. Yo creo 
que podemos seguir pensando en eso y que no vamos a 
contestar aqui todas las preguntas, OK pero que podemos 
seguir pensando en eso. [I think we can keep thinking of 
that and that we are not going to answer all the questions 
right now, OK? But we can keep thinking of that.] 

641 Ada: Yo otra vez voy a escoger el libro pa' (para) seguir 
hablando. [I will choose this book again to continue 
talking.] 
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642 Steve: I have one more. I have one more. I have one more. 

643 Carmen: One more? The last. OK, the last. 

644 Ada: Then me, then me, and nothing more. 

645 Carmen: Ustedes han tenido una discusion muy buena hoy. You 
have had a very rich discussion. OK? 

646 Ada: Ahorita sigoyo. [And then I'll go.] 

647 Carmen: No, we need to finish because you need to do the sketches. 
And you put all of your things (your thoughts) in your 
sketch, what you think (about the book). 

648 Steve: I'm still wondering about that boys and girls thing if they 
should do whatever they want and do whatever they should 
think they do. 

649 Ada: Ko digp si el quiso ser mujer, ipor que no podia ser los dos 
en vez de ser no mas hombre? Pero ya dije ahorita que 
tiene que ser hombre— pero si esta, esta ropa es para 
todos— pero= 
[I say that if he wanted to be a woman, why he couldn't be 
both instead of being onty a man? But I alr^y said that he 
has to be a man—but if these clothes are for everyone, 
but=] 

650 Johaira: Hay de hombresy de mujeres. [There are men's cfothes and 
women's clothes.] 

651 Ada: Esta es para puro hombres y esta es para puras mujeres, 
estas. [This is just for men, and this is just for women, these 
ones.] 

652 Carmen: Yo creo que nosotros debemos seguir pensando en eso. We 
should keep thinking of that. OK? 
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653 Steve: Uh hum. 

654 Carmen: So let's do our sketches, and thank you for that discussion. 
Gracias por esa discusion. 

(Excerpt #97: Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 3/18/99.) 

This analysis of children's discussion of gender reflects ^^liat Keenan et aL (1999) 

describe as the tensions in negotiating multiple discourses and constructing critical 

dialogue on gender. It also illustrates how the children are reading their worlds since 

"couldness" for them came from \^iat they have seen in their seven years of living in a 

society that privileges some discourses and practices over others. In this last excerpt the 

children not only revisited the same questions posed throughout the discussion, but they 

introduced new speculations. Amaury speculates that "maybe he (Oliver) was a she,'̂  

something that he had not brought into the discussion before. Ada takes that comment as 

describing what she would like to be: both things, boy and girl, but she understands that is 

not possible "porque si son hombres, tienen que ser hombres,^ [because if they are men, 

they have to be men]. 

Conclusion of the Discussion on Gender 

Small group literature discussions provide a safe environment where children—and 

teachers—take risks in reflecting on conq)lex issues that matter to them without the 

concerns of being evaluated or judged. This literature circle became a context where 

texts, language and the members of the group mediated children's tentative 

understandings, not only of the written texts, but of the different texts they are reading in 



the world. Because of that environment, these second-grade bilingual students were able 

to have critical and meaningful discussions. I chose the student written samples in Figures 

11.7 and 11.8 to end this section because Stevens written re^wnses to the Oliver book 

reflect how excited a young student can become with a good story and how a meaningful 

discussion enables a student to continue thmlcitig of the issues presented in the book, 

imagining new possibilities and ahematives. 

Critical Perspectives on Chiklren's Perceptions of Discrimination 

In this section I discuss two important ideas that were part of the students' 

discourse in order to bring together the content analysis of the children's discussions on 

issues of discrimination presented in Chapter 9, on children's ideas and experiences with 

bilingualism; Ch^ter 10, on discrimination on the basis of race; and Chapter 11, on 

gender issues. These two ideas relate to: a) students' interconnections among different 

types of discrimination presented in the books, and b) students' &mily experiences 

challenging the idealistic message of some of the books, for instance, that a person can be 

whatever he or she wants in life if she or he works hard. Linking these two ideas is the 

theme of the tensions in the children's constructions of meaning on discrimination. For 

this discussion I decided to focus on one literature circle or small group literature 

discussion where these two ideas were especially highlighted, the discussion of the 

picturebook AmaTing firace 
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Figure 11.8. Steve's wrinen response to Oliver Button Is a Siagv, page 2. 
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As described in Chapter 6, Julia and I decided to ofifer the literature discussion set 

of books portraying issues of gender fPiggvbook. Mv Mother th^ Mail rarrier /Mi mama 

la cartera. Oliver Button Is a Sissv. and Amayiny for a second discussion because 

of the interest the children had in discussing other books from the set. All of the children, 

except for H^tor, chose a different book than the one chosen for the previous discussion. 

(Hector chose again the only dual language book of the set over the books in English). By 

March 11, we had had discussions related to the different types of discrimination 

presented in the books, that is, we ab'eady had discussed picturebooks related to 

discrimination on the basis of race, language, or gender. Therefore, the children had time 

and opportunities to think of those issues before this discussioa 

Three Spanish dominant students—Isabela, Diana, and Mario—and one English 

dominant, Robin, chose Amayiny for the second discussion on gender issues. La 

asombrosa Graciela [Amazing Grace] tells the e}q)eriences of a girl at school who initially 

is rejected as a candidate to perform the character of Peter Pan in a play because she is 

both Black and a girl. By the end of the story aU of her classmates choose her to represent 

the character because in the rehearsal she performs the best. As with the other 

discussions, the issue of discrimination was not the only theme brought up by the children 

in this discussion. They talked about storytelling, friends, and school, among other 

themes. However, they devoted much of their time in their discussion to connecting the 

different types of discrimination presented in the books they had previously discussed, and 

they shared family experiences that challenged part of the discourse of the books related to 
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the notion of freedom. For that reason I focus on these issues to conq)lete the discussion 

of the children's emergent notions of discrimination, examining both intertextuality and the 

tensions they were encountering as they made meaning of those issues. 

AmaTiny Cirace is a book especially suitable for promoting intertextuality among 

issues of discrimination, particular^ gender and race. The interesting thing is that the 

children connected not only these two issues—gender and race—but also discrimination on 

the basis of language and culture. One of the clearest connections the children made 

among the different issues of discrimination was through their connections to the previous 

books discussed in literature discussions, as Mario's connection illustrates: 

Tntertextiialitv Among Difierent Types of DLscrimination 

Translation 

27 Isabela: A mi lo que no me gusto de 
este libra es que no mas porque ella era 
negrita, no podia ser una bailarina ni 
podia ser Peter Pan. 

Isabela: What I didn't like in this book is 
that only because she was Black she 
couldn't be a dancer, neither could she 
be Peter Pan. 

28 Mario: /Oh! a mi recordo un libro, a 
mi me recordo un libro, este libro. 

Mario: Oh! It reminded me of one book, 
this book reminded of one book. 

29 Carmen. ^Si? iCual libro? Carmen: Yes? Which one? 

30 Mario: El que todavia no . . . ah!, el 
de ... ah .. . Oliver Button Is a Sissv. 

Mario: The one in which still... oh!, the 
one on ... oh .. . Oliver Button Is a 
Sissv. 

31 Carmen: jfil de Oliver Button"? Carmen: The one about Oliver Button? 
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32 Mario: Yeah, porque el no podia hacer 
la que el queria, cuando (como) bailor y 
despues aqui le dijeron a ella, que no 
podia hacer ella, lo que ella queria. 

33 Carmen. AJa. 

34 Mario: Y tambien la, la, el otro que 
hicimos... uhmmm la mama que es una 
cartera. Los hombres le decian que ella 
estaba agarrando el trabajo de un hombre 
y otros le dijeron que no podia hacer eso. 
Se enojaba mucho (ella). 

Mario: Yeah, because he couldn't do 
what he wanted, wiien (he wanted) to 
dance and then, here, they told her that 
she couldn't do what she wanted. 

Carmen: Aha. 

Mark): And also the, the, the other that 
we did ... uhmm, the mother who is a 
mail carrier. The men told her that she 
was taking a man's job, and others told 
her that she couldn't do that. She got 
very mad. 

(Excerpt #98: La asombrosa Graciela f AitiflTing 3/11/99.) 

The connection among the books mentioned by Mario refers to gender issues and 

stories where the characters cannot be or do whatever they want. In &ct, they were able 

to do what they wanted but they were criticized and rejected, in Oliver's case because he 

liked to dance, and in Mv Mother the Mail Carrier/A/f mama la cartera. the mother was 

criticized for doing what she liked to do, her job as a mail career. Isabela agreed with 

Mario's last connection and expanded it: 

Tranggriptign 

38 Isabela: Aja, como Mi mama la 
cartera. Le decian cosas, que le estaba 
quitando el trabajo a los hombres y 
tambien que le estaba quitando todo, 
tambien que deberian estar limpiando en 
la casa. 

39 Mario: Tambien le decian "las 
mujeres deben estar en la casa. " 

Translation 

Isabela: Aha, like in Mv Mother the Mail 
Career. They told her things, that she 
was taking men's jobs, and also that she 
was taking everything, and also that 
(women) should be cleaning the house. 

Mario: They also told (her) "women 
should stay at home." 

(Excerpt #99: La asombrosa Graciela fAmaying 3/11/99.) 
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The students connected also to stones related to ethnicity, recalling the 

autobiographic anecdote told by Julia about her experiences growing up as a Hispanic 

student because from the children's perspectives, she came from another country ("porque 

era de otro pais "): 

152 Mario: Pueden hacer lo que ellos 
quieran, no le hagan caso. Como la 
maestra nos dijo, que una maestra le 
dijo que no podia estar en la 
universidad. 

153 Diana: No podia hablar ingles en 
la— espanol, espanol, espaHol dije. (en 
la escuela). 

154 Mario: Aja, esa fue una (historia), y 
despues la otra (historia). 

155 Carmen. Yesta fue otra historia, si. 

156 Mario: Aja, y despues no le hizo 
caso a la senora que le dijo y todavia lo 
hizo. 

(There were other comments on the same 
line and Mario completes his thought.) 

159 Mario: Porque (Julia) era de otro 
pais. 

Translation 

Mario: They can do whatever they want, 
don't pay attentioiL Like the teacher 
(Julia) told us, that one teacher told her 
that she couldn't go to the university. 

Diana: She couldn't speak in English 
at—Spanish, Spanish, I mean Spanish (at 
school). 

Mario: Aha, that was one (story), and 
later the other (story). 

Carmen: And this was another story, yes. 

Mario: Aha, and later she (Julia) didn't 
pay attention to the lady who told her 
that and she did it (attended the 
university). 

(There were other comments on the same 
line and Mario completes his thought.) 

Mario: Because she (Julia) was from 
another country. 

(Excerpt #100: La asombrosa Gracielo f Amazing firaro] 3/11/99.) 

Julia's experiences were clearly present in the children's memory three weeks after 

she had shared those experiences with the children in the small groups. Julia, indeed, was 
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bom in this country but because she talked about her Cuban &ther and Colombian mother, 

and because she identified herself as Hispanic and Latina, Mario concluded that she was 

from another country. What they were clear about was that she was discouraged from 

attending the university because of her ethnicity and was prohibited from speaking Spanish 

at school. Those connections were brought up in the context of a discussion on issues of 

discrimination, as if they fit-as indeed they did-into that discussion. 

A major part of the chiMren's discussion in that literature circle was devoted to 

trying to make sense of some of the contradictions in Amayiny Grace—the contradiction in 

the characters' words, and indirectly the contradiction of the whole message of the book. 

Both tensions are analyzed in the following section. 

Tensions Between Beliefe and Practice 

Mario and Isabela were very perceptive when they carefully observed details of an 

illustration in the book and saw that in the group of students rejecting Grace playing the 

role of Peter Pan because she is both a girl and Black, there are also girls and Black 

students who are raising their hands because they want to play the role. Mario and Isabela 

wondered about the contradiction between the reasons for rejecting Grace and the 

characteristics of the students who also want to participate in the play; 
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Transcription Translation 

22 Robin: I didn't like this part, I didn't 
like this part because he sakl she coukln't 
be Peter Pan. 

23 Mario: What page? I have a question 
for you because he—el le dijo "tu eres 
negrito " y levanto su mono, y es negrito. 
El dijo "tu eres rmg'er" y ella tambien 
era mujery levanto su mono. 

24 Diana: El es negrito—negrita. 

25 Mario: Una mujer, una niOa. 

26 Carmen.  ̂Y que ustedes creen de eso? 

(The discussion continued and Isabela 
brought up the same issue again). 

89 Isabeb: Ella le dijo: "you can't go 
because you're Black." 

90 Mario: No, le dijo= 

91 Isabela: V esta "eres una (inaudible-
negrita?) y los demas le dijerony eran 
negritos. 

92 Mario: Ymujeresy hombres, y 
tambien mujeres estaban levantando las 
manos y eran negritas. 

Robin: I didn't like this part, I didn't like this 
part because he said she coukln't be Peter 
Pan. 

Mario: What page? I have a question for 
you because he, he said ''you are Black" and 
he raised his hand, and he is also Black. He 
said "you are a woman** and she was also a 
woman and she was raising her hand. 

Diana: He is a Black (boy)— a Black (girl). 

Mario: A woman, a girl. 

Carmen: And what do you think about that? 

(The discussion continued and Isabela 
brought up the same issue again). 

Isabela: She said: "You can't go because 
you're Black." 

Mario: No, le dijo= 

Isabela: And this one "you are a (inaudible. 
Black?)" and the others said (also) and they 
were Black. 

Mario: Women and men, and also there were 
women and raising their hands and they were 
Blacks. 

(Except #100: La asombrosa Ciraciel [Amazing (jrace], 3/11/99.) 

Two main contradictions seem to be identified here: Black boys rejecting Grace for 

playing the role of Peter Pan because she is a girl, and girls rejecting Grace because she is 

B(ack. It seems thstt the author created that illustration in such a way that, in &ct, this 
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contradiction could be raised, since the students sitting on either both side of Grace are a 

non-white boy and a white girl That did not make sense to Mario and Isabela, and they 

did not reach consensus, only became aware of the contradiction. 

There was, however, a larger contradiction brought up by the students in that 

literature circle related to the message of the book. The children had been repeating that 

people can do whatever they want, no matter if they are boys or girls, or Black people. In 

fact, that book, more than the others used throughout the semester, explicitly states that 

message when Grace sits with her grandmother, and sadly tells her that the others do not 

want her to play the role of Peter Pan. The grandmother hugs Grace and tells her: "You 

can be anything you want, Grace, if you put your mind to it." The children repeated those 

words many times during this discussions. 

Transcription 

35 Carmen. i Ypor que sera que hay gente 
que piensa que las ninas tienen que hacer 
Unas cosasy los niHos otras diferente? 

36 Isabela: Aja. 

37 Mario: Pueden hacer lo que ellos 
quieran. 

(The discussion continued) 

151 Diana: Porque pueden hacer lo que 
ellos quieran. 

Translation 

Carmen: And why would it be that there 
are people who think that girls have to 
do some things and boys other different 
things? 

Isabela: Aha. 

Mario: They can do whatever they want. 

(The discussion continued) 

Diana: Because they can do whatever 
they want. 

(Excerpt #\Q\ : La asomhrosa Graciela f Amayiny r,rar<»] 3/11/99.) 
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Some of the second graders in this bilingual classroom had been wondering 

throughout the discussions about that message, as it was illustrated in the discussion on 

gender when Steve, at the very end of the discussion, wondered if Oliver, the character, 

could be and do whatever he wanted, including girls' things (excerpt #97, turn 648). In 

the (ffayy discussion, the children did not articulate that question, but Diana told 

a story that totally contradicted and challenged the message of the book. Indeed, Diana 

introduced her story as supporting the message of the story, but it turned out that it 

challenged the books' naessage about the freedom we have to do whatever we want; 

Transcription Translation 

179 Diana: Como todos, ellos pueden Diana: Like everybody, they can do 
hacer lo que ellos quieran porque mi papa whatever they want because my dad (he) 

was before—he did not work on the roo&, 
he was the boss, there in Mexico, a. .. how 

antes era— el no trabajaba en los techos, 
era el jefe alia en M^ico, un. . . icdmo 
se llama? Era el jefe, era una cosa, ^como it is called? He was the boss, he was 
se llama? something, how it is called? 

180 Mario: (inaudible) 

181 Diana: No, otra cosa. 

182 Carmen. Constructor. 

183 Diana: No no! 

184 Mario: Unos que hacen como asi, 
edificios. 

Mario: (inaudible) 

Diana: No, another thing. 

Carmen: Constructor. 

Diana: No, no! 

Mario: Like one of the (people) who build 
buildings. 
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185 Diana: No se, no se pero el era otra Diana: I don't know, I don't know, and he 
cosa, y el quena hacer eso siempre, always wanted to do that, but—because I 
pero— porque yo tenia, como tres o was like three or four years old—no, I 
cuatro anos—no, digo. dos anos, y el no mean, two years old, and he came dirty 
vema sucio del trabajo= from the woik= 

(Excerpt #102: La asomhrosa Graciela [AmaTiny 3/11/99.) 

In this first part of her story, Diana introduces her &ther as doing what he wanted 

in Mexico. She has difBculties to recall the former occupation of her &ther in Mexico, but 

she recalls that he had a higher status and did not come dirty from work. There he was 

"the boss," a white collar worker, a clerk, while here in the United States, he works on 

roo&. Diana states that he was doing what he wanted in Mexico, and then she begins to 

compare that to his present work. She is describing some of the tensions that some 

migrant &milies, from lower class to middle class, &ce ^^n coming to the United States. 

Transcription Translation 

186 Isabela: Ay, yo quiero decir algo. 

187 Diana: =porque viviamos alia en 
con mi nana. El estaba—no venia sucio. 
Venia con corbata, y todo, pero, mi papa 
cambio, cambio, porque ahora rezonga 
y en veces nosotros nos ponemos a llorar 
porque rezonga, y nosotros queremos 
que nos lleve ahora— que haga mas 
como hacia con mi nana. Porque con mi 
nana, como no es la casa de el, dice, 
"no agarren nada porque no es tu 
casa, " pero mi nana dice "si es tu casa, 
siempre va a hacer, "porque nosotros 
viviamos dos veces ahi. 

Isabela: Ay, I want to say something. 

Diana: =because we lived there with my 
grandmother. He was not—didn't come 
dirty (from the job). He came in a necktie 
and everything, but my dad changed, he 
changed because now he grumbles and 
sometimes we begin to cry because he 
grumbles and we want him to take us 
now—^to do more of what he did (when we 
lived) with our grandmother. Because with 
my grandmother, because that is not his 
house, he says "don't take anything because 
this is not your house," but my grandmother 
says "yes, it is your house and it will always 
be," because we lived there twice. 
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188 Carmen. Vivian, pero ̂ ahora 
ustedes estdn viviendo aparte? 

Carmen: You lived there, but are you living 
independently now? 

189 Diana: Aja. Diana: Aha. 

(Excerpt #103: La asomhrosa Graciela f Amatyiny Ttrarp] 3/11/99.) 

In this second part of Diana's story, she describes the Minify tensions with the 

Other's new job, suggesting that the economic concerns affected her &tber emotionally 

who has "changed,*' acting out his anger, "rezonga,*' in Spanish. From Diana's 

perspective his Other's personality seems to have changed and for her it is because he 

does not like what he is doing now. Members of the &mily wished to go back and live 

with the grandmother again, but there, in the grandmother's house, there were other 

tensions, since that was not their house and the fiither did not allow the children to take 

whatever they wanted from the house. I was confused by the stoiy, not knowing if 

Diana's narrative was about her &ther doing what he wanted, (as she had introduced it), 

or about him not being able to do what he wanted and, therefore, I asked Diana for 

clarification: 

Transcription Translation 

190 Carmen: OK ly tu papa, entonces 
ahora estd haciendo lo que el quiere o 
no?, lo que el queria? 

Carmen: OK, and your fether, is he doing 
now what he wants or not, what he 
wanted? 

191 Diana: El queria—No esta haciendo 
lo que el queria. 

Diana: He wanted—He is not doing what 
he wanted. 

192 Carmen. ^No sabes par que? Carmen: And you don't know why? 
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193 Diana: Porque ahora viene sucio del 
trabajo, porque pone tejas, es lo que 
ponen 

(Diana continued her story and talked also 
about her mother's job). 

328 Diana: Mr mama no trabaja, trabaja 
pero cuidando niHos en mi casa. 

329 Carmen: Ese es tremendo trabqfo. 

330 Mario: Eso es mucho trabaja. porque 
si llora uno, alia estd con el otro y asi. 

Diana: Because now he comes dirty from 
the work because they put tiles (in the 
roof), that is what they put. 

(Diana continued her story and talked 
also about her mother's job). 

Diana: My mother doesn't woik, she 
worics but doing bal^itting in my house. 

Carmen: That is a huge job. 

Mario: That is a lot of work, because if 
one cries, there she is with another one 
and so on. 

331 Diana: Cuida a un primito mio que 
va a la escuela (nombre de la escuela 
omitido), lo cuida a el por la marianita 
porque su mama se va a trabajar a las 
cinco. 

Diana: She takes care of a little cousin 
who attends the (name omitted) school, 
she takes care of him earty in the 
morning because his mother goes to 
work at five. 

332 Mario: /Cinco de la maHana? Mario: Five in the naoming? 

333 Diana: Vyo quiero que se saiga de 
ese trabajo porque. uhmm, luego estd 
too tired. Yo me despierto en veces a las 
seisy "estoy mt  ̂tired." 

Diana: And I want her to leave that job 
because, uhmm, later she is too tired. I 
wake up sometimes at six and "I am too 
tired." 

(Excerpt #104: La asombrosa Cwraciela f Amaying 3/11/99.) 

In this excerpt Diana conqilains about the type of jobs her parents have found in 

the U.S. after migrating from Mexico. Diana seems to be aware of the economic 

difficulties and hard-working experiences of both parents after migrating here in search of 

better circumstances, and she seems to be also aware of their disappointments. 
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In this last excerpt Diana's one-word codeswitching spears to take place to 

represent a quotation, v^iich is a common stylistic codeswitching reported in 

sociolinguistic studies, as McClure (1981) points out. Diana has been using only Spanish 

and suddenly switches to English when recalling a conversation with her mother, ^^lo 

complained of being 'Hired'* from doing babysitting since she receives her cousin's child at 

home early in the morning, at 5:00 a.m. 

Goldenberg (1996) contributes relevant information and insights about parent 

involvement in their children's education and the economic situation of Mexican 

immigrants. In his article, he presents an overview on Latin American immigration and 

related educational issues. Based on the analysis of data from U.S. Bureau of Census, 

Goldenberg reveals the following: ''The persistent income disparity between Hispanic and 

whites, even at identical levels of schooling, clearfy suggests the presence of discrimination 

and possibly other &ctors that contribute to depressed earnings of Hispanics" (p. 14). 

Diana's participation in literature discussions reveals that she has learned about the 

difScuhies that her &mify has foced as immigrants. She took every opportunity she had to 

taUc about that in the literature circles, a place where she could think and try to make sense 

of her experiences. She was experiencing firsthand that it is not always true that you can 

be whatever you want. 
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CHAPTER 12 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

This study examined the discourse of second-grade bilingual students participating 

in small group literature discussions during one academic year. My main research 

question was, "What is the nature of the talk in which second-grade bilingual 

Spanish/English students engage as th^ discuss children's literature in CTimll groups?** 

The study, based on a qualitative and collaborative research design, examined the 

conversations of 21 Latino students, Mexican American children from woridng-class 

&milies, during 19 literature discussions. Each literature discussion consisted of four 

small groups of students for a total of 75 literature circles. Ten students were English 

dominant and 11 were Spanish dominant. The students were sometimes grouped by 

language dominance, but most of the time both English and Spanish dominant students 

talked with each other in groups about the same self-selected books. As illustrated in 

Appendix A, nine students and 11 literature circles were chosen as case studies to examine 

in depth the development and the range of the students' responses to literature. 

The nature of the children's talk was examined through the following 

subquestions: 

1. What types of responses to literature do students have in small group 

discussions? 

2. What is the content/issues discussed by the children in small group literature 

discussions? 
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This chapter has two main parts. In the first part, I summarize the major findings 

of the study for each subquestion. In the second part, I discuss inq)licatioiis of this study 

for the education of Latino bilingual students and for young mainstream students in 

general, focusing on the mediational potential of the small group literature discussions. 

Findings for Types of Responses 

Answers to the first subquestion, "What types of responses to literature do 

students have in small group discussions?", indicate that the students had many types of 

responses, which I analyzed into categories and subcategories. The first finding that I 

want to highlight is that the children talked two-thirds of the time (66% of the 

conversational turns) and the teachers (Julia and I) one-third of the time (34%). There 

was even one literature circle in which one of the students, Isabela, used more turns (28%) 

than the teacher (24%), and other literature circles where the percentage of participation 

among the teacher and a student was almost equal. The students had a lot to say in 

literature discussions. Even when the small groups had English and Spanish dominant 

students together, they had the opportimity for active participation. The qualitative 

analysis of the 2,393 children's conversational turns enabled me to identify two major 

types of responses: 718 turns (30%) of non-literary responses, and 1,675 turns (70%) 

representing literary responses. 
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Findings Related to Non-Literarv Responses 

Most of the comments coded as non-lheraty responses were related to group 

processes. They were classified into five categories; Procedures, Facilitating, Active 

Listening, Trying to Take the Floor, and Social Talk. Three of these five categories-

Facilitating, Procedures and Active Listening—were also found in the anafysis of the 

teachers' talk, showing that the students shared some of the roles that Julia and I had as 

&cilitators of the discussions. Those roles were not assigned to the students but 

developed over time through their co-participation in the literature circles. 

Cateyorvl: Procedures 

The conversational turns coded into Category 1, "Procedures," comprised 57% of 

the children's non-literaiy responses, and 17% of all of the children's comments in the 11 

literature circles chosen for in-depth analysis. Comments related to procedures show how 

the discussions usually began and ended and what were the expected protocols for the 

discussion. The discourse of the students changed over time from asking "What do I talk 

about?" to initiating the discussion without the presence of the teacher. The category 

"Procedures" also included comments where the students negotiated turn taking and the 

language in which they wanted to talk. 

Other types of comments coded into Category 1: Procedures included 

brainstorming for subsequent discussions and comments that showed parents' involvement 

in reading the literature discussion books with their children. Those comments related to 

the parents, illustrate resources and strengths that "minority" group fiimilies have and how 
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these resources contribute to strengthen the curriculum and children's learning experiences 

at school (Moll, Amanti, Nefl^ & Gonzalez, 1992; Whitmore & Norton-Meier, 2000). 

Category 2- Facilitating 

The turns coded in the category of "Facilitating" represent 18% of the comments 

in non-literary responses. As Kauffinan et aL (1996) also found in their collaborative 

study with intermediate muhiage classrooms (ages 9-11), these second-grade bilingual 

students used &cilitator talk, they asked questions of each other, invited others to 

participate, and directed the group's attention to other topics for discussion. The students 

also &cilitated the discussions by suggesting language to the students who were speaking 

in their second language; generally it was the Spanish dominant speakers helping the 

English dominant students who wanted to speak in Spanish. The literature circles offered 

an opportunity for all students to become experts and &cilitators for their classmates. 

Category 1: Trviny to Take the Floor 

All of the conversational turns where the children tried to take the floor of the 

discussions and were not successful in their atten4>ts were coded into this subcategory. 

This category comprised 14% of the students' non-literary responses, and 4% of the total 

of children's turns in their discussions. 
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Category 4: Active Listening 

Through this type of taUc the students '̂ acknowledged other participant's 

statements with background comments such as '*yeah," or ''hmnun," etc. They 

represented 4% of the students' non-literaiy responses. 

Category 3 and 4 for students' non-literary responses reflect an important part of 

the dynamics of the literature circles whcfc the children were learning to listen to each 

other and at the same time reflect their enthusiasm on participating in the discussions. The 

children were increasingly successfiil at managing this tension. These second graders 

learned not only to listen to others but to pose questions and to respond to others. 

Category 5- Tallr 

Six percent of the children's non-literaiy responses were coded as social talk. 

Those comments were not clearly related to the texts or to the discussions. Often they 

involve stories about their relatives and their experiences. The children's social talk 

reveals that they felt comfortable talking in the literature circles where their talk, even 

when it wasn't directly connected to the books, was allowed to unfold as a natural part of 

their lives and their social interactions. 

Findings Related to Students' Literary Responses 

As found in literature discussions with mainstream students (Sipe, 1996), these 

bilingual students were involved in a wide range of types of literary talk representing 70% 
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of the children's turns involving analytical discourse, intertextual connections, and 

personal responses. 

Cateccrvl: Analytical Talk 

Analytical Talk included all of the responses where the children were trying to 

make sense of the stories by focusing on the text and its illustrations. This category 

represented 59% of the children's literary responses. It inchided four subcategories; 

talking about the book as a cultural product; language of the text; analysis of illustrations; 

and making narrative meaning. 

1.1: Book as a cultural product. In this subcategory I included all of the comments 

where the children talked about authors or illustrators exploring their intentions for writing 

or illustrating the book, or the circumstances in ^\1iich the books were written, such as 

publishing date and country. These responses represented 4% of Category I and show 

students involved in an intellectual work as part of their process of making meaning of the 

books. 

1.2: I^guage of the text. This subcategory included comments in which the 

children paid attention to the print in the text; making comments about words within the 

text, asking for new vocabulary either in English or Spanish, reading from the book and 

paying attention to the writing style of the authors. Comments related to the language in 

which the text was written were also included within this category. The responses coded 

within this subcategory represented 8% of Category 1, Analytical Talk. Because of the 
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bilingual natiire of the small groups, the chfldren engaged in a kind of talk that reflects 

different degrees of metalinguistic awareness or an ability to think about language and to 

comment on it, as well as to produce and comprehend it (Dale, 1979). 

1.3: Analysis of illustrations. In this subcategory the children wondered or made 

comments about the media or techniques used by illustrators. This subcategory 

represented 2% of Category I. In the literature circles the illustrations of the books were 

the principal support for the children's discussions. They used the pictures in their process 

of making meaning of the stories and of the difiScuh events that some picturebooks 

addressed, especially since the text of many of the books were read to and not by the 

students. 

1.4: Making narrative meaning. This subcategory included the comments where 

the children were working on understanding and analyzing the story. It comprised 86% of 

the total of turns in Category 1 (Analytical talk), and represented 50% of the total of 

literary responses revealing that the children invested a significant amount of time trying to 

make sense of the stories. This subcategory involved conversational turns coded as 

questions and comments for clarification and retelling, personal opinions, speculative 

h>pothesis and inferences, and thematic/evaluative statements. 

1.4.1: Comments for clarification and retellini .̂ Comments in this subcategory 

comprised 39% of turns coded into Category 1.4: Making Narrative Meaning. They 

included children's literary responses in which they raised questions asking for clarification 
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of parts of the stones. Questioas of details in the story that could be easily answered by 

returning to the text as well as inquiry questions were coded within this subcategory. 

Responses to those questions where the students made reference to what had happened in 

the story or where they retold parts of the story were also coded into this category. 

/• 4.2: Speculative hypotheses and inferences. This subcategory included 

comments where the students presented different alternatives for answering a question. It 

also included students' statements where they were malcing inferences. The comments 

coded into this subcategory con^rised 27% of the comments coded under Category 1.4: 

Making Narrative Meaning. 

1.4.3: Personal opinions. Comments coded into Personal Opinions comprised 

22% of the turns coded in Category 1.4; Making Narrative Meaning. It included 

comments where the students expressed their opinions of the books or specific parts of the 

stories. Sometimes children only pointed out the parts they liked, other times they 

elaborated in their opinions especially when they were talking of issues related to language 

and discrimination. 

1.4.4: Thematic statements. This subcategory included comments in which the 

students seemed to summarize the theme of the book or its main idea as well as evaluative 

statements in which the children went beyond the particular story being discussed. Those 

comments comprised 12% of the children's conversational turns in Category 1.4; Making 

Narrative Meaning. 
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Category 2: Intertextual Connections 

Under Intertextual Connectioiis, I coded comments where the children made 

explicit cotmections of the story to other books, to television programs, or to their own 

written texts. This category represented 5% of the children's Iheraiy responses. 

Sometimes Julia's language or my language set up an intertextual connection, other times 

the children engaged in intertextuality without ai^ pfonq>t on our part. And other times a 

combination of both the children's spontaneous connections and the teachers' prompt 

provoked a discussion involving intertextuality. Their intertextual connections 

demonstrate that the children were searching for patterns that connect to make sense of 

the issues addressed in the books (Short, 1993). 

Category 3: Personal Responses 

This category included all of the comments in which the children connected to life 

experience; to events that had happened to them or to others. It also included comments 

where the students used their knowledge of real life to understand or interpret the story. 

The responses coded within Category 3 represented 36% of the students' literary 

responses. The students' personal responses were coded into two subcategories. 

3.1: Living through the experience. Included in this subcategory are comments 

where the students expressed their feelings about the stories, comments reflecting 

children's empathy and identification with characters as well as responses in which the 

children "played" with the text by performing or taking the place of a character using their 
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imagination for dramatizing or rephrasing the characters' words or actions. These 

responses reveal very particular and personal ways of appropriating the text. 

3.2: Connectiny to life experiences. The small group literature discussions 

provided a place were the students were able to connect to their own experieiices in the 

process of making mfanhig of the stories. The comments coded into this subcategory 

included stories told by the children about their experiences or about what had happened 

to others. All of the literature circles have comments coded in this subcategory although 

some literature circles have more students' connections to their lives than others. 

The constructk)n of literary understanding for the second-grade bilingual students 

of this study was greatly related to the opportunity to connect the texts to their lives and 

to talk about their experiences. Stories were an inqmrtant part of children's discussions 

and especially students who were Spanish speakers needed more "space" for telling their 

stories. Some Spanish speakers stood out as skillful storytellers. The students knew that 

telling their own stories was another type of literary response valued and accepted in the 

discussions as much as the analytical talk. Storytelling seem to be a very common practice 

among the Spanish dominant students as evidenced by the stories told by the students in 

the small group literature discussions. 

Findings Related to the Content of the Students' Discussions 

The second subquestion is: "What is the content/issues discussed by the children in 

small group literature discussions?' I used subsets of data for the content analysis of the 
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children's discussions. The small group literature discussions offered the children an 

opportimity to talk in length about their ideas and experiences related to issues of racial 

discrimination, gender equity, and bilingualism that are summarized in this section. These 

discussions provided answers to my question. 

Discussions on BiKngualism 

One of the main ideas the children expressed about bilingtialism was that it is 

important to be bilingual, to speak both Spanish and English. Although Julia and I had a 

clear position &voring bilingualism for everyone, the children talked about the benefits 

they personally saw of being bilingual. They had their own reasons for thinking positive^ 

about bilingualism, including issues of identity and langiu^e use, and the way in which 

bUinguaiism &cilitates communication with relatives. In addition, an English speaker gave 

a third reason that I interpreted as a celebration of diversity and all Spanish speakers 

thought that it is good to be bilingual so they can communicate with friends. 

The students shared two kinds of experiences related to being or developing being 

bilingual. They talked about their role as language brokers within their &milies or with 

friends. They also talked about the problems both English and Spanish speakers have 

faced for speaking in Spanish. The experiences shared by the children throughout the 

literature discussions ofifer evidence of the struggles and conflicts that bilingual speakers 

and their families face when they speak in a different language than the majority. 
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Discussions nn niscrimmation Rased on Race 

The students' discourse reflected that the students were developing—or already 

had—certain degrees of awareness about both institutional and individual racism and the 

violence that comes with both types of discrimination. They also expressed emergent 

ideas about the issue of discrimination based on race. Some of the children's ideas reveal 

an awareness that differences can be a cause for discrimination. As Klassen (1993) found 

with fourth grade students, these second-grade bilingual students approached the 

discussion of discrimination from a more personal perspective through connections to their 

lives. 

nigciissions on Gender Issues 

These second grade children were highly engaged with the topic of gender. The 

children's excitement and involvement with the book Oliver Button Is a Sissy was evident. 

This literature circle was chosen as a subset of data for the analysis since it was a rich 

discussion were the students could talk in length about their ideas on gender. For 

instance, that particular discussion lasted 50 minutes when most of their discussions were 

usually 20-30 minutes long. In addition, they did not want to stop talking, and there were 

interesting interruptions and overlapping. The salient issue of the children's discussions 

on gender was the tension the children had between what they believed and what they saw 

happening in real life that contradicted or problematized some of their ideas. The 

children's discussions reflected complex issu^ such as notions about gender that are 
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socially constructed, contradictory ideas about gender crossing, gender-role stereotypes 

and polarizations, and awareness of gender inequities. 

Research In^Ucations: 

The Mediation of Small Group Literature Discussions 

The findings of this study contribute to the development of a theory of group 

literature discussions where the fiKus is not on teacher talk or student talk but on the 

mediation of small groups on supporting children*s critical discussion of texts. Small 

group literature discussions were used by bilingual Spanish/English students as a tool for 

communicating and thinking. The students were activety appropriating and devek)ping 

new mediational means for their own learning development. The issue of the mediation of 

adults and more capable peers, which have been the focus on much of the research 

informed by Vygotsky's sociohistorical theory, was not as significant in this study as the 

social dynamics and interactions withing the small groups. 

As in Moll and Whitnsore's (1993) study, this research may shed light and extend 

the way in which educators and researchers have been interpreting and ^plying 

Vygotsky's concept of mediation in the Zone of Proximal Devek>pnient (ZPD). The small 

groups described in this dissertation created a collective ZPD for students' meaningiiil and 

critical discussions of texts. The collective ZPD was created through the interaction of 

heterogeneous forms of mediation, which included: the classroom context, the reading 

program in which literature discussions were incorporated, and the social organization of 

the literature circles. The social organization included the teachers' roles, the mediation of 
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peers, the use of two languages, the challenging content for discussion, and the use of 

quality multicultural children's literature. I discuss each of these mediational aspects and 

their implications for the education of Latino, bilingual, students, and of young students in 

generaL 

The ria«moin: A Democratic r^eaminy Tontext 

The students' discourse described in this dissertation represents a significant 

difference from traditional classroom discourse that corresponds to a banking model 

where the students are seen (and leam to see themselves) as recipients of the knowledge 

residing in teachers and in books. The kind of talk engaged in by these second-grade 

bilingual students was an empowering talk, an important con^wnent of a democratic 

commimity where all students have a voice and use it. Teachers from any grade level can 

create the context where this kind of talk takes place. However, small group literature 

discussions alone may not be as powerful and effective. The ones described in this study 

took place within a sociocultural context where students' voices are heard on a regular 

basis; in a democratic learning context where peer interactions are highly valued and 

supported. The children's talk in literature circles not only benefitted from this context 

but contributed to the development of more democratic relationships. As Cazden (1988) 

asserts, besides the cognitive benefits of creating a classroom social organization where 

children's voices are heard and peer interactions are fostered, the development of 

democratic relationships is another reason for including opportunities for such interactions 

deliberately in the curriculum: 
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One justification is the potential value of such interactions for social development 
in a pluralistic society. It makes no sense (and seems almost dishonest) to 
''mainstream" children across some dimensions of diversity (for example, physical, 
mental, or emotional handic^^js), and "integrate" children across other dimensions 
of diversity (ofiBcially recognized ethnic categories), unless the social organization 
of classrooms ensures the kind of equal-status interactions from which positive 
attitudes across those differences can grow. (pp. 134-135) 

The classroom context where the literature discussions took place had some of the 

characteristics mentioned by Darder (1995) that reflect democratic learning contexts for 

Latino students and that support them as learners, especialfy curriculum that is connected 

to the students' lives and reflective of their cultural values, belief, and practices. This 

was a classroom where the everyday lives and community realities of those Latino 

students were integrated into the daily life of the classroom. There were consistent and 

ongoing opportunities for the children to engage together in dialogue that centered upon 

their own experiences and daily lives since they connected the books to their lives. 

Classroom relations and literature discussions nurtured the ongoing development 

of cultural identity, voice, participation, solidarity, and individual collective empowerment 

since the students had an opportunity through the literature circles and through other 

curricular activities to express their voices and to make many decisions related to the 

books they wanted to read, the groups they wanted to be a part o^ and the language they 

wanted to use. Students in this classroom had multiple opportunities to develop 

ownership for their learning and responsibility for their use of time. They were slowly 

introduced to the different organizational and curricular aspects of the classroom and were 

trusted that they could make the best use of that organization. 
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This learning context does not emerge from one day to another. Teachers need to 

construct it from the first day of class and from the beginning of each day throughout the 

year, and allow the students to contribute to its creation. 

Holding High Expectations for AO Students 

Nieto (199S) highlights that one of the most efifective strategies for providing an 

education grounded in the democratic ideals of equality is to provide enriching and 

challenging learning experiences that encourage and &cilitate each student's optimal 

development as a learner. To provide such a context, teachers need to hold high 

expectations for all of their students. Julia and I were aware of the importance of having 

high expectations for the students, and so we believed that all the children were able to 

interact with the books and Awith each other. For us, this meant they could talk about 

books in meaningiul ways, participate in bilingual and heterogeneous groups, leam to 

listen to each other, and have and express their opinions about critical issues, such as 

discrimination. Nevertheless, one of the things that surprised me in this study, was that 

the children's talk went Ear beyond what I expected, which made me rethink and revise 

how high my expectations were. 

The students knew we trusted they had something to say about the books, and so 

they took risks and shared their ideas. They even challenged some of my ideas. The 

children's discussions reveal what kind of talk is possible when teachers have high 

expectations for the students and when they create the context where such discussions can 

take place. The findings of this study have impUcatrans not only for bilingual teachers and 
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students, but for primary teachers and students. As discussed in Chapter 2, the problem of 

having low expectations for primary students, affects not only bilingual children from 

working- and k>w-class &milies, but also primary students from woridng- and k>w-class 

families, in general, including Anglo children. Literature discussions are proposed to be a 

challenging intellectual learning experience, not only for bilingual children but for 

mainstream children as welL All children should receive a challenging curriculum. There 

is no need for watering the curriculum down for students from woridng- and k)w-class 

families. 

Rffld'Pg Program 

The findings of this study challenge the prevalent klea that young bilingual students 

need to leam to decode and read first before having worthwhile discussions about books 

in small groups. The children's literary responses indicate that small group literature 

discussions proved suitable for promoting critical thinking among bilingual primary 

students using challenging books. Although some students could read the books by 

themselves, others could not. Reading the books to them provided opportunity for 

discussing the books and for developing reading itself through their involvement with the 

stories and with the printed text that they could take home and examine. I do not believe 

that the type of meaningful and critical talk the children had is likely to occur for either 

English or Spanish dominant students in classrooms where their reading experiences are 

based exclusively on the use of simple and predictable books as the core of reading 

instructional lessons and, especially, if that instruction is based on low literacy (phonics) 
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lessons. The students' responses to literature suggest the in^rtance of exploring the 

potential of literature circles for supporting students' development as critical readers and 

thinkers. 

The reading program in this second-grade bilingual classroom shows that there can 

be a place in the curriculum for different kinds of reading engagements in so &r as 

students are considered mraning makers. The reading curriculum was organized in such a 

way that the students had numerous opportimities for reading in meaningful situations, for 

learning about reading and for using reading to learn about other content areas, about life, 

and about themselves (Halliday, 1979; Short, 1997). Reading programs that attend to 

these different aspects best support children's devek>pment as readers and language users. 

The reading experiences these second graders had through this reading program 

gave them an opportimity for interacting in different ways with books and for different 

purposes. They were also learning the different messages each engagement gives about 

reading, so they could understand reading in more complex ways than if reading is reduced 

to a subject or to a set of skills that needs to be learned. I summarize below some of the 

messages about reading that a reading program like this one gives the students and that 

serves as the context for the small group literature discussions in this study: 

• Reading is a process of viewing, thinking and responding. 

• Reading involves knowing different strategies to construct meaning. 

• Reading is a process that involves trial and error, that is, an exploration and 
problem-solving process based on previous knowledge and new understandings. It 
involves risk-taking. 
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• Reading is not accuracy, although it does involve knowing how and when to pay 
attention to the text. 

• Reading is for personal enjoyment and for one's own purposes. 

• There are many types of materials to read. 

• Reading is a life experience. As Julia says: "It is something tfuit can be done every 
day, anywhere, and with anyone."" Reading is something that people do in their 
regular lives and can be done outdoors and outside of schooL It goes beyond the 
school's walls. 

• Reading is a process of making meaning and making connections. It is an on
going process of constructing meaning and multiple interpretations. 

• Reading serves multiple purposes. Readers can either read for pleasure or for 
learning about other things. It helps to develop ideas and opinions. It helps people 
to think. 

• Reading is not onfy an individual act, but a social process. Readers can also read 
with their family for pleasure. Readers can think in a di£ferent way than the author 
and they can share their ideas with other readers. It is a process of social 
collaboration. 

• An important part of reading picturebooks is to read not only the written text but 
also its illustrations. 

• Reading is an oral expression. A reader can enjoy how the stoiy sounds and there 
is a process of making meaning through oral expression and interpretation. 

• Reading is discovering information. It is possible to leam about different issues 
and themes through reading. 

• Reading is a lifelong habit. 

• Reading and writing are related acts of communication with other people. 

• Reading is useful and necessary. 

The literature discussions took place in the context of such a wdde range of reading 

experiences and messages about reading. The richness and variety of the reading program 



nurtured the members of the classroom community through the messages and activities 

related to all the different reading engagements. The findings of this research encourage 

teachers, teacher educators, and politicians to reconsider the value of bilingual reading 

programs that ofifer students dififerent kinds of books, including challenging books written 

in both the majority and the minority languages for supporting children's cognitive 

devek>pment in two languages. The variety of refuses given these children shows 

students learning to control their discourse by using challenging texts as resources for 

thinking. 

When examining the balance of a reading program ofifered to young students, there 

should not be an either-or position between supporting young bilingual children as 

beginning readers and supporting them as critical thinkers. This does not mean that an 

eclectic curriculum best serves the needs of the students. Teachers need to examine their 

own belief about reading, and the kind of knowledge they want to foster in their 

classrooms before deciding what activities strengthen their curriculum, so all the reading 

engagements reflect their belief. 

The Social OrgamVatinn of literature Circles 

As described in this dissertation, the organization of the small groups where the 

children had their literature discussions was not the same as cooperative learning groups 

where each student is assigned a role by the teacher prior to a discussion for learning to 

talk about books. The small groups described in this study allowed the students to keep 

the focus of the literature circles on their transactions with literature and on their 
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discussions—not on assigned tasks to be completed. We need to trust the students' 

potential to "think together collaboratively to co-construct meaning, not just to work 

together cooperatively to complete a task" (Short & Pierce, 1998, p. viii). Assigning a 

task and roles to complete in the literature circles constrains the transaction of the students 

with the text because they lead the students to focus more on behavior and roles rather 

than on talk about texts. This focus on roles may make it difBcult for the students to 

connect personally and intimately to the text and to think with each other about their 

responses to literature. Assigned cooperative learning groups may have the consequeiKe 

that the voices of some readers, such as the top readers or English dominant students, 

dominate more than others, and also that some types of discourses are privileged over 

others. 

The way in which the small groups were organized in this second-grade bilingual 

classroom with Ei^lish and Spanish dominant students and proficient and emergent 

readers together, allowed all of the students to contribute to the discussions, to look 

smart, to learn fi-om others, and to think. In conqwison to the experience we organized 

for the children in first grade, those heterogenous groups presented a greater variety of 

responses. It may be that the experience the children had in first grade made the type of 

discourse the students had in second grade possible, so experience and opportunity had a 

major role on supporting students' development on talking about books. The literature 

discussions organized in this way in second grade with a diversity of students benefit not 

only bilingual children but all children. Teachers fi-om mainstream classrooms and from 
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diSerent grades are encouraged to explore its potential and benefit for their students. I 

now highlight some implications of other aspects of the social organization of the 

literature circles: teachers' roles, language used, content of the discussions, and use of 

children's literature. 

Teachers' Roles 

Five major roles describe our participation in the small groups: being &cilitatofs, 

establishing and demonstrating procedures, participating as readers, kidwatching, and 

being active listeners. Our roles as fiicilitators included setting up the context for the 

discussions, organizing the small groups and selecting quality literature. It also included 

the roles we assumed through our talk in the groups; the most important was to be 

facilitators. We &cilitated the discussions by encouraging the students to talk and to 

expand their ideas, and by demonstrating the kind of talk we wanted to encourage in the 

small groups. We demonstrated that kind of talk through our participation and responses 

to the books as readers, but also through whole-class read aloud and discussions that Julia 

had with the students since first grade. We also provided, when needed, the language to 

talk about books, but did not model a specifically correct way to talk about books. Since 

we held a transactional perspective of the reading process, our focus was on supporting 

students' construction of meaning from the stories, and not on giving them lessons for 

learning to talk about books. Equally important as our role as fiicilitators was listening to 

the students in the small groups and inviting them to listen to each other. However, an 

overemphasis on teacher's demonstrations of ways of talking about books may dismiss 
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children's contribution and meaning making process and so I think it is important for 

teachers to listen to the students and to value all of their responses in order to encourage 

critical discussion. Teachers also need to trust that there are other &ctors mediating 

students' learning, such as the ones discussed in this section of inq>lications, and that the 

main role for teachers is to create the context where those other &ctors may mediate. 

Platicas Litcrarinfi- r-anyiiay«» TTcM in the Discussions 

The literature circles discussed in this dissertation oflfer evidence that in a number 

of instances a Zone of Proximal Development (23*D) was collaboratively created for 

students' development of language, knowledge and identity. The construction—not the 

constriction—of the ZPD, as Cummins (1994) advocates, represents a useful metaphor for 

describing the dual process of the reciprocal negotiation of identity and the collaborative 

generation of knowledge by the students and the adults &cilitating the discussions. 

The students in this study made and negotiated meaning using two languages. 

Indeed, they used English, Spanish, and codeswitching as a tool for communication and 

thinking. Both English and Spanish dominant students benefitted from being allowed to 

choose the language they wanted to use, and benefitted from our efforts to support 

Spanish. Bilingual children flourish and their intellectual abilities are transparent if 

teachers provide a context that fosters bilingualism for everyone, and if they allow the use 

of codeswitching. 

Valuing the Spanish language in the bilingual English/Spanish classroom as a right 

and as a resource has additional implications. Darder (199S) points out that it contributes 
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to creating more democratic learning contexts since there is a classroom environment in 

which the children are able to consistently engage in their native tongue. Darder believes 

that bilingiial programs that &il to support the development of genuine bilingualism do not 

support Latino children's academic success. In these literature circles it was evident that 

ail the students had an opportunity to flourish and to benefit fix>m the literature discussions 

since both English and Spanish languages were supported. 

Peers' mediation in lanyin^g** HAyy.l^pnynt The situation created in the bilingual 

circles provided opportunities for the Spanish dominant speakers to become mediators of 

the language development of their English peers. They were the more expert others in this 

context (Vygotsky, 1978). This interchange of esqjertise between Spanish and English 

speakers supports the development of more symmetrical and respectful relationships 

among aU the students in the classroom. 

Using langiiagt' fnr a real purpose. Spanish and English dominant students were 

able to take risks in their second language because they had a reason for taking the risks— 

their immediate need to communicate with each other and with two adults who supported 

risk-taking and were not evaluating linguistic accuracy. The literature circles mediated 

language development by providing a challenging context that pushed students forward in 

their use of their first and second languages. I wonder if the kind of talk in which the 

children in this study engaged would be possible for Spanish dominant students in 
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classrooms that enforce the use of English only, and for English dominant students in 

classrooms that consistently privilege accuracy over risk-taking. 

Impactiny chiklren's and parents' lanyiniy«» rhniri- This study shows that there 

are parents of Spanish speakers who believe that in order for their children to leam 

English, they must not speak Spanish so they need to raise their children only with 

English, even if they themselves are Spanish dominant speakers. The study also shows 

that teaching practices, such as using picturebooks in Spanish, and books related to 

bilingualism, can impact parents' belief, as happened to Steve's &mily. Teachers should 

not underestimate the power of a good picturebook to educate children and parents. 

Parents who receive the naessage of the benefits for their children by keeping the nnther 

tongue while learning a second language have the opportunity to reconsider their views 

about bilingualism. The example of H^tor, who was able to choose to speak in Spanish 

in literature circles and to take dual language books to read with his grandnx>ther, reveals 

that teaching practices may in &ct give bilingual Spanish/English students with language 

loss the opportunity to work on recovering their heritage language. 

Language and identitv. The findings of this study suggest the importance of 

making explicit efforts for supporting the mother tongue in bilingual classrooms since for 

some students their identification with a cultural group and their ability to use their native 

tongue represent an important axis of their construction of identity; an identity where 

sense-of-place and sense-of-self are interconnected, as it happened to Isabela. Identity, 
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place and language seem to be intertwined for some students, which is an important 

reason for supporting bilingual programs aimed toward language maintenance \«diile 

supporting the acquisition of a second language. English only programs for 

Spanish/English bilingual students ignore the important interconnection of language, 

culture and identity. 

nisciiMing Critical Issues 

The findings of this study clearly ilhistrate that there is no need for delaying 

children's development of critical thinlcing until they first leam to decode, emphasizing 

skills at the expense of content and thoughtfiilness. Small group literature discussions 

provided a context where these seven-year-old students entered into an empowering 

discourse. These bilingual children engaged in powerfiil meaningfiil discussions about 

critical issues. Teachers may wonder how learning about critical issues, such as 

discriminatory practices, benefits children and why some educators and researchers (see 

Woliman-Bonilia, 1996) invite teachers to provide a context in the classroom to talk about 

those experiences. 

One of the important things these Uterattire discussions revealed is that there were 

children who were already experiencing discriminatory practices, either as Spanish 

speakers or as recent immigrants. Offering students a safe place to talk about their 

experiences helps them to examine these experiences in the context of what has happened 

to others and to not feel alone. It helps to develop a sense of bek>nging or connection and 

encourages children to take a stance on these issues. It also provides opportimities for 
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them to name and evaluate those experiences, which seems to be one inqwrtant element in 

the process of experiencing a liberatory education (Freire, 1970). If teachers do not 

provide a context and a safe environment to support such discussions, the educational 

system is in a position to contribute to leaving children unprepared to talk about and deal 

with those issues, which results in an uncritical acceptance of how dominant ideologies 

conceptualize those issues. 

I believe that there is a need for a critical multicultural education, as Nieto (1996) 

describes it, to support aU students in learning about diversity, respecting and valuing 

others, and examining possible alternatives to eliminate or alleviate the causes of ethnic 

tensions. If these second grade students were able to take stances toward complex issues, 

revealing that reading the word should not be divorced from reading the world (Freire & 

Macedo, 1987), other students at other grade levels surely can benefit from these 

educational experiences. 

Literature discussions organized around issues that intellectually challenge students 

contribute not only to their cognitive and linguistic development, but nnreover, to the 

creation of more democratic relationships in and outside of the classroom. As Freire 

(1970) highlights, schools can prolong an atmosphere of oppression where the students 

soon discover that "in order to achieve some satis&ction they must adapt to the precepts 

which have been set from above. One of these precepts is not to think" (p. 136). Schools 

can prolong this oppression when the main objective of the curriculum in kindergarten, 

first, and second grade is to train Latino students to follow orders, to receive the 
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knowledge of practical rule-governed behaviors and to receive a curriculum organized 

only around "the three sinq>le Rs" (Anyon, 1981). 

This study documents the possibilities of using small group literature discussions to 

support a creative dialogue as students are allowed to think with others. Through this 

curricular engagement, schools have an opportunity to get away from a banking model of 

education and to create room for a liberatory and transformative diak>gue conducive to 

overcoming different kinds of oppression, beginning with the oppression of not being 

allowed to think and speak in school 

The Use of Quality Children's Literature 

The literature discussion groups where these bilingual students discussed quality 

multicultural literature helped them to analyze texts and to engage in discussions about 

what they read or what had been read to them. The findings of the study point to the need 

for supporting teachers of culturally and linguistically diverse students, especially bilingual 

teachers, in their efforts to explore the potentials of using multicultural children's literature 

for creating a balanced and challenging reading curriculum. 

An important criteria that Julia and I had for choosing the literature discussion 

books was to examine if there was something significant in the books to talk about. As 

Egawa (1990) emphasizes, meaningful connections with books will only occur with 

meaningful stories. Not many guided reading books recommended for pre-emergent and 

emergent readers, and for primary students, offer enough content to support critKal 

dialogue. These books, most of which are written and selected on the basis of controlled 
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vocabulary and language patterns, may have a place in the reading curriculum, but this 

place is not the literature discussions where children are expected to engage in meaningful 

discussions. Trade books considered quality children's literature are the most suitable for 

promoting deep discussions. It is important, however, to examine the possible 

connections students are able to make to the books, since learners draw on their previous 

experiences to create new knowledge and understandings. 

In this study we used several resources to help us in the process of evaluatii^ the 

quality of the books we were ofifering to the students. However, it was by reading the 

books, and trying them with the children that we learned whether the books were 

appropriate for the children for the purpose of the literature discussk>ns. Experience was 

our best resource to evaluate the quality of the books. Having a deep knowledge of 

children's literature increases the possibility of making the best use of the books. That, 

however, should not prevent teachers from using chiklren's literature in their classrooms 

until they have an expertise about books. Teachers also have zones of proximal 

development and for them risk-taking, trusting themselves as readers, and trusting their 

students will carry their development forward. What it is important is to be willing to try 

new books, new genres and new topics even if the teacher feels most comfortable with a 

specific type of book. Children should not be prevented from reading and responding to a 

variety of books because the teacher does not like a particular genre or type of book. 

When children's literature is used on a regular basis, the children efifectively 

engage in making intertextual connections and connecting to their own lives. 
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Intertextuality proved to be a literary response and a cognitive strategy that supported 

students as learners, readers and thinkers. The ability to make intertextual connections is a 

valuable type of discourse since making connections is a strategy that people use for 

learning throughout their lives. 

The findings of this study are relevant because they ofifer evidence of young 

bilingual children having an anafytical approach toward picturebooks, and moreover, 

pictiu-ebooks that initially most of them could not read by themselves. I believe that 

children's analytical discourse is possible when teachers take discussions seriously and set 

up many opportunities for discussions. I also believe that this kind of talk would hardfy be 

found in such abundance and would not have included such a wide range of responses if 

the books did not have challenging stories that engaged the students in the intellectual 

process of making meaning. 

rmpiementatinn of T.iterature Circles 

There are as many dififerent ways to implement and fiicilitate small group literature 

discussions as there are teachers. The way in which Julia and I initiated and organized 

literature circles was one of many possible ways. Teachers need to be responsive to their 

students and to take into account possible constraints in their own settings. In this section 

I provide suggestions based on our experience. The following suggestions for teachers 

helped us in the process of initiating and organizing the literature circles: 

Begin by organizing those experiences with which you are more ^miliar, and that 

you and the children feel comfortable doing. That is why we began having only 
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groups organized by language as used in guided reading, and slowly moved to 

having bilingual groups with English and Spanish speakers together. 

Use whole class discussions or story time to support the kind of talk you would 

like to encourage in the small groups, and to support the students as they make 

meaning from the content of the books they are discussing in small groups. 

Consider the process of organizing and evahiating the literature circles in an on

going manner. We did not know from the beginning the books we were going to 

use, because we wanted to incorporate children's interests and preferences. 

Evaluate the frequency of literature discussions considering numerous &ctors. 

Some teachers believe, that especially with older children, eight literature circles 

during an academic year are enough to engage children in meaningful discussions 

about books. Literature circles for older children usually require more days of 

preparation and the discussions last more than one day. If they are reading ch^ter 

books, teachers shoukl expect the discussions and their preparation to last several 

weeks. In our case, we wanted the chUdren to get used to meeting in small groups 

to talk about books, and we needed to do it on a regular basis every other week. 

For purposes of the research, we sometimes had group discussions on a weekly 

basis. Their discussions, with some exceptions, were not extended to more than 

one day. Teachers may want to try fewer literature discussions but extend them 

over more than one day. 
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Be alert to children signaling that is time to move on with other activities. This is 

something that I would do differently next time. Since Julia was their teacher, she 

had a better sense of when to finish the discussions. Sometimes her discussions 

lasted 15 minutes, even if we had planned for 30 minutes. She knew when to push 

the students a little bit more. Some of the literature circles I &cilitated were a little 

bit longer. Even if the children are engaged in the discussion, teachers need to 

evaluate how long they want to have the discussions. Flexibility is extremely 

important so the activity remains interesting and exciting for the students, and not 

an assignment that needs to be completed. That is one of the reasons we never 

used worksheets after the discussions. We did not want to force the students to 

accept our meaning of the stories, but to create and negotiate their own meanings. 

Value ALL kinds of responses. All of the students felt they coukl contribute to the 

discussions. Holding a transactional perspective of the reading process really 

supports all students as readers and meaning makers. Consider that some students 

are used to looking for the right answer rather than expressing their ideas, so value 

any contribution and give students time to reflect and think. One of the girls in this 

study was asked one day for her opinion in the literature circle and she responded: 

"I am thinking." 

Value, allow, and encourage children's use of illustrations to talk about the books 

and to tell their stories. Since the illustrations supported the students so much in 

the process of making meaning fix>m books, we allowed the children to have the 
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picturebook during the discussions. Although sometimes we encouraged them to 

close the book while listening to others, usually they needed to have the book open 

throughout the discussion. The illustrations in picturebooks have a great potential 

for supporting visual literacy. 

Keep the parents informed of the general issues that are going to be discussed. We 

did not consult with parents the books for literature circles, but they knew the 

issues we were Hijggnssing and we asked for their opinions. The parents supported 

the literature discussions and we received positive feedback from them. Only two 

parents did not like it when we used books related to the Day of the Dead and 

books talking about spirits, in spite of the &ct that one of the mothers visited the 

classroom to show the students how to prepare fiices for the Day of the E>ead. It 

was interesting to see that this was the only theme where some parents expressed 

concern about the books, although they did allow the students to use them, and 

they read the books with their children. 

Consider yourself a learner and a reader. Every participant in the literature 

discussions should be considered a learner, including the teachers or other adults 

who facilitate the discussions. For me as a Puerto Rican, &cilitating the 

discussions was a process of increased development of consciousness as I found 

myself learning through the books and the discussions about Mexican American 

children's perspectives, and about different situations and cultures. Through the 

discussions I gained an understanding of the complexity of American society, and 
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of the great diversity of people who live in the United States. Listening to my own 

discourse also allowed me to reflect on my cultural identity as a Puerto Rican and 

to examine \Adiat it means to other people to be American. Some of n^r beliefe 

were also challenged by the books or by the discussions. Therefore, teachers can 

also benefit fi'om the small group literature discussions. 

• The last but very in^rtant thing that helped us in the process of organizing the 

literature circles was to enjoy the literature discussions. 

Collaborative Research 

In this section I highlight the benefits of a collaborative research design for 

promoting educational changes. Through the collaborative nature of this research not 

only did the children benefit but also the teachers who were &cilitating and organizing the 

discussions. The reading program in this classroom was expanded and enriched with the 

implementation of small group literature discussions. Julia also experienced benefits by 

becoming a teacher researcher as she summarizes: 

I entered this experience with the hopes of learning about children's responses to 

literature and left with much more than that. I learned about teacher-research. ... It 

wasn V until the study was over that / realized I was a teacher-researcher. . . . Our 

research project culminated in the co-authoring of two articles and was one of the 

reasons / decided to pursue a Ph.D. Prior to this project, I had not seen myself as 

researcher nor was I aware of the valuable resource I had in my classroom. I now 
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consider myself a teacher researcher and will continue to study the children's responses 

to literature while adding a new aspect to the discussions, the parents. 

Teacher researchers and university researchers can both benefit fiom this kind of 

collaborative design. Julia not only coUaborated in the collection of data, but shared her 

perspectives throughout the different phases of the study. Because she was involved in 

the whole process, the decisions we made had more probabili^ of being successful and 

responsive to the students* needs since she knew them so well Because of the 

collaborative nature of the work, I was integrated into the classroom life and was able to 

assume different roles—teacher, researcher, learner, and partner—which gave me a deeper 

knowledge of the participants and of the classroom as a community. For researchers 

interested in contributing not only to the generation of knowledge and to the body of 

research in a particular area, but also to supporting teachers in their efforts to implement 

educational changes, a collaborative design such as the one described in this dissertation 

offers many possibilities. My recommendations for those researchers interested on 

designing a collaborative research with teachers are the following: 

• Get to know the person and allow the teacher to get to know you; spend time with 

the teacher on another project, if possible, before committing to a study. 

Communicate your expectations to the teacher and invite her/him to communicate 

his/her expectations about the research. 

Be flexible to work around class schedules and school activities. 

Meet regularly to talk. 
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There are times where you will need to negotiate. When that time comes, think 

about what you are willing to negotiate without conq)romising the research, and 

talk openly to the teacher. Be sensitive to the teachers' needs and roles within the 

classroom. 

• Be respectful of teachers and show with your actions that you are not going to 

take over the curriculum. Oflfer suggestions for the curriculum, carefiiify, but do 

share from own knowledge of instruction. 

• Think of how your research may benefit the students and communicate that to the 

teacher, and if it is convenient, to the parents. 

Further Research 

There were several aspects of the children's discussions that emerged as potential 

areas requiring further study. The following are interesting areas suggested for further 

research: 

• To trace the development of the children's discussions over time focusing on the 

children's language development, the development of the classroom organization, 

the content of the children's discussions, and the collaborative relationship with the 

teacher-researcher. Some of these aspects were addressed in this dissertation, but 

without tracing in depth their development over time. 

To continue examining and extending a theory of small group discussions where 

heterogenous forms of mediation can be identified as this study suggests. 
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To examine closely the use of langiiage in small group literature discussions that 

have English and Spanish dominant students together, in terms of the use of 

Spanish, English, and Codeswitching. This research provided an incredible amount 

of data that I e}q>ect to examine through a sociolinguistic analysis to find out when 

and why the students codeswitched; what might have influenced the Spanish 

dominant students to codeswitch more than the English dominant students, and 

who took more risks in their second language and why? 

To examine the teachers' roles and types of responses when responding to Spanish 

dominant students and to English dominant students in the same small groups, as 

well as teachers' responses to boys and to girls. Using the data of this study, it 

would also be interesting to examine in depth the differences in the talk of the two 

adults &cilitating the discussions and the responses of the children when they 

participated in group discussions facilitated by one or the other adult. 

To examine in greater depth the children's discourse from the perspective of 

gender and power issues. That is, what types of responses were more frequent 

among boys and girls? Who assumed the role of &cilitator and when? How did 

students of the opposite gender respond to the students &cilitators? 

Since in this dissertation, the English dominant students were Mexican American, 

as well as the Spanish dominant, fiirther research can be conducted on small group 

literature circles in a bilingual classroom where the English speakers are Anglos 

and the Spanish dominant students Latinos, and examine if there are differences in 
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their types of talk, the content, and the experiences that each group of students 

bring to the discussions. 

• To examine closely difierent hypotheses to explain why Spanish dominant students 

are more inclined to storytelling than English dominant students: Is it that the 

Spanish language lends itself to more storytelling? Is it that first generation 

immigrant fiunilies foster more storytelling as a valuable type of discourse than 

second generation immigrants? Is it that recent English speaking children do not 

have as much richness of language and oral storytelling available to them? 

Conclusion 

Small group literature discussions informed by Rosenblatt's reader-response theory 

are proposed to be a crucial component of an intellectually challenging curriculum. This 

study shows that there is no need for "watering" down the curriculum for young children 

and for bilingual students. They can learn to read while they are challenged intellectually, 

while they receive an instruction that is, as Vygotsky (1934) said, "ahead of 

development." 

In small group literature discussions the students negotiated and considered 

diverse perspectives, which is the cornerstone of a democracy. There were conversations 

in which the students' ideas and interpretations were challenged by their peers creating a 

"cognitive disequilibrium'' (Piaget, 1980) that pushed them to consider different 

alternatives and perspectives. In this sense the children's discourse had a "catalyst role," 
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which has been described by Cazden (1988) as one of the potential cognitive benefits of 

discourse among peers. 

The literature discussions in small groups described in this dissertation contributed 

to support students' conscientization of the reality and con4>lexities of the issue of 

discrimination, an indispensable aspect of moving toward transformation of injustice and 

discrimination. These literature discussions represented, I believe, small but firm steps 

toward a genuinely emancipatory education. 
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APPENDIX A 

CASE STUDY CHILDREN AND CASE STUDY LITERATURE CIRCLES 

Amaury Sandy HeloM Hector Isabels Ada Diana Luis Mario JLR CM 

001 
Isabella's Bed 

X X X X 
BU 

002 
Tight Times 

X X X X 
EB 

003 
MLK 

X X X 
BO 

004 
Baseball 
Saved Us 

X X X X X 
SB 

005 
In My Family 

X X X 
EB 

006 
Pepita Talks 1 

X X 
E 

007 
Amazing 
Grace 

X X X X 
SB 

008 
Pepita Talks 2 

X X X X 
SB 

009 
Oliver Button 

X X X X 
B 

010 
A Handful of 
Seeds 

X X X X X 
SB 

O i l  
La nina 
invisible 

X X X 
s 

* The table also indicates the dominant language in the groups (E: English; S: Spanish; EB: a bilingual 
group with dominance of English; SB: a bilingual group with dominance of Spanish; Bil: a "balanced" 
group in terms of language of the members and language used). 
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APPENDIX B 

LIST OF PICTUREBOOKS USED IN FIRST PHASE 

OF THE STUDY: FALL 1998 

Castaneda, Omar S. (1993). Abuela's weave. 111. Enrique Rodriguez. New York; 
Lee &, Low Books. 

Castaiteda, Omar S. (1993). E! tapiz de abuela. 111. Enrique Rodriguez. New 
York: Lee & Low Books. 

dePaola, Tomie. (1981). Now one foot, now the other. New York: Putnam's 
Sons. 

dePaola, Tomie. (1986). Un pasito .. . v otro pasito. Caracas, Venezuela: 
Ediciones Ekare. 

Dorros, Arthur. (1991). Abuela. III. Elisa Kleven. New York: Dutton. 

Dorros, Arthur. (1995). Abuela. 111. Elisa Kleven. New York: PuflBn Books. 

Fox. Mem. (1985). Wilfrid Gordon McDonald Partridge. 111. Julie Vivas. New 
York: Kane/Miller Book Publishers. 

Fox. Mem. (1988). Guillermo Jor^e Manuel Jose. III. Julie Vivas. Caracas. 
Venezuela: Ediciones Ekare. 

Garcia, Richard. (1941/1987). Mv aunt Otilia's spirits//:o5 espiritus de mi tia 
Otilia. 111. Rosin Cherin & Roser I. Reyes. San Francisco, CA: Children's Book Press. 

Hazen. Barbara Shook. (1979). Tight times. 111. Trina Schart Hyman. New York: 
Viking. 

Hazen, Barbara Shook. (1993). Tiempos duros. 111. Trina Schart Hyman. New 
York: Viking. 

Hughes, Monica. (1993). A handful of seeds. 111. Luis Garay. Ontario, Canada: 
Lester Publishing Limited. 
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Hughes, Monica. (1996). Un punado de semillas. 111. Luis Garay. Caracas, 
Venezuela; Ediciones Ekare. 

Lester, Alison. (1992). La cama de Isabella. Caracas, Venezuela: Ediciones 
Ekare. 

Lester. Alison. (1993). Isabella's bed. Boston, MA: Houghton MifQin. 

Levy, Janice. (1995). The spirit of Tio Femando/E/ espiritu de do Fernando-. A 

Day of the Dead storv/I Jna HLstoria del Dia de k>s Muertos. IlL Morella Fuenmayor. New 
York: Scholastic. 

Mora, Pat. (1992). A birthday basket for Tia. 111. Cecfly Lang. New York: 
Macmillan. 

Mora. Fat. (1994). Una canasta de cumpleanos para Tia. 111. Cecily Lang. New 
York: Scholastic. 

Rodriguez, Gina Macaluso. (1994). Green com tamales/Tama/g^ de elote. 111. Gary 
Shepard. Tucson, AZ: Hispanic Books. 

Rohmer. Harriet, & Zubizarreta, Rosalma (1989). Uncle Nacho's hat/EI sombrero 
del tio Nacho. III. Veg Reisberg. San Francisco, CA: Children's Book Press. 

Saenz. Benjamin .AJire. (1998). A gift from Papa Diego/L'w regale de Papa Diego. 
111. Geronimo Garcia. EI Paso, TX: Cinco Puntos Press. 

Sheldon. Dyan. (1990). The whales'song. 111. Gary Blythe. New York: Dial. 

Sheldon, Dyan. (1993). El canto de las ballenas. 111. Gary Blythe. Caracas, 
Venezuela: Ediciones Ekare. 

Soto. Gary. (1993). Too manvtamales. 111. Ed Martinez. New York: Putnam. 

Soto. Gary. (1996). {Que monton de tamales! III. Ed Martinez. New York: The 
Putnam and Grosset Group. 

Williams, Vera B. (1982). A chair for mv mother. New York: Mulberry. 

Williams, Vera B. (1993). Un sillnn para mi mama. New York: Scholastic. 
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APPENDIX C 

LIST OF PICTUREBOOKS USED IN SECOND PHASE 

OF THE STUDY: SPRING 1999 

Adler, David. (1989). A picture book of Martin I.uther Kiny. Jr.. IlL Robert 
Casilla. New York; Holiday House. 

Adler, DavkL (1992). Un libra ilustrado sobre Martin Luther Kim .̂ hiio. IlL 
Robert Casilla. New Yoric: Scholastic. 

Browne, Anthony. (1986). Piygvbook. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 

Browne, Anthony. (1991). El libra de los cerdos. Mexico: Fondo de Cultura 
Economica. 

dePaola, Tomie. (1979). Oliver Button is a sissv. San Diego, CA: Harcourt Brace 
Jovanovich. 

dePaola, Tomie. (1991). Oliver Buttan es un nena. Madrid, Espafia: Susaeta. 

Garcia, Maria. (1987). The adventures of Connie and Dieyo/Lay aventuras de 
Connie v Diego. 111. Malaquiias Montoya. San Francisco, CA: Children's Book Press. 

Garcia Sanchez, J. L., & Pacheco, M.A. (n-d.). La rtina invisible [The Invisible 
Girl], 111. Ulises Wensell. Coleccion Los Derechos del Nifk>. Santillana. 

Garza, Carmen Lomas. (1996). In mv famihr/Ew mi familia. San Francisco, CA: 
Children's Book Press. 

Hoffinan, Mary. (1991). AmaTiny CWacet 111. Caroline Binch. New York: 
Scholastic. 

Hoffinan, Mary. (1996). La asombrosa Graciela. 111. Caroline Binch. Nueva 
York: Dial Books for Young Readers. 

Hughes, Monica. n 993'>. A handful of seeds. 111. Luis Garay. Ontario, Canada: 
Lester Publishing Limited. 
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Hughes, Monica. (1996). Un puHado de semillas. IlL Luis Garay. Caracas, 
Venezuela: Ediciones Ekare. 

Jimenez, Francisco. (1998). La mariposa. IlL Simdn Silva. Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company. 

Lachtman Dumas, Ofelia. (1995). Pppita talks twice/Pepita hahla dos veces. DL 
Alex Pardo DeLange. Houston, TX: Pifiata Books. 

Maury, Inez. (1976). Mv mother the mafl csmiexIMi mama la cartera. IlL Lady 
McCrady. NY: The Feminist Press. 

Mochizuki, Ken. (1993). Baseball saved us. IlL Dom Lee. New Yoik: Lee & Low 
Books. 

Mochizuki, Ken. (1995). El beisbol nos salvo. IlL Dom Lee. New York: 
Scholastic. 

Torres, Leyla. (1993). Subway sparrow. New York: Sunburst. 

Torres, Leyla. (1993). Gorrion del metro. New York: MirasoL 

Wyeth, Sharon Dennis. (1998). Something beautiful. 111. Chris K. Soentpwt. New 
York: Bantam Doubleday. 

Yashima, Taro. (1955). Crow boy. New York: Viking Press. 

Yashima, Taro. (1996). Nino cuervo. New York: Lectorum Publications. 
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APPENDIX D 

FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS' NON-LITERARY 

RESPONSES IN 11 LITERATURE CIRCLES 

Literature 
Circle 

Procedures # Facilitatin 
g 

Trying to 
Take the 
Floor 

Active 
Listenin 
g 

Sodal 
Talk 

Total * 

n % n % n % a % n n 

001 
Isabella's Bed 

31 69 2 4 4 9 3 7 5 11 45 36 

002 
Tight Times 

7 30 5 22 9 39 2 9 0 0 23 21 

003 MLK 31 50 16 26 7 11 4 6 4 6 62 25 

004 Baseball 
Saved Us 

40 58 4 6 20 29 2 3 3 4 69 24 

005 
In My Family 

13 38 10 29 9 26 2 6 0 0 34 26 

006 Pepita 
Talks (1st) 

33 58 6 10 6 10 1 2 11 19 57 23 

007 
Amazing Grace 

78 73 21 19 4 4 3 3 I 1 107 45 

008 Pepita 
Talks (2nd) 

36 47 17 22 4 5 0 20 26 77 53 

009 
Oliver Button 

99 56 34 19 31 18 li 6 1 1 176 38 

010 A Handful 
of Seeds 

20 61 7 21 5 15 1 3 0 0 33 14 

O i l  La nina 
invisible 

23 66 10 28 2 6 0 0 0 0 35 22 

Partial Total 411 57 132 18 101 14 29 4 45 6 718 30 

• Out of total of children's turns. 
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APPENDIX E 

FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS' LITERARY RESPONSES 

FOR CATEGORY 1: ANALYTICAL TALK IN 11 LITERATURE CIRCLES 

Literature 
Circles 

Book as a cultural 
product 

Making narrative 
meaning 

Paying attention to 
language/text 

Analysis of 
illustrations 

n n % n n % 

001 
Isabella's Bed 

1 2 39 78 1 2 9 IS 

002 
Tight Times 

1 3 27 69 I 3 10 26 

003 MLK 1 1 103 89 12 10 0 0 

004 Basefaal! 
Saved Us 

7 4 167 94 1 1 3 2 

005 
In My Family 

0 0 46 90 5 10 0 0 

006 
Pepita Talks 
1 

3 3 64 65 32 32 0 0 

007 Amazing 
Grace 

0 0 34 89 4 11 0 0 

008 
Pepita Talks 
2 

0 0 29 97 1 3 0 0 

009 
Oliver Button 

0 0 139 90 15 10 0 0 

010 A 
Handful of 
Seeds 

23 14 136 81 4 2 4 2 

011 1^7 nifia 
invisible 

0 0 59 100 0 0 0 0 

Partial Total 36 4 843 86 76 8 26 2 
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APPENDIX F 

FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF STUDENTS' 

LITERARY RESPONSES FOR CATEGORY 1.4: 

MAKING NARRATIVE MEANING IN 11 LITERATURE CIRCLES 

Clarification 
receiling/ 
questions 

Speculative 
hypotheses & 
Infoences 

Personal 
opinions ft 
equations 

Evaluative & 
Thematic 
statements 

Total • 

n •/• n •/. n •/• n % n •/o 

001 Isabella's Bed 2 5 22 56 12 31 3 8 39 49 

002 Tight Times 3 11 14 52 8 30 2 7 27 30 

003 MLK 30 29 35 34 18 17 20 19 103 56 

004 Baseball 
Saved Us 

80 48 74 44 4 2 9 5 167 75 

005 In My Family 15 33 3 6 22 48 6 13 46 48 

006 Pepita Talks I 48 75 5 8 7 11 4 6 64 34 

007 Amazing Grace 24 71 1 3 7 21 2 6 34 26 

008 Pepita Talks 2 6 21 2 7 14 48 7 24 29 43 

009 Oliver Button 45 32 23 17 34 24 37 27 139 48 

019 A Handful of 
Seeds 

59 43 37 27 33 24 7 5 136 65 

Q \ \  L a  n i i i a  i n v i s i b l e  19 32 12 20 23 39 5 8 59 49 

Partial Total 331 39 228 27 185 22 103 12 843 50 

• (Out of Total of Lita-ary Responses) 
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